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Abstract

This thesis documents the application of optical fibre based techniques to overcome two of the

principal limitations of commercially available pulse oximeters. The design and developmentof two

optical fibre based systems are described. The first is a prototype distimulus pulse oximeter for use in

the electrically and magnetically hostile environment of magnetic resonance scanners. The secondis an

experimental tristimulus pulse oximeter for detection of the percentage carboxyhaemoglobin in the

blood,in addition to oxy and reduced haemoglobin.

Anin vitro calibration rig was developed in order to provide calibration data for both the distimulus

and tristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter systems. This avoided the ethical restrictions of

desaturation experiments involving human volunteers. In addition, the rig was usedto investigate the

response of a commercial pulse oximeter over its full range, and also for elevated levels of

carboxyhaemoglobin. Experimental data was obtained for both whole blood and haemolysed blood. It

was shownthatthe in vitro calibration technique could be used to significantly improve the accuracy of

pulse oximeters, particularly over the clinical range 50 - 75 % oxygensaturation.

The calculated resolution of the prototype pulse oximeter was 1.4 %, similar to that of a commercial

instrument. The prototype system underwentclinical trials at the University of Liverpool Magnetic

Resonance Research Centre over a period of several months, and was shownto provide continuous,

reliable and safe monitoring of arterial oxygen saturation and pulse rate. Experiments for the

tristimulus pulse oximeter were performed for levels of carboxyhaemoglobinin the range 0 - 30 %.It

was shownthat the tristimulus system successfully discriminated the percentage oxy, reduced and

carboxyhaemoglobin. Nevertheless, it was found that to facilitate measurements with sufficient

accuracyforclinical purposes, an increase in the sensitivity to carboxyhaemoglobin would be required.

The experimental calibration results are supported by theoretical calculations using a broadband

mathematical model. In addition, the modelis used to assess the effects of dyshaemoglobins, source

bandwidths and skin pigmentation, on the accuracy of pulse oximeters. It was shownthat elevated

concentrations of both carboxyhaemoglobin and methaemoglobin cause conventional pulse oximeters

to overestimate the true oxygenationof the blood. The influence oftissue absorbance onthe calibration

curve of pulse oximeters was found to be more significant for broadband sources such as whitelight,

than for LEDs.Irrespective of the source, the effects of racial skin colour appear to be negligible above

80 % oxygen saturation. Furthermore, through the use of empirical calibration techniques, the effect of

tissue absorbance on accuracy should be virtually eliminated.
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of pulse oximetry and to

introduce the underlying principles of the work describedinthis thesis.

The first part of the chapter discusses the theoretical basis of conventional pulse

oximetry, and describes the fundamentals ofoptical fibres, including the principles of

operation and their optical characteristics. The historical development of blood

oxygen monitoring is described, and existing in vitro and in vivo optical techniques

for measuring the oxygenation of blood are described. These include cuvette

oximetry, CO-oximeters, and the use of optical fibres for invasive optical

measurements.

Finally, the performance limitations, methods used for calibration and accuracyof

commercial pulse oximeters are discussed.
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1.2 Introduction to Pulse Oximetry

Prior to the advent of oximetry, the standard non invasive method for estimating the

adequacy of blood oxygenation was to examine the colour of the skin for signs of

cyanosis. At best, this has been shown to be an insensitive monitoring technique

(Comroe mu), and at worst to be useless, as in the case of dark skin pigmentation

or anaemia.

Since the early 1980s, continuous and non invasive assessment of arterial blood

oxygenation has been made both practicable and simple through the use of pulse

oximetry. Pulse oximeters measure blood oxygenation in terms of percentage oxygen

saturation (SaOz). This is defined as the percentage oxyhaemoglobin to total

haemoglobin, as shown in equation 1.1.

cHbO> (1.1)
5002 = abOy + CRED

where cHbO}is the concentration of oxyhaemoglobin and cRHbis the concentration

of reduced haemoglobin. It has become customary to denote the pulse oximeter

readings for oxygen saturation (SaO2) by the abbreviation SpO2. Equation 1.1

assumesthat the only haemoglobin species present are oxy and reduced haemoglobin.

In reality, there are small concentrations of methaemoglobin and

carboxyhaemoglobinin the blood, but the levels are usually lower than 2 % in healthy

non smokers (Ralston ace”), Nonetheless, in heavy smokers the

carboxyhaemoglobin levels can be as high as 10.6 % (Freeman RY”), and this has

serious consequencesfor the measurementaccuracy of conventional pulse oximeters.

Conventional pulse oximeters determine the percentage SaOz2 by measuring the

relative absorption at two wavelengths,of light transmitted through a peripheral part

of the anatomy, such as the finger or the ear. Oxyhaemoglobin and reduced

haemoglobin have differing absorption spectra in the visible and nearinfrared parts of
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the spectrum. A probe consisting of LEDs emitting in the red (typically 660 nm ) and

infrared (typically 940 nm),is clipped onto the measurementsite. Light transmitted

through the tissue is modulated by the pulsatile volume changesofthe arterial blood,

and the signals obtained are analysed and processed by microprocessor controlled

software, to yield a measure of SaO2. Pulse oximeters also permit monitoring ofthe

patients heart rate.

Knowledgeofthe arterial oxygen saturation is essential for assessing the ability of the

blood to deliver sufficient oxygen to the tissues and vital organs of the body. Forthis

reason, pulse oximeters have become a routine monitor in anaesthesia and intensive

care, andtheir utility is increasingly prevalent in areas such as postoperative recovery

(Morris Rw?) emergency care (Phillips Gp'”®?) and premedication (Marjot

RY), One of the most notable revelations of pulse oximetry is the high incidence of

clinically unsuspected hypoxia (Coté CJ bry) Secondary applications of pulse

oximetry have been investigated, and these include systolic blood pressure

measurement (Holm-Knudsen RJ ita and circulatory monitoring (Kelleher jp),
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1.3 Theoretical Basis of Pulse Oximetry

There are two fundamental physiological principles which form the basis of pulse

oximetry. First, the optical absorbance of oxygenated haemoglobin (HbO2)is

different from that of reduced (deoxygenated) haemoglobin (RHb), at one or both of

the wavelengths used. Second, the light transmitted through a vascular tissue bed

contains a pulsatile component whichis due solely to periodic fluctuations in the

arterial blood volume.

The characteristic spectral absorbances of HbOz and RHbare described by the

haemoglobin extinction curves, as shown in figure 1.1. Extinction is defined as the

light absorption of a unit concentration and pathlength of a given substance.

Intuitively, it can be deduced from the curves that both HbOz and RHb are

considerably more opaque below 600 nm than at longer wavelengths. In practice, the

wavelength range used for pulse oximetry is 600 nm to 1100 nm,since insufficient

light power can be transmitted through a vascular tissue bed below 600 nm. Pulse

oximeter manufacturers use LED sources with wavelengths around 660 nmin the red,

and between 900 nm and 950 nm in the infrared. In general, the source wavelengths

are chosen to coincide with the regions where the extinction curves are displaced

furthest apart, as for example at 660 nm.

100
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01

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1.1 Haemoglobin extinction curves for oxy and reduced haemoglobin (Alexander CM 1989)
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The transmission of monochromatic light of wavelength A, through a uniformly

absorbing medium is represented by figure 1.2 (a). The relationship between the

incidentintensity Jj(A), and the transmitted intensity /,(), is defined by Lambert's law

as follows,

Id) = 1A) . exp-(a(A) . L) (1.2)

where @ is the specific absorption coefficient of the absorbing material, at wavelength

A, and L is the thickness.If the absorber is suspendedin a solution, as shownin figure

1.2 (b), then the expression for the transmitted intensity is modified thus

Id) = I{A) . exp-(E(A) . cL) (1.3)

where is the extinction coefficient and c is the concentration of the absorbing

particles. Equation 1.3 is known as the Beer-Lambert law, and is applicable to

solutions of haemoglobin in which there is no attenuation of light due to scattering.

The ratio of the transmitted light intensity to the incident intensity is called the

transmittance T, hence

Id)

If)
 T() = = exp-(€(A) .c.L) = exp-A(A) (1.4)

whereA is defined as the absorbance.

  

 

(a) (b)
Uniform Solution of

absorbing absorbing

material particles

1i(A) ——- I(,)——> ——I,(a)
Incident Incident Transmitted
light light light

 

Figure 1.2 (a) Attenuationoflight in a solid material of thickness L
(b) Attenuation of light in a solution of absorbing particles of pathlength L
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Absorbances are additive, therefore if a material consists of several absorbers in

series, or in the case of a solution, if there is more than one absorbing particle present,

the total absorbanceis given by

Atotal = A(A); + A(A)a +... +A(A)n (1.5)

In the previous section, the blood oxygen saturation was defined as the ratio ofthe

relative concentrations of oxyhaemoglobinto total haemoglobin.

cHbO,

5402 = bos + cRHD (1.6)

where CHbO}is the concentration of oxyhaemoglobin and cRHbis the concentration

of reduced haemoglobin. If the total haemoglobin concentration is defined as cyp,

then

CHb = CHbO, + cRHb (1.7)

Therefore CHbO> = cyp . SAO (1.8)

and CRHb= cpp . (1 - SaO2) (1.9)

Thus if a cuvette of blood containing oxy and reduced haemoglobin,is

transilluminated by light of wavelength A, the total absorbance can be expressed in

terms of SaO? by

Ap(A) =[Eouw®) - cup - Sa0z. L]+[Eon) - Gu -(1-Sa02).L] (1.10)

If two wavelengths of light are used, for example at ); = 660 nm and A> = 940 nm,

the ratio of absorbances is uniquely related to the oxygen saturation as shownin

equation 1.10.

Ap(A) _ [Eouw(Ar) - Cre - SaOz. L] + [€ouy(An) - cup - (1 - Sa02) . L ]
ia

Av(42)  [€oun(Aa) « cup - SaOz. L]+ |Eopu(A2) . crip . (1 - SaO2) . L |
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In pulse oximetry the situation is more complex than that of a cuvette system, due to

the additional absorbanceofthe tissue. In effect, the arterial pulsatile blood is viewed

througha filter made up of skin, tissue, bone, pigmentation and venous blood. The

resultant signal at each wavelength comprises a steady state or d.c. component, and a

pulsatile or a.c. componentas showninfigure 1.3.

The relative amplitudes of the pulsatile signals are directly related to the oxygen

saturation of the blood, but are also dependent upon the incident intensity and the

tissue absorbance. Much ofthe literature on the theory of pulse oximetry (Kidd

Fy'78®| Taylor MB’**, Alexander CM’”””, Griffiths DM'**’) ignores this fact, but

Pologe JA’**”states that dividing the a.c. component by the d.c. component(at each

wavelength) gives a normalised parameterthatis related to SaO2, and independentof

the incidentlight intensity and tissue absorbance. Rigorousoptical analysis is avoided

in the literature, partly for reasons of simplicity and partly for commercial secrecy.

Later in this thesis the effects of dividing the a.c. and d.c. signal components are

examined theoretically. Two mathematical models are presented, the first for a

monochromatic system (chapter 4), and the second for a broadband system (chapter

8). The LEDs used by pulse oximeters are generally assumed to be monochromatic,

but in practice have bandwidths of about 50 nm, and should be treated as broadband.

Pulsatile blood
Constant tissue absorbance
absorbance\

~ Pulsatile
component

  

   
  

Transmitted   Intensitl(a) 1,(A) > Steady state
| ws component

Incident “31 Transmitted
intensity intensity

Figure 1.3 Simplified modelof an arterial tissue bed, and graphical representationofthe resultant
pulsatile (a.c.) and steady state (d.c.) components of the transmitted optical signal
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1.4 Basic Theory of Optical Fibres

Optical fibres have a number of characteristic advantages which maketheir utility

especially attractive for sensors in general, and for medical instrumentation in

particular. Someofthe principle advantagesare as follows:

¢ Nonelectrical, andintrinsically safe;

© Immuneto radio frequency (RF) and electromagnetic interference (EMI);

e Allow access to normally inaccessible or hazardous areas;

® Immuneto corrosion in hostile or wet environments;

e¢ Small size and low weight.

Optical fibres consist of a core with a diameter of 5 - 400 um andrefractive index ng,

surrounded by a cladding with a diameter of 50 - 1000 um andrefractive index ny,

where Ng > nz. Fabrication is either from glass doped with various metals, or polymer.

The principles governing the light guiding properties of optical fibres are refraction

andtotal internal reflection. The phenomenaofrefraction is described by Snell's Law,

and can be expressed mathematically as

No. Sindy = nj . sing, (1.12)

whereno is the refractive index of the medium in whichthe lightis initially travelling,

ny is the refractive index of the second medium, @p is the angle between the incident

ray and the normalto the interface, and @) is the angle between the refracted ray and

the normal to the interface. Figure 1.4 (a) - (c) illustrates the path for a ray of light

passing from a high to low index medium,as the angle of incidence, @p,is increased.

(a) (b) (c)
| Refracted ray

' $;   
n,

No

$o
  

|
|

Critical ray n;

|
|
|

 

Total reflection

Figure 1.4 Behaviourofa ray,incidentat a plane interface between a low and high index medium:

a) Po< h: >) Po= Rs © o> h.
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Figure 1.4 (a) showsthat whenthe angle ofincidence @p,is less than the critical angle

dc, there is a strong refracted ray and a weakreflected ray. In the case where @ois

equal to @c, the refracted ray propagates along the interface of the low and high

refractive index materials. For this condition, the angle @y is 90°. Substituting this

into equation 1.12 the critical angle gg, is related to the refractive indices nj and ng as

follows:

No. Sings = n, . sin(I/2)

sing, = at (1.13)

For angles of @o greater than @c, the entire ray is reflected at the interface and no

refraction takes place.

Figure 1.5 showsthe propagation ofa ray oflight along an optical fibre, by means of

total internal reflection.

 

Figure 1.5 Typical propagationofa ray along a step index optical fibre

Considering Snell's law for the optical fibre with core index ng , cladding index 7,

and the surrounding media index n, then

n. sin@= ng. sino

= no . sin(m/2 - be)

from equation 1.13 (sin @-= nj/no) = no . [1 - (nty/no)?}!”

therefore n. sin@ = no .[1 - (my/no)?]}” =N.A. (1.14)
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where N.A.is defined as the numerical aperture of the fibre. The N.A. is determined

by the difference in refractive index between the core andthe cladding.It is a measure

of the light acceptance capability of the optical fibre, and as N.A. increases so does

the ability of the fibre to couple higher optical power levels. The maximum light

collection efficiency occurs for fibres with a large core diameter and large N.A.

Optical fibres can beclassified in two categories: single mode and multimode. Single

mode fibres allow axial propagation of light and have core diameters < 10 wm and

cladding diameters up to 1000 1m. They are used with monochromatic coherent

light, such as that emitted by a laser. Multimodefibresfacilitate the transmission of

multiple modes of non coherent and polychromatic light, and are therefore suitable

for coupling high optical powers from broadband sources.

Multimode fibres may be further divided into step index, and graded index types. Step

index fibres consist of a core region with uniform refractive index which changes

abruptly at the core cladding interface. Graded index fibres have a core refractive

index which varies gradually from a high value at the centre to a lower value at the

periphery.

Microbend  
  

af
Irregular

endfinish

Bubble Impurity Density change

(absorption) (scattering)

Figure 1.6 Attenuation mechanismsin optical fibres
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The attenuation losses of optical fibres can vary from 1 to 1000 dB km”, depending

on the type and quality of the fibre. The causes of attenuation are often wavelength

dependent, and include absorption, scattering, microbending, and end loss due to

reflection, as illustrated in figure 1.6. Typically, fibres have contaminations of

transition metals such as copper, chromium, iron and hydroxyl ions. The cumulative

effects of the losses in the fibre result in specific ranges of wavelengths for which the

losses are substantially lower than elsewhere. These ranges are termed ‘transmission

windows’, and are optimized for communicationsfibres. A typical attenuation curve

for a low loss fibre is shownin figure 1.7.

Attenuation 5
(db/km)

600 700 800 900 1000 1100
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1.7 Attenuation curve for a low loss fibre (Krohn DA 1992)

Multimode fibres can be grouped together to make optical fibre bundles. These are

particularly useful for sensing applications since they have a high coupling efficiency

which allowstransmission of substantial optical powers over limited distances. This

feature is due partly to the increased diameter of the bundle and partly to the high

numerical aperture of the fibres used. Nevertheless, the attenuation losses in bundle

fibres are higher than standardsilica fibres, due to higher concentrationsof transition

metals. A significant advantage of fibre bundles is that they can be divided into two

or more branches, thereby enabling a multiplicity of light sources or photodetectors to

be addressed.
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The attenuation loss of an optical fibre can be expressed in terms of transmittance,

whichis the ratio of the transmitted spectral power density P(A), to the incident

spectral powerdensity Pj(A), thus

PKA)T= 1.15PAD) (1.15)

and the attenuation in decibels is expressed as

Attenuation (dB) = 10. logi (1.16)
P(A)
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1.5 Historical Developmentof Non-invasive Oximetry

Haemoglobin wasfirst identified as the pigmentin blood, and the carrier of oxygen

by Stokes Go'®™ and Hoppe-Seyler Fis They observed a visible colour change in

haemoglobin solutions when exposed to air, and Hoppe-Seyler proved this to be due

to the reversible binding of haemoglobin with oxygen to form oxyhaemoglobin. In

1876, Vierordtutilized the different optical spectra of oxy and reduced haemoglobin

to measure the oxygen consumption of living tissue. Spectral shifts in the reflected

light from a finger were timed,after first occluding the blood circulation (Vierordt

Ks: It was 56 years later before similar techniques were repeated with improved

equipment(Nicolai oy

The earliest attempts to measure blood oxygenation optically used the blue and green

bands of the spectrum. However, the blood is so opaque in these regions that for

optical density measurements it had to be diluted, and this changed the oxygen

saturation. The first measurements of the spectrum of undiluted haemolysed and non

haemolysed blood were reported by Drabkin p>, using a glass cuvette with a 0.07

mm pathlength. Drabkin also confirmed the applicability of the Beer-Lambert law

(equation 1.3) over a wide range of haemoglobin concentrations. Although the

potential of such a cuvette for saturation measurements wasnotedatthat time, it was

10 years before it was used directly for in vivo and in vitro saturation measurements

(Drabkin'™“»). The optical spectra of various haemoglobin derivatives were further

investigated by Horecker BL”, prompted by the need for spectrophotometric

measurement of carboxyhaemoglobin.

In 1931, Ludwig Nicolai devised the first oximeter for studying saturation in tissue

(Nicolai Li), The apparatus consisted of a mercury vapourlight, a rotating wheel

filter, a vacuum photoelectric cell, and a vacuum tube amplifier (figure 1.8). By

occluding the circulation, Nicolai used his system to investigate the dynamics of
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tissue oxygen consumption. He foundthat the rate of decay of oxyhaemoglobin and

the parallel increase in reduced haemoglobin were described by exponential curves.

 

Figure 1.8 Nicolai's apparatus for studying oxygen saturation in tissue (Nicolai 11932).
1 - filtering capacitor; 2- quartz-mercury lamp;3 - lens; 4 - light chopper;
5 - optical filters; 6 - skin fold clamp;8 - light shutter; 9 - photoelectric cell;
10 -amplifier; 11 - transformer, 12 - Rectifier; 13 - Galvanometer.

Thefirst precise measurements of oxygen saturation in cuvettes, and subsequently in

flowing blood, were reported by Nicolai's associate Kurt Kramer. Using a 2 mm

pathlength cuvette in conjunction with an incandescentlight source, a red filter, a

photocell and a galvanometer, Kramer demonstrated that saturation could be

measured reproducibly (Kramer K'4), He confirmed the application of the Beer

Lambert law for haemolysed blood, and foundthat it could be applied approximately

to whole blood. In 1935, Kramer reported a method for continuously monitoring the

oxygen saturation of blood flowing through unopened vessels in animals (Kramer

Ky An artery was compressed between glass walls in order to fix the optical

pathlength between an incandescent(red) light source and a barrier layer photocell

(figure 1.9). Although the system was susceptible to intensity drifts in the light

source, and there was no compensation for haemoglobin concentration, the reported

accuracy for experimental measurements was +1 %.

1-15
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Figure 1.9 (a) Kramer's apparatus for measuring the blood oxygenation in unopened animal arteries.
(b) Cutaway view of the apparatus; (Kramer K 1935): The artery was placed in groove
(A) against photocell (B), illuminated by light (C), surrounded by cooling water (D)
entering port (D)). Light was controlled by (C)) and read by galvanometer(B }).

Karl Matthes, building on the earlier work of Nicolai constructed the first oximeter to

continuously measure the saturation of human blood in vivo bytransillumination of

the ear, or other tissue (Matthes kK’), Matthes and his collaborator, Franz Gross,

were the first experimenters to use two spectral regions, including an isobestic

wavelength to compensate for factors such as blood content, light intensity and

differences in tissue thickness.Initially they used blue and greenlight, following

Nicolai, but later switched to infrared. In 1939 they described the first ear oximeter

utilizing red and infrared light (Matthes kK’),

The developmentof oximetry in the Britain and the United States gathered impetus

during World WarII, stimulated by the needs of military aviation without pressurised

cabins. JR Squire developed an oximeter for use on the web of the hand (figure 1.10).

Using optical filters and an incandescent white light source, the red and infrared

transmissions through the skin were compared. Squire used a method,later adopted

by others, of setting the zero of the two optical channels by compressingthetissue to

Squeeze out the blood. He also compensated for light source drifts between

measurements (Squire mR ™), In 1942, EAG Goldie developed an oximeter for in
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vivo use in humantissue, and he also used the technique of mechanical compression

of the tissue for zeroing (Goldie FAG”),

 

Figure 1.10 Squires's instrumentfor measuring oxygenation in the web of the hand

(Squire JR 1940). Slide (A) was usedto set zero, slide (B) to changethe red (R)

to infrared (IR)lightfilter. Capsule (C) was used to apply pressureto the tissue

surface to expel blood, in order to measure the optical transmissionof the

bloodless tissue.

The term oximeter was first coined by G.A. Millikan, and he was responsible for

developing the first commercial oximeter which was manufactured by the Coleman

Electric Company in 1940 (Millikan GA‘? ). The device was designed to be

clipped onto the pinna of the ear, and weighed 30 g.It consisted of an incandescent

battery operated light source, a barrier layer photocell, and red and green gelatin

filters. The photocell was divided into three separate light sensitive elements, with the

red filter covering the central element, and the green filter covering the two outer

elements (figure 1.11). The green filter was chosen atan isobestic region in order to

provide a reference, independent of oxygen saturation. It was discovered by

independent research, however, that the earis virtually opaque to green light but

transparent to infrared light, and this was also transmitted by the filter. By

coincidence therefore, the system actually operated using an infrared isobestic region.
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Figure 1.11 Circuit diagram ofthe Millikan oximeter (Comroe JH!950);

R - 'red' photoelectric cell covered by Wratten 29Ffilter,
G - 'green' photoelectric cell covered by Wratten 61Nfilter;
Gv - galvanometer;

The oximeter compensated for ear thickness by electronically adjusting the outputs

from the red and green photocells so that they were equal, and therefore cancelled.

The heat of the lamp was assumedto cause localized vasodilatation, thereby ensuring

the measurement was performed onarterial, and not a mixture ofarterial and venous

blood. The oximeter was set to a baseline reading of 97 % SaO2 for subjects breathing

air, or 100 % SaQp for subjects breathing oxygen. Subsequent changes in SaQ2

resulted in a shift in the baseline, and a corresponding change in the saturation

reading. Measurementaccuracies of +5 % in the region of 90 % - 100 % SaO2, and

+8 % towards 50 % SaO?2 were achieved.

Thefirst reported clinical use of an oximeter was in 1948, when a device termed an

'‘oxyhemograph'was usedto control anoxaemia during surgical anaesthesia (Mc Clure

RD'***), Progress towards an absolute-reading oximeter, without the need for an

initial adjustment to a known oxygen saturation was made by Earl Wood. He

modified Millikan's earpiece oximeter by improving the infraredfilter and adding an

inflatable balloon with which the ear could be made bloodless forinitial zero setting.

The conceptof a bloodless zero was pioneered by Squire and Goldie, andanticipated

the technique of pulse oximetry, in which pulsatile changes in absorption are assumed
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to be caused byarterial blood. Wood and his student Geraci also devised electronic

methods of dividing the red signal by the infrared signal to display saturation

continuously (Wood EB),

Robert Brinkman and Willem Zijlstra were the main pioneers of reflection oximetry.

Together they invented the 'Cyclops', a non-invasive reflection oximeter which was

attached to the forehead (Brinkman Ro). Zijlstra developed the optical theory of

reflection oximetry (Zijlstra WGae the principles of which were later applied in the

developmentof the American Optical oximeter (Polanyi ML”), and also in the use

1962,1964,
of optical fibre catheters for oximetry (Enson Y )

Further technical improvements of these early instruments were limited by the optical

components and current measurementdevices. Barrier layer photocells in use at that

time had non uniform spectralsensitivities, and the sensitivities were variable over

time. Also, the photocell output currents could not be measured without some change

in voltage, and this altered their responses in a variable manner. Galvanometers

provided the instrument readouts, but these were far from ideal zero-impedance

current meters after the addition of resistance networks to enable them to be

calibrated. It was thus routine to perform individual calibrations for each instrument,

in order to obtain repeatable and reliable measurements.

The developmentof rapid and reliable methods of measuring the oxygen tension of

blood, by adaptation of the Clark polarographic electrode, led to a temporary decline

of interest in oximetry during the 1950s (Clark to), Oxygen tensionis related to

oxygen saturation by a curve knownas the oxygen dissociation curve, and this

enables conversion from one parameter to the other. The most significant clinical

development of the Clark polarographic electrode was in blood gas analysers, for

measurement of the oxygen tension of drawn blood samples. However, other

applications have been devised including intra-arterial measurements (Conway
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m??’5), and transcutaneous measurements by applying a probeto the surface of the

skin (Huch A ey Transcutaneous measurement techniques have the advantage of

being non-invasive, but suffer from a poor physiological response time. A resurgence

of interest in oximetry was brought about by advancesin electronics and light sources

during the 1960s and 1970s.
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Figure 1.12 Simplified block diagram of the multiple wavelength Hewlett Packard

ear oximeter, Model HP 47201A (Yoshiya 11983)

Around 1964, Robert Shaw began the design and construction ofa self-calibrating,

eight wavelength ear oximeter. The instrument he developed was marketed by

Hewlett-Packard in 1970 as the HP 47201A,and soon becamethe standard by which

others were compared. The design of the instrument is outlined by the schematic

block diagram in figure 1.12. The source wavelengths were derived from rotating

filter wheel, and light was transmitted to and from the ear via optical fibre bundles.

The system employed

a

fixed optical pathlength, and induced arterialization of the

capillary vessels using heat. Due to the cumbersome nature of the ear probe and

expenseofthe instrument however,it was primarily usedas a laboratory tool, and not

for routine clinical monitoring.
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In the early 1970s, Takuo Aoyagi originated the idea of using photoplethysmography

to isolate the arterial blood in oximetry measurements (Aoyagi 774), Atthat time, he

was developing a non invasive method for determining cardiac output by dye dilution.

The dye washout curve was measuredin the ear by monitoring the transmitted lightat

red and infrared wavelengths. He noticed that the washout curve contained

undulations due to the pulsatile arterial blood, and devised a technique for subtracting

the pulsatile components from the curve. However, the subtraction algorithm gave

moreerratic results than expected,and it was recognized that this was due to changes

in oxygen saturation. This led to the realization that by analyzing the pulsatile

components of the transmitted light intensities, oxygen saturation measurements

could be performed which were independentof the absorbances dueto both tissue and

venous blood.
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Figure 1.13 Schematic of the Minolta-Mochida Oximet MET 1471 pulse oximeter (Yoshiya I }983)

The first commercial pulse oximeter, marketed as the Minolta-Mochida Oximet MET

1471, was developed by Nakajima andhis associates of the Minolta Corporation
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(Nakajima s?), The optical system consisted of a halogen lamp, 650 nm and 805

nm bandpassfilters, and fibre bundles to conduct light to and from the finger. A

schematic representation of the Minolta pulse oximeter is shownin figure 1.13.

The Minolta pulse oximeter was tested clinically by three groups of anaesthesiologists

between 1976 and 1980 and was found to provide continuous, convenient, and non

invasive monitoring of arterial oxygen saturation (Asari mM?”7, Suzukawa ms

Yoshiya oe However, the instrument utilized a theoretical calibration and this

resulted in substantial overestimations for saturation readings below 90 % (Sarnquist

F178), Shimada showedthat the theoretical calibration was inadequate due to the

effects of multiple scattering by the red blood cells (Shimada yy, This later led to

standard empirical calibration procedures for pulse oximeters. Shimada also found

that the a.c. ripple on the light source caused the saturation readingsto fall in cases

where the pulsatile componentof the transmitted light signal was less than 0.5 % of

the steady state component.

Mendelson andcolleagues investigated the possibility of performing pulse oximetry

reflectively as well as transmissively (Mendelson v8}, Their design used 635 nm

and 935 nm LEDsources, and a PIN photodiode detector. These were mounted

directly onto the surface of the skin, separated by a gap of approximately 3 mm. Over

the limited range 89 % - 98 % SaOz,they achieved an accuracy of + 0.76 %.

Shimada investigated reflective pulse oximetry using a probe comprising a

photodetector and four LEDsat wavelengths of 637 nm, 658 nm, 799 nm and 900 nm

(Shimada Y 1989) The photodetector was located at the centre of the probe, with the

LEDsaroundthe outside, and an optical barrier in between. Calibration curves were

obtained from desaturation experiments, with the probe attached to the forehead. The

pair of LEDsexhibiting the lowest standard deviation were 658 nm and 799 nm,and

these were chosen for subsequent SpO2 measurements. Overthe range 73.3 % to 99.6
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% SaO2, an accuracy of + 1.42 % was achieved. Nevertheless, it was emphasizedthat

in general, the signal to noise ratio for pulse oximetry by reflective means is lower

than that by transmissive means.

Through two significant improvements to the design of the Minolta instrumentin the

late 1970s, Scott Wilber developed the first clinically accepted pulse oximeter

(Tremper KK’), The first improvement wasin the production of a lightweight

sensor. This was achieved by incorporating LED light sources and a photodiode into

the probe, and connecting the probe to the instrument via lightweight cable. The

second improvementwas in making the system microprocessor based. This enabled a

more complex calibration algorithm to be used, derived by empirical means, and

resulting in better saturation estimates. The instrument was developed by the Biox

company, and was successfully marketed as the Biox IJ to pulmonary function

laboratories in the early 1980s. William New soon recognised the clinical utility of

pulse oximetry in the operating room, and developed the Nellcor N100 which was

successfully marketed to anaesthesiologists (Yelderman m8), Since the

introduction of the first commercial pulse oximeters, the market has expanded

rapidly. There are now more than 35 companies manufacturing pulse oximeters, and

world wide sales in 1989 were estimated at 65,000 units, valued at $200 million

(Severinghaus JWen

The basic design of all modern pulse oximeters is similar, but they differ in terms of

calibration algorithms, display formats, functional attributes, probe designs, and their

suitability for use in specialised environments, such as magnetic resonance scanners.

All commercial instruments are calibrated empirically, by correlating pulse oximeter

readings with the saturation measured using a multi-wavelength CO-oximeter, from

arterial blood samples. Nevertheless, ethical restrictions limit data to the range 70 % -

100 % SaOz2, and the calibration beyondthis is determined by extrapolation (Schnapp

LM”). The application of miniature LEDs and photodiodes hasfacilitated the
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design of a large range of probes, many of which are inexpensive enough to be

considered disposable. Pulse oximetry has been found to work on a variety of body

sites including,the bridge of the nose, the nasal septum, the temple over the temporal

artery, and the foot or palm of the hand in neonates, in addition to the more customary

sites of the finger or earlobe.
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1.6 The Application Of Optical Fibres in Oximetry

The most extensive application of optical fibres in oximetry has been in intravascular

monitoring. In 1957, Kapani developedthe first double layered glass fibres consisting

of a high refractive index core, and a low refractive index cladding (Kapani NS art

These fibres were desirable for clinical applications in view of their efficient light

transmission, small diameter, and high degree offlexibility, which enabled light to be

conducted to previously inaccessible sites.

In 1960, Michael Polanyi of the American Optical Company developed a reflective

cuvette oximeter (Polanyi ML), and shortly afterwards proceeded to develop the

first reflective fibre optic oximeter (Polanyi ML? Enson Y ety The system,

shownin figure 1.14, consisted of a cardiac catheter containing a bundle of optical

fibres, small enoughto pass throughan arterial needle, and flexible enough to follow

the bloodstream. Light from an incandescent source was directed througha rotating

red and infrared filter wheel and focused onto one half of the fibre bundle for

transmission to the catheter tip. The reflected light from the blood was collected by

the other half of the bundle, and returned to a photomultiplier tube.

Theratio of the reflected light intensities at the red (660 nm) and infrared (805 nm)

wavelengths was foundto be a linear function of oxygen saturation. Problems were

experienced with blood clotting at the tip, and this limited the utility of the device.

However, Polanyi later designed catheters with sideviewing ports that delayed the

onsetofclotting.

Other reflective optical fibre catheters were developed by Johnson coer and

1978 ,
Landsman MLJ_, and have been produced commercially by several companies

including Physio-Controls and Oximetrix. The most common usesof fibre optic

catheter oximeters have been for intracardiac oximetry in congenital heart disease;

monitoring of mixed venous oxygensaturation as an index of circulatory adequacy;
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and immediate monitoring of newborn infants through an umbilical artery catheter,

particularly in the case of prematurebirths.

 

Figure 1.14 Polanyi's fibre optic catheter oximeter developed
for the American Optical Company (Enson Y !962)

In non invasive oximetry, optical fibres were first employed around 1970 by Robert

Shaw, who developedthe eight wavelength Hewlett-Packard ear oximeter, previously

discussed in section 1.5. The HP 47201Aasit was called, used a rotating filter wheel

containing eight interference filters to select the source wavelengths. Light was

conducted to and from the ear via bulky optical fibre bundles. However, this made the

ear probe heavy and cumbersome, additional support around the head was necessary

to ensure secure attachment. Thefirst pulse oximeter to be developed by Nakajimain

1975, the Minolta-Mochida Oximet MET 1471, also used optical fibre bundles to

transmitfiltered light to and from a finger probe. However, like the Hewlett Packard

instrument, the fibre bundles were bulky and cumbersome, and consequently they

were discarded by manufacturers with the advent of high power miniature LEDs

which could be incorporated directly into the probe.
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Compared with the optical fibres currently available, those used in the early oximeters

were both optically inefficient and expensive. High attenuation losses necessitated the

use of large and bulky fibre bundles to maintain adequate optical power levels.

However,in recent times there have been substantial technological improvements to

optical fibres, and costs have fallen significantly due to their widespread use in the

communications industry. To date, these improvements have only been exploited for

. : : . 1989 ‘
invasive oximetry, in which optical fibre catheters are used (Scuderi PE , Schweiss

ip.
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1.7 The Development of Cuvette Oximetry and CO-Oximeters

In vitro determination of the blood oxygen saturation by spectrophotometry was

1934,1935 1935 ; 1935
, Matthes K ~~”, and Drabkin DLdescribed by Kramer K . In 1938 Evelyn

and Malloy published methods for determining the concentration of oxyhaemoglobin,

methaemoglobin and sulfhaemoglobin in a blood sample using Evelyn's standard

laboratory spectrophotometer (Evelyn KA'8). Others added further refinements, and

increasinginterest in the field led Horecker to more accurately determine the spectra

of haemoglobin andits derivatives (Horecker BL”),

Kramerand his colleagues demonstrated that the Beer-Lambert law did not apply to

whole blood cells, since the transmittance curves were found to be nonlinear, with

different slopes depending on optical pathlength and haemoglobin concentration

(Kramer Ky Nevertheless, it was found that the Beer-Lambert law could be

applied approximately to whole blood in cuvettes where the dimensions were fixed.

In 1951 Nahas, working in Earl Wood's laboratory, devised a special 0.1 mm light

path cuvette for the widely used Beckman spectrophotometer and published a method

1951
for SaO2 measurementwhich becamethe accepted standard (Nahas GG ). Helater

designed a simplified cuvette which the Beckman Instrument Company manufactured

(Nahas ao'**), One of many modifications of Nahas' method was Bjure and

Nilsson's technique for distinguishing oxy, reduced and carboxyhaemoglobin (Bjure

yo),

In the 1960s, Instrumentation Laboratories introduced their Model 182 cuvette

oximeter, the first CO-oximeter. This instrument used additional wavelengths to

permit measurement of carboxyhaemoglobin concentration, and to eliminate small

errors resulting from methaemoglobin and other pigments.

In 1962, Ole Siggaard-Anderson and his associates developed a method for use with

micro samplesof capillary blood (Siggaard-Anderson 0%), and later they devised a
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new filter photometer which replaced the Zeiss spectrophotometer (Siggaard-

Anderson 07”), This instrument was developed commercially by the Radiometer

Company and marketed as the Radiometer OSM2 Hemoximeter in 1976. It was the

first to introduce the use of ultrasound haemolysis. The same Danish investigators

redetermined the extinction spectra of oxyhaemoglobin, reduced haemoglobin,

carboxyhaemoglobin, methaemoglobin and sulfhaemoglobin to permit their analysis

in capillary blood samples (Siggaard-Anderson 07”), From this work has come a six

wavelength instrument, the OSM3 Hemoximeter, which uses a grating

spectrophotometerto identify all these haemoglobin derivatives from a 35 wl sample

in 20 seconds, haemolyzing only 1 wl of the sample in the optical path. Other multiple

wavelength CO-oximeters are available with similar capabilities, including the Model

2500 from the Corning Medical Company, and the Model IL282 and IL482 from

Instrumentation Laboratories.
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1.8 Limitations of Conventional Pulse Oximeters

The performance limitations of commercial pulse oximeters are under constant

investigation, and are well documented (Kelleher ciwaa Ralston ac!) Webb

RK, Severinghaus jw'??), It is important for clinicians to be aware of potential

errors in order to interpret the pulse oximeter readings correctly. The various

limitations are summarizedin the following sections.

1.8.1 Dyshaemoglobins and Other Blood Pigments

Dyshaemoglobins are abnormal haemoglobin species which render the haemoglobin

molecule either permanently or temporarily unable to bind oxygen. The most

common dyshaemoglobins are carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) and methaemoglobin

(MetHb). The normal concentrations of COHb and MetHbin the blood are lowerthan

2 %, but COHb can beelevated in the case of smokers, fire victims, or persons

attempting suicide using car exhaust fumes, and methaemoglobin levels may be

raised through use of certain drugs.

The conventional pulse oximeter is a dual wavelength device (typically 660 nm and

940 nm), and as such can only distinguish two haemoglobin species, namely

oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) and reduced haemoglobin (RHb). Nevertheless, the pulse

oximeter remains sensitive to other haemoglobin species, and furthermore, in the

presence of COHb or MetHb,it can no longer estimate the functional saturation

(SaO2) by definition (equation 1.1). There are thus two sources of error, and in

practice, the actual inaccuracy in the SpO2 readings is a combinationoftheseerrors.

The haemoglobin extinction curves for COHb and MetHbare shownalongside those

of HbO2 and RHbin figure 1.15. It can be seen that at 660 nm the values of HbO2

and COHbare similar, but at 940 nm COHbis virtually transparent. On the other

hand, MetHbis strongly absorbing at both 660 nm and 940 nm,and the extinction

coefficients are approximately equal at these wavelengths.
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Figure 1.15 Haemoglobin extinction curves for HbO2, RHb, COHb and MetHb
(Wukitsch MW1988)

The relationship between SaQ2 and the relative absorbance of the blood at 660 nm

and 940 nm can be expressed by

 SaO> a ace (1.17)

where A660 is the absorbance at 660 nm, and A940 is the absorbance at 940 nm. The

ratio A660/A940 (or which ever wavelengths are used), is generally abbreviated to R.

The parameterR is related to a calibration curve such as that shownin figure 1.16, for

a typical commercial pulse oximeter.
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Figure 1.16 Typical commercial pulse oximetercalibration curve (Pologe JA 1987)
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It can be seen from figure 1.16 that each value of R corresponds to a unique value of

SaO2 (SpO2), the pulse oximeter estimation of functional saturation (equation 1.1).

However,if there are dyshaemoglobins present, these will also affect the value of R,

and it can be deduced therefore that the resultant SpO2 reading will be a false

indication of oxygen saturation.

The hazard of SpO2 readings which are in error due to elevated levels of COHb or

MetHb,is in the implied oxygenation of the blood. In relying upon a pulse oximeter

measurement, the clinician is assuming that the blood contains primarily HbO2 aid

RHb, and that the levels of COHb and MetHbare negligible. Where there are

significant concentrations of COHb and MetHbpresent, it is necessary to use an

alternative parameter knownas the fractional oxygen saturation, FSaO2, to determine

the true concentration of HbO2. This is defined as

cHbO,
18902 =

C60;
+ORHb
+

cCOHD+

Mel

(1.18)

wherec denotes the concentrations of the haemoglobin species. The fractional oxygen

saturation can be determined from a blood sample using a CO-oximeter. Comparing

the definition for fractional saturation with that of functional saturation (equation 1.1),

it can be seen that the measured values will be identical if the concentrations of

COHb and MetHb are zero. However, if a subject had a total haemoglobin

concentration of 15 g di’, comprising 5 g dl” COHb,9 g dr’ HbO?and 1 g di’ RHb,

the functional saturation would be

Sa0x(%) =5 = 90% 

 

whereasthe fractional saturation would be

FSa02(%) = 5 60 %a
+1+5+0
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For pulse oximeters using 660 nm and 940 nm sources, elevated levels of COHb have

been found to cause SpO 2 readings to overestimate the true percentage HbO2. The

results of an experimental investigation using dogs with elevated levels of COHb are

shown in figure 1.17 (Barker SJtRTy In a similar investigation, elevated levels of

MetHbwerealso found to cause SpO?2 readings to overestimate the true percentage

ee The effects of dyshaemoglobins onHbOd, as shownin figure 1.18 (Barker SJ

pulse oximeter readings have been investigated as part of this thesis, and the

experimental and theoretical results are presented in chapters 7 and 8 respectively.

Foetal haemoglobin (HbF) constitutes 50 to 80 % of the total haemoglobinatbirth,

less than 15 % at one year, and less than 2 % into childhood (Kelleher jp), Since

pulse oximeters are calibrated using adult haemoglobin (HbA), there is the possibility

that they may be less accurate on neonates, due to the elevated levels of HbF in the

blood.

The IL282 CO-oximeter is knownto report falsely high levels of COHbin the

presence of HbF(Zijlstra WG’). This was found to be duetoslight, but significant

discrepancies in the absorption spectra for HbA and HDFin the visible wavelength

range, between 535 nm and 627 nm.The absorption spectra of HbF, over wavelength

range used for pulse oximetry, was investigated by Mendelson Y and Kent 1)oa

They concluded that there were no significant differences in the spectra of HbF and

HbA between 650 nm and 1000 nm.Furthermore,clinical tests have shown that pulse

oximeter readings do not appear to be affected by elevated levels of HbF (Pologe

jae" Anderson Jvis?)

Another pigmentpresentin the plasmaof the blood plasmaisthatof bilirubin, an end

product of the breakdown of haemoglobin. Under certain circumstances, the

concentrations of bilirubin can increase above normallevels, leading to the clinical

condition of hyperbilirubinaemia and jaundice. The absorption spectrum ofbilirubin
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Figure 1.17 Plot of the apparent oxygen saturation (SpO2) as measured bya pulse oximeter, and
the true saturation (FSaO2 or %HbO?) as measured by a CO-oximeter, versus the

percentage carboxyhaemoglobin, for an inspired oxygen fraction of 1.0 (Barker $J1987)
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Figure 1.18 Plot of the apparent oxygen saturation (SpO2) as measured by a pulse oximeter, and
the true saturation (FSaO2 or %HbO2) as measured by a CO-oximeter, versus the
percentage methaemoglobin,for an inspired oxygen fraction of 1.0 (Barker SJ1989)
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has a broad peak at 460 nm and two much smaller peaks at 560 nm and 600 nm. As a

result, the presence of high concentrations of bilirubin can affect the accuracy of CO-

oximeters. However, there is no evidence to suggest that pulse oximeter accuracies

are adversely affected by bilirubin(Veyckemans pe Ralston Ac’™}),

1.8.2 Intravenous Dyes

The use of intravenous dyes such as methylene blue, indigo carmine and indocyanine

green can cause erroneously low pulse oximeter saturation readings (Scheller

ms’). The reasonfor this is that the dyes are strongly absorbing around 660 nm,as

shown in figure 1.19. Intravenous dyes also cause errors in CO-oximeter readings

(Eisencraft JB), In pulse oximetry however, the errors are usually minimal within

a minute, due to dilution of the dye and its rapid distribution and clearance by the

liver (Unger R87),
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Figure 1.19 Absorption spectra of methyleneblue, indigo carmine
and indocyanine green dyes (Scheller MS 1986)

1.8.3 Skin, Nail Polish and Other Surface Pigments

In theory, the effects of skin pigmentation, or any other constant absorber, should not

affect the accuracy of pulse oximeter readings. However, simple theoretical models

assume that LEDs are monochromatic, whereas in practice they have bandwidths of
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around 50 nm.Slight variations in pulse oximeter error have been detected by some

investigators in subjects with black skins compared with lightly pigmented skins

1989). others have found no effect (Gabrielczyk MR’), A(Emery gris” Ries AL

theoretical evaluation of the effects of skin pigmentation on the accuracy of pulse

oximeters is presented in chapter8.

An additional problem of strong pigmentation is the prevention of adequate light

transmission through the tissue. A higher incidence of signal detection failure has

been reported for black patients (Ries AL’), Signal detection failure may also

occur in fingers coated with nail polish. Furthermore, certain colours of nail polish

may cause the pulse oximeter readings to be falsely low by 3 - 6 %. There are also

reports of low saturation readings caused by finger printing ink (Battito MF) and

henna, a stain used by Middle Eastern womenonthe fingers and toes (Goucke R'*”),

1.8.3 Vasoconstriction and Low Perfusion

Since pulse oximeters measure arterial oxygen saturation by detecting the pulsatile

blood in the tissue, cold vasoconstriction combined with a low pulse pressure, or an

increase in venous pressure can often cause operational failure. Pulse oximeters

employa signal quality threshold to determine when the pulse amplitude is adequate

for reliable SpO2 estimations. When the perfusion is considered to be too low,the

screen is usually blanked and a suitable message displayed. Clinical data has shown

that errors in pulse oximeter readings do not increase significantly with a decrease in

patient temperature or blood pressure (Webb RK’””?), This indicates that

manufacturers generally select an appropriate signal quality threshold for their

instruments.

1.8.5 Motion Artifact

Pulse oximeters are susceptible to interference from motion artifact. This is caused

when the probe movesrelative to the part of the anatomy used for monitoring,
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producing a false changein light intensity at a physiological frequency. In subjects

whoare awake, motionartifact is the most common cause of failure and false alarm

(Wilson gr Underthe influence of repetitive or persistent motion artifact, the

SpO2 readings tend to fall towards a specific value, which is dependent upon the

pulse oximeter algorithm (Kelleher jr),

Motion artifact can be reduced significantly by careful probe design and taping the

probe in position. In addition, signal analysis and rejection performed by the software

can enhance performance. Manypulse oximeters display the photoplethysmographic

waveform for visual analysis by the clinician. This enables readings which are

obviously due to motion artifact to be ignored, or alternatively measures may be

taken to reduce the problem. The Nellcor N-200 incorporates an optional ECG

locking facility, thereby enabling the pulse oximeter to synchronize pulse signal

detection with the heart beat.

1.8.6 Ambient Light

If the ambientlight is very strong,or flickering at frequencies similar to harmonics of

the LED pulse frequencies, interference with the heart rate and SpO2 readings can

occur. Various types of ambient light interference have caused both falsely high

readings (Brooks Tp’) and falsely normal readings (Costarino AT”): In the

latter case a Nellcor N-100 probe continued to indicate 100 % SpQO2 in response to

ambient light while the patient became hypoxic. These problems can belargely

overcome through improved probe design and refinements to the electronics and

software. For example, Ohmeda synchronize their LED pulsing rates with harmonics

of the mains powerfrequency.

1.8.7 Skin Burns

There are reported incidences of pulse oximeter probes causing skin burns and

blistering due to direct heating by the LEDs, or by the absorption of infrared
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radiation. However, in general, these have been found to be due to defective probe

designs (Sloan TBa, or incorrect use (Rubin MM”) leading to malfunction.

1.8.8 Magnetic Resonanceand Electrocauterization

Manyearly pulse oximeters failed in the presence of the electrocautery equipment

used during surgery for the prevention of bleeding. This has largely been overcome

through design changes, such as improved filtering and shielding.

In magnetic resonance environments, pulse oximeters fail to operate reliably.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) involves the use of high frequency

electromagnetic pulses, which can cause interference with all types of electronic

equipmentin the nearvicinity, unless stringent shielding and filtering techniques are

used. In addition, eddy currents can be induced in any metal connections attached to

the patient, resulting in skin burns. Interaction of the strong electromagnetic fields

produced by the MR scanner with the LEDs, photodetectors and wires that make up

the pulse oximeter probe, makes the use of pulse oximetry essentially incompatible

with MRI techniques. Both electrocauterization and MRI are techniques that are

likely to be carried out on critically ill and/or anaesthetized patients, where

monitoring of physiologicalvital signs, such as blood oxygenation andpulserate, are

essential. Problems associated with the use of conventional instruments for

physiological monitoring in MR environmentsare discussed further in chapter3.
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1.9 Calibration and Accuracy of Conventional Pulse Oximeters

Most manufacturers specify that their pulse oximeters have a standard deviation of2 -

3 % in the 70 - 100 % saturation range. However, Alexander cm)? and colleagues

state that on the basis of their owntests of 9 pulse oximeters, and the data provided by

the manufacturers, the 95 % prediction limits of a single pulse oximeter reading are

+6 %. This meansthat there is a 95 % probability that an oximeter reading of 90 %

correspondsto anarterial saturation between 84 % and 96 %. This variability appears

to arise from inherentlimitations in transcutaneous in vivo measurements of oxygen

saturation. These includethescattering of light by blood cells and tissue components,

shunting of light aroundthe pulsatile capillary bed, and variability in the wavelengths

of LEDs.

The impactof shifts in LED wavelengths on the accuracy of pulse oximeters has been

investigated by Reynolds KJ991‘tt was foundthat temperature changes from 0 - 50°

C produceda shift in the peak wavelength of 5.5 nm in a red LED (660 nm), and 7.8

nm in an infrared (950 nm) LED. Using a model based upon the Beer-Lambert law,

these variations were found to have a negligible effect on accuracy. Similartests to

examine the effect of LED intensity on the peak wavelength found that there was a

shift of 8 nm in the red LED fora ten fold increase in output intensity. This resulted

in an error of 2.5 % at 50 % SpOz, but above 85 % there was negligible loss of

ade However, the variability in LED wavelengths due toaccuracy (de Kock JP

production tolerances can be as high as 15 nm (Pologe SAoa This necessitates that

pulse oximeter manufacturers measure the wavelengths of their LEDs and either

reject those whichfall outside a specified tolerance, or use a coding resistor which

allows the oximeterto select a calibration curve appropriate to the LED wavelengths

in that particular probe.

Precise details of the calibration techniques and population samples used by

individual pulse oximeter manufacturers are not available for reasons of commercial
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secrecy. Nevertheless, it is well documented that pulse oximeters are calibrated

empirically, using healthy subjects with COHb levels of 1 - 2 %, against a CO-

oximeter such as the IL482 or Radiometer OSM3 (Payne ya ?86 Ralston AC ty

The IL482 has a quoted accuracy of 1 % (95 % confidence limits) and precision of

0.5 % for HbO2 measurements, for samples with 0 - 10 % MetHb and a haemolysed

pH of 7.0 - 7.4 (Ralston AeUp There are many accounts in the literature of

comparative tests between pulse oximeters (Taylor MB— Kagle DMBr and these

tests have used similar experimental procedures to those required for calibration.

The usual techniquefor calibrationis to control the relative concentrations of oxygen

and nitrogen in inspired air, and to monitor the end-tidal (expired) oxygen

concentrations. Whena steady state end-tidal value is obtained, for approximately one

minute, an arterial blood sample is taken and the pulse oximeter reading recorded.

The calibration curve is derived by correlating the pulse oximeter readings with the

CO-oximeter values, as shownin figure 1.16. However, experimental data can only

be obtained over the range 70 - 100 % SaOz,for ethical reasons, and manufacturers

are forced to extrapolate the results downwards to estimate the calibration curve

below 70 %.

The accuracy of pulse oximeters under conditions of profound hypoxia (<80 % SaO2)

have been investigated by a variety of methods including patient data (Ridley

sal), experiments with animals (Sendak oy’), and experiments with volunteers

subjected to sudden brief desaturations in the range 40 - 70 % SaO2 (Severinghaus

1987
JW" ’). In this latter study, pulse oximeters generally underestimated SaO 2 values

by O - 9 %. This prompted several manufacturers to adjust the response of their

: 1990
instruments to improve performance at low saturations (Schnapp LM  ). An

alternative calibration technique, which potentially improves accuracy at low

saturations and does not require human volunteers, is describedin this thesis.
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1.8 Conclusions

The aims of this chapter were as follows: to introduce the theory of operation,

practical limitations and calibration procedures for conventional pulse oximeters; to

explain the basic principles ofoptical fibres; to summarize the historical development

of non invasive oximetry and cuvette oximetry; and to describe the past and current

applications ofoptical fibres in oximetry.

Since the utilization of LEDs in the 1980s, and the development of microprocessor

based systems, pulse oximeters have revolutionised patient care by providing

continuous, reliable and non invasive monitoring of blood oxygenation status. The

uses pulse oximetry, and the clinical settings in which it is being adopted are

constantly increasing. However, pulse oximetry is not withoutlimitations, the most

important of which were summarized in section 1.8. There have been very few

methodological advancements in pulse oximetry in recent years, and manyof the

presentlimitations are unlikely to be overcome without radical technological changes.

The most fundamental limitation of conventional pulse oximeters arises from the use

of a dual wavelength technique. This can provide accurate measurement of blood

oxygenation only when the levels of dyshaemoglobins are low. This deficiency is

exacerbated by the fact that both COHb and MetHbappear to cause SpO?2readings to

overestimate the true oxygenation. A further limitation of conventional pulse

oximeters is their inability to operate reliably, and without risk of patient burnsin

electrically noisy environments. Magnetic resonance imaging has expanded rapidly

since its introduction in the 1980s, but the requirement for compatible vital signs

monitoring equipment has hamperedits utility for the critically ill, the category of

patients for whom it is potentially most beneficial.

The above limitations of pulse oximetry are the basis for the work described in his

‘thesis. The design and development of two novel pulse oximeter systems are
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described: a prototype optical fibre system for use in magnetic resonance scanners,

and an experimental optical fibre system for the detection of HbO2, RHb and COHb

levels in the blood.
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2.1 Introduction

The phenomenonof nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)wasfirst described by Bloch

and Purcell in 1946, and in subsequent years became widely used as an analytical tool

in chemistry and biochemistry. In 1973, Lauterbur and associates published thefirst

application of NMRto imaging, and this technique later became known as magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI). The term 'nuclear' was removedto avoid the implication of

any radiation risk. Similarly, the application of NMR to chemical and biochemical

analysis is now termed magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS).

MRI is employed in the diagnosis and study of an increasing range of clinical

conditions. Typically, it is used to detect tumours and obstructed arteries, to study the

brain in the diagnosis of neurological disorders and to assess various orthopaedic

conditions prior to surgery or treatment. MRS has been widely used for research

purposesto ascertain the chemical composition oftissues and organs.It is likelythat

in the near future MRSwill acquire a diagnostic role, such as the identification of

metabolic disorders.

There are more than 2500 MRinstallations in the USA,and although therearestill

only 50 modern MR units in the UK, this number is almost certain to rise.

Increasingly, MR techniques are being employed with patients whoarecriticallyill,

semi-comatose, sedated or anaesthetized, and hence require some form of continuous

physiological monitoring. Unfortunately, most conventional monitoring systems are

not designed for use in MR environments,nor are they easily adapted.

The objectives of this chapterare firstly to outline the basic principles of NMRandits

application to MRI, and secondly to discuss the technical difficulties, and potential

solutions, to the problem ofreliable physiological monitoring in MR environments.
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2.2 Basic Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

All atomic nuclei possess a charge (due to the presence of protons) and mass (due to

the presence of protons and neutrons). The nuclei of some atomsalso possess a spin

which can be visualized as a rotation of the nucleus about its own axis. The rotation

of neutrons and protonsin a spinning nucleus produces a magnetic dipole as shown in

figure 2.1.

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of a spinning atomic nucleus. Movementof the
positively charged protonscreates a dipole with an associated magneticfield.

When NMRsensitive nuclei are placed in a powerful static magneticfield (Bg), they

tend to align themselves longitudinally with the field, along an axis arbitrarily

designated as 'Z'. Approximately one half of the nuclei becomealigned parallel to the

field and the other half antiparallel as shownin figure 2.2. However, there is a small

excess of nuclei in the lower energy parallel state (typically 1 or 2 in 10°), and a small

net magnetisation parallel to the Bg field. It is the excess nuclei alignedin the parallel

state whichare ofinterest, as these are responsible for the NMR phenomenon.

Since only a small proportion of nuclei contribute to the NMR phenomenon,and

since the energy transitions are small, magnetic resonanceisa relatively insensitive

technique and can only be used to study substances that are present in atleast

millimolar concentrations.
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Excess nuclei

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of NMR sensitive
nuclei aligned in a magneticfield.

Whenaligned with the field, the nuclei continue to spin, and at the same time their

axis of rotation rotates around the Z axis in a condition knownas precession. Thisis

illustrated in figure 2.3.

 

Figure 2.3 Movementof an NMR sensitive nucleus in a magneticfield.

The frequency of nuclear precession (v) is dependent upon two variables: the

gyromagnetic ratio (y), which is specific for each nucleus, and the strength of the

magnetic field (Bg). They are related by the expression,

 

27U (2.1)
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It can be seen therefore that for each nucleus, and at a given magneticfield strength

there is a characteristic or resonant frequency known as the Larmor frequency.It is

this resonant property that enables the selection of a particular nucleus for study.

Whenthe nuclei are subjected to a second magnetic field (By), oscillating at the

resonant frequency of the nucleus, and orientated at right angles to the static field

(Bo), they tend to flip away from their longitudinal alignment (Mz) and become

perpendicularly aligned (Mxy) as shownin figure 2.4. NMRfrequencies occurin the

radio frequency (RF) region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

  

 

   

 

Direction

of rotation
Mz

Changein alignment

of NMR nucleus

Mxy

Figure 2.4 Effect of applyingan oscillating (B)) field on
the orientation of the nuclear magnetisation

The magnetic field due to the nuclear spin is then at right angles to the Z plane(in the

XY plane), andstill precessing around the Z axis. Following each excitation pulse,

the magnetisation in the XY plane decays as the nuclei return to their original

orientation. Since the magnetic field is changing, a stationary coil placed in the

vicinity of the field has a current induced within it. This current is a decaying

sinusoidal waveform at the resonant frequency (v) as shownin figure 2.5.

The NMRsignal in the time domain is termed the Free Induction Decay (FID), and

this can be converted into the frequency domain by Fourier Transformation. The

Fourier transform of the FID showsthe intensity of the NMRsignal with respect to

frequency. In MR imaging,the ultimate goal is to create a method by which the point
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FID Frequency Spectrum

Decay

F

—=

Fourier transformation

Frequency

ee

Time

Figure 2.5 Free induction decay signal (FID) inducedin a wire, and the
resultant frequency spectrum following Fourier Transformation

of origin of the NMRsignal can be determined and represented by a point on a two

dimensional map. Hence, the image intensity at a particular position on the mapis

related to the strength of the NMRsignal emanating from a specific location within

the body. The technique used for encoding the NMRsignal is outlined in the

following section.

The nuclei that exhibit the NMR phenomenon,and are of biological interest, are as

follows: Hydrogen CH): Fluorine (°F): Phosphorus Cp): Carbon (oe); and

Sodium(**Na). The mostsensitive nucleus is hydrogen, of which there is an abundant

concentration throughout the body due to the presence of water. It is the hydrogen

nucleus, therefore, that is thus used to provide the NMRsignal in magnetic resonance

imaging.
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2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Spatial encoding of the NMRsignal is achieved by superimposing three magnetic

field gradients on the static magnetic field. These gradients cause a linear variation in

the strength of the magnetic field along the three orthogonal axes, and impose on the

protons being imaged unique frequencyand phase characteristics allowing them to be

localized to a specific voxel within the imaged volume.

A magneticfield gradient placed perpendicularto the desired sectional plane allows a

particular slice of tissue to be selected for imaging. In the example in figure 2.6,

transaxial imagesare selected byimposingtheslice selection gradient (Bg) along the

Z axis.

Faster Precessional

Frequencies

B Plane of Section
G

Slower Precessional

Frequencies

Figure 2.6 Selection of an imaging plane through a body

Asa result of the magnetic field gradient, protonsat different points along the Z axis

will have different precessional frequencies. However, the protons within a single

transaxial plane, perpendicular to the Z axis, will have a specific precessional
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frequency. Therefore, the protons within the desired transaxial plane can be excited

by an RFpulse containing the narrow band of frequencies of the protonsin thatplane.

Oncea slice has beenselected,it is necessary to differentiate the signals coming from

individual points within the section. This is achieved through the use of a two

dimensional Fourier transform technique (2DFT). With this technique, spatial

encoding within the selected slice is achieved by applying two additional magnetic

field gradients, one along the Y axis (phase encoding gradient), and one along the X

axis (frequency encoding gradient).

The phase encoding gradient is applied early in the RF pulse sequence. During the

time the phase encoding gradientis on, the nuclei within a row of voxels oriented

along the Y axis experience different magnetic field strengths. This causes nuclei at

the end of the row, subjected to higher magnetic field strengths, to precess faster than

those at the other end. Consequently, when the gradient is turned off, the nuclei

subjected to the higher magneticfield strength will have accumulated a greater phase

angle than those subjected to the lowerfield strength. Once the phase encoding

gradientis turned off, the nuclei again precess at the same frequency, but the phase

angle differences accumulated during the phase encoding are maintained.

The frequency encoding gradient is applied twice during the pulse sequence, once

near the beginning and onceatthe end. The frequency encoding gradient produces a

linear variation in magnetic field strength along the X axis. Consequently, the

precessional frequencies of the nuclei in the rows of voxels oriented along the X axis

vary depending ontheir location alongthis axis.

Thus, at the end of one cycle of slice selective excitation, phase encoding and

frequency encoding, the protons within each row of voxels along the X axis can be

distinguished based on differences in precessional frequency, and the protons in
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individual voxels within each row having the same frequency(oriented along the Y

axis) can be differentiated based on differences in phase angle. However, multiple

applications of the phase encoding gradient are necessary to accumulate sufficient

information to determine the signal amplitude for each of the voxels and thus allow

reconstruction of an image from the acquired data. Image reconstruction using the

2DFT method generally requires at least 128 phase encoding steps to achieve

adequate spatial resolution. A typical example of an MR imageis shownin figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Typical NMR image (MRRC,University of Liverpool)

Through the manipulation of processes in the MRI procedureit is possible to vary the

image contrast to reveal subtle variations between areas with different anatomy,

physiology and pathology, to an extent not possible with other imaging techniques.

Furthermore, MRI can obtain images through any plane of the body - transverse,

sagittal, coronal or oblique.
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2.4 Magnetic Resonance System Instrumentation

A block diagramillustrating the main components of an NMR bodyscanneris shown

in figure 2.8. Followingis a brief description of each module.

Operating Console

Keyboard

Function

Buttons

   

  

   
   

 

   

 

  

 

   
  

Gradient Amplifier

  

 

  

  
  

  

  

 

Multi-Format

Camera

 

   

  

   

  

Magnetic

Tape Unit

Figure 2.8 Functional block diagram of a magnetic resonance imaging system

e Magnet

The heart and mostcritical part of the scanner is the magnet which generates the

static magnetic field for polarization of the nuclei. Instabilities in the field affect

resolution and the consequencesof gross inhomogeneities (>100 ppm) are image

distortions. Most whole body scanners use magnets with a bore diameter of 100

cm orless which, after accommodation of gradient windings and RF coils, can be

reduced to 60 cm or less. Magnetic field strengths range between 0.05 and 2.0

tesla, increasing strengths being associated with better spatial resolution, but also

with greater expense and sometechnical problems. The higherfield (2 0.5 tesla)

systems tend to be based on cryogenic magnets with superconducting coils

operating in liquid helium (4.22° K), while the lowerfield systems may be based

on resistive (room temperature) electromagnets or permanent magnets.
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Gradient System

The purpose of the gradient system is to producethe spatial linear field gradients

crucial to MRI. The system generally consists of a set of three orthogonal d.c.

coils, each of whichis responsible for controlling the field gradient in either the

X, Y or Z plane. The gradient coils are driven by their own power supplies and

can be switched under computercontrol. Both linearity and stability are critical in

affecting image quality.

RF Coils

The purpose of the RF coils is to generate the By field requisite for excitation of

the nuclear magnetization and for picking up the free induction decay signal.

Some designs employa single coil serving both excitation and detection functions

whereasothers use separate orthogonal transmitter and receivercoils.

Transmitter

The transmitter section of the RF system produces the highly stable

radiofrequency excitation signal and amplifies it to the required level.

Receiver

The receiver is responsible for processing the microvolt signal induced in the

receiver coil. This involves amplification and frequency mixing downto the audio

range.

Computer

Prior to computer processing it is first necessary to digitize the Free Induction

Decay (FID). When the requisite number of FIDs have been acquired and stored

in memory, the raw data is processed and the image is computed in terms of the

individual pixel valuesfor display.

Display

The imageis displayed on a grey-scale monitor and can be photographed onfilm

for permanentstorage andinterpretation.

211
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2.5 Operational Considerations in Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The magnetic fields used in MRI create a numberof potential hazards for the patient,

and impose operational restrictions for the clinician. The nature of the hazards

associated with MR scanners are wide ranging, but most of these can be eliminated by

an awareness of the dangers and by following operational safety guidelines.

Nevertheless, the utility of medical equipmentin the vicinity of the scanner remains a

difficult problem to overcome,despite significant progress in someareas.

The superior, non invasive diagnostic information which can be gained from MRI

meansthatthere is likely to be a significant increase in its application forcritically ill

patients (Peden CJ 1992) Asa result, the emphasis on patient safety is shifting towards

ensuring that physiological vital signs can be monitored in MR systems with the same

ease andreliability attainable in othercritical care environments.

This section aims to summarize the issues concerning the safe operation of an MR

facility, and to provide a reviewof the current status of physiological monitoring for

MRI.

2.5.1 Patient Safety

In order to ensure a high level of patient safety it is necessary to be awareofall the

possible consequencesof the various electromagnetic fields used for MRI. Clinical

experience,since the introduction of whole body MRI systems, suggests that there are

no adverse effects as a direct result of interactions between the magnetic fields and

the patient. However,biological interactions do occur, and their significance has to be

appraised.

The most commonhazards in MRIare due to the presence of metallic objects in the

vicinity of the magnetic fields. The nature of the differing magnetic interactions, and

the implications for patient safety are discussed in the following sections.
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2.5.1.1 Biological Effects

Currently there is no evidence to suggest that the static magnetic fields cause any

detrimental biological effects to patients (Shellock FG)?87 Menon pK!”??), There

are, however, documented instances of metallic tastes, nausea or vertigo being

produced when subjects are pushed rapidly into some 4 tesla magnets which are now

in use (Kanal BE”),

Gradient fields, which switch at rates of 1 - 5 tesla s! (Kanal pO and up to 100

tesla s’ with newerfast imaging sequences, may induce currentsin biologicaltissue.

These currents do not generate sufficient heat to cause concern about thermaleffects,

but may have electrophysiological consequences. There are reported instances of

peripheral muscle stimulation at gradient field changes of 60 tesla s', and stimulation

of the retinal receptors with the production of visual sensations. However, theoretical

and experimental evidence suggests that switching rates in excess of 300 tesla s!

would be required to induce ventricular fibrillation (Budinger TF),

The radiofrequency magnetic fields can produce electrical currents in tissue. In

contrast to the currents produced bygradientfields, those produced by RFfields have

no significant electrophysiological effects but can cause significant heating. There are

guidelines for permissible levels of heat deposition, however to date there is no

evidence to give cause for concern in the context of the RF fields used for clinical

examination.

2.5.1.2 Auditory Hazards

Operation of the gradient coils often produces a loud thumpingor tapping noise.

Permitted noise levels are defined by regulatory bodies, and most commercial

systems do not exceed these. Nevertheless, there have been reports of temporary and

permanent hearing loss following MR examination, and it is now common for

earplugs to be employed (Brummett RE),
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2.5.1.3 Ferromagnetic Metal Objects

Theattractive force of the magnetexerts a substantial pull on ferromagnetic objects,

which, if unrestrained, can move towards the centre of the magnet with dangerous

speed. This has implications for anaesthetic equipment which usually consists of a

high proportion of ferromagnetic material, particularly in the structure of the

anaesthetic trolley and also the gas cylinders. Until recently it has been necessary to

place the anaesthetic machine and related equipment outside of the magneticfield,

typically between the 30 and 50 Gausslines. This is often several metres from the

magnet face making it impossible for a single anaesthetist to both operate the

equipment and observe the patient. Observation and access to the patient are

exacerbated by the small diameter of the magnet bore. Some of these problems are

presently being addressed, and it is now possible to purchase MR compatible

anaesthetic machines.

In the event of a cardiac arrest , the patient must be removed from the bore of the

magnet and out of the magneticfield before it is possible to use a defibrillator, since

the batteries are ferromagnetic. There is also a slight risk from thestatic field if the

patient has implanted devices such as joints, cardiac valves or vascular clips, though

most of these are non ferromagnetic. The greatest dangerin this category arises from

implanted ferromagnetic foreign bodies, particularly if the patient is unaware oftheir

presence (Kelly wm’),

2.5.1.4 Non Ferromagnetic Metal Objects

Both ferro and non ferromagnetic implants must be treated with caution if they are in

close proximity to the region to be scanned. Thereasonsfor this are twofold. Firstly,

metal objects can distort the magnetic field sufficiently to cause degradation of the

image quality. More importantly, the RF fields can lead to heating of the metallic

objects with a risk of causing burns. There is also a risk of burns due to currents

induced in the wires of monitoring devices.
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2.5.2 Physiological Monitoring

There are two principal reasons for performing physiological monitoring on patients

whoare undergoing magnetic resonance imaging. Thefirst is to improve the quality

of the images by reducing motion artifact, and the secondis to enhancepatientsafety.

Motion artifact is caused by rhythmic movement of the heart and associated

circulation system, or movementofthe thoracic cavity through breathing. Cardiac and

respiratory monitoring can be usedto provide gating signals which enable the scan to

be synchronized with the relevant physiological movement.

Vital signs monitoring is essential for patients whoarecritically ill, anaesthetized or

comatose, and it is good practice to monitor all patients. It has previously been

highlighted (section 2.6.1.3) that resuscitation equipment, such as defibrillators,

cannot be broughtclose to the magnet, and in the event of an emergency,itis first

necessary to movethe patient out of the imaging suite. Physiological monitoring can

provide crucial early warningoflife threateningsituations.

Unfortunately, conventional instruments for monitoring physiological vital signs are

not designed for use in MR environments, and hence they are susceptible to

interference from the RF and switched gradientfields, and sometimesthestatic field

of the scanner. Conversely, RF radiation produced by the electronic instruments,

within the vicinity of the RF receive coils, can cause interference with the MR system

resulting in image degradation. An absence of extensive physiological monitoring for

MRI environments poses an awkward dilemmafor clinicians. Clearly, thecritically ill

patient who may be too weak to undergo investigative surgery would benefit most

from diagnostic MRI. However, this benefit must be weighed against the potential

risk to the patient in question. The following sections describe the use of conventional

physiological sensors in MR environments. Sensors for both gating purposes and the

monitoring ofvital signs are discussed.
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2.5.2.1 Electrocardiography

Electrocardiography is the most commonly employed technique for cardiac gating

(Lanzer ps4) and it also provides an indication of heart rate and other diagnostic

information. An electrocardiogram (ECG) measurestheelectrical activity of the heart

by the detection of potential differences on the surface of the skin which arise from

the currents flowing through the tissue surrounding the heart. It is composed of a P

wave, a 'QRS complex', and a T wave as shownin figure 2.9. Each section of the

ECGcorrespondsto a different electrical stimulation of the cardiac muscle fibres. The

trigger signal for cardiac gating is derived from the R wave.

eeomnenan

Time

Figure 2.9 The deflections of a normal electrocardiogram

ECG monitors suffer from a number of problems in MR environments. The ECG

probes require optimal positioning to minimize the effects of induced potentials due

to the flow of blood (an electrically conducting fluid), perpendicular to the magnetic

field. This causes the T waves to becomeincreasingly pronounced with increasing

field strengths (Dimick Rr), Rapidly changing field gradients can induce potential

differences across loops in the ECG leads, and these can be interpreted as an R wave

by the monitor. This causes the system to display an artificially elevated heartrate,

and can lead to inaccurate cardiac gating.
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The RF radiation can induce currents in the ECG leads which cause heating and

produceartifacts on the trace. Interference can be reducedbyfiltering and shielding

of the leads. Other solutions include transmission of the ECG data by telemetry

(Rokey R188) | lossy transmission lines (Damji AA’ ?88), or a fibre optic link

(Legendre gp),

2.5.2.2 Respiratory Monitoring

A common technique for respiratory monitoring is to use a pneumatic sensor,

comprising of an air filled tubular rubber bellows which is fastened around the chest.

Whena changeinthe air pressure occurs, this is sensed via a piston arrangement and

converted into a voltage proportional to the displacementof the chest wall. The main

advantages of the pneumatic sensor are MR compatibility, easy attachment to the

patient and simple, reliable operation. In general, this type of sensor is adequate for

the purpose of respiratory gating, but it is unsuitable for high risk, and sedated

patients. This is becauseit only detects respiratory effort, and would therefore fail to

alert the clinician in the event of an airway obstruction.

An alternative respiration monitor which detects pulmonary gas exchange was

recommendedby Shellock FG. This monitor senses exhaled CO? using infrared

absorption, and is therefore better suited to respond to inadequate lung ventilation.

The instrument employed by Shellock was modified by extending the existing tubing

so that the monitor could positioned remote from the magneticfield.

2.5.2.3 Pulse Oximetry

Pulse oximeters are used routinely in anaesthesia and intensive care medicine, yet

their utility in MR environments remainsrestricted due to compatibility limitations.

The range of problems reported include failure of the pulse oximeter due to the

magnetic fields produced by the scanner, degradation of the MRI dueto interference

producedby the pulse oximeter, and also several occurrences of burn injuries.
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The failure of conventional pulse oximeters to operate reliably during MRI

procedures is primarily caused by the RF radiation and switched field gradients.

These induce spurious voltages into the signal wires which can cause erroneous

saturation and pulse readings,and erratic updating of the display. Furthermore,if the

probe is broughttoo close to the scanningregion, the readings can totally disappear or

remain frozen on the display (McArdle CB oe Scully PJin

Pulse oximeters, like most other digitally controlled electronic monitors, produce

radio frequency interference. This is radiated by the probe wires and can cause

granularity (Tommasino e™, or streaks (McArdle CB aoe across the MR images.

Theinterference emanates from theinternal clocks which operate primarily at 4 MHz

and 8 MHz, and produce harmonicsin the region of 60 - 65 MHz. An MRIsystem

with a 1.5 tesla magnetoperates at a frequency of 63.8 MHz.

RF radiation from the scanner can induce high currents in the probe wires resulting in

excessive heating. There are several reported cases of severe burns beinginflicted

where the pulse oximeter probe had been placed onthe finger, and superficial burns

where the probe cables had comeinto contact with other parts of the body (Shellock

FG’? Bashein G!™?),

Many commercial pulse oximeters have been tested in MR environments, but there

are differences of opinion as to which instruments offer the best performance. The

current efforts of some manufacturers to make their pulse oximeters MR compatible

are indicative of the anticipated expansion in MRinstallations. A recent test between

the Nellcor N-100, Nellcor N-200, Datex OSP-2000, and Ohmeda Biox 3700 in a 1.6

tesla magnet found that the Nellcor N-200 consistently gave the best performance

(Peden cy’?”). This was attributed to several factors. Firstly, the Nellcor uses a

nonmagnetic preamplifier which, it was considered, prevented significant loss of

signal strength as a result of passing the leads through RF filters. Also, the Nellcor
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has an ECG locking facility which improves detection of the pulse waveform when

interferenceis present. Finally, the Nellcor probes have no magnetic components and

so do not require modification.

2.5.2.4 Photoplethysmography

Photoplethysmographyis the measurement of volume changesin the blood vessels by

the optical detection of changesin tissue absorbance. Pulse oximeters operate using

the technique of photoplethysmography, and it is this that enables both pulse

oximeters and plethysmographic monitors to measure the heartrate.

A typical photoplethysmographic monitor, the Medasonics PPG-13, is described by

McArdle CB’”**. This utilizes an infrared source and operates by detecting the

reflected optical signal from the pulsatile capillary blood. The probe is designed for

attachment to the finger, or in the case of neonates, to the foot. For MR use, itis

necessary to custom lengthen the cable from the probe to the monitor. The output

from the monitor is fed to an ECG monitor for display of the pulse waveform and

determination of the heartrate.

The photoplethysmographic signal can also be used for cardiac gating. However,it is

less satisfactory than an ECGsignal dueto the time delay between contraction of the

heart and detection of the pulse signal at the extremities.

2.5.2.5 Doppler Flow Monitoring

Both ultrasonic and laser Doppler monitors are available for the detection of capillary

blood flow. Ultrasonic Doppler flow detectors provide an audible indication of heart

rate, and the sound producedvaries in pitch according to the velocity of the blood.

The advantages of this monitor include low cost and easy probe attachmentto either

the dorsalis pedis in neonates,or radial artery in adults. Successful MR operation has

been reported for the Parks Model 811 Doppler flow monitor (Roth mu, McArdle
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cB’), Nevertheless, McArdle states that it was necessary to lengthen the probe

cables and to ensure that the probe was notpositioned within close proximity of the

region being scanned.

Laser Doppler flow monitors are more expensive than their ultrasonic counterparts,

but have also been used successfully in MR environments (Shellock FG McArdle

cB’), Laser Doppler systems operate by detecting the Doppler shift in reflected

laser light as a result of capillary blood flow. The output shows deviationseither side

of a baseline, indicating either increasing or decreasing tissue perfusion. The monitor

can also be configured to detectheartrate.

The main advantage of laser Doppler systemsis their utilization of optical fibres,

thereby avoiding electromagnetic interference. However,if the monitors are brought

too close to the magnetthey fail to operate, and therefore it is necessary to use custom

madeoptical fibres, at least 20 feet in length.

2.5.2.6 Blood Pressure Monitoring

Blood pressure is a useful parameter to measure if the patient is prone to hypertension

or undergoing anaesthesia. Non invasive blood pressure monitors are available which

operate by detecting oscillations in an inflatable cuff, induced by movementofthe

arterial wall. The cuff is connected to the monitor via tubular hoses. These

instruments can be used to determine systolic, diastolic and mean blood pressure as

well as heart rate.

When used in MR environments, the Dinamap 1846 SX/P and Omega 1400 non

invasive blood pressure monitors are reported to suffer from transformer heating,

which causes both monitors to shut off (McArdle cR?®), This problem was

eliminated in the case of the Omega 1400 by lengthening the tubes to approximately

20 feet, so as to remove the monitor from the vicinity of the magnetic fields. The
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same modification could not be made to the Dinamap however,since this caused

. . . 1992 ;
erroneous operation. Nevertheless, in a later review (Peden CJ “"”), the Dinamap

monitor (model number not specified) was found to worksatisfactorily if the

connectionsto the cuff were changed to nylon, and the tubing was lengthened.

2.5.2.7 Temperature

Physiological temperature monitoring is generally performed using thermistor based

instruments. When these monitors are used in MRI systems, heating of the probe can

occur due to eddy currents induced in the long metallic leads. This can cause the

monitor to indicate a false rise in tissue temperature or, more seriously, patient burns.

Another implication of a metallic probe is local distortion of the magnetic field which

can degrade image quality.

McArdle cB reports having successfully used a Yellow Springs Instruments

(YSI) Tele-thermometer to monitor the temperature of neonates in MR systems. For

use with a 1.5 tesla MR system, it was necessary to lengthen the probe cable to

prevent damage to the analogue meter movement. No adverse effects were observed

for the scan sequences used, howeverthe following guidelines were recommended:

e A thermistor probe should not be used when the possibility exists of tissue burns

with increased power deposition, as may happen with high average powerpulse

sequences.

© Readings should only be obtained between scan sequences,and only after allowing

a minute for the probe andtissue to dissipate any inducedheat.

¢ The instrument monitor should not be located outside the scan room,since the

probe cable is highly conductive, and readily transmits RF signals into the room.
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2.6 Optical Fibre Based Physiological Sensors for MR Environments

The previous section has described the application of conventional instruments for

monitoring physiological parameters in MR environments. It is apparent that few

instruments can operate satisfactorily without modification, and expensivefiltering is

often required to remove interference from the signals. Furthermore, the use of

metallic wires or probe components can cause degradation of the MR images, and

also risks tissue burns from RF heating.

It is evident that the majority of conventional monitors are fundamentally

incompatible with MR systems. Furthermore, a conventional monitor which is found

to operate satisfactorily with one category of patients, in a particular field strength,

may be unsatisfactory when the conditions are changed. This necessitates that

clinicians perform their own comparative tests to select monitoring devices which

function adequately in their particular MRI installation (McArdle cB8

Severinghaus JWPe

The application of optical fibre sensing to physiological monitoring circumvents the

problems of electromagnetic incompatibility, since there is no interaction between the

fibres and the magnetic fields produced by the scanner. The aim of this section is to

review the currentstatus of optical fibre sensors for physiological monitoring in MR

environments.

2.6.1 Review of Optical Fibre Physiological Sensors

An optical fibre pressure transducer for use in MR magnetic fields is described by

Roos cris. The sensor was constructed of non metallic materials, and was used to

measure the blood pressure of animals during MR imaging. The device was designed

to replace a conventionalelectronic transducer. It operated using a pressure sensitive

membrane which displaced a shutter between twoflattened fibre bundles, as shown in

figure 2.10. The measurementrange of the sensor was 0 - 240 mm Hg,and it detected
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the heart rate up to 180 beats per minute.Its performance compared favourably with a

commercial electronic blood pressure sensor.

OPTICAL FIBER

‘er BUNOLE -ourFIBER BUNDLE - iW /

 

Figure 2.10 Schematic diagram ofan optical fibre pressure transducer (Roos CF1985)

A plethysmographicoptical fibre sensor for use in an MRscanneris described by

Shah yn, The sensor was designed for monitoring the flow of blood in major

arteries and veins rather than capillaries, and is based on intensity modulation

techniques. An 850 nm pulsed LED source was used f inject light into a central 400

um fibre, and fourradially distributed fibres were usedyollect the reflected light from

the skin, and focus it onto a single photodetector as shown in figure 2.11 (a). The

signal from the photodetector was processedelectronically to yield an output voltage,

proportional to the blood volume. The device was used to measure blood volume

changesin the carotid artery and the jugular vein. A comparison ofthe outputsignals

from the optical fibre device compared with the signals obtained using a piezo-

electric pressure transducer is shownin figure 2. 11 (b).
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(a)

Saad

jC
—

Fibre Hyperdermic tube

Resin

(b)

Blood volumesignal

Piezo-electric transducer

Figure 2.11 Optical fibre plethysmograph (Shah Y 1985). (a) Fibre mount and detector head;

(b) Comparison ofthe plethysmographic signal from the optical sensor with the

signal from a piezo-electric transducer.

An optical fibre sensor for monitoring cardiac and respiratory activity in biomedical

MRapplications is described by Legendre yp '”** The probe consisted of a cleaved

125 um optical fibre which could be inserted into an artery, either directly or via a

catheter. The system operated as a reflectometer detecting fluctuationsin the reflected

light due to the pulsatile movementof blood components atthefibre tip.

A schematic representation of the sensing system is shownin figure 2.12. Light is

injected into the fibre from an 840 nm LED, square wave modulated at 100 kHz.

Mode mixing is performedbeforethe light is transmitted to the probe via a three-port

coupler. At thetip of the fibre the propagating modesare subjectto a partial reflection
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due to the discontinuity in the refractive index and to the presence of scattering

centres at this point. The reflected light is directed via the coupler to a photodiode,

whereuponthe optical signal is converted to a voltage of proportional amplitude to

the incoming light intensity. Demodulation of the signal is performed by a phase

sensitive detector.
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Figure 2.12 (a)Schematic representationof the reflectometer system,

and (b)the optical fibre sensor (Legendre yp 1986)

Legendre gp'?8° used the optical fibre reflectometer to monitor the heart and

respiratory rates of a variety of anaesthetized animals. The signals obtained by

inserting the probe into the abdominal aorta ofa rat, via the femoralartery, are shown

in figure 2.13. It can be seen that there are components corresponding to both the

heart rate and respiratory movements of the animal. The reflectometer was used

during the course MRspectroscopy experiments, and foundto function successfully.
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Figure 2.13 Optical fibre reflectometer response showing periodic signal variations
at both the cardiac and respiratory frequencies in a rat

Martens G'”** describes twodifferent types of physiological optical fibre sensor for

MRI applications. The first type was originally designed for the detection of

respiratory motion, but was later adapted for simultaneous respiratory and pulse beat

monitoring. The sensor consisted of a belt which fastened around the chest, and

incorporated a photoelastic force sensor placed in a micro-optic polariscope as shown

in figure 2.14 (a). Movement of the chest cavity with respiration produced

corresponding changesin the received light intensity. Due to the high sensitivity of

the device, it was found that a heart beat signal was superimposed onthe respiratory

signal. Using electronic filtering these were separated from each other as shownin

figure 2.14 (b). The signal to noise ratio of the heart beat signal was improved by

applying the sensorto the upperpart of the thigh.

The second sensor described by Martens G8 isa plethysmographic monitor, and

this was designed for application to the earlobe, finger or toe. Light was transmitted

to the measurementsite via 1 mm plastic fibres. A 660 nm LED was usedas thelight

source and this was switched at 1 kHz. Volume changes dueto the pulsatile blood

were thus measuredas intensity changes by a photodetector. Various fibre geometries

using both transmissive and reflective techniques were investigated for the finger and

toe. The ear sensor employed a transmissive probe.
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Figure 2.14 (a) Optical fibre strain gauge belt sensor (Martens G!988)
(b) Signal from the optical fibre strain gauge belt. Uppertrace is the
respiration component, and lowertrace is the heart beat component

Martens used the plethysmographic sensors to compare the time delays in the pulse

signals from various parts of the body. These are shown compared with the R wave

from an ECGtracein figure 2.15. The delay of the plethysmographic waveform in the

peripheral parts of the body with respect to the mechanical pumping action of the

heart is a weakness of this monitoring technique for cardiac gating. Nevertheless,

Martens demonstrated the usefulness of peripheral gating in improving the quality of

an MRimage ofa hipjoint, and also in improving the signal to noise ratio of an MR

yl proton spectrum ofthe heart.
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Figure 2.15 ECGsignal compared with the photo plethysmographicsignals

obtained at various sites around the body (Martens G1988)

Selldén wa described a reflective plethysmographic sensor for application to the

dorsal part of the foot orthe first toe. The system comprised a white light source, a

twin fibre optic communications cable, a simple probe and detection electronics.

Light was transmitted via one channelofthe fibre optic cable to the measurementsite,

and the reflected intensity modulated signal was transmitted via the other channel to a

photodetector. The amplified pulsatile portion of the signal was displayed on the

screen of a cardioscope.

Optical fibre sensors for heart rate and respiration monitoring were developed by

researchers at the University of Liverpool (Kwan sar Hutcheon rc Scully

1991 oi a ;
PJ ~~’). These monitors utilized a white light source and common detection

electronics, and employed the technique of chromatic modulation (Jones GR'®’),

Chromatic modulation is based upon the detection of changes in the spectral content,

or colour, of light impinging upon two or more photodetectors.
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The respiration sensor (Kwan suT’*) consisted of a polymer fibre loop which was

fixed to a flexible strap as shownin figure 2.16. The strap was fastened around the

chest so that respiratory movement caused the diameter of the loop to increase and

decrease. This caused the loss of specific propagation modes from the fibre due to

macrobending, which produced changes in the spectral content (colour) of the

detected light signal. The sensor was successfully used for respiratory gating during

MRimaging (Edwards RHT*).

Elasticated material   

  Flexible strap

  

Light in / Fibre fixing points

ennai. cut Opticalfibre

Figure 2.16 Arrangementofthe optical fibre loop respiration sensor (Kwan sur’)

The heart rate monitor was based on a photoplethysmographic sensor and was

1991) Both: . : 1990
designed for connection to a finger (Hutcheon R , Scully PJ

transmissive and reflective probes have been used. The output from the chromatic

detection circuitry was filtered to remove the steady state component and the time

varying signal was converted to a 1.5 V, 50 ms pulse waveform. This facilitated use

of the sensorin place of ECG electrodes, for cardiac gating.

In addition to the above sensors, an experimental optical fibre pulse oximeter for use

; ’ ‘ 9 ;
in MR environments, was described by PJ Scully’ 7! This system was found to

operate successfully in the environmentof the scanner, and formed the basis for the

design of a prototype system by the author.
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2.7 Conclusions

Since its inception in the early 1980s, MRI has becomeestablished as an important

technique for the examination and diagnosis of patients. MRI is non invasive and

provides high quality images in any plane through the body. Asa result, it is

increasingly chosen in preference to the alternative techniques of X-ray, CAT scans

and investigative surgery. The full potential of MRI and MRSis only beginning to be

realised however,andit is anticipated that the numberof MRinstallations world-wide

will continue to increaserapidly.

The early emphasis on MR safety issues was mostly concemedwith the bioeffects of

RF and magnetic fields. Since then, hundreds of thousands of MR examinations have

been performed, and this has enabled the significance of potential hazards to be

assessed, and operational safety guidelines to be formulated. Through implementation

of these guidelines MR units are able to ensure a high level of safety for the majority

of patients.

The patients who would benefit most from non invasive MRI examination, however,

are the critically ill and comatose, and neonates who often require anaesthesia for

immobilisation purposes. These patients require monitoring of vital signs in order to

provide early warning oflife threatening situations, especially since it is not possible

to observe their status when concealed in the bore of the magnet. In addition,

physiological sensors are required for cardiac and respiratory gating, in order to

remove motion artefact from imagesof the heart and blood vessels, and the thorax.

Unfortunately, the immediate environment of the MR scanner is fundamentally

incompatible with conventional electronic instrumentation due to the use of RF

electromagnetic radiation, switched magnetic field gradients and a strong static

magnetic field. Many sensorsfail to operate reliably in the MR environment, although

an increasing need for physiological monitoring has prompted researchers and
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and manufacturers to modify existing equipment in order to achieve partial

compatibility. Typical modifications usually entail lengthening of the probe cables

and the use of extensive filtering to remove noise. Nevertheless, there is still often a

risk of patient burns from induced currents in the wires and the possibility of image

degradation from RF interference produced by the monitors.

Optical fibre based sensors offer a potential solution to the problem of physiological

monitoring in MR environments. Optical fibres do not interact with the magnetic

fields produced by the scanner and therefore monitors using fibres do not suffer

electromagnetic interference, nor do they cause degradation of the image quality. A

variety of recently reported optical fibre sensors for use in MR systems were

discussed. These were primarily designed for monitoring heart rate and respiration. In

chapter 4 of this thesis, the development of an optical fibre pulse oximeter for

monitoring blood oxygenation level and heart rate is described.
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3.1 Introduction

The blood constitutes about 8 % of total body weight and has a volumeof5 to litres

in an average sized male and 4 to 5 litresin an average sized female. The circulating

blood is responsible for the transport of oxygen to the tissues, and this is achieved

primarily through the combination of oxygen with the haemoglobin molecule which

is contained in the red blood cells. Pulse oximetry is an optical technique which

enables the percentage oxygenated haemoglobinofarterial blood to be measured. The

technique is based upon monitoring colour changes in the blood whichare related to

oxygen saturation, and it is reliant upon the detection of pulsatile changes in the

volume of blood being pumped throughthecirculation, under pressure, by the heart.

It is evident, therefore, that in order to gain a detailed understanding of the operation

of pulse oximeters and in order to simulate the arterial circulation as described in

chapter 6, a working Knowledge of the chemistry of the blood and physiologyof the

circulation are required. This chapter aims to provide the necessary background

information in the aforementionedareas for the work presentedin this thesis.

Thefirst part of the chapter discusses the functions and composition of the blood and

describes in detail the characteristics of haemoglobin and the red blood cells. Also

described are abnormal and variant forms of haemoglobin which have different

spectral properties to normal haemoglobin, and can therefore adversely affect the

accuracy of pulse oximeter measurements. The second part of the chapter deals with

the physiology of the circulatory system, and describes the structure of the blood

vessels and the factors affecting the exchange of respiratory gases in the lungs and

tissues. Finally, in the third part of the chapter, the range of clinical conditions

affecting oxygen levels in the blood andtissues are discussed, and how theserelate to

pulse oximeter measurements.
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3.2 Composition and Functions of the Blood

Blood can be described as a suspension ofcellular elements in an aqueoussolution.It

has three principle functions:

e Transportation

Blood transports oxygen from the lungs to the cells of the body, and carbon

dioxide from the cells to the lungs. It also transports nutrients and hormonesto

wherethey are required, and carries waste products away.

¢ Regulation

Blood regulates pH through buffers. It also adjusts body temperature through the

heat absorbing and coolant properties of its water content, and its variable rate of

flow through the skin, where excess heat can be lost to the environment. The

osmotic pressure of blood also influences the water contentofcells, principally

through dissolvedions and proteins.

e¢ Protection

Certain cells and proteins contained in the blood form an important part of the

body's defence mechanism against foreign microbes and toxins. The clotting

mechanism protects against blood loss.

There are three different types of cells in the blood, namely the red blood cells

(erythrocytes), the white blood cells (leucocytes), and the platelets (thrombocytes).

Perlitre of blood, there are approximately 5 x 10’ red blood cells, 7 x 10'° white

blood cells and 15 to 30 x 10° platelets. The cells make up approximately 45 % of

the total volumeofblood, the rest being plasma.

Normalred blood cells are biconcave discs having a mean diameter of 7.5 um and

volumeof about 83 um. The cells are capable of deformation into almost any shape,

and remainin the circulation for an average of 120 days before being destroyed. The

major function of the red blood cells is to transport haemoglobin, which in turn

carries oxygen from the lungsto the tissues. The erythrocytes also contain a large
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quantity of carbonic anhydrase, which catalyses the reaction between carbon dioxide

and water, and increasesthe rate of this reaction by about 5000 times. This makesit

possible for the erythrocytes to transport, in the form of the bicarbonate ion (HCO3),

approximately 70 % of the total carbon dioxide carried from the tissue to the lungs.

The haemoglobin in the cells is an excellent acid base buffer, and therefore the red

blood cells are also responsible for most of the buffering power of whole blood.

The function of the white blood cells is to protect the body from serious diseases,

which would otherwise develop from exposure to bacteria, viruses, fungi and

parasites. The leucocytes include granulocytes (65 %), lymphocytes (30 %), and

monocytes (5 %). The granulocytes and monocytesprotect the body against invading

organisms by ingesting them, and the lymphocytes function in connection with the

immune system.

Theplatelets are oval shaped discs, 2 to 4 um in diameter, and are originally formed

from muchlarger cells (megakaryocytes) which break upinto platelets prior to entry

into the circulation. Their function is vital in arresting bleeding from ruptured vessels,

primarily by aggregating around the site of injury to form platelet plug, and

stimulating vasoconstriction and blood coagulation through the release of various

chemicals.

The plasmais a straw coloured fluid consisting mainly of water (91.5 %) and

containing dissolved gases, salts, proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. Plasma

transports, in solution, about 3 % of the total volume of oxygen and 7 % ofthe total

volume of carbon dioxide carried by the blood. The osmotic pressure of plasma is

equal, or isotonic, with that of the red blood cells. This property prevents thecells

from swelling or shrinking, and is a prerequisite of solutions for infusion into the

blood,or for use in place of plasma, to avoid damagingthecells.
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3.3 Haemoglobin

Haemoglobin is the colouring matter in the blood, and is contained within the red

blood cells, or erythrocytes. There are approximately 280 million haemoglobin

molecules in each cell. Haemoglobin has a concentration in the blood of around 16 g

dl‘ in men, and 14 g dl”in women.

Normal adult haemoglobin (HbA) consists of four haem groups and four polypeptide

chains with a total of 574 amino acids. The polypeptide chains are organized into two

alpha chains and twobeta chains, and each of the chains has an attached haem group,

which is configured as shownin figure 3.1. Each haem portion of the haemoglobin

molecule consists of one iron atom (Fe”*) and four pyrrole rings that are joined to

each other. A complete haemoglobin molecule consists of four haem molecules

attached to one molecule of the protein globin.

   
  

CH = CHz2

 

La

ePolypeptid

(haemoglobin chain - & or f)

Figure 3.1 Basic structure of one of the four haem complexes
which make up a complete haemoglobin molecule
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The four haems and four polypeptide chains of the haemoglobin molecule are

assembled in a very specific spatial configuration. Each of the four chains in the

molecule coils into eight helices, forming an egg shaped molecule with a central

cavity. In the process of the binding ofthe first haem group to a molecule of oxygen,

a change in the overall configuration of the molecule favours the additional binding of

oxygen to the remaining haem groups. Each haemoglobin molecule can carry up to

four molecules of oxygen,attached to the iron atoms of the four haem groups. The

oxygen molecule does not combine with the haemoglobin, but forms a loose bond so

that the combinationis easily reversible.

Metabolic processes within the erythrocyte ensurea suitable intracellular environment

for the haemoglobin that protects it from chemical changes that mightresult in the

loss of its natural structure. If the haemoglobin molecule is denatured,it loses its

ability to carry oxygen. The energy for metabolic processes is generated almost

exclusively through the breakdownof glucose, principally via a sequence of chemical

reactions knownas the Embden-Meyerhofglycotic pathway.

In addition to several types of normal adult haemoglobin (HbA), there are other forms

including foetal haemoglobin (HbF), and abnormal types such assickle cell

haemoglobin (HbS). These variants usually differ slightly in the combinations of

amino acidsin the polypeptide chains.

Foetal haemoglobin is the predominantspecies in the blood of the foetus, and atbirth

constitutes approximately 50 - 80%. HbF has twoalpha chains, and two gamma

chains in place of the beta chains found in HbA. This modification in the chemical

structure gives HbFthe ability to carry 20 to 30 times as much oxygen as HbA,for a

given oxygen pressure. It is thus the primary mechanism by which oxygenis

transferred, via the placenta, from the maternal blood to the foetal blood. There are
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disparities in the absorption spectra for HbF and HbA,and this has implications for

oximeters as previously discussed in section 1.8.1.

Abnormal sickle cell haemoglobin (HbS) arises from a defect in each of the beta

chains of HbA, in which just two out of the 574 amino acids are substituted. When

HbSis exposed to a low oxygentension,it forms elongated crystals up to 15 wm in

length, and these deform the erythrocyte into a characteristic sickle shape. Sickled

cells cannot pass through the small capillaries, and the spiked ends of the crystals

often rupture the cell membranes, causing sickle cell anaemia. Sickle cell anaemia is

found mainly among people originating from populations of Mediterranean Europe

and subtropical Africa and Asia. Erroneous pulse oximeter measurements have been

reported in patients suffering from sickle cell anaemia, and it has been suggested that

this is due to differences in the absorption spectra for HbA and HbS (Keifer ieai

The reversible combination of oxygen and haemoglobin (Hb) to form

oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2)is described by equation 3.1.

Hb+=>

 

HbO> (3.1)

Deoxygenated or reduced haemoglobin (Hb or RHb) makesa significant contribution

to the transport of carbon dioxide from the tissue cells to the lungs. The globin

portion of the haemoglobin molecule combines with carbon dioxide to form

carbaminohaemoglobin (Hb . CO2). This process accounts for about 23 % ofthe total

carbon dioxide carried by the blood. The reaction is reversible, as shown below:

  

Asdescribed in the previous section, the highest proportion of COin the blood,

about 70 %, is transported as bicarbonate ions in the erythrocytes. The reaction

between water and CO3,in the presence of the catalytic enzyme carbonic anhydrase,
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produces carbonic acid (H2CO3). This dissociates into H” and HCO3ions as shown

below:

Carbonic

  

CO2 + H2O H2CO3 H* + HCO37
anhydrase

(3.3)

  

Manyofthe H’ ions combine with reduced haemoglobin (H . Hb) or other buffers,

and the HCO3ionsdiffuse into the plasma as the concentration in the erythrocytes

rises. The pH ofarterial blood is typically around 7.37, whilst that of venous blood is

only slightly higher at around 7.41. This narrow range is maintained due to the

buffering ability of the blood.

3.3.1 Dyshaemoglobins

Dyshaemoglobins are variant forms of normal haemoglobin which are either

temporarily or permanently unable to bind with molecular oxygen. In general,

dyshaemoglobinsdiffer from normal haemoglobin only in the molecule that replaces

oxygen. The most common dyshaemoglobins are carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) and

methaemoglobin (MetHb). If either of these is present in the blood in sufficient

quantities, the patient will suffer from tissue oxygen starvation or hypoxia, which

may be fatal. For this reason, the detection and removal of large quantities of

dyshaemoglobinsis essential.

Haemoglobin has the capacity to combine with carbon monoxide (CO) in the same

proportion, and at the samepoint on the haemoglobin molecule as oxygen. However,

the affinity of haemoglobin for carbon monoxide is over 200 times greater than for

oxygen, and therefore the carbon monoxide molecule bindsin preference to oxygen,

even at low concentrations. The haemoglobin molecule forms an extremely stable

compound with carbon monoxide whichrenders it useless for oxygen transport.
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A concentration of about 0.5 % COHbis produced by the normal degradation process

of haemoglobin, although severe haemolytic conditions can produce levels of up to 6

%. Environmental carbon monoxide pollution may raise the concentration of COHb

to around 2 % in non smokers, but in heavy cigarette smokers, levels can be as high

as 10.6 % (Freeman Roy Even higher concentrations of COHbcanbe foundin the

blood of fire victims, or persons exposed to inhalation of car exhaust fumes in a

confined space. A concentration of 20 - 30 % COHbin the blood produces symptoms

of dizziness, nausea, headache, and muscular weakness. Acute poisoning, in which

COHblevels are more the 40 %,leads to rapid death.

Methaemoglobin results from conversion of the bivalent iron (Fe"*) of haem to the

trivalent (Fe**) form. In this form, haemoglobin can no longer combinereversibly

with oxygen, therefore the oxygen transport function of the molecule is lost.

Approximately 2 % of haemoglobin in the red blood cells is converted daily to

methaemoglobin. However, a series of chemical reactions in the erythrocyte, known

as the methaemoglobin reductase pathway, returns the Fe°* iron atom to the Fe**

form. In the absence of this pathway methaemoglobin levels can rise to 20 - 40 %.

Normal concentrations of methaemoglobin in the blood are less than 1 %. However,

elevated levels can occuras a result of congenital abnormalities in the structure of the

haemoglobin molecule, or induced by a large number of drugs, including local

anaesthetics (prilocaine, benzocaine), nitrates (nitroglycerin), nitrites, phenacetin,

pyridium, primiquine, and sulphonamides. Induced levels of methaemoglobin as high

as 64 % have been reported (Rieder HU 1989)

Carboxyhaemoglobin and methaemoglobin have characteristic absorption spectra in

the visible and near infrared portion of the spectrum. Underconditions of elevated

levels of COHb or MetHb, dual wavelength pulse oximeters give an erroneous

indication of blood oxygenation. This effect was described in detail in section 1.8.1.
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3.4 The Oxygen-Haemoglobin Dissociation Curve

The most important factor in determining the amount of oxygen that can combine

with haemoglobin is the oxygen partial pressure (PO2), or oxygen 'tension', usually

expressed in mm Hg.The oxygensaturation (SaO 2) of blood as defined by equation

1.1, is related to PO2 by the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve, shownin figure

3.2. The oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve is an important tool in

comprehending the complex physiology of blood gas exchange.
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Figure 3.2 Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve (pH = 7.4, temperature = 37° C)

The sigmoidal shape of the curve has physiological advantages. The steep part of the

curve, as delineated by the arrow representing partially reduced blood, enables

peripheral tissues to withdraw large amounts of oxygen for a small drop in capillary

PO2. The flat upper portion of the curve, delineated by the arrow representing

oxygenated blood, enables the process of oxygenation in the lungsto berelatively

unaffected by quite substantial changes in POp.

The oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve in figure 3.2 is for normal adult blood

under standard conditions. There are however, a variety of different factors which can
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displace the curveeitherto theleft or to the right, as shownin figure 3.3. An increase

in oxygen affinity is demonstrated bya shift to the left, whereas a decrease in oxygen

affinity is demonstrated by a shift to the nght.

Increased pH Normal adult blood

Decreased PCO2 pH = 7.4, Temp. = 37°C
Decreased temperature
Decreased 2,3-DPG

Presence of COHD
Fetal Haemoglobinwn
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Figure 3.3 Factors affecting the relative position of the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve

The physiological factors which determine the relative position of the oxygen-

haemoglobin dissociation curve are described below:

¢ Acidity (pH)

A decrease in pH produces shift to the right of the oxygen-haemoglobin

dissociation curve and vice versa. The effect of pH is linked to the concentration

of hydrogen ions (H’) which bind to specific amino acids in the haemoglobin

molecule. These alter the structure of the molecule in such a wayas to decrease

the oxygen carrying capacity. Thus a lower pH decreases the oxygen affinity for

haemoglobin, and a higher pH increases the oxygen affinity.
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Partial pressure of carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide affects the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve in two ways.

Thefirst is the binding of CO2 with haemoglobin to form carbaminohaemoglobin

(equation 3.2). This modifies the structure of the haemoglobin molecule and has a

similar effect to that of H’. The secondis the formation of carbonic acid from the

reaction between CO? and water (equation 3.3). This increases the concentration

of H” ions in the blood cell and is therefore related to the pH dependence

described above.

Temperature

The amount of oxygen released from haemoglobin increases with rise in

temperature, and vice versa. This is one of the modes by which the release of

oxygento the tissuecells is regulated, since heat is a by-product of the metabolic

processesofall cells.

2,3-Diphosphoglycerate (DPG)

DPGdecreasesthe affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen and thus contributesto the

release of oxygento thetissue cells. It is formed in the red blood cells when they

break down glucose for energy in the process of glycolysis. DPG combines with

the beta chains of haemoglobin, with the result that the haemoglobin molecule

binds oxygenless tightly. The greater the level of DPG, the more oxygenis

released from haemoglobin

Carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb)

The reduced capability of the blood for the transport of oxygen in the presence of

carboxyhaemoglobin has previously been discussed (section 3.3.1). However, it

can be seen from figure 3.3 that there is an additional effect of COHbin thatit

causes the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve to be shifted to the left. Hence
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in the presence of COHb,the affinity between oxygen and haemoglobin is

increased, andthis inhibits the release of oxygen to the tissue cells.

Foetal Haemoglobin

Foetal haemoglobin differs from adult haemoglobinin structure (section 3.3) and

in its affinity for oxygen. Foetal haemoglobin has a higheraffinity for oxygen

because it binds DPGless strongly.
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3.5 Overview of the Circulation and the Physiology of Gas Exchange

This section discusses the physiologyof the circulatory system and the exchange of

oxygen and carbon dioxide in the lungs and tissues. Knowledge of the circulatory

system and the physiology of respiration are essential for producing a simulated

system. Thedesign ofan in vitro bloodcircuit for the calibration of pulse oximetersis

described in chapter6.

3.5.1 The Circulation

The circulation system consists of two basic routes: the systemic circulation and the

pulmonary circulation. The details of the circulatory system are outlined

schematically in figure 3.4, and the distribution of the blood is indicated in brackets.

The systemic circulation includesall the arteries and arterioles that carry oxygenated

blood from theleft ventricle of the heart to the systemiccapillaries, and also the veins

and venules that carry deoxygenated bloodto the right atrium of the heart, after

flowing through the organsandtissues of the body. When blood returnsto the heart

from the systemic circulation,it is pumped out of the right ventricle and through the

pulmonary circulation to the lungs. In the pulmonary capillaries of the lungs,it loses

someofits carbon dioxide and takes on oxygen. Fully oxygenated, the blood returns

to the left atrium of the heart and reenters the systemiccirculation,as it is pumped out

by the left ventricle. The contraction of the left ventricle (systole) creates a pressure

wavethatis transmitted throughtheelastic walls of the entire arterial system, and can

subsequently be detected as the pulse.

The structure ofthe arteries gives them two important functional properties: elasticity

and contractility. As the ventricles of the heart contract and eject blood, the large

arteries expand to accommodate the extra blood. Then as the ventricles relax, the

elastic recoil of the arteries forces the blood onward. This process is assisted by

muscular tissue in the arteries which is stimulated to contract and then relax. The
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resultant decrease in size of a blood vessel by this processis called vasoconstriction,

and the opposite effect, when the muscle fibres relax is called vasodilatation.

Pulmonary

Circulation (9%)

Heart (7%)

Systemic

Vessels

    
Arteries (13%)

Veins, venules

and venus

sinuses (64%)

Arterioles and

capillaries (7%)

Figure 3.4 Simplified diagram ofthe circulation system showing
the percentage distribution of the blood

Anarteriole is a very small, almost microscopic artery that delivers blood to the

capillaries. Within proximity of the arteries, the arterioles are composed of both

muscular and elastic tissue surrounding an inner tube. However, near to the
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capillaries, the smallest diameter arterioles have only a few scattered muscle fibres

and noelastic tissue.

Capillaries are microscopic vessels that usually connectarterioles and venules. There

are about 10 billion capillaries in the body with a total surface area estimated to be

500 to 700 m*. Hence, they are found near almost every cell in the body, but their

distribution varies with the activity of the tissue. Body tissues with high metabolic

activity require more oxygen and nutrients, hence they have extensive capillary

networks. Conversely, in areas where activity is lower there are fewercapillaries. The

primary function of the capillaries is to permit the exchange of oxygen, nutrients and

wastes between the blood andtissue cells. To facilitate this process, the walls of

capillaries consist of a single layerofcells.

In mosttissues, blood normally flows through only a small proportion of the capillary

network when metabolic needs are low. However, when a tissue becomesactive, the

entire capillary network fills with blood. The flow of blood through capillaries is

regulated by vessels with muscle fibres in their walls called metarterioles. These

emerge from an arteriole, pass through the capillary network, and empty into a

venule. The intermittent contraction of the metarterioles is called vasomotion, andit

is this phenomenonthatcontrols the passage of blood throughthe capillary network.

Whenseveral capillaries combine, they form small veins called venules. Venules

collect blood from capillaries and drain it into the veins. The structure of veins is

essentially the sameasthat of arteries, except that the layers of membranes, muscle

fibre, and elastic lamina that make up the walls of both vessels are thinnerfor veins.

Nevertheless, veins are still sufficiently distensible to adapt to variations in the

volumeandpressure of blood passing through them. Overall, the pressure of blood in

the veins is substantially lower than in the arteries, and many veins incorporate one

way valves to prevent backflow.
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3.5.2 Gas Exchangein the Lungs

Air drawn into the lungs during inspiration passes through the trachea, a cartilage

stiffened tube leading from the oral and nasal passages, and into the left and right

bronchus which branch off the trachea. The bronchi divide repeatedly into the

bronchioles, which in turn open outinto tiny air sacs called the alveoli. The bronchi

and bronchioles constitute the conducting airways which contain no alveoli and

therefore play no part in gas exchange. They constitute an anatomic dead space which

has a volume of about 150 ml. The alveolated region of the lung is knownasthe

respiratory zone and makesup mostof the volumeofthe lung, typically 3000 ml.

The haemoglobin in the blood becomes oxygenated in the respiratory zone. Oxygen

and carbon dioxide move between air and blood by diffusion, from an area of high

partial pressure to an area of low partial pressure, through the walls of the pulmonary

capillaries which are less than 0.5 wm thick. There are about 300 million alveoli in the

two lungs, each having a diameter of about 0.2 mm,and providinga total surface area

of 50 - 100 m”.

The deoxygenated blood is pumped to the lungs via the pulmonary artery, which

branches to form the pulmonary capillaries in the alveoli. The oxygenated blood is

carried out of the lungs via the pulmonary veins. The capillaries form a dense network

in the walls of the alveoli effectively forming a continuous sheet of blood. The

average diameter of the pulmonary capillaries is only about 5 wm which meansthat

the red blood cells are forced to squeeze through them. Each red blood cell spends

about a secondin the capillary network, and in this time transverses two or three

alveoli. This brief time is sufficient to enable complete equilibrium of oxygen and

carbon dioxide between alveoli gas and capillary blood.

The partial pressure of oxygen in the alveolar air is approximately 105 mm Hg

compared with 160 mm Hgin atmospheric air. There are several reasons for this
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difference. First, the alveolar air is only partially replaced by atmospheric air with

each breath, and oxygen is constantly being absorbed out of the alveoli. Second,

carbon dioxide is constantly diffusing from the pulmonary blood into the alveoli.

Third, dry atmospheric air that enters the respiratory passages is humidified beforeit

reaches the alveoli.

Typically, the partial pressure of oxygen in the pulmonary capillary blood is 40 mm

Hg, hence there is a pressure gradient of about 65 mm Hgacross the alveolar walls.

This ensures rapid diffusion of oxygen into the blood. If the partial pressure of

oxygen in the alveolar gas is reduced, such as at high altitude, or because of

difficulties in breathing, diffusion takes place more slowly. Thus, the efficiency of

oxygen uptake by haemoglobin in the lungs depends primarily on the oxygen partial

pressure gradient, butis fine tuned by other physiological factors, as described bythe

shape of the oxygen dissociation curve.

Typically, the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the pulmonary capillary blood is

45 mm Hg, whereas that of alveolar air is 40 mm Hg. This difference enables the

carbon dioxide to diffuse out of the blood until the PCO? is in equilibrium with the

alveolar air. A comparison of the partial pressures and percentage concentrations of

oxygen and carbon dioxide in atmospheric and alveolar air, and in oxygenated and

reduced blood is presented in table 3.1.

mm Hg mm Hg mm Hg mm Hg)

0

Table 3.1 Partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxideat
mean atmospheric pressure (760 mm Hg)

 

  

  

03 0% 40 5%   
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3.5.3 Gas Exchangein the Tissues

The PO? of oxygenated blood entering the tissue capillaries is 105 mm Hg, whereas

the average value for the tissue cells is 40 mm Hg. Consequently, oxygen diffuses

from the blood, throughthe interstitial (tissue) fluid and into the tissue cells until the

blood PO2 decreases to 40 mm Hg.This is the average PO2 of deoxygenated blood

entering the tissue venules for someoneatrest. At rest, only about 25 % of the

available oxygen in oxygenated blood is actually transferred to tissue cells, this

amountbeing sufficient to support the needs of resting cells. During exercise, a

greater proportion of oxygen diffuses from the blood into activecells.

While oxygen diffuses from the capillary blood into tissue cells, carbon dioxide

diffuses in the opposite direction. The average PCO? oftissue cells is 45 mm Hg,

whereas that of oxygenated blood is 40 mm Hg.As result, carbon dioxide diffuses

throughtheinterstitial fluid and into the oxygenated blood until the PCO?in the blood

is equal to thatof the tissue cells.
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3.6 Clinical Conditions Affecting Blood Oxygen Saturation

The physiology of oxygen transport and the chemistry of the blood were discussed

earlier in the chapter. In this section, the various clinical conditions which can

adversely affect the blood oxygen saturation are reviewed.

Cyanosisis the clinical condition caused by mild arterial oxygen desaturation, and is

recognisable by bluish colouring ofthe lips and fingertips, caused by the bluer colour

of reduced haemoglobin. Prior to the routine use of pulse oximetry, visual detection

of cyanosis was one of the ways in which clinicians recognised low oxygen

saturation. A deficiency of oxygen in the blood causes oxygenstarvation atthe tissue

level, a condition referred to as hypoxia or anoxia. On the basis of this definition,

hypoxia can be classified as follows:

° Hypoxic hypoxia

This is caused by a low PO}in arterial blood. The condition maybe the result of

high altitude, obstructions in air passageways, orfluid in the lungs.

e Anaemic hypoxia

In anaemic hypoxia there is insufficient functioning haemoglobin in the blood.

Among the causes are haemorrhage, anaemia,or failure of haemoglobin to carry

its normal complementof oxygen, as in carbon monoxide poisoning.

e Stagnant hypoxia

This condition results from the inability of blood to carry oxygen to tissues fast

enough to sustain their needs. It may be caused by heart failure or circulatory

shock, both of which diminish delivery of blood, and therefore oxygen to the

tissues.

¢ Histotoxic hypoxia

In this case, the blood delivers adequate oxygen to tissues, but the tissues are

unable to use it properly. One cause is cyanide poisoning, in which cyanide blocks

the metabolic machinery ofcells related to oxygen utilization.
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Although pulse oximeters are used routinely to monitor hypoxic conditions, it can be

seen from the various causes of hypoxia, listed above, that it is necessary to exercise

caution in interpreting SpO2 readings. In practice, pulse oximeters measure arterial

oxygen saturation, however a normal oxygensaturation reading does not necessarily

exclude the possibility of hypoxia. Misleading SpO2 readings are more probable for

anaemic and histotoxic hypoxia than for hypoxic and stagnant hypoxia.

Despite the limitations of arterial oxygen saturation monitoring, pulse oximeters

usually provide vital early warning of approaching hypoxic events. This enables the

clinician to take corrective action, prior to the onset of profound hypoxic, which may

lead to permanenttissue damage, or even death. Tissue hypoxia is ultimately the

cause of death in most humans.
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3.7 Conclusions

A prerequisite for the design of any sensing system is an adequate understanding of

the physical attributes of the parameters to be measured. In the case of pulse

oximetry, this implies knowledge of the chemistry of the blood, and also the

physiological characteristics of the circulation system. The overall aim of this chapter

has been to provide the necessary background information for the experimental and

theoretical work described in this thesis. It is of particular relevance to the

experimental work,since this has primarily involved the design and use ofan in vitro

circulatory system for the calibration of pulse oximeters (chapter 6). In this system,

the arterial blood flow through the tissues, and also the respiratory function of the

lungs are simulated.

In the first part of the chapter the functions and composition of the blood were

discussed, and the characteristics of haemoglobin and the red blood cells were

described. The transport of oxygen throughout the body is achieved almostentirely

through binding of the haemoglobin molecule with up to four molecules of oxygen.

Several normal types of haemoglobin can be present in the blood, and there are

sometimes abnormal types such as sickle cell haemoglobin. In addition, there are

sometimes variant forms of haemoglobin called dyshaemoglobins, which are either

permanently or temporarily unable to bind molecular oxygen. The most common

dyshaemoglobins are carboxyhaemoglobin and methaemoglobin.

The second part of the chapter dealt with the exchange of respiratory gases in the

lungs and tissues, and the physiology of the circulatory system. The relationship

between the oxygen partial pressure in the lungs and oxygensaturation, the parameter

measured by pulse oximeters, is delineated by the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation

curve. The sigmoidal shape of the curve is mostly determined by the structural

characteristics and chemistry of the haemoglobin molecule. However a number of

factors can cause the curveto shift to the left or right, thereby changing the oxygen
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saturation for a given partial pressure of oxygen. These factors include pH, partial

pressure of carbon dioxide, temperature, levels of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate, elevated

levels of carboxyhaemoglobin, and the presence of foetal haemoglobin.

The circulatory system comprises the systemic circulation, in which oxygen is

transported to the tissues and carbon dioxide away from the tissues, and the

pulmonary circulation, in which the blood is reoxygenated in the lungs and carbon

dioxide is released to the atmosphere. The systemic circulation is made up of a

complex network of arteries and arterioles that carry oxygenated blood to the

capillaries in the tissues, and an equally complex network of venules and veinsthat

collect the deoxygenated blood and return it to the lungs via the heart. The arteries

and arterioles consist of elastic and musculartissues that allow the vessels to expand

to accommodatethe increase in blood volume following contraction of the heart. The

periodic increase and decrease in blood volumein synchronism with the heart beatis

responsible for the pulse, and enables the detection of a photoplethysmographic

waveform.

Finally, in the third part of the chapter, the range of clinical conditions which can

adversely affect blood oxygenation levels were summarized. There are four categories

of hypoxia: hypoxic hypoxia, anaemic hypoxia, stagnant hypoxia andhistotoxic

hypoxia. Pulse oximeters can provide vital early warning of approaching hypoxic

events. However, caution must be exercised in the interpretation of pulse oximeter

readingsif the cause of hypoxia is notcertain.
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Chapter 4

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the design and developmentof a prototype optical fibre pulse

oximeter for continuously monitoring the arterial oxygen saturation and pulse rate of

patients undergoing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). An experimental optical

fibre system was originally developed by PJ Scully’), and was used to assess the

performance of white light and LED based systems for various combinations of

photodetectors. The requirements of the prototype pulse oximeter wereas follows:

¢ Compatibility with magnetic resonance body scanners.

¢ Comparable accuracy and speed of response to commercial pulse oximeter

systems.

¢ Automated operation after the probe has been correctly positioned.

¢« Compactsize, and portability.

The prototype pulse oximeter was based upon a redesigned version of the

experimental system, and modifications were made to improvethe optical efficiency,

minimize noise, reduce the response time and automate the measurementprocedure.

LEDsources were chosen in preference to a white light source on accountoftheir

compact size, low power consumption and controllable output intensities. The

resultant prototype system consisted of a mains powered optoelectronics unit, a

portable personal computer and a set of optical fibres with an integral probe.
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4.2 Design Philosophy

It has been reported that pulse oximetry is the mostdifficult physiological monitoring

technique to implement in strong magnetic fields (Peden cy'???), The primary

difficulties in employing pulse oximetry in a magnetic resonance (MR) environment

essentially fall into two categories: degradation of the pulse oximeter performance

due to magnetic fields produced by the scanner, and degradation of the magnetic

resonance imaging as a result of pulse oximeter induced interference. Both the

scanner and pulse oximeter produce radio frequency (RF) fields, and the scanneralso

produces changing magnetic field gradients. In each case the fundamental problem is

caused by mutual interaction betweenthe fields from the scanner and pulse oximeter,

which at best reduces signal quality and at worst can cause complete operational

failure of the instrumentation.

Current attempts by commercial manufacturers at solving the incompatibility between

pulse oximeters and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems have concentrated

on improvements through screening,filtering and increasingly complex software and

circuit design (Severinghaus jw, Menon DK”, Peden CJ prey The application

of optical fibre technology provides a moresatisfactory solution by avoiding any

electromagnetic interaction between the MRI system and the pulse oximeter. Thus

patient monitoring can be undertaken remotely via optical fibres, enabling system

electronics to be situated in a screened control room.

Unfortunately, optical fibres cannot simply be connected to a conventional pulse

oximeter to yield a practical optical fibre system. In comparison with a conventional

pulse oximeter, for which the light source and detector are immediately adjacent to

the peripheral tissue bed, an optical fibre system is subject to significantly reduced

transmitted light power due to coupling losses and optical fibre attenuation. Thus to

maintain acceptable signal to noise performance,it is necessary to combine a high

efficiency optical design with a low noise, high sensitivity optoelectronic receiver.
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4.3 Distimulus Optical Fibre Pulse Oximeter System

The schematic diagram in figure 4.1 illustrates the general configuration of the

distimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter using either white light or LED sources. The

prototype pulse oximeter incorporated additional circuitry (shown by the dashed

lines) to control the intensity of the LEDs automatically.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic layout of the optical fibre pulse oximeter

Developmentof the optical fibre pulse oximeter was divided into twoparts: the

optical design, and the signal processing design. The optical system consisted of a
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light source, a modulator, optical fibres and photodetectors. Light from the optical

source was transmitted to the modulator via the source fibre, and the modulated light

was returned to the photodetectors via the receive fibre.

The signal processing was performed in two stages using analogue circuitry and

software processing. The software was mounted on a personal computer which was

also used for display purposes.
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4.4 Optical System Design

The spectral powerdistribution of light emitted from the receive fibre is determined

by the source distribution and the transmittance of each componentin the light path.

Equation 4.1 describes the spectral power density of transmitted light through the

system

PA) = PfA) . F(A) .M(A) .C(A) (4.1)

where P;(A) is the transmitted spectral power density, P;(A) is the incident spectral

power density, F(A) is the spectral transmittance of the optical fibre, M(A) is the

spectral transmittance of the modulator and C(A) is the spectral transmittance of the

couplers.

Whenthe transmitted spectral powerdistribution is incident upon a photodiode with

spectral responsivity R(A), the short circuit current is given by equation 4.2

I= | Pfa) RA) da

(4.2)

Consideration of the cumulative effects of each componentin the optical system is of

paramount importance in implementing a design which exhibits the required

sensitivity andis optically efficient. Selection of the optical components to maximise

sensitivity to changes in oxygen saturation was assisted by use of a simple

mathematical model.

4.4.1 Description of the Optical System

Prior to presenting the design methods and realisation of a practical system, the

elements of the optical system will first be described in greater detail. Some ofthese,

such as the modulator, impose restrictions upon the design and cannot bealtered in

any way to improve system performance. The design and choice of other components

however can affect the system performance considerably, both in terms of

measurementsensitivity and user functionality.
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4.4.1.1 Modulator

The modulator in oximetry is principally the haemoglobin contained in the red blood

cells. The combination of the modulator, light source and photodetection

characteristics are critical in determining the sensitivity of the pulse oximeter to

changes in the blood oxygenationlevel.

Unlike manyoptical sensing systems (Pinnock RA’’®’), the spectral characteristics of

the modulator in pulse oximetry cannot be modified to improve system performance-

the colour of the blood is predefined by nature. Furthermore, the optical complexity is

increased because the arterial blood must be monitored through filter comprising

skin, bone, tissue, cartilage and venous blood. Pulse oximetry overcomes these

problems by exploiting the pulsatile nature of arterial blood, which enables

differentiation from other scattering and absorbing mediain the light path.

The nonpulsatile elements of a vascular tissue bed, such as bone andtissue, exhibit a

virtually constant optical attenuation. Thus modulated light comprises a steady state

(d.c.) component and a superimposed time varying (a.c.) component from the

pulsatile arterial blood. This can be modelled as shownin figure 4.2. In practice the

a.c. componentis only 1 % or 2 % ofthetotal d.c. signal.
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Figure 4.2 Components oflight absorption through anarterial tissue bed
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The blood acts as a modulator by virtue of the differing spectral properties of each

haemoglobin derivative. This is usually expressed in terms of the absorption or

extinction coefficient (€) with respect to wavelength, as shown for the most common

haemoglobin derivatives in figure 4.3. Since the distimulus oximeter can only

discriminate between twoderivatives, the concentrations of carboxyhaemoglobin and

methaemoglobin are assumedto be sufficiently low to be ignored.
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Figure 4.3 Extinction curves for reduced haemoglobin, oxyhaemoglobin, carboxyhaemoglobin,
and methaemoglobin (Wukitsch!988)

Below 600 nmthe high optical absorbance of blood does not permit transmission of

sufficient light for detection; above 1100 nm the availability of photodetectors and

light sources becomea limiting factor. Fortunately, oxy and reduced haemoglobin

possess differing extinction properties in the region from 600 nm to 1100 nm,

diverging either side of an isobestic point at approximately 815 nm.

Measurements of the haemoglobin extinction coefficients are made from haemolysed

blood solutions in which the red cell (erythrocyte) membranes have been destroyed

(Van Assendelft ow’?”), Optical attenuation is then purely absorptive and can be

predicted from the Beer-Lambert law (equation 1.3).
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In whole blood however, the Beer-Lambert law is not obeyed due to the phenomenon

of light scattering. As a result, the optical density or absorbance of whole bloodis

non-linear with respect to both pathlength and haematocrit (Anderson NM’”*?), Light

scattering arises from discontinuities in refractive index at the plasma/red bloodcell

interface, the wavelengthoflight being of almost the same order of magnitude as the

dimensions of a red blood cell. The high concentration of red cells in whole blood

ensures that light scattered once will probably be scattered again resulting in the

phenomenonof multiple scattering. However, if the haematocrit is increased towards

100% such that the cells are no longer in suspension, the absorbance decreases and

the packedred cells behaveas a true haemoglobin solution obeying the Beer-Lambert

law (Loewinger BE), Figure 4.4 shows the curves obtained when the values of the

haemolysed blood extinction coefficients are subtracted from those for whole blood.

Although the optical density of whole blood is significantly higher than that of

haemolysed blood (for the same haemoglobin concentrations), the shape of the

extinction curves show close similarity.

      
   €, = oxygenated whole bloodO,Cap.*14.8 Vols%

Extinction Costticients ,
12 Ong shel
a reduced doo

¢ . =

€, = reduced whole blood
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Figure 4.4 Comparison ofthe extinction characteristics for whole and haemolysed
blood (Kramer!951), Thesolid lines are for whole blood andthe dotted
lines are derived by subtracting Horecker's !%43 values for haemolysed blood.
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Whole blood cuvette oximeters, based on the assumption that the Beer-Lambertlaw is

valid for whole blood, have been found to be capable of accurate measurements (Kiel

JW 1983) This waslater shownto be duetothe fact that the variation in optical density

of whole blood at the measurement wavelength, was linear with respect to oxygen

saturation (Steinke JM> Nevertheless, the instrument calibration was still found to

be sensitive to haematocrit as a result of scattering.

Developersof the first commercial pulse oximeters also relied upon the Beer-Lambert

law for calibration of their instruments, and assumedthe effects of multiple scattering

to be negligible (Y oshiya ry It was only whenclinical reports revealed that this

method of calibration produced overestimationsof arterial oxygen saturation below

90 % (Sarnquist FH), that manufacturers adopted empirical calibration techniques.

Thus whilst the Beer-Lambertlawhasdistinct limitations for calibration purposes,it

remains an extremelyuseful design tool for pulse oximetry. The methods described in

this thesis have made extensive use of the Beer-Lambert law to aid the selection of

optical components and to maximise sensitivity of the instruments. However,

calibration curves were derived empirically using whole blood.

Scattering of light transmitted in a tissue bed is not solely restricted to interactions

with erythrocytes in the arterial blood. Thetissue itself, comprising a mixture of skin,

fatty tissue, muscle, cartilage, blood filled capillaries, sweat glands, sebaceous glands

and hair follicles is a highly inhomogeneousstructure producing a high degree of

scattering and absorption. A simplified diagram of the basic structure is shown in

figure 4.5, and figure 4.6 shows experimental measurements for the absorption and

scattering coefficients of the different layers of skin. Although the optical interactions

are complex, the total effects of absorption and scattering within bone andtissue

remain virtually constant. The resultant d.c. signal is fundamentally important in

pulse oximetry, since it provides a means of normalisation, enabling compensation for

variations in skin pigmentation, tissue depth andlight source intensity fluctuations.
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4.4.1.2 Light Source

Thecriteria affecting the choice of light source are based uponthe spectral regions of

modulation and the optical power requirements of the system. In a conventional pulse

oximeter system, the LEDsand photodetectors are located adjacent to the tissue bed,

therefore the power requirements are minimal. By comparison, the source and

detectors in the optical fibre system are remote from the tissue bed, and there is

additional attenuation from the fibre and couplers.

The modulation wavelengths are selected in the range 600 nm to 1100 nm,the lower

limit being defined by the high absorbance of blood below 600 nm,and the upper

limit by the cutoff of photodiodes above 1100 nm.Essentially therefore, the intensity

of the source at the modulation wavelengths must be sufficient to maintain acceptable

signalto noise ratios at the receiver.

Two sources were considered for the prototype system which were capable of

fulfilling the above criteria, namely tungsten halogen white light and high intensity

LEDs. In the case of an LED based system, the modulation response is primarily

determinedbythe spectral characteristics of the LEDs, which haverelatively narrow

bandwidths(less than 100 nm) compared with the photodetectors. The reverseis true

of a broadband tungsten halogen source for which the characteristics of the

photodetectors dominate.

4.4.1.3 Photodetectors

A variety of photodetectors are commercially available with spectral ranges from

approximately 300 nm through to 1100 nm. A device which is commonly used for

distimulus optical sensing systems (Jones GR'’8’) is the dual layered Sharp PD150,

which combines two photodiodes with differing and overlapping spectral

responsivities in a single package. The photodiode responsivity curves are shown in

figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Spectral responsivity curves for Sharp PD150

It was found from earlier experimental investigations (Scully py'??") however, that

using photodiodes with overlapping responsivities significantly reduces the sensitivity

of the pulse oximeter to changes in oxygen saturation (SaO2). Thus for an LED

system, photodiodes are required with peak spectral sensitivities which are close to

the LED centre wavelengths, with each photodiodesensitive to the light from one

LED only.
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| The detector bandwidths should preferably be relatively narrow to reduce sensitivity

to stray light, and for a white light system, the photodiode responsivity curves must

be non overlapping, with peak spectral sensitivities close to the selected modulation

wavelengths. A typical range of the available photodiode characteristics are shown in

figure 4.8. Where necessary, these can be tailored to meet the designcriteria through

the use of opticalfilters placed in front of the photodiodes.

4.4.1.4 Optical Fibres

As a result of the expansion in optical fibre applications, a growing range of general

purpose andspecialist fibres have becomeavailable. In most 'extrinsic' sensing

applications, fibres are utilized simply as light guides to and from a modulating

element. For this type of sensor, the pertinent attributes are efficient source-fibre

coupling, low spectral attenuation in the region of modulation, immunity to micro

bending and adequate robustness for the application.

For optical fibre pulse oximetry, additional factors have to be taken into account. If

the tissue is interrogated over too small an area, location of the arterial blood supply

is difficult, and perfect alignmentof the source and receive fibre becomenecessaryin

order to detect the pulse signal. This eliminates fibres with diameters of less than 1

mm. Furthermore, since the probe is not permanently fixed in a rigid position the

fibres have to be relatively flexible to avoid leverage and mechanical stress. Apart

from the risk of damageto the fibres, any movementof the proberelative to the tissue

results in signal degradation.

Polymerfibre is often used in sensor applications becauseit is cheap and robust, but

high attenuation in the infra-red makes it unsuitable for pulse oximetry. Glass fibre

has improvedattenuation properties over the range 600 nm - 1000 nm,butfibres with

a core of 1 mm orgreaterare relatively inflexible. Fibre bundles however, have much

better spectral properties in the infrared than polymer fibre and have a numberof
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Figure 4.9 Spectral attenuation curves for: (a) polymerfibre (RS Data sheet),

(b) glass fibre (Ensign Bickford HCSfibre data sheet);

(c) fibre bundle (adapted from Fibre Data Superflex data sheet).
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additional attractive features which make them suitable for the optical fibre pulse

oximeter. In figure 4.9, the spectral attenuation curves for Superflex fibre bundles are

compared with typical examples of polymerand glassfibres.

Fibre bundles are readily available in optical diameters ranging from 1.1 mm (440

fibres) to 3.9 mm (5280 fibres), and other specifications to order. Each individual

fibre is 50 wm in diameter which gives the bundle a high degree of flexibility

compared with a single fibre of similar dimensions. Being comprised of many

individual fibres, the ends of the bundle can besplit into tails, avoiding the need for

expensive Y-splitters with additional connector losses.

Although the spectral attenuation of fibre bundles is greater than for high quality

single glass fibres, this is compensated for by the increased powerlevels which can be

launched as a result of the large overall optical diameter and the high numerical

aperture (0.57). The only major disadvantage is that despite their flexibility, fibre

bundles are not very robust compared with polymerfibre, and are vulnerable to

damageif not handled with care or if inadequately protected.

4.4.1.5 Optical Fibre Probe

Anincreasingly wide range of probesites are used for pulse oximetry, but byfar the

most commonare the finger and theearlobe. Alternative sites are sometimes adopted

to overcome probe attachmentdifficulties or circulation problems, and include the

nasal septum, tongue, cheek, nostril, forehead and in the case of infants, the palm,foot

or even arm (Severinghaus jw”), The majority of probes are transmissive,

although there are somereflective types such as forehead probes. Reflective pulse

oximetry, however, is largely at an investigative stage, and most interest is directed

towards applications such as foetal monitoring
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Ideally, the probe design should enable quick, easy and securefitting to a variety of

sites on patients ranging in size from adults to neonates. This allowstrials at a number

of sites to optimise signals in states of low perfusion, and ensures that there is no

movementofthe sensorrelative to the tissue which may cause erroneous readings

through motionartifact. It is not possible to fulfil all the requirements using a single

probe for every subject, therefore commercial pulse oximeter manufacturers usually

supply a multiplesite (or flexible) probe in addition to standard finger and ear types.

For the majority of subjects the finger probe is the most convenient andreliable

sensordueto the rich supplyofarterioles and capillaries which enables the optimized

signals to be easily detected. Furthermore, the finger probe is easily fixed to the

measurementsite, and is usually more effective than other probes at excluding

ambientlight. The speed of response to changes in SaO2 however,is slightly slower

for the finger than theearsince the lung-ear circulation time is shorter than the lung-

finger time (Severinghaus jw'?8” Young pb’), The delay times for a pulse

oximeter to reachhalfits final reading following a change in alveolar oxygen pressure

are typically 10 - 20 seconds for the ear, and 25 - 35 seconds for the finger

(Severinghaus JW1

The clinical requirements for an optical fibre probe are essentially identical to those

outlined for a conventional sensor, except that non-magnetic materials must be used

for MR compatibility. The accommodation of fibre bundles requires consideration of

the bend radii and points of mechanical stress which may cause breakages.

Furthermore, it is important that the probe can be securely attached to the

measurementsite since the fibre bundles are slightly bulkier than the wires used for

conventional probes, and can therefore cause leverage which might induce motion

artifact.
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It can thus be concluded that the advantages of using a finger probe are equally

applicable to an optical fibre system as they are to a conventional pulse oximeter.

However, additional factors must be considered in the design of an optical fibre

sensorin orderto ensure satisfactory and reliable operation.

4.4.2 Simple Theoretical Design Model

The theoretical model was based upon the Beer-Lambert law, and assumedthelight

source to comprise monochromatic wavelengths propagating through a non scattering

arterial tissue bed. The variable absorbance due to arterial blood, and the constant

absorbance due to tissue, bone and venous blood were represented by separate

homogeneouslayers as shownin figure 4.10.

Nonpulsatile layer Pulsatile layer

Loddu) Lda)of

LjfAy)—v| Ap)> S

 

Figure 4.10 Simple two layered modelofan arterial tissue bed

If each of the wavelengths passes through an arterial blood layer containing two

haemoglobin derivatives, the transmitted intensities can be expressed by the following

equations:

I(Ay) = To(Aw) . exp -([Eono(Aw) - COHb + Epyy(An)- crup |. 1) (4.3)

I(Ap) = Io(Ap) . exp -([Eono(An) . COHb + Eppp(Apd)- crip| 4 1) (4.4)
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where Egy» and E ryp are the extinction coefficients of HbO2 and RHb at

wavelengths Ay and Ap; Cox» and Cryp are the concentrations of HbO2 and RHb;/ is

the pathlength throughthearterial blood layer.

From equation 4.3,

wo = -[Eous(An) . Con + Exnw(An) - Cruo | -!I(Aw)} (4.5)

and from figure 4.10, it can be seen that the pulsatile variation in the arterial blood

layer causes a changein the transmitted intensity 6/, therefore

(Ay) = ThA) - 6I(An) (4.6)

Substituting equation 4.6 into 4.5

T(Ay) - SI(Ay)

 

In =e An) . C + Epp, (An) . C lTon) [ oHb\AN) Conb Epnp(An) rH| (an

If 6M(An)/I(An) << 1, then this simplifies to

I(An)
——=| € An) .C + Epp (An) . Cc 4Tan) [ Eon(An) Coup Exxo(An) RH| ran

where 6/(Ay) represents the a.c. signal, and /,(Ay) represents the d.c. signal. /,(Ay) is

measured whenthe pulsatile layer thickness, /, is zero and 6Ay) is measured when /

is non-zero. Hence theratio of the a.c. and d.c. components can be determined. This

ratio is termed the normalised a.c. signal at wavelength Ay, and is dependent only

upon the absorbanceofthe pulsatile blood layer. Similarly, at wavelength Ap

dl(Ap)
If{Ap)
 = [EonsAn) - Conb + Ernpy(An)- cruo| wl (a)

If the normalised signals 6/Ay)/I,(An) and 6Ap)/I,(Ap) are divided, R is the ratio of

absorbances dueto the pulsatile blood at Ay and Ap, thus

R= OIl(An) /To(An) _ Eoup(An)-Conp + Eprp(An)-Creb

OMAp)o(Ap) Eor(Ad)-Conp + EptwlAd)-CRHb (4.10)
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Hence, if the extinction coefficients are known, R can be calculated for any

composition of HbO2 and RHbatthe selected wavelengths.

In section 4.4.1.2 it was stated that the spectral range over which pulse oximetry is

viable extends from approximately 600 nm to 1100 nm, hence the modulation

wavelengths must be selected within this range. The minimum and maximum limits

for Aw and Ap can be defined by considering the haemoglobin extinction curves

shownin figure 4.11. Thus Ay is chosen in the range 600 nm - 815 nm,and Apin the

range 815 nm - 1100 nm.

The modelling procedure for determining the optimum modulation wavelengths was

performed using a spreadsheet, with haemoglobin extinction data taken from Van

Assendelft!?’”. For each combination of Ay and Ap, equation 4.10 was used to

calculate R for concentrations of HbO2 and RHb between 0 % and 100 %. The values

of R were subsequently plotted against the percentage HbO> to produce calibration

curve.
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Figure 4.11 HbO> and RHb extinction curves (data from Van Assendelft OW!979)
and wavelength ranges for Ay and Ap
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Initially, R was calculated using a single measurement wavelength and a reference

wavelength at 815 nm (the isobestic point). The measurement wavelength was

incremented in 20 nm steps over the defined range until a complete set of curves had

been plotted. The optimum values for Ay and A:p. were subsequently determined by

comparing the characteristics of the calibration curves, and the magnitude of the

sensitivity parameter AR/A%HbOz.In general, the larger the value of AR/%AHbO2

overthe clinical range (50 % -100 % HbO3), the better the system. A representative

set of curves for Ay and Ap, using a commonreference wavelength at 815 nm,are

shownin figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively.
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Figure 4.11 Distimuluscalibration curves where Ay is the measurement wavelength,
and Ap is the reference wavelength (815 nm)
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Figure 4.12 Distimuluscalibration curves where Ap is the measurement wavelength,
and Ay is the reference wavelength (815 nm)

Table 4.1 showsthe sensitivity parameters for each value of Ay and Ap overthe

clinically significant range of HbOp. It can be seen that the optimum modulation

wavelengths are at 620 nm and 980 nm, and that the modulation depth of Ay is

significantly higher than that of Ap.

(%HbO2)" (%EHbO2)"

IeeeenimSink
Seesateaotisyad

21x10 6x10.

Table 4.1 Sensitivity parameters (50 % - 100 % HbO2) for Ay and Ap,
with 815 nm reference wavelength

   
      
        

In figure 4.13, the calibration curvesare plotted for all the possible systems using the

above modulation wavelengths, and the sensitivity parameters over the range 50 % -

100 % HbO}3 are tabulated belowin table 4.2.
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R (An/Ap) AR/A%HO2 R (An/ap) ABIAREDO, R (AalAp) AR/AGDO

(FTO) (exT002) mee

25x10?
620/940 43x10. 30x10 700/940 19x 10°

620/900 41x10 700/900 18x10

Table 4.2 Sensitivity parameters (50 % - 100 % HbO2)for R(Ay/Ap)

  
   
      

     

As one would expect, the largest modulation depth is achieved for R(620nm/980nm),

and furthermore there is a significant increase in sensitivity compared with

R(620nm/815nm). It is surprising, however, to note that AR/A%HbO}jis slightly less

for R(660nm/940nm) than for R(660/815nm), and that AR/A%HbO>?is also less for

R(700nm/900nm)than for R(700nm/815nm). Conventional pulse oximeters use LED

wavelengths at 660 nm and 940 nm,and contrary to the abovecalculations,it is

commonly understood that using 940 nm actually increases the sensitivity of the pulse

oximeter. Pologe JA'”*’ states that the use of an isobestic wavelength for pulse

oximetry gains nothing, since for a point at which the extinction curves coincide there

is no increase in ARwith change in oxygen saturation. He therefore concluded that

using the isobestic wavelength would result in a reduction in sensitivity compared

with employing 940 nm.

The results of the theoretical modelling have shown that although the isobestic

wavelength does not contribute to any increase in sensitivity, the haemoglobin

extinction coefficients are such that the use of wavelengths between approximately

815 nm and 950 nm can actually cause a small decrease in sensitivity, over the

clinical range 50 % - 100 % HbO3.For example the variation in R(660nm/815nm)

over this range is 2.0 to 0.36, a difference of 1.64. The corresponding change in

R(660nm/940nm)is 0.27 to 1.76, a difference of only 1.49. At wavelengths above

950 nm however, there is a substantial decrease in the extinction coefficient of

reduced haemoglobin, and modulation of the infrared wavelength then makes a

positive contribution to the sensitivity of the system.
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Figure 4.13 Calibration curves for: a) R(620nm/Ap) ; b) R(660nm/Ap); c) R(700nm/Ap).
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4.4.3 System Design

The design of a practical optical fibre system was performed in several stages.

Initially, it was necessary to select the type of light source using as a guide the

theoretical modelling results and taking into account the requirements of the

prototype design as described in section 4.1. The detection system was subsequently

designed in accordance with the source specifications.

The optical fibres were manufactured so as to facilitate connection at one end to the

source or detectors and at the other endto the probe, with sufficient length in between

to enable the electronic equipmentto be situated in the control room away from the

strong electromagnetic fields produced by the scanner. The optical fibre probe was

designed to enable quick, easy and reliable connection of the fibre bundles to the

measurementsite.

4.4.3.1 Light Source

Tungsten halogen white light and LED sources were considered for the prototype

pulse oximeter. In making a selection it was necessary to take into account a variety

of factors including the degree of compliance with the theoretical design, the optical

output power, whether the output intensity could be varied, the physical size and the

electrical power consumption.

The spectral powerdistribution of a typical tungsten halogen source is shownin

figure 4.14. The tungsten halogen lampis a broad band source, hence a practical

design can berealised by selecting suitable combinations of photodetectors and

optical filters.

To maximisethe sensitivity for a white light system, photodetectors are required with

peak spectral responsivities close to the optimum theoretical wavelengths. In spectral

regions where there are substantial variations in the values of the haemoglobin
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Figure 4.14 Spectral powerdistribution of a tungsten halogen whitelight source
(measured using an Anritsu MVO2series optical spectrum analyzer)

extinction coefficients, it is also necessary to restrict the photodetector bandwidths

through the use of optical filters. The amount by which the bandwidths can be

reducedis determined by the transmitted optical power density, and in practice values

of 50 nm - 100 nm are needed to maintain adequate signal to noise at the receiver.

Unfortunately, the intensity of the white light source cannot easily be adjusted to

compensate for an increase or decrease in the plethysmographic signal levels,

therefore this function must be performedsolely through the use of an automatic gain

facility at the receiver. Increasing the gain of the receiver has the drawback of

reducing the signal to noise ratio, therefore it is preferable to perform this operation

by an increase in the source intensity. A further disadvantage of tungsten halogen

lamps is that they are not very compact, requiring a bulky power supply and

invariably a cooling fan. This increases the overall size and weight of the unit and

consequently makes the system less portable.
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By way of contrast, LEDs are small, have relatively low power requirements and do

not generate much heat. Moreover, the output intensity of an LED is almostlinear

with drive current, and can therefore be controlled to ensure the best possible signal

levels at the receiver. The main disadvantage of LEDsis the limited number of

commercially available devices which have wavelengths in the range 600 nm to 1100

nm. Devices are available with wavelengths at approximately 630 nm, 660 nm, 880

nm and 940 nm.Of these the optical power of LEDs at 630 nm is insufficient for use

with the optical fibre system. This leaves 660 nm as the wavelength for Ay andeither

880 nm or 940 nm asthe wavelength for A:=p. From the theoretical results in table 4.2

it can be seen that the sensitivity for R(660nm/940nm)is 30 x 10°, and calculations

show that the sensitivity for R(66O0nm/880nm) is also 30 x 10°, hence either

wavelength could be used with equal success.

It can be seen that the advantages and disadvantages of a white light system are

broadly the reverse of those for an LED system.In selecting the source, emphasis was

given to attributes which would facilitate a practical optical fibre system with

comparable functionality to a commercial pulse oximeter. In view of this, the

prototype pulse oximeter was designed using LED sources.

It was vital that the LEDs were able to couple sufficient levels of optical powerinto

the optical fibre bundle, therefore devices were selected on the basis of their radiant

powerand-couplingefficiency The coupling efficiency is primarily dependent upon

the distance of the semiconductor emitter from the fibre, and the radiation angle ofthe

emitted beam in relation to the numerical aperture of the fibre. The closer the emitter

to the fibre, and the narrowerthe radiation angle, the more light can be coupled into a

fibre of given numerical aperture. The LEDs werethus selected onthe basis oftheir

radiant powerand coupling efficiencies.
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Suitable LEDsfor the system, with peak wavelengths at 660 nm (FFT2000BHR) and

940 nm (LT9583-81-940), were obtained through Fibre Data Ltd. The devices were

mounted in bulkhead SMA housings for connection to the optical fibres. The LED

specifications are summarizedin table 4.3.

baiegee Wavelength Typical Power Half angle

FFT2000BHR 660nm (peak) 0.9mMW @ 50mA Data not

radiant power available

LT9583-81-940 940nm (peak) 12mW @ 100mA 30°

(radiant power

Table 4.3 Specifications for red and infrared LED sourcesfor the prototype pulse oximeter system
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Figure 4.15 Power of LEDsafter transmissionthrough | mof 1.6 mmdiameter optical fibre bundle

The importance of the source-fibre coupling efficiencyis illustrated by the LED

output characteristics in figure 4.15. It can be seen that the power coupledinto a fibre

bundle using the LT9583-81-940 is significantly higher than for the CQX19 infrared

LED, which has a high radiant power (20 mW at 250 mA) but pooroptical fibre

coupling efficiency. The spectral powerdistributions of the FFT2000BHRand the

LT9583-81-940, as measured using an Rofin-Sinar OSA are shownin figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 Spectral power distribution for FFT2000BHR and LT9583-81-940 LEDs

4.4.3.2 Photodetectors

In section 4.4.1.3 the criteria for selecting suitable photodetectors for an LED version

of the optical fibre pulse oximeter were stated as follows: the detector peak spectral:

responsivities should be as close as possible to the LED centre wavelengths, and each

detector should be sensitive to the light from one LED only.

Hamamatsu manufacture photodiodes which readily meet the design specifications

without modifications to the spectral responsivities. The G1735 device is sensitive to

light at 660 nm,and the S2506-01 to light at 940 nm. Figure 4.17 showsthe radiant

sensitivity curves for the photodiodes with the LED spectral power distributions

superimposed. The G1735 is a GaAsP diffusion device packaged in a TO-18 can with

a borosilicate glass window, and the S2606-01 is a PIN photodiode packaged in a

black epoxy mould. The photodiodes were mounted in bulkhead SMA housings for

connection to the optical fibres. It was necessary to manufacture a special housing for

the S2506-01 to accommodate the rectangular package.
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Figure 4.17 G1735 and 2506-01 photodiode responsivities and LED spectral powerdistributions

4.4.3.3 Optical Fibres

Superflex fibre bundles consisting of 880 fibres and with an optical diameter of 1.6

mm were obtained from Fibre Data Ltd for use with the prototype pulse oximeter.

The fibres were protected by a PVC jacket which had an outer diameter of 2.8 mm.

The bundles were supplied in two identical 15m lengths, this being the length

required to reach from the bore of the MR scannerinto the control room. Each length

was divided into two equaltails approximately 25 cm from one end, and these were

terminated in SMAferrules for connection to the LED sources and detectors. The

single ends were terminated in small purpose made plastic ferrules for connection

inside the optical fibre finger probe.

4.4.3.4 Optical Fibre Finger Probe

The optical fibre finger probe was designed to enable quick, easy and securefitting to

the measurementsite, and was manufactured using non magnetic materials to ensure

MRcompatibility. Careful consideration was given to the method of incorporating the

fibre bundles in order to keep the probe size to a minimum without inducing
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mechanical stresses which might cause the fibres to break. The resultant designis

illustrated figure 4.18.

T ‘ob
Pooe Ebonite body

  

 

Finger compartment

Rubber

spring

To open probe Pivot Plastic fibre Optical fibres
terminations

Figure 4.18 Optical fibre finger probe with fibre terminations shownin cut away sections

The probe body was machined from ebonite in two sections which slotted together

and wereheld in place by plastic pin. The pin also acted as a pivot about which the

sections could be moved opento allow accessto the finger compartment. The spring

was made from a small piece of 3 mm thick rubber sheet which was inserted into two

groovesat the rear of the assembly. The finger compartment was opened bypressing

the ends of the probe together as indicated by the arrowsin figure 4.18. It was

important that the spring tension was not too strong or arterial pulsations were

prevented leading to loss of the signal. Conversely if the spring was too weak, the

probe wasable to moverelative to the finger causing false plethysmogramsor even

total loss of the signal.

To avoid leverage, the optical fibres were connected to the front of the probe so that

the trailing fibres rested against the arm whenin use. Inside the ebonite sections, the

fibres were turned through an angle of 90° ina gradual curve compatible with the

minimum bend radius (25 mm). It was necessary to perform this operation before the
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fibre terminations were made using small plastic ferrules. The ferrules were seated

into the probe body,slightly protruding into the finger compartment, which waslined

with soft Velcro pile to make the probe as comfortable as possible to wear.

4.4.4 Summary

In this section the general features and constraints of the optical fibre system were

discussed,a theoretical design model was presented and the optical design process for

the prototype pulse oximeter was described. The optical system consisted of a

modulator, a light source, photodetectors, and a set of optical fibres with an integral

probe. Since the source and photodetectors were remote from the measurementsite

and the light had to pass through long lengths of optical fibres, the available

detectable light power was significantly reduced compared with a conventional pulse

oximeter. The prototype design was thus a compromise to achieve the highest

possible optical efficiency, measurementsensitivity and overall functionality.

The sensitivity of the oximeter was estimated using a monochromatic mathematical

model. This enabled the optimum modulation wavelengths to be determined and the

feasibility of other possible combinationsto be assessed. It was found that the highest

sensitivity was achieved using wavelengths at 620 nm and 980 nm.It wasalso

discovered that over the clinical range 50 % - 100 % HbO2, the measurement

sensitivity is slightly higher when the isobestic wavelength at 815 nm is used

comparedwith an alternative infrared wavelength in the range 815 nm - 950 nm.This

is contrary to publications detailing the theory of pulse oximetry whichstate that use

of the isobestic wavelength causes a reduction in sensitivity.

The optimum theoretical design could be approximatedin practice using a white light

source but not with LEDssince these are not commercially available at 620 nm and

980 nm. However, it was possible to design a practical optical fibre system with

adequate sensitivity using LEDs at 660 nm and 940 nm,and this was developed in
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preference to a white light system in view of the advantages of compact size, low

power consumption and independent control over the output intensities at each

modulation wavelength.

The photodetectors were chosen with responsivities matching the spectral power

distributions of the LED sources. Light was transmitted from the LEDs, to the

measurementsite and back to the photodetectors using two 15 m lengths of optical

fibre bundle. The bundles were divided into twotails at one end for connection to the

LEDsand photodetectors. The other end was connected to a purpose designed optical

fibre finger probe. The probe facilitated quick, easy and secure connection of the

optical fibres to the measurementsite thereby ensuring reliable detection of the

plethysmographicsignals.
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4.5 AnalogueSignal Processing Circuitry

The analoguesignal processing circuitry for the prototype pulse oximeter was based

upon an earlier experimental system described by PJ Scully?" but incorporated

design changes and improvements to minimize noise.

The function of the circuitry is to convert the incident optical signals into

photocurrents which are processed into separate pulsatile (a.c.) and steady state (d.c.)

voltages in the range -5V to + 5V. The red and infrared photodiode channels are

identified as N and D respectively. The generated photocurrents are is(N) and is(D)

for the pulsatile components and J5(N) and /s(D) for the steady state components. The

corresponding output voltages of the signal processing circuitry are denoted n and d

for the pulsatile components and N and D forthe steady state components.

From equation 4.10 (section 4.4.2), the normalised light intensity signals

OMAN)Io(An) and 6K Ap)/I,(Ap) are related to arterial blood oxygen saturation

through the parameter R, defined by

pa Amon)
OI(Ap)o(Ap) (4.10)

Hence R may equivalently be expressed in the forms

R= is(N)Is(N) _ n/N
is(D)Is(D) d/D (4.11)

A schematic diagram of the analogue signal processing circuitry is shownin figure

4.19. For discussion purposesthe circuit is divided into three sections, delineated by

dotted lines. It can be seen that the stages are identical for both photodiode channels,

differing only in the value of the transresistance gain of the first stage.
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It is a reasonable assumption that the pulsatile frequency is always less than 5 Hz

(equivalent to a heart rate of 300 beats min’’), A Fourier transform of the

plethysmographic waveform reveals that the vast majority of information is contained

in the first 10 Hz (Pologe ya'?87). The overall circuit bandwidth therefore, was

limited from 0 Hz to 10 Hzin order to reject the high frequency noise components

whilst transmitting the a.c. and d.c. signals. A lower cut off frequency of 0.8 Hz was

used forthe pulsatile signal processing in order to removethe d.c. component.

Conversion of the photodiode currentto a proportional voltage was performed by the

photodiode receiver. The output was fed to a low pass amplifier to increase the signal

levels and attenuate high frequency noise components. A high passfilter was used to

separate the pulsatile component from the total signal. The resultant a.c. component

was input to a low pass amplifier and a voltage limiter was used to ensure the

maximum ADCinput voltage was not exceeded. Finally the signal was low pass

filtered to further attenuate high frequency noise components, and the output was

buffered to prevent circuit loading.

The steady state componentwastakento be thetotal (d.c. plus a.c.) signal at the

output from the preamplifier. The signal was first amplified and subsequently inputto

a voltage limiter, low pass noise filter and output buffer as for the pulsatile

component.

The analogue signal processing circuit diagram is shown in figure 4.20, and the

circuitry is discussed in greater detail in section 4.5.2. First however, the optical

powerbudgetfor the system is presented in section 4.5.1. This was used to estimate

the optical powerlevels incident on the photodetectors after transmission through the

optical system, and hencetoselect the electronic gains required to obtain the desired

signal levels at the output of the analogue signal processing circuitry.
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4.5.1 Optical Power Budget

The optical fibre launch powers used in calculating the power budgetfor the system

were chosen with reference to figure 4.15. A power of 250 uwW (-6 dBm) was chosen

for both LEDs, correspondingto typical operating currents of 55 mA for the infrared

LT9583-81-940 LED and 40 mA for the red FFT2000BHR LED.Theoptical fibre

attenuation was estimated from figure 4.9(c), and an allowance of 3 dB per connector

was madefor coupler losses. An additional 3 dB loss occurred due to the Y-split in

the receivefibre.

The highestoptical attenuation was caused by transmission through the finger which

resulted in less than] % of the incidentlight per centimetre of tissue being collected

by the receive fibre. A tissue transmission of 0.5 % (-23 dB) was assumed in the

calculations. Finally, a margin of 6 dB was included to take account of additional

losses such as fibre breakages (quoted as 1.5 % per metre maximum for newfibre

bundle). This resulted in an incident photodetector power of 10 nW (-50 dBm)for the

infrared D channel and 3.5 nW (-54 dBm) for the red N channel as summarized in

(940 nm (660 nm)

Source Power

Fibre Attenuation

Connector Loss

Y-Split Loss

table 4.4.

      

 

Tissue attenuation (0.5 % Tx
Additional loss margin -6.0 dB

Table 4.4 Optical power budgetfor the prototype optical fibre pulse oximeter

  Photodetector incident power
   

The spectral sensitivity of the photodetector S2506-01 at 940 nm is 0.5A/W,therefore

the photocurrent for an incident power of 10 nW is 5 nA. Thesensitivity of the

photodetector G1735 at 660 nm is 0.35A/W,hence the photocurrent for an incident
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power of 3.5 nW is 1.2 nA. Typically therefore, the expected values of the

photocurrents Js(N) and Js(D), when the optical fibres are in good condition, are

approximately 1.2 nA and 5 nA respectively.

4.5.2 Receiver and Preamplifier

The equivalent circuit of a photodiode is shownin figure 4.21. To achieve high

sensitivity and a linear response, the photodiode was operated in zero bias

photoamperic mode, whereby the load resistance Ry, << Rp, the parallel diode shunt

resistance. Underthese conditions the generated photocurrent flows through R,;, and

the diode current Jp is almost completely eliminated. Rs is usually a few ohms, and

can generally be ignored.

Rs |

ri oy

Yr aD !CGrlgng 1
| 4

|

Figure 4.21 Photodiode equivalentcircuit

/§ = signal current

1p = diode current

IN = noise current

Vp = Voltage acrossthe diode

Is} R, = loadresistance

Cp = diode junction capacitance

Rp = diode parallel shuntresistance  
Rs = diodeseries resistance

Photoamperic operation was achieved by feeding the photocurrent to an operational

amplifier virtual ground, using a transimpedance amplifier as shownin figure 4.22.

Ry

75 = signal currentNew
NeW Photodiode

Ry = feedbackresistor

Vo = Output voltage

Figure 4.22 Photodiode transimpedance amplifier
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The short circuit photocurrent J; was thus converted to a proportional negative

voltage, Vj of magnitude /.Ry From section 4.5.1 the estimated values of Js(N) and

Is(D) were 1.2 nA and 5 nA respectively, therefore a large amplification factor was

required. This was achievedin practice using a high stability cermetfilm resistor for

Ry, in the range 5 MQ - 22 MQ. The gain of the N channel was larger than thatofthe

D channel to compensate for higher attenuation losses at 660 nm.

The choice of operational amplifier was primarily influenced by the requirementfor

minimum noise and minimal d.c. offset at the output. For a standard instrumentation

amplifier such as the OP-77GP(input bias current Jg = 1.2 nA,input offset voltage

Vio = 50 wV), the dominantoffset error source whenthe parallel resistance of Rp and

Rf is large (minimum of 2.5 MQ // 5 MQ for the pulse oximeter system), is the bias

current. However, Jz was made negligible by selecting a high performance

operational amplifier, the Burr-Brown OPA111AM,which is a Difet® device with a

typical bias current of 0.8 pA and voltage offset of 100 pV.

Dueto the high sensitivity, the overall noise performance of the signal processing

circuitry was limited bythat of the photodiode receiver. Noise pick-up was prevented

by additional shielding for the first two stages, using a metal enclosure, and via a

guard ring aroundthe input pins of the OPA111AM.An offset analysis and a noise

analysis for the photodiode amplifier, are presented in the following sections.

The second stage preamplifier was an inverting operational amplifier circuit, and was

bandwidth limited from O Hz - 10 Hz to enable the pulsatile signal to pass whilst

attenuating high frequency noise components. The circuit provided a gain factor of 10

yielding an output signal of approximately 0.2 V - 0.3 V.
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4.5.2.1 Photodiode Transimpedance Amplifier Offset Analysis

In this section the percentageerror in the signal currents, Js5(N) and J5(D), due to the

transimpedance amplifier offsets are evaluated. The sourcesof the offsets, 7p and Vio,

are shownin figure 4.23.

Rf

   

 

1 = inputbias current

Vio = inputoffset voltage

Rp diode parallel shuntresistance

— Rf = feedbackresistor

I = signal current

Figure 4.23 Transimpedance amplifier input bias current andoffset voltage

From figure 4.23 it can be seen that the total equivalent input offset voltage can be

expressed by:

Eos = +Vio + Ip. Rp// Rj (4.12)

which appears at the output multiplied by the amplifier voltage gain, thus

VoUutos = ! + FA Eos
Rp (4.13)

Dividing by Rf to convert to an equivalentinput offset current gives

R;] E V;
I =[1+ Fi) SesVie

c Rol Ry RpllRy (4.14)

The OPA111AM has typical bias current of 0.8 pA and an input offset voltage of

100 pV. The bias current doubles approximately for every 10 °C temperature rise and

the temperature coefficient ofthe offset voltage is 2 wV ect
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For the D channel detector, S2506-01, the optical power budget gives a short circuit

photocurrent Js(D) of 5 nA. For the N channel detector, G1735, Is(N) is 5 nA. The

corresponding feedback resistors used are 5 MQ and 22 MQ respectively, chosen to

give approximately equal output voltages from the transimpedance amplifiers. The

equivalentinputoffset currents for the two detectors, calculated from equation 4.14 at

room temperature (20°C) and 10°C above room temperature are givenin table 4.5.

Rf(MQ) Is (nA)

|

Ios (pA) Tos oo

Photodiode 20°C

G1735 (N channel)

Rp= 1.25GQ

$2506-01 (D channel) tT

Rp=2.5MQ

          
Table 4.5 Equivalent input offset currents for the photodiode transimpedance amplifier

At 20°Ctheerrorin Is(N) due to the offset current is 0.4 % and in Js(D) itis 1.2%. In

practice these offset errors are nulled and the errors in Js(N) and Js(D) are zero.

However, at temperatures above or below 20°C; errors arise in Js due to the

temperature dependenceofthe equivalent offset current. For a 10°C temperaturerise

the calculated error in Js(N) is 0.18 %, and in Js(D) it is 0.25%. These errors appear in

the corresponding d.c. output voltages, N and D.

4.5.2.2 Photodiode Transimpedance Amplifier Noise Analysis

In this section the output noise levels are estimated for the N and D channel

transimpedance amplifiers. The sources of noise are indicated in figure 4.24, andin

the following analysis the equations used in calculating the noise amplitudes are

presented, and the results for each photodiode channel are summarized in tabulated

form.
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Zs =signal current Ry = feedbackresistor INs = shotnoise current

GD = diode junction capacitance Ena = amplifier noise voltage Int = zero bias thermalnoise current

Rp = diode parallel shunt resistance Enz = feedbackresistor noise voltage INq = amplifier noise current

Figure 4.24 Photodiode transimpedance amplifier noise sources

The volt-ampere characteristic for a diode is defined by the relationship

ete lexef2) - i] A (4.15)

where Jp = diode current

Ip = reverse saturation current

Vp = voltage across the diode

Vr = thermal voltage (25 mV at room temperature)

For Hamamatsu photodiodes, the dark current Ip(dark) is generally quoted at a

reverse voltage Vp ofat least -1V. Substituting this into equation 4.15 gives

Ip(dark) = Ip . [exp{-40)- 1] A

therefore Ip(dark) =-Ig9_ A (4.16)

The diode shunt (or slope) resistance Rp is calculated by differentiating the diode

equation (4.15), thus

1 _ dp _ Io Yb) gl
(4.17)
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Since the photodiodeis operated at zero bias (Vp = OV), the exponential term is unity,

hence

sa. = Jo =

_

fo5 Ql

Rp Vr 25.103

and therefore Rp =(40.Joy! &

The shot noise current Jy, is given by

Ins=¥2.q.15.B ANHz

where q = electron charge

Is = signal current

B = noise bandwidth (10 Hz)

Therefore, substituting for the constants,

Ins = 56.6. VI,(nA) fANAz

The zero bias thermal (or Johnson) noise currentis given by

Ine] 4.k.T.Bi TB AWAz
D

where k= Boltzman's constant

T = absolute temperature

B = noise bandwidth (10 Hz)

Rp = zero bias shuntresistance

From equation 4.17

Hence,substituting equation 4.22 into equation 4.21,

In: = ¥4.q.1o.B ANAz

hence In, = 80. VI (nA) fA/V¥Hz
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The feedbackresistor produces a thermal (Johnson) noise voltage given by

Ey, =V4.K.T.Ry.B VAAz (4.24)

Substituting for the constants, equation 4.24 simplifies to

Ey, = 405.7. ¥R;(MQ) nVAAz (4.25)

Typical values for the amplifier noise current Jyvq, and noise voltage Eva, are quoted

in the OPA111AMdata sheetfor the bandwidth 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz as follows,

INq = 9.5 fA p-p =3.36 fA mms

ENa = 1.6 nV p-p= 0.57 pV rms

The current noise sources are multiplied by the value of the feedback resistor Rf, and

appearat the output as a proportional noise voltage. The amplifier input noise voltage

Ena appears at the output multiplied by the gain factor,

Gn=1+ Re
Rp (4.26)

The overall noise voltage at the outputof the transimpedance amplifier is given by the

root sum of the squaresofthe individual noise voltages thus,

Eno = (Ins. Ry + (In; RP + (Ina- Ry + (Ena. Gn? + Ee (4.27)

The amplitudes of the noise currents and voltages, and the overall noise voltage Eng

(equation 4.27) are presented for each photodiode channel in table 4.6. The

calculations have been performed using the same data as in table 4.5. It can be seen

that althoughthere are significant disparities between the individual noise sources for

the N and D channels,the overall output noise voltage is approximately the same for

each channel.
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Ins-Re| IneR¢ INaR¢| Ena Enz Eno
Photodiode a (a\ (nV) (pV) (Vv) (VY) @VY) @v)

G1735 (N channel) 1.90

Io = 20pA, Rp = 1.25GQ

$2506-01 (D channel)

Ig = 10nA, Rp=2.5MQ

      
    
  

Table 4.6 Summary ofoutput noise voltages for the photodiode transimpedance amplifier

4.5.2.3 Signal to Noise Ratio

Thesignal to noise ratio (SNR) of the pulse oximeter system determines the resolution

with which the blood oxygen saturation can be measured. It has been previously

shownthat SaO2 is monotonically related to the parameter R, and this can be derived

from the expression

— Is(N)/s(N)
is(D)/I{D) (4.11)

Thepulsatile signals is(N) and is(D) are typically 1% to 2% of the steady state signals

Is(N) and Is(D). The SNRsofthe pulsatile signals for the N and D channels, assuming

a pulsatility of 1%, are given in table 4.7. The values of Ey are taken from table 4.6.

Rf

|

Is is is.R¢

|

ENo
Photodiode (MQ)| (A) (fA) (nV) (nv)

eeeeners

Table 4.7 Signal to noise ratios for the N and D channels ofthe optical fibre pulse oximeter

  

  

    

It can be seen that the calculated SNRs for the pulsatile components of the N and D

channels are both approximately 100 (40 dB), corresponding to a resolution of 1 %.
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By comparison,the errors in the d.c. signals due to offsets are negligible (section

4.5.2.1). Combining the above figures for both channels, the overall SNR for the

parameter R is 37 dB, corresponding to a resolution in R of 1.4 %. This figure

compares favourably with the quoted resolutions of 1 % for commercial pulse

oximeters such as the Criticare 503.

4.5.3 Pulsatile Signal Processing

Before further amplification of the pulsatile (a.c.) signal, the steady state (d.c.)

component was removed using a second order high pass Butterworth filter with a cut-

off of 0.8 Hz. This frequency was chosen to reject the steady state portion of the

plethysmographic signal and to allowthe pulsatile portion to be transmitted. It was

also effective in reducing low frequency changes in the base line of the pulsatile

signals which occur in synchronism with the respiration cycle. The filter was

configured as a voltage controlled voltage source with a mid frequency gain (A }) of

1.59. The transfer characteristic is shownin figure 4.25.

¥
V
o
u
t
/
¥
i
n

 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.25 Butterworth filter transfer characteristic
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The signal amplitudeat the filter output was in the range 3 mV - 4 mVpeak.In order

to minimize quantization noise, it was necessary to match the amplitude to the input

range of the ADC (+5 V). This was achieved using an inverting amplifier (Az) with a

gain of 1000 and bandwidth of 10 Hz.

The ADCinputs were protected against over voltage by a diode limiter network. This

prevented the maximum input voltage to the ADC exceeding 4.7 V, as shownby the

transfer characteristic in figure 4.26. The signal was low passfiltered (f¢ = 10 Hz )

using a first order RC network and buffered using an OP-77GP configured as an

emitter follower.

 

 
 

 

Vin (V)

Figure 4.26 Transfer characteristic for diode limiter network

4.5.4 Steady State Signal Processing

The amplification required to match the steadystate (d.c.) signal to the input range of

the ADC wascalculated from the a.c. pulsatility, (the relative amplitude of the a.c. to

d.c. components of the optical plethysmograph). It was found from clinical trials

(section 9.3) that optimum signal levels were obtained for a pulsatility of 1%. Hence

the a.c. gain of 1590 (A,.A,) implied a d.c. gain of 15.9. An offset voltage adjustment
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on amplifier A3 was used to set the output to 0 V for dark conditions, thereby

correcting for small offsets from the receiver and preamplifier amplifier stages.

Asin the case of the a.c. signal, the d.c. output was voltage limited using a diode

network, low passfiltered (f¢ = 10 Hz ) using a first order RC network andfinally

buffered using an OP-77GPconfigured as an emitter follower.

4.5.5 Summary

This section has described the analogue signal processing circuitry for the prototype

optical fibre pulse oximeter. The aim of the circuitry was to convert the

photoplethysmographic signals from each photodetector into separate pulsatile (a.c.)

and steady state (d.c.) components, and to amplify the signals to a level of 3 V - 4 V.

This was achieved using a combination of low noise amplifier and filter stages. The

resultant signals n, N, d and D werefed to an analogueto digital converter (ADC),

and the digitised signals were processedin software.

The signal processing circuitry was identical for both the red (N) and infrared (D)

channels, and consisted of three main parts: the receiver and preamplifier, the

pulsatile signal processing section and the steady state signal processing section. The

bandwidth of the circuitry was set at 0 Hz - 10 Hz to enable the steady state and

pulsatile components to pass whilst rejecting higher frequency noise components. An

optical power budget was calculated for the system and it was found that typical

values of the photocurrents for the N and D channels are 1.2 nA and 5 nA

respectively. On the basis of these values it was possible to determine the

amplification factors required for the pulsatile and steady state signals.

The mostcritical part of the analogue circuit was the photodiode receiver, which

necessitated careful design to minimize noise and voltage offsets. The photodiode

was operated in zero bias photoamperic modeusing a Difet® operational amplifier in
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a transimpedance configuration. The noise performance ofthe circuit was limited by

this stage, and therefore a full noise analysis was carried out to determine the

resolution of the system. It was foundthat the signal to noise ratio was approximately

37 dB, corresponding to a resolution of 1.4 % in the parameter R, which isrelated to

the blood oxygensaturation. This figure is consistent with the quoted resolutions for

commercial pulse oximeters.

The purpose of the pulsatile signal processing section was to separate the a.c.

componentfrom thetotal signal to provide the necessary amplification to yield an

output voltage in the range 3 V - 4 V. A high pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off

frequency of 0.8 Hz was used to remove the d.c. componentand thea.c. signal was

amplified by a factor of 1590.

The objective of the steady state signal processing section was to amplify the d.c.

component to yield an output in the range 3 V - 4 V. The d.c. component was

approximatedbythetotal plethysmographicsignal (a.c. plus d.c.) and was amplified

by a factor of 15.9. Each of the outputs from the analogue circuitry incorporated a

signal buffer and a diode limiter network to protect the ADC inputs from over

voltage.
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4.6 Analogueto Digital Conversion

An Amplicon PC30ATI/O board, with a 16 channel, 12 bit multiplexed ADC was

used to digitise the voltage signals from the analogue signal processing circuitry. The

base address for the board wasset to $0240, and the driver software was incorporated

into the pulse oximeter program via an external Turbo Pascal program unit called

PC30AT.

The PC30AT unit embodies a numberof procedures for controlling the functions of

the I/O board. Procedure SetAdChans was usedto set up the ADC to sample channels

0, 1, 2 and 3. These were assigned to the pulse oximeter signals as follows: channel 0

- d; channel 1 - n; channel 2 - D; channel 3 - N. Procedure SoftScanAd was used to

perform the conversion on the selected channels, and the values of the samples were

stored in the array 'Convdata'. The software signal processing of the sampled valuesis

describedin the following section.
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4.7 Software Design

The software developed for the distimulus pulse oximeter wasinitially in the form of

a data acquisition program which was used for calibration purposes. This was

modified and enhanced for the prototype system, in order to accommodate the

commonfeatures of a commercial pulse oximeter system. The design of the software

can be divided into two categories on the basis of the functions performed by sections

of the program. Primary functions are classified as signal processing operations, and

secondary functions are the output display, data logging, low saturation alarm and

user interface.

The requirements of the signal processing section were to sample the signals n, d, N

and D, and to process the sampled data to calculate the pulse oximeter percentage

oxygen saturation, denoted SpO2, and the pulse rate. The samples were processed by

calculating the amplitude of the pulsatile signals m and d, and dividing by the steady

state signals N and D to derive the normalised amplitudes n/N and d/D . The ratio

R=(n/N)/(d/D) was formedbydivision of the normalised amplitudes, and a running

average of the ratio over five pulse beats was used to calculate the percentage SpO>.

The instantaneouspulse rate was calculated from the time interval between successive

cycles of the pulsatile waveform. A running average was calculated over five pulse

beats.

The display was continuously updated with the pulsatile waveform, and revised

readings of SpO2 and pulse rate were output following every pulse beat. An alarm

feature alerted the user to low SpO2 readings. At any time during execution of the

software, data logging could be initiated to store readings for later retrieval. The

logging of data was used both for instrument diagnostic purposes and forclinical

experiments.
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The software was written in Turbo Pascal Version 4.0, and listing of the code is

presented in appendix I. The flow diagram in figure 4.27 illustrates the structure of

the main program, with the namesof procedures written in italics. A résumé is given

in section 4.7.1, and the procedures are described in sections 4.7.1.1 to 4.7.1.16.

4.7.1 Résumé of Main Program

After initialisation and assignmentof variables procedure Disp was executed to draw

the initial screen display with the values of SpO 2 and pulse rate blanked. The message

‘calculating’ was displayed on screen for five pulse beats while procedure

Take_first_samples_for_array was implementedto set up arrays 'storedratio' and

‘storedpulse'. These arrays contained eleven elements, and were usedto store the most

recent values of the ratio (/N)/(d/D), and the pulse rate. The program then entered a

repetitive loop which was executed until either a key was pressed,or until the logged

data array was filled.

Procedure Getpulse was executed to obtain sampled values of the pulsatile

waveforms n and d, which were stored in arrays 'nsample' and 'dsample'. When a

complete waveform had been acquired, the timer was interrogated and the current

time was assigned to the variable 'pulsetime1', and the time from the previous cycle

wasassignedto the variable 'pulsetime2' for subsequentcalculation of the pulse rate

The sample arrays, 'nsample' and 'dsample', were rearranged by procedure Quicksort

such that the first element was the largest negative value and the last element the

largest positive value. Procedure Average_pos_and_neg_samples was performed to

find the mean of the five largest positive samples and five largest negative samples

from the sorted arrays. The d.c. voltages N and D were read from channels 3 and 2 of

the ADC,enabling calculation of the normalised pulse amplitudes n/N and d/D,and

the ratio (n/N)/(d/D). The pulse rate was calculated from the time interval between

consecutive pulse beats ('pulsetimel' - 'pulsetime2').P P Pp
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The calculated ratio and pulse rate were stored in the sixth element of the arrays

'storedratio' and 'storedpulse'. Procedure reorder_then_average was executed for

both arrays to determine the mean pulse rate and meanratio, the latter of which

enabled the oxygen saturation to be evaluated from the calibration equation.

Procedure Update was implemented and the oxygen saturation and mean pulse rate

were used to revise the displayed values of SpO2 and pulse rate. If the oxygen

saturation was abovethe alarm threshold, a short tone was sounded (related by pitch

to the level of SpOz), but in the eventoffalling below the threshold, procedure Alarm

wasexecutedtoalert the user. If logging was being performed, data was stored in an

array at five secondintervals.

Whenevera key waspressed, the program passed out of the loop and executed the

procedure Keytest. The loop was re-entered provided the variable 'quit' remained

FALSE,and the logged data array was notfull. If either of these conditions was not

met, the procedure Save was performedif logging had taken place, and the program

was terminated. A more detailed description of the individual procedures is now

given.

4.7.1.1 Procedure Getpulse

The primary function of Getpulse was to sample the pulsatile waveforms nand d, and

to store the values in arrays 'nsample' and 'dsample'. Sampling wascarried out by

calling procedure Samplepulse, which returned the digital amplitudesof the pulsatile

signals stored in the variables'n' and‘d'.

The amplitude of d was monitored throughoutthe procedure, and whenclose to a zero

crossing, samplesof the pulsatile signals were not stored. The sampling interval was

changed from 20 msin the negative half cycle to 5 msin the positive half cycle to

capture the shorter positive duration peak. Both these techniques minimised the

numberof samples for processing without compromising accuracy.
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Every 20.ms procedure Plot was executed to update the pulse waveform display.

Procedure Readtimer was called at the end of the routine and the current time was

assigned to the variable 'pulsetime1'. The previous value of 'pulsetime1' was assigned

to variable 'pulsetime2'. These variables were used by the main program to calculate

the pulserate.

4.7.1.2 Procedure Samplepulse

Samples of the pulsatile signals n and d were acquired by sampling channels O and 1

of the ADC. The sampled values were assigned to variables'd' and 'n' respectively.

4.7.1.3 Procedure Quicksort

The quicksort algorithm was employedto sort the arrays of pulse samples (‘nsample'

and 'dsample') into numerical order, ranging from the largest negative value through

to the largest positive value. Samples were sorted according to the value of d only,

thus ensuring that the relative positions of the d and n samples within the arrays

remained the same.

4.7.1.4 Procedure Average_pos_and_neg_samples

The five largest positive samples of d and n were selected from sorted arrays,

averaged and assignedto the variables 'dbiggest' and 'nbiggest'. The same process was

repeated for the five largest negative samples, which were assigned to the variables

‘dsmallest' and 'nsmallest'.

4.7.1.5 Procedure Reorder_then_average

This procedure was used to revise the contents of a six element array, and

subsequently calculate the meanofthefirst five elements. The array was rearranged

such that the first element was discarded and each ofthe other five elements moved

up one place. The procedure wasused to calculate the running meanfor the ratio and

pulserate.
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4.7.1.6 Procedure Take_first_samples_for_array

This initialisation procedure wasused to calculate the ratio and pulse rate readings for

the first five pulse beats. Values were stored in the arrays 'storedratio' and

'storedpulse', which were subsequently used to calculate running averages.

4.7.1.7 Procedure Readtimer

This procedure returned the elapsed time in seconds referenced to the timer

initialisation. Calls to the procedure were madefor calculation of the pulse rate, and

for recording logged data.

4.7.1.8 Procedure Disp

The purpose ofDisp was to set up the pulse oximeter display on the computerscreen.

The display format was divided into sectionsas follows:

¢ Oxygen saturation, pulse rate and saturation alarm level;

¢ Plethysmographic waveform trace;

¢ User information for functions such as data logging, changingthe saturation alarm

level and terminating the program.

4.7.1.9 Procedure Update

Procedure Update wasused to revise the displayed values of oxygen saturation and

pulserate.

4.7.1.10 Procedure Plot

The pulse waveform was drawnby plotting pixels of proportional magnitude to the

sampled value of d. Each successive call to Plot (at 20 ms intervals) advanced the

horizontal position (x co-ordinate) by two pixels. Upon reaching the end of the

display window,the x co-ordinate returnedto the start. Pixels from the previous pass

was erased before each newpointwas plotted.
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4.7.1.11 Procedure Alarm

This procedure was used to display the warning 'Low Saturation’, and to sound a low

pitched audible tone instead of the normal pulse tone.

4.7.1.12 Procedure Keytest

This procedure was used to determine whether a key pressed on the keyboard was a

recognised commandfor oneof the following operations:

© Start data logging (procedure Subjectinfo);

¢ Alter low saturation alarm level (procedure Low_sat);

© Quit program (procedure Quit_program.).

If the key was recognised, the appropriate sub procedure was executed, otherwise

Keytest was terminated without anyaction.

4.7.1.13 Procedure Subject_info

The purpose of Subject_info was to promptthe user for a filename andtoinitialise

data logging. The filename was subsequently used by Save when the logged data was

stored on disk.

4.7.1.14 Procedure Low_sat

This procedure enabled the lowsaturation alarm to be changed to any value between

1 % and 98 %.

4.7.1.15 Procedure Quit_program

If the user confirmeda desire to terminate the program,the variable ‘quit' was set to

TRUE,otherwise noaction was taken.

4.7.1.16 Procedure Save

Execution of this procedure saved logged data to disk as a tab delimited textfile

undera user supplied filename. The parameters saved were as follows: n; d; N; D; R;

SpO2; pulse rate; and time(relative to the start of logging)
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4.7.2 Summary

This section has described the software written for the prototype optical fibre pulse

oximeter. The program performed signal processing, display and data logging

functions. Oxygen saturation and pulse rate were calculated for each pulse beat and

displayed on screen, along with the pulse waveform. Data logging could be

performedat five second intervals for a maximum period of 50 minutes after which

the data was saved and the program terminated. If data logging was notcarried out,

the program was executed in a continuousloop until terminated by the user.
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4.8 LED Control System

Signal compensation for differing tissue absorbances and levels of pulsatility was

performed by adjusting the LEDintensities. This procedure wasoriginally carried out

manually by measuring the amplitudes of the a.c. and d.c. signals (Scully py'???),

Twopossibilities for automating the procedure were considered: software control

through the use of digital I/O, and dedicated hardware circuitry. At the time of

development there was inadequate computing power available to implement a

software solution, therefore a hardware control circuitry was designed to operate

independently of the computer system.

The circuit was designed to automatically adjust the intensity of the infrared andred

LEDsto obtain optimum signals for each subject. This meant controlling the LED

intensities such that the a.c. and d.c. signals produced by the signal processing

circuitry (figure 4.20) were as large as possible without risk of clipping by the diode

limiting circuitry.

4.8.1 Function of D Channel Circuitry

The control function performed by the D channel (infrared) LED circuitry is

summarized bythe flow diagram in figure 4.28. The circuit operated is such a wayas

to maintain the peak amplitudeof the infrared pulsatile signal within the range 3 V -

3.9 V.

At poweronorreset, the infrared LED current was set to a predetermined value

(typically 75 % of maximum). If the amplitude of the resultant pulsatile waveform

was below 3 V,the current was increased. In the event that the maximum LED

current was reached without the pulsatile amplitude attaining the 3 V threshold, an

indicator was illuminated. This provided a warning to the user of low arterial

perfusion so that corrective action could be taken.
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If at any time the pulsatile amplitude exceeded 3.9 V, the infrared LED current was

decreaseduntil the signal returned within the range 3 V - 3.9 V. Conversely, the LED

current was increased if the amplitude droppedto 1.2 V. In this manner the waveform

was continuously monitored to maintain the pulsatile amplitude within the desired

range.

START

Preset LED

intensity

d amplitude <3V ?

Increase

Increase

intensity
   

 

  
       

 

d>3.9V

Decrease intensity

d <1.2V

Maximum infrared

intensity ?

Display warning

indicator

Increase intensity

   

Figure 4.28 Flow diagram showingthe functionofthe infrared LED circuitry
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4.8.2 Operation of D Channel Circuitry

The stages in the D channel control circuit are shown in the schematic diagram in

figure 4.29, with the feedback loop denoted by dashedlines. The full circuit diagram

is presented in figure 4.30.

The output from the peak detector was a d.c. signal of amplitude equal to the

amplitude of the pulsatile signal d. In order to follow changes in the magnitudeofd,

the peak detector capacitor was allowed to slowly discharge, resulting in a ripple

voltage of approximately 0.2 V. The signal was digitised using three comparators A,

B and C with switching thresholds at 1.2 V, 3 V and 3.9 V corresponding to the

digital outputs shownin table 4.8. Positive feedback was applied to each comparator

to provide hysteresis, thereby preventing the outputs switching continuously for

Logic

Circuitry
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Detector Digitisation
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Figure 4.29 Schematic diagram for the D channel LED circuitry
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Table 4.8 Comparatorlogic outputs for analogue input voltages
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The comparator outputs were fed to a set of latches and logic gates which were used

to control a 16 bit up/downcounter. In the event of the input exceeding the threshold

at 3.9 V, the counter was set to count downat a frequency of approximately 2 Hz.

Conversely, if the input fell below 1.2 V the count was upwards until either the

threshold at 3 V, or the maximum countwas reached. A digital to analogue converter

(DAC)wasused to convert the counter output to an equivalent analogue voltage. This:

voltage was used to control the LED driver circuitry, and hence the optical intensity

of the infrared LED.

4.8.3 Function of N Channel Circuitry

The control function performed by the N channel LEDcircuitry is summarized bythe

flow diagram in figure 4.31. The circuit operated to maintain the d.c. signals N and D

at equal levels. Thus the intensity of the red LED was increased if N was lower than

D, and decreased if N was higher than D.

   Decrease intensity  
  

Increase intensity

Figure 4.31 Flow diagram showingthe function of the red LED circuitry

4.8.4 Operation of N Channel Circuitry

The schematic diagram for the N channel LEDcircuit is shownin figure 4.32, and the

circuit detail is presented in figure 4.33. The circuitry forms part of a closed loop

linear control system where is the desired value for N.
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Figure 4.32 Schematic diagram for the N channel LED circuitry
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Figure 4.33 Circuit diagram for the N channel LED circuitry

A subtractor circuit was used to determine the error voltage between D and N. This

was amplified by a factor of 6.7 and an integrator was employed to reduce the steady

state error to zero. The output from the integrator was used directly to control a

current source, and hence the intensity of the red LED. The system dynamicsforthis

circuit are illustrated by the block diagram in figure 4.34, and the response to a unit

step inputis shownin figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35 Step inputresponse for the N channel LED control circuitry

4.8.5 Summary

This section has described the design of hardware circuitry to automatically control

the intensities of the infrared and red LEDlight sources.

The infrared LED wascontrolled by the D channel circuit, and was dependent upon

the level of the pulsatile signal, d. The circuit operated to maintain the amplitude of d

in the range 3 V - 3.9 V, and performed corrective measures when the signal moved

outside these limits. When a reset action was performed the LEDintensity wasset to

a predetermined level. If the maximum LED current wasattained and the signal

amplitude was lower than 3 V, a warning indicator wasilluminated.
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The red LED wascontrolled by the N channel circuit , and was dependent upon the

relative levels of the d.c. signals, D and N. The N channel wasa linear control circuit

whichoperated to maintain the level of N equal to that of D.
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4.9 Construction and Operationof the Prototype System

The analogue signal processing and LEDprinted circuit boards were housed in an

enclosure with a built in mains power supply. The LED sources and photodetectors

were mountedon the front panel, adjacent to the reset button and LED indicators. The

optical fibres were connected to the sources and detectors via SMA connectors, and

the analogue outputs were connected to the computer via a screened cable. A

photograph of the system is shownin figure 4.36.

 rg Pes sites: ithe

Figure 4.36 The Prototype pulse oximeter system

To operate the system, the electronics unit is turned on, the probe is placed on a finger

and the program '‘OXLOG'executed. Thepulse trace is shown immediately, and after

five pulse beats the calculated values of SaO2 and pulse rate are displayed.

If the signal amplitude is too high or too low, the infrared intensity is automatically

adjusted and this condition is indicated by a flashing yellow LED. If the maximum

intensity is reached and the signal amplitude is still lower than 3 V, a red indicatoris
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illuminated to warn of low perfusion or poor positioning of the probe. The reset

button can be used at anytime to preset the LEDintensities quickly if the probe is

transferred to anothersite or a different subject. Data logging can be selected when

required, in which case the useris initially asked for a filename, which is

subsequently used to save the data when the program is terminated.
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4.10 Conclusion

This chapter has described the theory, design and developmentof a prototype optical

fibre pulse oximeter for continuously monitoring the arterial oxygen saturation and

pulse rate of patients in a magnetic resonance environment. The prototype oximeter

operated under automatic control and exhibited comparable accuracy and speed of

response to a conventional commercial instrument. The system was designed to be

portable and consisted of an optoelectronics unit, a portable personal computer and a

set of optical fibres with an integral probe. Oxygen saturation, pulse rate and pulse

waveform displays were provided via the computer screen. The system also

incorporated a low saturation alarm and data logging facility.

The use of optical fibre technology enabled the prototype system to overcomethe

fundamental incompatibilities which make conventional pulse oximeters extremely

difficult to use in MR scanners. The system was unaffected by the strong

electromagnetic fields produced by the scanner, and did not itself produce

interference to cause degradation of the MR imaging. Moreover, since there were no

metallic parts, the optical fibre system was intrinsically safe with no risk of patient

burns from induced currents.

The optical fibre pulse oximeter was subject to significantly higher optical attenuation

losses compared with a conventional system. Hence to maintain acceptable signal to

noise performanceit was necessary to combinea highefficiency optical design with a

low noise, high sensitivity optoelectronic receiver.

To determine the optimum modulation wavelengths a simple mathematical model

was developed. This indicated that the highest measurementsensitivity is obtained

using modulation wavelengths at 620 nm and 980 nm.It was also found that the

sensitivity is slightly higher if the isobestic point is used for the infrared wavelength

in preference to alternative wavelengths in the range 815 nm to 950 nm.In practice,
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the optimum theoretical design could only be approximated using a white light

system. Nevertheless, it was possible to design an optical fibre system with adequate

measurementsensitivity using LEDs at 660 nm and 940 nm (as used in conventional

pulse oximetry). This system was developed in preference to a white light system in

view of the advantages offered by LEDs in terms of compact size, low power

consumption and independentcontrol over the output intensities at each modulation

wavelength.

The photoplethysmographic signals were converted into separate pulsatile and steady

state voltages using low noise analogue signal processing circuitry. The generated

photocurrents were approximately 1.2 nA for the N channel and 5 nA for the D

channel, and these were converted to output voltage signals of approximately 3 V to 4

V. To minimize noise and voltage offsets careful design and extensive screening were

necessary. The calculated SNR for the system was 37 dB corresponding to a

resolution of 1.4 %. This enabled the optical fibre system to measure blood

oxygenation with approximately the same resolution as conventional pulse oximeters.

The output signals from the analogue signal processing circuitry were fed to a 12 bit

ADCfor sampling under software control. The pulse oximeter software performed

signal processing, display and data logging functions. Sampled values of the analogue

signal voltages were used to derive the value of the parameter R, which was then

related to the SaO2 by the equation of the calibration curve. Oxygensaturation and

pulse rate were calculated following each pulse beat and were displayed on the

computer screen along with the pulse waveform. The software provided a low

saturation alarm and enabled data logging to be undertaken for up to 50 minutes.

Operation of the system was automated using hardware circuitry to control the

intensities of the red and infrared LED sources. The intensity of the infrared LED was

varied according to the amplitude of the infrared pulsatile signal (d) and the circuit
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operated to maintain the amplitude of d in the range 3 V - 3.9 V. Theintensity of the

red LED was varied accordingto the level of both the red and infrared steady state

signals (N and D), and operated to maintain N equal to D.

In chapter 9, clinical trials of the prototype pulse oximeter at the University of

Liverpool Magnetic Resonance Research Centre are presented. In addition,

modifications which would potentially improve the operational performance of the

system are discussed.
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the design of an experimental tristimulus optical fibre pulse

oximeter for measurementof the percentage oxyhaemoglobin, carboxyhaemoglobin

and reduced haemoglobin in the arterial blood. The theoretical design model

introduced in chapter 4 was extended for the tristimulus configuration, and this

enabled the optimum measurement wavelengthsto be determined for discrimination

of the three haemoglobin derivatives. It was necessary to develop a white light based

system in order to comply with the optimized theoretical design.

Thesensitivity of the optical design wasinitially investigated using a static cuvette

measurement system. This enabled preliminary sensitivity data to be obtained for two

and three component haemolysed blood samples. The tristimulus system was

subsequently upgraded into an experimental pulsatile system. This was investigated

using the in vitro calibration system described in chapter6.
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5.2 Design Philosophy

Commercial pulse oximeter systems are designed to detect only oxyhaemoglobin and

reduced haemoglobinlevels in the arterial blood supply. Measurementerrors which

occur when significant concentrations of dyshaemoglobins are present are well

1988 1988
documented (Eisenkraft JB , Hodges MR}??? Anderson ST ), and this is

without doubt the greatest fundamental weakness of conventional pulse oximetry.

The most commonly occurring of the dyshaemoglobins is carboxyhaemoglobin which

causes pulse oximeters to overestimate the oxygen saturation (Barker SJeek Ina

clinical comparison of pulse oximeter saturation readings (SpO2) against values

obtained from a CO-oximeterin a patient with carbon monoxide poisoning, the SpO2

was found to be equal to the sum of HbO2 and COHbvalues, with COHDas high as

30 % (Vegfors Mla To overcomethis deficiency the system mustbe able to detect

the level of the carboxyhaemoglobin in addition to oxyhaemoglobin and reduced

haemoglobin. This was the principle objective of the tristimulus pulse oximeter

design.

The design approach was to develop thetristimulus system as a progression from the

distimulus system described in chapter 4, thus retaining the benefits of optical fibre

monitoring. This necessitated the design of a new optical system incorporating three

photodetectors, and modifications to the signal processing circuitry and software.
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5.3 Tristimulus Pulse Oximeter System

It can be seen from figure 5.1 that the tristimulus pulse oximeter is a development of

the distimulus design. In general, the source could comprise either three narrow band

emitters such as LEDsorlaser diodes, or a single broad band white light source. The

system described in this chapterutilized a tungsten halogen white light source.
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Light was transmitted from the source to the modulator via a single optical fibre

bundle, and the modulated light was delivered to the photodetectors via a secondfibre

bundle which wasdivided into three tails. Initial signal processing was undertaken

using analogueelectronic circuitry, after which the signals were input to an analogue

to digital converter. Further signal processing was carried out in software, and the

calculated parameters were output to the computer display. Experimental data was

stored on disk forlater retrieval and analysis.
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5.4 Optical System Design

Thetristimulus optical system was designed to discriminate between oxyhaemoglobin

(HbO2), reduced haemoglobin (RHb) and carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb). The optical

components were chosen to maximise sensitivity to each haemoglobin derivative,

whilst maintaining adequate optical powerlevels at the receiver.

The design procedure was simplified by treating the system as a dual distimulus

arrangement, thus the modulation range was defined by two ratios R; and R>, each

related to the relative concentrations of HbO2, RHb and COHb. This enabled

implementation of a modified version of the theoretical design model(section 4.4.2)

to investigate the changes in R; and R> as a function of HbOz and COHb

concentrations, for different monochromatic wavelengths. The results of the

modelling process were used to select the optical components for an optimized

tristimulus design.

5.4.1 Simple Theoretical Model

The theoretical modelfor the tristimulus system assumed the source to comprise light

of three monochromatic wavelengths propagating through a nonscattering tissue bed

as shownin figure 5.2.

Nonpulsatile layer Pulsatile layer

1 ody)

I gfdy)

Lg0(Ay)

 
Figure 5.2 Simple two layer modelofarterial tissue bed
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Since the arterial blood layer contains three haemoglobin derivatives, the transmitted

intensities can be expressed as

I(Ax) = TolAx) - exp -([Eon(Ax) « Cone + Exno(Ax) « Cro + Econw(Ax) - econo | - 1)

(5.1)

(Ay) = IfAy) . exp -([Eon) - CoHb + Epyp(Ay) - CRHb + Econp(Ay) - CcoHD I. 1)

(5.2)

I(Az) = IfAz) . exp -([Eon(Ad - COHb + Eppp(Az) - CRHb + Econp(Az) - CCOnD ir 1)

(5.3)

where Eorp, Erxp and Ecopp are the extinction coefficients of HbO2, RHb and COHb

at wavelengths Ay, Ayand Az; C oH». CrHpand Cop are the concentrations of HbO2,

RHband COHb;/ is the pathlength throughthearterial blood layer.

Following the analysis detailed in equations 4.5 to 4.8, the normalised pulsatile

signals at wavelengths Ax, Ayand Az are given by

 

 

 

OA
a= [Eone(Ax) . CoHb + Epry(Ax) - CRHot+ Econp(Ax)- ccon| - (5.4)

Ol(Ay
ae - [Eouo(Ay) - COHb + Epnpl(Ay) - CRHot+ Econp(Ay) - CcoHD ] sil (5.5)

O(aTiS = [Eonm(Az) . CoHb + Ery(AZ - CRHB+ Econp(AD- CCOHb ] l (5.6)

If the normalised signals at two wavelengths are divided, for example 61(Ax)/Io(Ax)

and 6I(A2/Ip(Az), | cancels and Ris a ratio of the absorbancesat Ay and Az, thus

_ S(Ax)o(Ax) _ EonwlAx)-Cons + ExnwlAx).crHb + Econp(Ax)-Cconb

OMAz)o(Az) Eou(Az).Conb + Erne Az).crHb + EconAz)-Ccor (5.7)
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Hence, substituting for the extinction coefficients and concentrations of HbO2, RHb

and COHbinto equation 5.7, R can be calculated at any pair of the three measurement

wavelengths. It can be seen therefore that the normalised pulsatile signal at one of the

measurement wavelengths is commonto both R7 and Rp.

In section 4.4.1.2 it was stated that the spectral range over which pulse oximetry is

possible extends from approximately 600 nm to 1100 nm. Within this range, it was

necessary to define the upper and lowerlimits for each of the monochromatic

wavelengths Ay, Ay and Az, by considering the features of the haemoglobin extinction

curves as showninfigure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 HbO2, RHb and COHb extinction curves (data from Van Assendelft OW !97°)

and wavelength ranges for Ax, Ay and Az

In general, the highest sensitivity is achieved for optical wavelengths where the

differences in the haemoglobin extinction curves are maximal. For the distimulus

pulse oximeter, this was at wavelengths of 620 nm and 980 nm,either side of the

HbO?/RHbisobestic point at 815 nm.It can be seen fromfigure 5.3 that the curves

for HbOz and COHb form a second isobestic point at 655 nm, although the
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absorbance of COHbis only significant over the range 600 nm - 700 nm, and the

differences in the extinction curveseither side of the isobestic point are smaller than

in the case of HbOz and RHb. This makes detection of the level of COHb

substantially more difficult than HbO2.

Asfor the distimulus system, the minimum and maximum ranges for Ay, Ay and Az

were defined accordingto the position of the isobestic wavelengths, and are presented

in table 5.1. The theoretical model was used to calculate the optimum combination of

wavelengths to achieve maximum system sensitivity with respect to the levels of

eeeee:
Pg[aise [1000

Table 5.1 Minimum and maximum valuesfor tristimulus monochromatic wavelengths

HbO and COHb.

 

   
    
    

The modelling process was performed using a spreadsheet, with haemoglobin

extinction data taken from Van Assendelft’’’’. A set of calibration curves were

computed for each tristimulus configuration, using equation 5.7 to evaluate Ry; and

R>. For each curve, the level of COHb washeld constant whilst the concentrations of

HbOand RHb were varied between 0 % and the maximum level consistent with

COHb + CRHb + CCOHb = 100 %. The procedure was repeated for increasing

concentrations of COHb from 0 % up to 50 %.

The optimum system was selected from the alternative configurations by comparing

the sensitivity parameters AR/A%HbO, over the range 50 % - 100 % HbOd, and

AR/A%COHboverthe range 0 % - 50 % COHb.In general, the higherthe sensitivity

of R7 and R2 to HbO, and COHbthe better the system.It wasalso vital to ensure that

the curves of constant COHbdid notintersect above 50 % HbO3,since this would

makeit impossible to distinguish the COHbatclinical levels.
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Figure 5.4 Theoretical tristimulus calibration curves for: a) R(620nm/980nm);
b) R(640nm/980nm); c) R(670nm/980nm); d) R(680nm/980nm)
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The theoretical design for the distimulus system revealed that 980nm was the

optimum infrared wavelength (Ap) for distinguishing HbO2 and RHb. Since COHbis

transparent above 700 nm and therefore cannot be detected, the optimum choice of Az

for the tristimulus system was also 980 nm. Furthermore, to achieve adequate

sensitivity with respect to HbOg, it was necessary to utilize Az as the common

measurement wavelength betweeneach ratio. R7 was thus defined as A(Ax)/A(Az),

and R2 was defined as A(Ay)/A(Az).

Rj; and R2 were calculated for a range of values of Ay and Ay, with Az equal to 980

nm. The resultant curves for R7 with Ay at 620 nm and 640 nm are showninfigure

5.4 (a) and (b), and the curves for R2 with Ay at 670 nm and 680 nm are shown in

figure 5.4 (c) and (d). Twocalibration curves are shownin each graph,thefirst for a

two component mixture of HbO2 and RHb,and the second for a three component

mixture of HbO2, RHb and 50 % COHDb.From these, it was possible to determine the

values of the sensitivity parameters over the ranges 0 % - 50 % HbO2 and 0 % - 50 %

COHDb.In the case of HbO3 the sensitivity was calculated from the 0 % COHbcurve,

and in the case of COHbthedifference between the two curves at 50 % HbO?2 was

used. The sensitivity results are summarizedin table 5.2.

(%HbO>)" %COHb). (%HbO2)" %COHb)

33x10"
32x10"

Table 5.2 Sensitivity parameters (50 % -100 % HbO2 and 0 % - 50 % COHb) for R; and R2

         
   

 

   

It can be seen that in the case of Rj, the ratios A(620nm)/A(980nm) and

A(640nm)/A(980nm)are approximately equally sensitive to COHb, but the formeris

significantly more sensitive to HbO2. For R2, the ratios A(670nm)/A(980nm) and

A(680nm)/A(980nm) are approximately equally sensitive to both COHb and HbOp.
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Thus to summarize, the optimum design wavelengths for Ay, Ay and Az were

approximately 620 nm, 670 nm and 980 nm respectively, and the ratios R; and R2

were defined as A(620nm)/A(980nm) and A(670nm)/A(980nm). A set of theoretical

calibration curves for the optimized design are shownin figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Theoretical tristimuluscalibration curves for the optimized system:
a) Ri1(620nm/980nm); b) R26670nm/980nm)
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5.4.2 System Design

The monochromatic theoretical design was used as a guide for selecting practical

optical componentsforthe tristimulus system. Thefirst stage of the design procedure

wasto select a suitable light source from the alternatives of tungsten halogen white

light, LEDs, and semiconductorlaser diodes.

The essential requirements of the source were to emit light at, or close to the design

wavelengths and with sufficient optical power to ensure acceptable signal to noise

ratios at the receiver. It was found that only a tungsten halogen light source was able

to adequately fulfil these specifications. Since the source was broadband,the design

of the detection system was vital in determining the modulation response. In the

following sections the features and limitations for each of the possible tristimulus

configurations are summarised, the design of the detection system for the white light

source is described, and the specifications of the optical fibres are detailed.

5.4.2.1 LED System

An LEDsystem based upon the theoretical design consists of three emitters with

centre wavelengths close to 620 nm, 670 nm and 980 nm,and three photodetectors

with responsivities matched to the LEDsas indicated by the schematic diagram in

figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Schematic representation of the LEDs and photodetectors for an LED system
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The main advantages of an LEDsystem areas follows.

¢ Thesignal amplitudes can easily be controlled by adjusting LED drive currents.

¢ LEDsare robust, reliable and have a long operationallife.

© The cost per device is small.

¢ The power requirementsare relatively low.

¢* Small size facilitates compact instrumentdesign.

The criteria for selecting suitable LEDs were firstly the centre wavelength, and

secondly the level of optical power which could be launchedinto the fibre bundle.

This was estimated from the radiant power of the device and the optical fibre

coupling efficiency as previously described in section 4.4.3.1 for the prototype pulse

oximeter.

Potentially suitable LEDsfor the tristimulus system, with centre wavelengths close to

the theoretical values of Ay, Ay, and Az can be obtained at approximately 635 nm, 700

nm, and 940 nm. Although 660 nm is closer to Ay than 700 nm, LEDsat this

wavelength cannotbe used since too much of the emitted spectrum would intercept

the HbO2/COHbisobestic point at 655 nm,thereby causing a significant reduction in

the sensitivity to COHb. Clearly, the LT9583-81-940 LED at 940 nm, which was

used for the prototype pulse oximeter was equally suitable for the tristimulus system.

In addition LEDsare available at 635 nm with relatively high radiant powers and

narrow radiation angles, for instance the Telefunken TLHR 5105 whichhasa radiant

power of more than 1.5 mW at 30 mA and angle of half intensity of +12°.

Unfortunately however, the optical powers of LEDs at 700 nm are too low for the

purposes of pulse oximetry (< 0.5 mW). Furthermore, since the spectral bandwidth of

700 nm LEDsis approximately 100 nm, there would be a significant reduction in the

sensitivity to COHb,as a result of the HbO2/COHbisobestic point.
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To summarize, LEDs have many advantages for pulse oximetry, but the current

availability of devices combining the required wavelengths with sufficient optical

power,limits their use to conventional dual wavelength measurements.

5.4.2.2 Laser Diode System

It can be seen from figure 5.7 that a laser diode realisation of the tristimulus system is

in many respects similar to an LED system, except that the sources are virtually

monochromatic. The laser diode system is the configuration most closely represented

by the theoretical model.
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Figure 5.7 Schematic representation of the laser diodes and photodetectors for a laser diode system

In principal, the attributes of high optical power and narrow spectral bandwidths

make laser diodes ideal as the source for the tristimulus system. The high output

powerensures optimum signal to noise performance and monochromaticity simplifies

the design of the detection system. Furthermore like LEDs, the output intensities can

be varied by controlling the drive currents and laser diodes are equally robust, reliable

and compact.

In practice however, laser diodes have a numberof disadvantages. These include high

cost, complex drive circuitry (to maintain output stability), and a limited choice of

wavelengths. Moreover, the wavelengths quoted for laser diodes are nominal values
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and the actual values can vary by 10 nm or more. This has serious implications in

terms of calibration accuracy, and is particularly detrimental if the nominal lasing

wavelength is close to an isobestic point, as in the case of 650 nm.

In conclusion, the unavailability of laser diodes with nominal wavelengths below 650

nm is the most fundamental problem in realizing a practicable design. Nevertheless,

assuming a suitable laser diode was available for Ax, maintaining measurement

accuracy wouldstill be a problem. Typically, each source wavelength would have to

be checked for compliance with the calibration curve before the device is used, and

parameters such as temperature would have to be controlled to ensure wavelength

stability.

5.4.2.3 White Light System

The tungsten halogen white light source has a radiant optical powerof several watts

and a continuous spectrum from approximately 400 nm to over 1500 nm (figure

4.14). Using this source, it was possible to couple high levels of optical power into

fibre bundles at all the requisite wavelengths, thereby overcoming the fundamental

drawbacks of LEDs and laser diodes. A white light system differs from previous

configurations in that the modulation response is primarily determined by the optical

characteristics of the detection system as opposed to the spectral powerdistribution of

the source. Typical spectral characteristics for a white light system are depicted in

figure 5.8.

An appropriate lamp was selected by considering the power specifications and

reflector design. Many tungsten halogen lamps employ a dichroic (cold mirror)

reflector which reduces the infrared content of the spectral power distribution

considerably. Since the infrared content was required forthe tristimulus system, an

aluminised reflector was chosen instead. A comparison of the spectral distribution for

lamps employing dichroic and aluminised reflectors is shown in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8 Schematic representation of the source and photodetector
characteristics for a white light system
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Figure 5.9 Spectral power distributions of tungsten halogen lamps with aluminised anddichroic
reflectors (measured using a Rofin-Sinar 6000 optical spectrumanalyser)

Two lampswith aluminised reflectors were obtained from Specialist Lamps Ltd, rated

at SOW andwith radiation angles of 10° (type 6438) and 25° (type 6439) respectively.

Selection of the most appropriate lamp for the system was made by comparing the

source-fibre coupling efficiency, by measuring the light power after transmission

through a length of fibre bundle. This revealed that lamp type 6438 with a narrower

radiation angle wasthe better choice.
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The main advantages of a tungsten halogen white light source, compared with LEDs

and laser diodes are summarisedas follows.

¢ High optical power outputat the required wavelengths.

® Relatively low cost.

¢ Source can be used for more than onesensorat a time.

The disadvantages of a white light system compared with LEDsandlaser diodes are

listed below. Manyof these can be minimized or overcomebyrefining the system

design.

¢ Intensity cannot be controlled independently at each wavelength, therefore

variable amplifier gains must be used to control the signal amplitudes.

¢ Less mechanically robust.

* Shorterlife expectancy, typically 10,000 hours compared with 100,000 hours for

LEDs.

¢ Less compact, requires bulky power supply.

5.4.3 Design Of the Detection System

The white light tristimulus system required photodetectors which had peak spectral

sensitivities close to the theoretical wavelengths of 620 nm, 670 nm and 980 nm. To

avoid any reduction in measurementsensitivity, it was essential that the photodetector

response curves were non overlapping, and crossed neitherof the isobestic regionsat

655 nm and 815 nm. The spectral response characteristics for the range of

Hamamatsu photodiodes are shownin figure 5.10.

The requirements for detector Z(980nm) were metby the silicon photodiode S2506-

01 as used for the prototype optical fibre pulse oximeter and delineated by curve 'G'

in figure 5.10. Selection of photodiodes for detectors X(620nm) and Y(670nm) was

less straightforward because the spectral responsivities of devices in this region
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overlap the isobestic point at 655 nm. To overcome this problem it was necessary to

use optical filters to modify the effective responsivities of the photodiodes.
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Figure 5.10 Hamamatsu photodiode spectral response characteristics
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The GaAsP photodiode G1736,delineated by curve 'l' in figure 5.10 was chosen for

both detectors X(620nm) and Y(670nm). The spectral responsivity characteristic is

identical to the G1735 photodiode used for the distimulus system, except that the

G1736 has a larger photosensitive surface area.

Three types of optical filter were considered for tailoring the photodiode

characteristics, namely bandpass interference, edge interference and sharp-cut

coloured glass. The features of eachfilter are summarized in table 5.3. Bandpass

interference filters have narrow bandwidths and are available with a large range of

centre wavelengths, thus enabling a close representation of the theoretical design.

Unfortunately, there is a practical limitation in that insufficient optical power can be

transmitted to the photodiodes as a result of the narrow spectral bandwidth and

relatively low peak transmittance of the filters. This is particularly critical for

wavelengths below 655 nm,since the optical fibres and blood exhibit higher

attenuation, and the photodiodesensitivity is lower.
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Advantages Disadvantages

Large variety of centre Typically < 70 % peak
BandpassInterference wavelengths available. transmission. Narrow bandwidth

limits transmitted power.
Sharp transition from stop band Notavailable with sharp cut-off.

Sharp-cut Coloured Glass t© pass band (cut-on). Typically Typical shift in cut-on edge of
90 % transmission. 0.15 nm °C-!,

Sharp transition from stop band Smaller range available,
Edge Interference to pass band. Typically >70 % especially in long pass variety.

transmission.

Table 5.3 Comparisonofthe features for three typesof optical filter

        
     
     

     

By employing low pass and high passopticalfilters, a practical system was possible

which enabled detection over an extended pass band, with peak spectral sensitivities

close to the design wavelengths.

In the case of the detector X(620nm), the upper cut-off was defined by the optical

filter transmission characteristic, and the lower cut-off by absorbance due to the blood

of wavelengths below 600 nm.Thefilter selected was 35-5420 from Ealing-Electro

Optics Inc., with a cut-off wavelength of 638.2 nm andpass band transmission >79 %

(above 600 nm). The transmission characteristic is shownin figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Spectral transmittance characteristic for Ealing-Electro Optics
35-5420 edgeinterference filter
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Detector Y(670nm) had an uppercut-off defined by the photodiode response, and

lowercut-off defined by the filter transmission characteristic. The filter chosen for

this detector was Hoyacolourfilter glass R66, with transition wavelength (mid-point

between 5 % and 72 % transmittance) at 660 nm, and pass band transmittance >85 %.

The transmission characteristic is shownin figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Spectral transmittance characteristic for Hoya colourfilter glass R66

The modified photodetector responsivities are obtained by multiplying the spectral

sensitivity curves for the photodiodes by the transmittance curves ofthefilters. This

is shownfor each of the detectors X, Y and Z in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Effective responsivities of the photodetectors X, Y and Z
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The photodiodes and filters were mounted in purpose designed SMA housings for

connection to the optical fibres. An exploded view of the assembly used for the

optical filters and G1736 photodiodes is shownin figure 5.14(a), and the S2506-01

photodiode housing is shownin 5.14(b).

Filter

(a) Photodiode

SMA connector

fs

 

(b)
SMA connector

Photodiode

{

 

Figure 5.14 (a) Optical filter and G1736 photodiode assembly; (b) $2506-01 photodiode housing

A consequence of inserting a filter in the detector assembly was to decrease the

fibre/photodiode coupling efficiency by causing the beam oflight to diverge over a

larger surface area. For this reason, the G1736 photodiode was chosen in preference

to the G1735,thereby intercepting a greater proportion of the emitted light.

The effect of the optical filter on coupling efficiency was investigated for each

detector using the simple model shown in figure 5.15. It can be seen that the

illumination area at the position of the photodiode is dependent upon the diameter and

numerical aperture of the fibre bundle, the thickness d7 and refractive index n of the

filter, and the distance dz between the filter and the photosensitive surface of the

photodiode.
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Opticalfilter
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Figure 5.15 Ray diagramforcalculationofthe illumination areaat the position of photodiode

A comparison of the photodiodesensitive area andthe illumination area was made for

each filter/photodiode combination. The results are presented in table 5.4, and show

that there is a substantial mismatch for the G1735 photodiode, but a significant

improvementfor the G1736 device.

Photodiode d: Photosensitive Filter Refractive Illuminated

Surface Area Index, n Area

mm (mm)

G1735 [R66 1.546 at 656.3um
35.5420

G1736 726 |_Ro6 1546 (a 6563nm)| 2520
35.5420 eteaah

 

Table 5.4 Photodiodeareas, and area ofilluminationfor filters R66 and 35-5420

In order to more accurately determine the proportion of the total optical power

coupled from the fibres to the photodiodes, the intensity distributions of the fibre
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bundle tails were investigated. White light was transmitted through the bundle, and

the intensity of the emitted light was measured via an interrogation fibre positioned at

a distance of 6 mm.Theinterrogation fibre was traversed across the face of each of

the fibre bundle tails and the optical powers were recorded at regular intervals. The

intensity distributionsfor the three tails are delineated by the curvesin figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 Lightintensity distribution from the three optical tails of the tristimulus fibre bundle

It can be seen from figure 5.16 that the diameter of the illumination area over which

mostof the optical poweris distributed is approximately 3 mm. Thisis only onethird

of the diameter for the total illumination area, which is 9.2 mm whenevaluated at a

distance of 6 mm from the end of the fibre bundle. Relating this to the theoretical

results in table 5.4, the illumination areas are effectively reduced from approximately

24 mii to 8 fm’, which is similar to the photosensitive area of the G1736

photodiode.
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5.4.4 Summary

This section has described the optical design of the tristimulus optical fibre pulse

oximeter. The design technique made use of a simple monochromatic model to

identify the combination of monitoring wavelengths for maximum system sensitivity.

The results of the modelling process were used as a guide for selecting practical

optical components, and three system variants were considered based on either LEDs,

laser diodes or tungsten halogen white light. In practice, it was found that only the

tungsten halogen white light sourcetotally fulfilled the design requirements, and was

capable of delivering sufficient optical powerat the required wavelengths.

The use of a broad band source necessitated careful design of the detection system to

comply with the theoretical specifications, whilst also ensuring adequate optical

power was transmitted to the photodiodes. This was achieved byselecting

photodiodes with peak spectral sensitivities close to the theoretical wavelengths and,

where necessary, by modifying the responsivity curves using optical filters with

maximum transmission in the pass band.
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5.5 Static Sensitivity Experiments

Initially, a cuvette version of the tristimulus system was developed which enabled

preliminary experimental data to be obtained for assessing the sensitivity of the

optical design. The work contributed towards the B.Sc. final year physiologyproject

of G. Walker, whoassisted in the development of techniques for the preparation

of blood samples.

The measurements performed using the static system differed from those described

for the pulsatile system in section 4.5.1. In order to explain the nature of the

differences, the theoretical basis of the static system is presented in the following

section. The response of the system was investigated experimentally using two and

three component haemoglobin solutions of HbO2, RHb and COHb.Thestandard

instrument used for blood analysis was a Radiometer OSM3 Hemoximeter.

5.5.1 Theoretical Basis

A modified version of the pulsatile system theoretical design model (section 4.5.1)

can be used to describe the operation of the static system. Forthe static system,light

at three monochromatic wavelengths Ay, Ay and Az is assumed to pass through a

single, non scattering blood layer of constant thickness containing a mixture of HbO,

RHb and COHb.The arrangementis depicted in figure 5.17.

blood layer  
Figure 5.17 Monochromatic modelforthe static tristimulus system
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The transmitted intensities are thus expressed as

I(Ax) = Io(Ax) . exp ([Eous(Ax) - CoHb + ErnylAx) - CRHb + EconwlAx) - CcoHe ] “E)

(5.8)

I(Ay) = IfAy) . exp -([Eon(Ay) - COHb + EpyplAy) - CrHb + Econw(Ay) - CcoHb ]-2)

(5.9)

KAz) = IhAz) . exp -(|Eono(Az) . Con + Exxo(Az) - Cro + Econe(Az) - Cconp se

(5.10)

where Eoxp, Ernpy and Ecoxpare the extinction coefficients of HbO2, RHb and COHb

at wavelengths Ay, Ayand Az; Cony. Crp and Coyp are the concentrations of HbO2,

RHb and COHb;Lis the optical pathlength through the blood layer.

Formingtheratios of the transmitted intensities, J(Ax)/I(Az) and I(Ay)/I(Az), two new

parameters R;'and Ro'are defined, given by

R= In(Ax) _©%P -(|Eoxs(Ax) - COHb + Epypy(Ax) - CRHb + EconeAx) - CCOHb ]. L)

Io(Az) exp (|Eon(Az - CoHb + Epnpl(Az) - CRHb + EconplAz) - Cconb ].£)

(5.11)

 

| Ip(Ay) XP {|Eono(Ay) - CoHb + EppplAy) - CRHb + EconelAy) - CcoHp ] oh)
ai — init

=a!“=

a=).

“a2.i),=.=Te|itoeh

I,(Az) exp (|Eonw(A2) - COHb + Erpypl(Az) - CrHb + EconpAZ - Cconb ] . L)

(5.12)

 

From equations 5.11 and 5.12 it can be seen that R7'and R2' are equalto the ratios of

the blood transmittances at the wavelengths Ay and Az, and Ay and Az, multiplied by

the respective scaling factors J,(Ax)/Ip(Az) and I,(Ay)/I.(Az). Conversely Rj and R2

for the pulsatile system are equal to the ratios of the blood absorbances at the

wavelengths Ay and Az, and Ayand Az, respectively. Measurements performed by

both systems are equally dependent uponthe relative concentrations of HbO2, RHb

and COHb.Inthecaseof the static system, however, R7'and Ro' are also affected by

the scaling factors Ip(Ay)/Io(Az) and Ip(Ay)/IAz).
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In evaluating R7' and R2' the published extinction values (€) for the haemoglobin

derivatives cannot be used directly in equations 5.11 and 5.12. It is essential to note

that the values of € are measured experimentally using the following equation for the

transmitted intensity

T=1,. 10°* =! (5.13)

where € is the haemoglobin extinction coefficient; c is the haemoglobin

concentration; /is the optical pathlength; J is the transmitted intensity; and Jp is

the incidentintensity.

This can be compared with the alternative definition for the transmitted intensity, as

used in derivations throughoutthis thesis

T=I,.exp-(E .c. ) (5.14)

Thus from equation 5.13, € is given by

= logio(Io/l)

: el (5.15)

and from equation 5.14, E is given by

_ Indl)

e cl (5.16)
 

Since the published values of the haemoglobin extinction coefficients are based upon

common logarithms,it is necessary to use a conversion factor to evaluate expressions

when € is defined using natural logarithms. If the common logarithm value of the

extinction coefficient is defined as €; and the natural logarithm value as &, then

from equations 5.15 and 5.16

& _ €&
In(I/)  logio(Id/D) (5.17)

Converting log 1o(/0//) to natural logarithms, equation 5.17 becomes

&,= €, . In(10) (5.18)
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It is thus necessary to multiply the extinction coefficients in equations 5.11 and 5.12

by a factor of In(10) to use the Van Assendelft extinction data. This does not apply

howeverforthe pulsatile system, since R is simply a ratio of the blood absorbancesat

two wavelengths, and therefore the conversion factor in € cancels.

5.5.2 Experimental Arrangement

The experimental arrangementfor cuvette measurementsis illustrated in figure 5.17.

The blood sample was contained in a 1 mm pathlength, optical glass cuvette and

positioned between the source andreceive fibre in a holder. The transmitted light was

guided to the photodetectors via the receive fibre, and the generated photocurrents

were converted to proportional d.c. voltage signals via the tristimulus electronics unit.

The voltage signals were fed to an ADCcard fordigitisation, and a computer program

was used to perform signal processing, display and storage operations. Alternatively,

the spectral characteristics of the transmitted light could be observed and recorded

using an additional receive fibre connected to an optical spectrum analyser (OSA).

Oscilloscope OSA   
  

 

Computer

Optical Fibres

Cuvette

White Light Source

Optical Bench

Figure 5.17 Experimental arrangementofthestatic experimental system
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5.5.3 Blood Sample Preparation

Sample preparation was performed in a clinical laboratory in the Department of

Medicine at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital. For each set of samples

approximately 25 ml of blood was obtained from the ante-cubital veins of a healthy

volunteer, and immediately transferred to heparinised blood bottles and placed onice.

The blood was haemolysedby the addition of 1 ml of 4 % Triton X-100 solution per

10 ml of blood. This produced a transparent haemoglobin solution with minimal

residual cell fragments. The haemoglobin species HbO2, RHb and COHb were

prepared as follows using an adaptation of the methods described by Van Assendelft

ow?” and Brown Ly

¢ Oxyhaemoglobin

10 ml of blood was drawninto a 50 ml syringe fitted with a three way tap and the

remaining volume wasfilled with air. The tap was closed and the syringe rotated

gently in the handsfor one minute to mix the blood with the oxygenin the air. The air

was expelled and the procedure repeated. Finally, the blood wastransferred to a 10 ml

syringe, the air was expelled, and the syringe sealed by a needle before storing on ice.

¢ Reduced Haemoglobin

5 ml of blood was swirled for one minute in a small flask with 4 mg to 5 mg of

sodium dithionate (Na2S2O04), a readily available reducing agent. An additional 5

ml of blood was added and the mixture swirled again to ensure adequate mixing

The blood was drawn into a 10 mlsyringe, sealed by a needle with all the air

expelled and stored on ice. This procedure converted most of the HbO? and

MetHb to RHb, but COHb remainedas a residual species.

° Carboxyhaemoglobin

The dangerous nature of carbon monoxide gas necessitated preparing the COHbin

a fume cupboard. Approximately 100 ml of carbon monoxide gas, taken from a 30
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1 size CO cylinder, was transferred to a gas reservoir comprising a length of

flexible rubber tubing ending in a balloon, and sealed with a screw clip. This

enabled the gas to be handled at low pressures. 5 ml of blood was drawninto a 50

ml syringe fitted with a three way tap and the remaining 45 ml wasfilled with

carbon monoxide gas from the reservoir. The syringe wassealed androtated in the

hands for one minute before expelling the gas into the fume cupboard. The

procedure was repeated, and the blood was then transferred to a 10 ml syringe.

Residual gas was expelled and the syringe wassealed by a needle and stored on

ice. Care was taken to ensure that excess carbon monoxide gas from the reservoir

supply was expelled into the fume cupboard, and that the gas bottle was securely

sealed.

A range of two and three component mixtures were made by mixing the single

derivatives in the required proportions. It was found that an open mixing method

(exposed to atmospheric air) was simplest and ensured thorough mixing without

unduly affecting the concentrations of each derivative. Quantities of HbO2, RHb and

COHbweretransferred to small beakers, and 1 ml syringes were used to measure the

requisite volumes of each derivative into another beaker. The mixture wasbriefly

swirled and the sample wasthen transferred to a labelled 1 ml syringe. The air was

expelled, and the syringe was sealed by a needle and placed on ice. The procedure

was repeated until all the samples had been prepared.

5.5.4 Measurement Procedure

The prepared samples weretransferred on ice to the Intensive Therapy Unit (ITU) of

the Royal Liverpool Hospital (RLH) for analysis using the Radiometer OSM3

Hemoximeter. This enabled determination of the percentage HbO2, COHb, RHb,

MetHb,andthe total haemoglobin content to an accuracy of better than 1 %.
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Each sample was removedfrom ice storage and gently mixed byrotating the syringe

for a few seconds. A little blood was expelled into a swab before injecting a sample

into the Hemoximeterfor analysis. Two measurements were made for each sample to

ensure stable readings, after which the syringe was immediately sealed and returned

to the ice box.

For the tristimulus cuvette measurements the samples were transferred to a specially

prepared laboratory in the departmentof Electrical Engineering and Electronics. Each

sample was mixedas previously described anda little blood was expelled from the

syringe before filling the cuvette and sealing with Parafilm®. The cuvette was

positioned in the holder between the source and receive fibres, and the measurements

were recorded whenthe detector readings stabilized. The procedure was repeated for

all samplesin the batch.

5.5.5 Results

Experiments to determine the ratios R7'(620nm/980nm) and R2'(670nm/980nm) were

initially carried out for two component haemoglobin solutions. The resultant curves

for HbO2/RHb and HbO2/COHbare presented in figures 5.19 and 5.20 respectively,

and the theoretical curves for monochromatic sources are shown for comparison.

These curves were calculated assuming a total haemoglobin concentration of 8.4

mmol r (typical experimental value), and an optical pathlength of 0.1 cm, this being

the cuvette size. The experimental curves for HbO2 and RHb(figure 5.19) were

derived from combined data from three experiments, and those for HbO2 and COHb

(figure 5.20) were derived from combined data from two experiments.

The theoretical curves show similar trends to the experimental results, but exhibit

disparities which are attributable to the assumption of monochromatic sources, and

because of the unknownvalues of the scaling factors Ip(Ax)/If Az) and Ip(Ay)/I(Az).

These were assumedto be unity in the calculations.
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Figure 5.19 Experimental and monochromatic theoretical curves for two component HbO2/RHb
solutions: (a) Rz'; (b) R2'
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The experimental and theoretical sensitivities for the ratios R7' and R2' overthe range

50% - 100% HbO> are summarizedin table 5.5. It can be seen that for the HbO2/RHb

solution (figure 5.19), the sensitivities of R;' and R2' for the static system are

significantly lower than the calculated sensitivities of R; and R2, for the pulsatile

system (table 5.2).

Solution (%HbO) (%HbO2) Solution (%oHbO>) (%HbO>)

Table 5.5 Experimental and theoretical (monochromatic) values of the

sensitivity parameters (50 % -100 % HbO2) for Ry' and R2'

  

  

An additional experiment was carried out for a three component haemoglobin

solution in which the level of COHb was maintained at a concentration of

approximately 24 %. The results presented in figure 5.21 show the three component

measurements compared with the HbO2/RHbcurves from figure 5.19. It can be seen

that the COHbcausesthe curves to be displaced upwards for both R7' and R', and

this is confirmed in figure 5.22 by comparing the theoretical curves for HbO2/RHb

and a three componentsolution with 24 % COHb.

            

 

    

  

  AR7'/A%HbO2 AR?2'/A%ZHbO2

AR;/A%HbO2 AR2/A%HbO2 ARj/A%COHb

(%HbO>) (%EHbO2)

Table 5.6 Theoretical sensitivity parameters (50 % -100 % HbO2 and 0 % -50 % HbO)
for the static system (R,' and R7’), and the pulsatile system (Rand 2)

AR;'/A%COHb AR7/A%COHb

AR2/A%COHb
-1

System     
       

  

From figure 5.22 the theoretical sensitivities of R7' and R2' to COHb can be

calculated, and these are summarizedin table 5.6, along with the sensitivities of R7'

and R2' to HbOg, taken from table 5.5. Also shown for comparison are the

sensitivities of the equivalent parameters for the pulsatile system, R7 and R2. As
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detailed in section 5.4.1, the sensitivities to HbO2 were calculated from the 0 %

COHbcurve, and the sensitivities to COHb were calculated from the difference

between the 0% COHb and 50% COHbcurvesat 50 % HbO2.
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Figure 5.21 Experimental curves for haemoglobin solutions of HbO2/RHb/COHb and HbO2/RHb

(a) Ry', %COHb = 24%; (b) Ro', YCOHb ~ 24%
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Figure 5.22 Theoretical curves for HbO2/RHb/COHb and HbO2/RHb solutions (a) R7'; (b) R2'
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5.5.6 Discussion

The techniqueinitially employed for preparing the blood differed from that described

in section 5.5.3, and yielded HbO2 and RHb samples which exhibited poorstability

and a high degree of scatter in experimental readings. It was found that the samples

most affected were those with a relatively low percentage of HbOz, or a low

percentage of RHb. Two component mixtures containing COHb and either HbO2 or

RHbremainedstable.

HbO}?wasinitially prepared by exposing the blood to 95 % Oz and 5 % CO, and

RHb was prepared using an excess of sodium dithionate to ensure complete

deoxygenation. This meant that for HbO2 there was a high partial pressure of

dissolved oxygen in the plasma, and for RHb there was an excess of active reducing

reagent. Thus when proportions of HbO2 and RHb were mixed, the excess dissolved

oxygen and sodium dithionate caused the percentages of HbO2 and RHbboth to

increase so that the samples tended towards either 100 % HbOz2, or 100 % RHb

depending on the original concentrations of the derivatives. The strong affinity of

haemoglobin for carbon monoxide gas ensured that the two component mixtures

containing COHb remainedstable.

The stability of HbO2 and RHb samples was improved significantly by refining the

preparation technique to avoid excess dissolved oxygen and reducing agent. This was

achieved for HbO2 by using atmospheric air to oxygenate the blood, and for RHb by

using the minimum of sodium dithionate for deoxygenation.

Anadditional problem experienced wasthe settling of cell fragments to the bottom of

the cuvette. This caused small changes in the photodetector readings which increased

in value as the haemoglobin solution became more transmissive. It was necessary,

therefore, to wait until the readings becamestable before they were recorded. One of

the main drawbacks of the static measurement technique was the absence of a
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normalisation procedure. To facilitate repeatable results care was taken to maintain

stable optical conditions, although factors such as non-uniform intensity drifts in the

light source could not be controlled.

The calibration curves derived from the two component haemoglobin experiments,

and from theoretical calculations, indicated that the static system was able to

discriminate HbO2 from mixtures of both HbO2/RHb and HbO2/COHb. The

sensitivity parameters AR7'/AHbO2 and AR2'/AHbO?for the experimental results and

theoretical calculations were found to be of approximately similar values, except that

AR7'/AHbO2 for a mixture of HbO2/RHb was significantly higher for the

experimental system.

The three component haemoglobin experimentindicated that the static system could

discriminate COHb from a mixture of HbO2/RHb/COHb, and the experimental

observations were confirmed bytheoretical calculations. The calibration curves for

both R7' and R2' were displaced upwards from the HbO2/RHb curve, by an amount

proportional to the concentration of COHb. However, the theoretical sensitivity

parameters ARj'/ACOHb and AR2'/ACOHb were substantially lower than

AR7'/AHbO2 and AR2'/AHbO2,indicating that the system was less sensitive to COHb

than to HbOg. This is dissimilar to the pulsatile system, for which the calculated

sensitivity to COHb is comparable to that of HbO2. Moreover, the overall

measurementsensitivity of the static system was found to be substantially lower than

that calculated for the pulsatile system.

5.5.7 Summary and Conclusions

This section has described a cuvette version of the tristimulus system, for which the

primary objective was to assess the ability of the optical design to discriminate

between HbO2, RHb and COHb.Thesystem operated by calculating the distimulus
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ratios R7' and R2' from the transmission spectra of solutions containing a mixture of

the three haemoglobin derivatives.

The samples were prepared from a small volume of blood using methods developed

by G. Walker. Initial problems were experienced with the stability of samples but

these were reduced by modifying the preparation technique. The quality of the

samples could be improved further by removing the cell fragments by centrifugation

or filtering.

Experiments with two component haemoglobin solutions showedthat the level of

HbO2 could be discriminated for both HbO2/RHb and HbO2/COHb two component

mixtures. Moreoverit was foundthat for a three component haemoglobin solution the

calibration curves were displaced upwards enabling the level of COHb to be

discriminated. The experimental results were supported using a simple theoretical

model, although because the model assumed monochromatic measurement

wavelengths, and the valuesofthe scaling factors Jp(Ax)/Io(Az) and Ip(Ay)/Io(Az) were

not known, quantitative agreement was notpossible. The experimental and theoretical

values of the sensitivity parameters were in general found to be similar, although

AR7'/AHbOwas significantly higher for the experimental system.

Using the static system it has been shown, both experimentally and theoretically, that

the optical design of the tristimulus system enables HbO2, RHb and COHbto be

discriminated in two and three component mixtures. It was found howeverthat the

measurementsensitivity for the static system realisation was substantially lower than

that calculated for the pulsatile system.
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5.6 Signal Processing System Design

Conversion of the static system to a pulsatile system necessitated the addition of

analogue signal processing circuitry and signal processing software. The analogue

circuitry consisted of three channels X(620 nm), Y(670 nm) and Z(980 nm), each of

which was used to process and condition the plethysmographic signals derived from

the photodetectors. The signals were amplified and divided into separate a.c.

components (x, y and z) and d.c. components (X, Y and Z). The a.c. and d.c.

components were fed to an ADC,andthe resultant digitised signals were sampled at

regular intervals under interrupt control. Software signal processing enabled

derivation of the normalised amplitudes x/X, y/Y and z/Z, and these were used to

calculate the distimulus ratios R; and R>. The calculated parameters were displayed

on screen following each pulse beat, and could be saved to disk for later retrieval. The

detailed signal processing for the pulsatile tristimulus system is described in the

following sections.

5.6.1 Analogue Signal Processing

The analogue signal processing circuitry was identical to the distimulus system except

for the second stage amplifier, which was modified to incorporate a manual gain

control. This was necessary to enable the signal levels for each channel to be adjusted

separately, thereby maintaining optimum signal to noise performance. The circuit

diagram for the tristimulus system is shownin figure 5.23. The circuitry was housed

in a die-cast metal enclosure for shielding purposes. The values of the feedback

resistors when used in conjunction with the in vitro circulation system were 100 MQ2,

10 M2 and 5 MQ,for channels X(620 nm), Y(670 nm) and Z(980 nm) respectively.

The requirementfor a significantly higher value of resistor for the X(620 nm) channel

can be deduced from the combination of lower spectral sensitivity and bandwidth of

the X photodetector (figure 5.13), and higher optical attenuation by the tissue at

shorter wavelengths.
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5.6.2 Analogue to Digital Conversion

The voltage signals from the analogue signal processing circuitry were fed to the

inputs of a 12 bit ADC card, installed in the computer system, for digitisation. The

card was designed and built in house, and comprised eight multiplexed channels, six

of which wereused for the tristimulus pulse oximeter system.

The sampling functions of the ADC card were controlled via the Turbo Pascal units,

ADC3ac and ADC3dc. ADC3ac contained the procedure Read3ac for sampling the

a.c. signals x, y and c, whilst ADCdc contained the procedure Read3dc for sampling

the d.c. signals X, Y and Z. The signals were assigned to the ADC channels as

follows: channel 0 - x; channel 1 - y; channel 2 - z; channel 3 - X; channel 4 - Y; and

channel 5 - Z.

5.6.3 Software Signal Processing

The tristimulus software was written in the form a data acquisition program for the

purpose of calibration experiments. Interrupt driven sampling wasincorporated thus

enabling the sampled data to be processed during the ensuing cycle of the pulsatile

waveform. This ensured that important data was not lost, despite the increased

number of samples to be processed compared with the distimulus system. The system

operated by carrying out data processing operations in the time slots between

sampling. The interrupt timing signals were generated using an Amplicon PC-14A

programmable I/O card and counter/timer board.

A résumé of the main program is given in section 5.6.3.1, and the flow diagram is

presented in figure 5.24. The function ofeachof the signal processing proceduresis

similar to the prototype pulse oximeter, and detailed in section 4.7.1. The interrupt

service procedure was responsible for acquiring and storing samples of the

plethysmographic signals, and is described in section 5.6.3.2. A full listing of the

tristimulus program is provided in appendixII.
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5.6.3.1 Résumé of Main Program

After initialisation and assignment of variables, procedure Set_up_titles was

performed to draw the screen display, and procedure Initialise was used to set the

interrupt vectorto the service procedure. The service procedure performed the task of

sampling the pulse waveform,and setting the flag 'pulsecomplete' to 'TRUE' when a

complete cycle had been acquired. Theinterrupt timer wassetto an interval of 3 ms.

Take_first_samples_for_array was implemented to set up the running averagearrays:

'storedxamplitude', 'storedyamplitude'; 'storedzamplitude'; and 'storedpulse'. These

arrays contained eleven elements, and were usedto store the mostrecent values of the

normalised pulse amplitudes x/X, y/Y, /Z and the pulse rate. The program then

entered a repetitive loop which was executed either until a key was pressed or the

variable 'loop' reached a count of 1000.

When the variable 'pulsecomplete' was set to 'TRUE’, signifying that a complete

waveform had been captured, the samples were sorted by procedure Quicksort, such

that the first element was the largest negative value and the last elementthe largest

positive value

Procedure Average_pos_and_neg_samples was performedto find the mean ofthe ten

largest positive samples and ten largest negative samples from the sorted arrays. The

real time clock was interrogated to enable calculation of the pulse rate, and the

normalised amplitudes x/X, y/Y, and z/Z were calculated by dividing the a.c.

amplitude by the d.c. level. These were stored as the eleventh element of the running

average arrays: 'storedxamplitude'; 'storedyamplitude'; 'storedzamplitude'; and

'storedpulse'.
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Figure 5.24 Software flow diagram fortristimulus pulse oximeter system
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Procedure Reorder_then_average was executed to calculate the mean of the running

average arrays, and the resultant values were stored in arrays 'meanxamplitude',

'meanyamplitude', 'meanzamplitude' and 'meanpulse'. R7 and R2 were calculated from

these parameters andstored in arrays 'ratiol' and ‘ratio2'. A short tone was sounded

from the internal speaker, and the screen display was updated.

Whenevera key was pressed, or the countof the variable 'loop' reached 1000, another

section of the program was executed.In the case of thelatter, an emergency filename

was assigned, and the data was saved via procedure Quit_program. Alternatively,if a

key was pressed, the user was asked whetherto 'save data', 'resume readings'or ‘quit'

If 'save data' was selected, the data was saved undera user supplied filename, and the

program returned to the main loop. In the case of 'resume readings' the program

returned to the main loop without any otheraction.If 'quit' was selected however,the

old interrupt vector was restored and the program was terminated without saving data.

5.6.3.2 Interrupt Procedure

The flow diagram for the interrupt procedure is shown in figure 5.25. When this

procedure wascalled, interrupts were disabled andthe pulsatile signals were sampled

and stored in element'samp'of arrays 'xsamp', 'ysamp' and 'zsamp'.

If the pulsatile waveform wasclose to a zero crossing, the sample counter variable

‘samp' was incremented and the procedure was terminated after restoring interrupts.

However, if the value of 'xsamp' was greater than the positive threshold (200 < xsamp

< 2047), or less than the negative threshold (-200 > xsamp > -2047), additional

actions were performed.
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Duplicate sample arrays
xsample = xsamp
ysample = ysamp

zsample = zsamp

Read X, Y, Z
Sample steady state

signals - ch3, ch4, chS

Pulsecomplete = TRUE
Set flag for main program

sample = samp
Assign number of samples to
variable for main program

|
samp = 0

Reset sample counter variable

pocycle = FALSE

negcycle = FALSE
Resetflags

 

samp = samp + 1
increment sample counter

Restore interrupts

Figure 5.25 Interrupt procedure flow diagram fortristimulus software

If the value of 'xsamp' wasgreater than the positive threshold the variable 'poscycle'

was set to "TRUE'’, and if less than the negative threshold the variable 'negcycle' was

set to TRUE’. These variables were used as flags so that when both 'negcycle' and

‘poscycle' were 'TRUE', and 'xsamp' was again greater than the positive threshold, a
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complete cycle of the waveform had been sampled. Whenthis condition was met, the

sample arrays were duplicated as 'xsample', 'ysample' and 'zsample' for use by the

main program, and the d.c. signals were sampled and assigned to the variables

‘largeX', 'largeY' and ‘largeZ'. The flag 'pulsecomplete' was set to "TRUE'and the

value of 'samp' was assigned to the variable 'sample' for use by the main program.

This enabled 'samp' to be reset to zero and 'poscycle' and 'negcycle' were reset to

FALSE. The procedure was terminated after incrementing 'samp' and restoring

interrupts.

5.6.4 Summary

This section has described the circuitry and software design for the tristimulus optical

fibre pulse oximeter. The configuration of the analogue signal processing circuitry

was similar to that of the distimulus system, apart from the addition of manual gain

controls, and an extra channel.

The software signal processing procedures were also similar to the distimulus system

but the structure of the program was different due to the introduction of interrupt

controlled sampling. This enabled the program to process the data moreefficiently

and ensured that important samples of the pulsatile waveforms were not missed. The

program wasused in conjunction with the in vitro circulation system to acquire

calibration data appertaining to the optical design of the tristimulus pulse oximeter.
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5.7 Conclusions

This chapter has described the design and preliminary testing ofa tristimulus optical

fibre pulse oximeter. The instrument was designed to discriminate between three

haemoglobin derivatives: oxyhaemoglobin, reduced haemoglobin and

carboxyhaemoglobin. The design was based upon a developmentof the distimulus

technique,and throughthe use of optical fibres retains the benefits of electromagnetic

immunity and inherentpatient safety.

A simple monochromatic model wasused to establish the modulation wavelengths at

whichthe highest system sensitivity is achieved. These were used as a guideto assist

in the selection of optical components with suitable spectral characteristics. The

resultant optical system was based upon a tungsten halogen white light source and

utilized three photodiodes, two of which had modified spectral responsivities through

the use of opticalfilters.

The sensitivity of the optical design wasinitially tested using a static cuvette

measurement system. A technique was developed for the preparation of small

quantities of two and three component haemoglobin solutions comprising HbO7, RHb

and COHb. Experiments for two component haemoglobin solutions showedthat the

level of HbO2could be discriminated in mixtures of HbO2/RHb and HbO2/COHb.

Furthermore, it was found that for a three component haemoglobin solution, the

calibration curves for R7' and R2' were displaced upwards, thus enabling the level of

COHbto be determined.

Theoretical calculations using a simple mathematical model confirmed the

experimental findings, although exact agreement wasnotpossible primarily due to

the assumption of monochromatic sources in the model, and the unknown values of

scaling factors which were dependent uponthe light source intensity. It was found

that using the static measurement technique, the sensitivities of R7' and R2' to HbO2
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and COHbweresubstantially lower than calculated sensitivities of the equivalent

parameters, R7 and R2, for the pulsatile system.

The static system was upgraded to a pulsatile system by the addition of analogue

signal processing circuitry and the developmentof signal processing software. The

signal processing techniques were similar to those developed for the prototype

system, but improvements were made to the software through the use of interrupt

controlled sampling of the analogue signals. This enabled efficient operation of the

system, without any sacrifice in performance due to the additional sampling

requirements and data processing functions compared with the prototype system.

Possible ways in which the ratios R7 and R 2,or alternatively the normalised pulsatile

signal amplitudes x/X, y/Y and z/Z can be interpreted to obtain the percentage HbO2 |

and COHbfrom practical measurements are discussed further in chapter 10.
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Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction

Pulse oximeters are conventionally calibrated from empirical data obtained by

inducing hypoxia in healthy volunteers. The calibration is performed by correlating

the pulse oximeter ratio R with the oxygen saturation, as determined by a CO-

oximeter from arterial blood samples (figure 1.16). For ethical reasons, data cannot be

obtained below 75 % SaQz, therefore calibration below this level is mainly by

extrapolation.

In vivo studies (Severinghaus jw? Ridley sal) have shownthat commercial

pulse oximeters are significantly less accurate at saturations below 80 %, with a

tendency by some manufacturers to underestimate and others to overestimate the true

SaO2. Conventional calibration techniques thus imposea limitation on the accuracy

of pulse oximeters, and furthermore are difficult to implement, requiring volunteers,

the services of clinicians and the consent of an ethical committee. Moreover, the

calibration of a pulse oximeter for detecting levels of COHbsuchasthe tristimulus

system is impossible using conventional methods, since this would require the subject

to inhale carbon monoxide gas whichis prohibitively dangerous.

In order to obtain calibration data for the distimulus andtristimulus pulse oximetersit

was necessary to develop an alternative calibration technique. Several researchers

(Reynolds Ky??? Mendelson yr Shimada Y an have used in vitro systems to

assess the performance of pulse oximeters, and data obtained were found to show

good agreementwith in vivoclinical data.

This chapter describes the design of an in vitro system which was developed for

calibrating the distimulusandtristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeters, and assessing

the calibration accuracy of commercial pulse oximeters. The in vitro rig utilized a

simulated vascular tissue bed and an extracorporeal blood circuit. Experiments were

performed using both whole and haemolysed blood, the assays of which are also

detailed.
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6.2 Tissue model

The complicated interaction of light with biological media cannot be simulated in

detail. Nevertheless, the normalisation technique employed in pulse oximetry is

reported to effectively cancel the absorbance andscattering effects of tissue and bone

(Pologe ya'?8?), Henceusinga relatively simple tissue model, it is possible to obtain

experimental data which exhibits good agreementwithin vivoclinical data.

Oneof the simplest vascular models reported (Shimada Y ao employedfortesting

the performance of a pulse oximeter, ignored the effects of tissue. The system

consisted of a flexible walled cuvette which enabled small pulsatile changes in the

thickness of a 3 mm blood film. The pulsatile changes caused corresponding

variations in the transmitted light intensities. More elaborate cuvette systems have

incorporated diffusers to simulate the absorption and scattering properties of the

tissue (de Kockjp Reynolds Ky’).

A different approach was adopted by Mendelson and Kent’? who attempted to

simulate moreclosely the optical and physiological properties of a vascular tissue bed

which were relevant to pulse oximetry. Their model used a rectangular moulding of

pigmented silicone elastomer, with a set of hollow channels through which blood

could be pumped. An adaptation ofthis was used forthe in vitro calibration system

described in this chapter. In developing the model, several criteria were considered as

follows:

¢ Theoptical properties must be similar to those of biologicaltissue.

e The material used mustbe flexible enough to simulate arterial pulsations, similar

in magnitude and shape to real photoplethysmograms.

e The material must be biocompatible.

e Theratio of blood/tissue volume must be comparable to that of realtissue.
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6.2.1 Production of the Tissue Model

The tissue model was made from Dow Corning Silastic® MDX-4-4210, a medical

grade silicone elastomer. This is a semitransparent material which exhibits the

required flexibility, is biocompatible, and cures in contact with mostsubstances. By

the addition of a flesh coloured pigment, it was possible to approximate the

absorption and scattering properties oflightly pigmented Caucasian skin.

The flesh coloured pigment was made from a composite of metal oxide powders

comprising iron III oxide, magnesium oxide andtitanium oxide, mixed by weightin

the ratio 1:11:11 respectively. The relative proportions were determined by

comparing the optical transmission through samples of pigmented elastomer with the

transmission through a Caucasian finger. The resultant spectral characteristics of the

tissue model are shownin figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Transmission characteristics through a Caucasian
finger and the pigmented elastomertissue model

It can be seen that the transmission characteristics of the pigmented elastomerare

reasonably similar to biological tissue, except that the latter absorbs significantly

more light in the infrared (>900 nm). Experimentation confirmed that this was
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partially due to the water content of blood and tissue which absorbs strongly in this

region. Consequently, when the tissue model was perfused with blood the disparity

was reduced.

For each moulding of the simulated tissue, 2.5 g of curing agent was addedto 25g of

the higher viscosity base material (1:10 by weight), and before mixing, 0.2 g of the

flesh coloured pigment was added. When the pigment was evenly distributed

throughout the mixed materials, a vacuum pump was used to removeentrappedair.

This procedure was completed after 20 - 30 minutes when the emission ofair bubbles

ceased. The air free mixture was drawn into a 20 ml syringe and a 15 cm length of

narrow silicone rubber tubing wasattachedto the syringe nozzleto facilitate filling of

the mould.

The elastomer mould was designed to producea cylindrical shaped tissue model with

twenty five concentrically distributed hollow channels for the blood supply. A

blood/tissue ratio of approximately 2 % was used, based uponthe reported average

ratio of blood/tissue volumesfor a tissue bed (Burch ae, The mould comprised a

12 cm length of glass tubing with 1.4 cm internal diameter, and twenty five piano

wires, 20 cm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter to form the hollow channels. The

wires were held in position using a machined brass jig consisting of two separate

halves which werelocated into either end ofthe glass tube as shownin figure 6.2(a).

With one half of the jig raised, the glass mould wasfilled from the bottom upwards

via the silicone tubing attached to the syringe, thereby preventing the formation of

trapped air pockets. When the procedure was complete, the silicone tubing was

slowly withdrawn and the jig was relocated into the end of the glass tube. The

: ; oO
elastomer wascuredin an oven for approximately two hours at 55" C.
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Pigmented

(b) elastomer

  

eeTaperedue

glass
endpieces

Figure 6.2 (a) Assemblyofthe elastomer mould;(b) Silicone elastomertissue model

Whenthe elastomer was cured, the piano wires and jig were extracted, and the glass

tube was removedbydividing into two halves usinga glass cutter and pulling apart to

release the elastomer. To facilitate connection of the tissue model into the blood

circuit, glass endpieces were attachedusingsilicone sealant as showninfigure 6.2(b).

These provided a pushfit into 4 mm PVCtubing and, being tapered, prevented flow

separation of the blood as it passed through the elastomer.
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6.3 Blood Circuit

In order to use the Silastic tissue model for pulse oximeter measurements,it wasfirst

necessary to develop a closed loop extracorporeal blood circuit. This had to provide a

pulsatile flow of blood through the tissue model such that the plethysmographic pulse

oximeter signals were of similar shape and magnitude to those obtained from a

peripheral tissue bed. Furthermore, the system had to provide a meansfor varying the

concentrations of HbO2, RHb and COHbin a controlled manner. The extracorporeal

blood circuit can thus be divided into two main sections: the pumping system,

providing a pulsatile flow of blood through the tissue model, and the blood gas

exchange system controlling the blood oxygenation and carboxyhaemoglobinlevels.

These are discussed in greaterdetail in the following sections.

6.3.1 Pump System

A wide range of different types of pumpsare available offering both pulsatile and

continuous flows, and including computer controlled pumps designed specifically to

simulate physiological blood flow. However, such sophisticated designs are

unnecessary for simulating the pulsatile blood flow required for pulse oximeter

measurements. In selecting a pump for the extracorporeal circulation system, the

following criteria were considered:

¢ The resultant plethysmogram observed with a pulse oximeter mustbe similarin

shape and amplitudeto a real physiological signal.

¢ The frequencyofthe pulsatile output must be equivalentto a typical physiological

pulse rate of 60 to 100 beats per minute (bpm).

¢ The continuous flow must be sufficient to allow the blood gases to equilibrate

with the gases flowing through the oxygenator within several minutes

¢ Minimal trauma mustbe inflicted upon the blood, and in particular the pumping

mechanism mustnot be turbulent, and must not cause excessive haemolysis (of

whole blood).
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The abovecriteria were satisfied using a triple roller peristaltic pump (Marlow-

Watson type MHRE88). The principle of operation is illustrated in figure 6.3. The

rollers progressively occluded thesilicone tube to force the blood in the direction of

rotation, with a resultant pulsatile variation in the blood pressure as shown. This

caused the flexible walls of the tissue model to distend and contract in sympathy with

the pressure changes, and the variation in blood volume was detected

photoplethysmographically using a pulse oximeter. The pulsatile amplitude was

altered by changing the diameter of the tubing, andthe 'pulse rate' was varied via a

control dial which determined the rotational speed of the rollers. The mean flow was

measured at 90 bpm and foundto be approximately 55 ml min”.

  

oo Rollers

Qe

Silicone LO 2

rubber tubing ;

a
To
°
°
mo

—_——

Blood flow Time

Figure 6.3 Operational principle ofperistaltic roller pump

6.3.2 Gas Exchange System

The gas exchangesectionof the extracorporeal blood circuit comprised an oxygenator

and a gas supply. A variety of different oxygenators are commonly used including

disc, membraneand hollow fibre types. By arrangement with Alder Hey Childrens'

Hospital, it was possible to obtain disposableinfant hollow fibre oxygenators (Dideco

Masterflo 34 type D701), which were saved and washed out thoroughly following

surgery. These were readily adapted for use in the extracorporeal blood circuit as

shownin figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Configurationofthe infant hollow fibre oxygenator

Blood entered the oxygenatorat the bottom of the unit and initially flowed through a

heat exchanger. This enabled the blood to be warmed to body temperature before

passing overthe hollowfibre in a thin film. The fibre was woundin an intricate mesh

around a central former, and was connected at the top to the gas inlet and at the

bottom to the gas escape port. Thus, by diffusion through the fibre, the blood gases

became equilibrated with the partial pressures of the gas components flowing through

the system.
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Whenthe blood reached the top of the oxygenator column,it flowed into an integral

reservoir which contained a filter mesh to remove gaseous bubbles. Excess gases

were expelled via a one way valve. From the reservoir the blood was pumped around

the remainderofthe extracorporeal circuit, before again returning to the oxygenator.

The gases used with the oxygenator were oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon and carbon

monoxide. The percentage concentration of each gas in the mixture was monitored

via the oxygenator gas escape port using a mass spectrometer. Argon was chosenas a

substitute for nitrogen to overcome the similarity in atomic mass between nitrogen

and carbon monoxide, which would prevent differentiation between the gases using

the mass spectrometer. This was of no consequence tothe calibration system as both

gasesare inert.

The gas flowrates were controlled individually from separate cylinders to achieve the

required partial pressures. A minimum flowrate of 2 1 min” of argon Was used to

ensure sufficient gaseous flowthrough the oxygenator. The concentration of carbon

dioxide was held at 5 % to maintain the blood pH, whilst the percentage oxygen was

adjusted to achieve the desired blood oxygenationlevels.

To introduce carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb)into the blood,at levels up to 30 %, it was

necessary to add a small concentration of carbon monoxideto the gas mixture. During

this procedure, the exhaust gases from the oxygenator were vented into a fume

cupboard. The carbon monoxide was obtained from a 30! gas cylinder and introduced

into the gas mixture at a flowrate of 100 - 200 cl min” for approximatelyhalf a

minute. During the administration of carbon monoxide,the tristimulus pulse oximeter

readings were monitored continually to provide an indication of the percentage COHb

introduced into the blood. After the flow of carbon monoxide gas washalted, the

percentage COHb remained almost constant throughout the experiment due to the

strong affinity for haemoglobin. When notin use, the carbon monoxide gas cylinder

was disconnected from the system and stored in a fume cupboard forsafety.
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6.3.3 Configuration Of The In Vitro Calibration System

The extracorporeal circuit was primedbyfilling with approximately 180 ml of blood

via a three way tap connected to the oxygenator. When the pump wasstarted, the

blood was drawnfrom the reservoir and circulated in a continuousloop via the tissue

model and the oxygenator as showninfigure 6.5.
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Infant Oxygenator
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Mass

Spectrometer
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a a Optical Fibre Commercial
Pulse Oximeter Pulse Oximeter

————————————

Figure 6.5 Schematic diagramoftheinvitro calibration system

The peristaltic pump provided a pulsatile blood flow at an equivalent pulse rate of

approximately 90 bpm. Blood samples were drawninto a syringe from aninline tap

situated between the tissue model and the oxygenator, and analysed using a CO-

oximeter.
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The oxygenator was perfused with oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide and carbon

monoxideat the required partial pressures to achieve the desired levels of HbO2, RHb

and COHb.The concentration of each gas was monitored from the exhaustport ofthe

oxygenator using a mass spectrometer (Medishield Multi-gas Monitor MS2). Gaseous

bubbles were separated from the bloodin the reservoir and expelled via a one way

valve.

Experimental measurements were made using a commercial pulse oximeter (Criticare

503) in conjunction with either the distimulus ortristimulus optical fibre pulse

oximeters. The optical fibres were terminated in plastic ferrules and mounted on

opposite sidesof the tissue model in a rubberreceptacle. The Criticare instrument was

used with its MultiSite probe, which was mounted such that the LED and detector

terminations were positioned orthogonal to the optical fibres, as depicted in figure

6.6. However, to avoid optical cross talk between the sources and detectors, the

commercial and optical fibre pulse oximeters were not operated simultaneously.

Criticare LED probe

 

   

  
Probe receptacle

   Ss

Criticare detector probe

 

Source fibre Receive fibre   
     

   Tissue model

Figure 6.6 Arrangementofthe optical fibre and Criticare pulse oximeter probes
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6.4 Blood Preparation

Calibrations experiments were performed using both whole and haemolysed blood,

prepared from outdated transfusion packs of concentrated red blood cells. The

concentrated red blood cells contained approximately 20 % less plasma than whole

blood yielding a haematocrit (packed cell volume) of 55 %. The haematocrit was

reduced to a normal physiological level in the range 40 % - 45 % bythe addition of

isotonic solutions.

6.4.1 Whole Blood

A transfusion filter for the removal of aggregates was connected to the blood pack,

and 100 ml of concentrated red blood cells were drawn into a syringe and transferred

to a beaker. The cells were pH buffered by the addition of 50 ml ofisotonic sodium

lactate (Hartmann's solution), and 0.5 ml of sodium heparin (5000 units ml!) was

added to prevent coagulation.

Equal quantities of the suspended erythrocytes (red blood cells) were divided between

four 50 ml tubes and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes, thereby separating the

mixture into packed red bloodcells and a solution of plasma and sodium lactate. The

solution, which was usually pink in appearance from slight haemolysis during storage

wascarefully decanted and the packedred cells were transferred to a beaker.

The packed red blood cells were reconstituted by the addition of 35 ml ofisotonic

sodium bicarbonate, 10 ml of 50 % glucose solution, 0.5 ml of sodium heparin and

approximately 60 ml of isotonic sodium lactate to increase the blood volume to 160

ml. The sodium bicarbonate was used to increase the pH from the storage level of

around 6.5 to a normal physiological level of 7.4 +0.1. The 50 % glucose solution

provided an energy source for the erythrocytes to metabolize.
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The prepared blood wastransferred to the extracorporeal blood circuit and the

oxygenator wasinitially perfused with a gas mixture of 16 % oxygen, 5 % carbon

dioxide and 79 % argon. After a few minutes a sample was extracted from the circuit

and analysed using a Radiometer ABL330 blood gasanalyser. If the pH was less than

7.3, additional sodium bicarbonate was added. When the pH was 7.4 +0.1, further

sodium lactate was added until the total blood volume was approximately 180 ml.

6.4.2 Haemolysed Blood

A transfusion filter was fitted to the blood pack, and 100 ml of concentrated red blood

cells were withdrawn and transferred to a beaker, to which was added 60 ml of

sodium bicarbonate and 0.5 ml of heparin. The beaker was surrounded by ice and

placed in an ultrasonic disrupter for five minutes to haemolyse the cells. The blood

was circulated continuously during sonication to prevent warming and to ensure

thorough mixing.

Equal quantities of the haemolysed solution were divided between four 50 ml tubes

and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes. When the process was completed the

transparent haemoglobin solution was decanted into a beaker leaving the cell

membranes.It was necessary tofilter the haemolysed blood to remove remainingcell

fragments which would otherwise cause light scattering during measurements. This

was performed using a bottle topfilter in conjunction with a vacuum pumpto draw

the solution through the filter paper. The process was repeated several times with

increasingly slowerspeedfilter papers starting with Whatmann's number1 (fast) and

finishing with number42 (very slow).

The filtered haemoglobin solution was transferred to the extracorporeal blood circuit

and the oxygenator wasinitially perfused with a gas mixture of 5 % oxygen, 5 %

carbon dioxide and 90 % argon. A sample was extracted from the blood circuit to

check the pH using the blood gas analyser. If the pH was less than 7.3, additional
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sodium bicarbonate was added. When the pH was 7.4 +0.1, further sodium lactate

was addeduntil the total blood volume was approximately 180 ml. The volume of

sodium bicarbonate required to correct the pH was foundto be greater for haemolysed

blood than for whole blood. This was possibly a consequence of destroying the

intracellular chemical environment of the erythrocytes, hence preventing the

metabolic processes which normally contribute towards the maintenance of a blood

pHof around 7.4.
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6.5 Conclusions

This chapter has described the design of an in vitro system which was developed for

the purpose of calibrating the distimulus andtristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeters,

and assessing the accuracy of a commercial pulse oximeter. The in vitro technique

exhibited two distinct advantages compared with conventional calibration methods:

¢ Calibration data could be obtained over the whole of the calibration range, and

also for three haemoglobin derivatives including carboxyhaemoglobin.

¢ Experiments were simpler to conduct without the requirementfor either human

volunteers, the services of an anaesthetist or ethical approval.

Thein vitro calibration system consisted of a closed loop extracorporeal blood circuit

and a simulated vascular tissue model. The extracorporeal circuit was primed with

approximately 180 ml of blood which was pumpedthrough the tissue model with a

pulsatile flow. The characteristics of the system were such that the plethysmographic

pulse oximeter signals derived from the tissue model were similar in shape and

magnitude to true physiological signals. An infant hollow fibre oxygenator was

adapted for use in the extracorporeal circuit, and incorporated a blood reservoir and a

heat exchangerfor controlling the blood temperature. The levels of HbO2, RHb and

COHbwere varied by perfusing the oxygenator with the required partial pressures of

oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon and carbon monoxide. Therelative concentrations of

the gases were monitored using a mass spectrometer.

Pulse oximeter data were obtained via probes attached to the tissue model, and CO-

oximeter readings were made by extracting samples for analysis from the blood

circuit via an inline tap. The system was used to acquire calibration data using both

whole and haemolysed blood, which was prepared from outdated transfusion

supplies. Calibration curves for the distimulus and tristimulus systems were derived

by correlating pulse oximeter data with simultaneous CO-oximeter readings.In like
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manner, the calibration accuracy of a commercial pulse oximeter wasinvestigated by

correlating the SpO2 readings with simultaneous CO-oximeterreadings.
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Chapter 7

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experiments undertaken using the in vitro calibration rig

described in chapter 6. Experiments were performed for both the distimulus and

tristimulus optical fibre systems, and also for a commercial pulse oximeter.

For the distimulus oximeter, the main objective wasto derive the calibration response

for whole blood, thus enabling the prototype system to be used for clinical

measurements. However, experiments were also performed using haemolysed blood,

for two mainreasons. Firstly, by comparing the results with those for whole bloodit

waspossibleto assess the effects of scattering by the red blood cells on the calibration

_response; and secondly, since haemolysed blood obeys the Beer-Lambertlaw,it is

possible to compare these results directly with theoretical calculations, thereby

substantiating use of the in vitro model in deriving the whole blood calibration.

In the case ofthe tristimulus system, the primary objective was notto derive a single

calibration curve as for the distimulus system, but instead to obtain raw calibration

data relating to the three photodetector signals. This approach retained maximum

flexibility enabling alternative software signal processing techniques to be

investigated. As before, both whole and haemolysed blood experiments were

performed, the whole blood data indicating the true sensitivity of the system, and the

haemolyseddata facilitating comparison with theoretical calculations.

The in vitro system wasalso used to investigate the accuracy of a conventionally

calibrated commercial pulse oximeter, for both whole and haemolysed blood, over the

measurementrange 0 % - 100 % SaOz. In addition, the response was investigated for

whole and haemolysed blood with elevated levels of COHb.
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7.2 Calibration of the Distimulus Optical Fibre Pulse Oximeter

Calibration experiments were conducted for the distimulus pulse oximeter system

using whole blood and haemolysed blood. A Radiometer OSM3 Hemoximeter was

used as the standard instrument for determining the percentage HbO2, RHb, COHb,

MetHb and SaO2 from experimental samples, and a Radiometer ABL330 blood gas

analyser was used to monitor blood gases and pH. The methodsandresults are

detailed as follows.

The distimulus pulse oximeter system determines the value of a ratio R whichis

directly related to SaO2. The definition of R, as determined bythe optical fibre pulse

_ oximeter, is expressed by equation 7.1.

— Is(N)s(N) _ n/N
is(D)/Is(D) d/D (7.1)

where i,(N) and i,(D) are the pulsatile components of the photocurrents for detectors

N and D; J;(N), J;(D) are the steady state components of the photocurrents for

detectors N and D; n, and d are the equivalentpulsatile voltage signals; and N and D

are the equivalent steadystate voltage signals.

7.2.1 Experimental Method

The experimental procedure was similar for both whole blood and haemolysed blood,

and utilized the in vitro calibration rig (chapter 6) to record the pulse oximeter

readings between approximately 100 % and 0 % SaO2. The blood wasdesaturated in

a gradual, stepwise manner. This was achieved by reducing the partial pressure of

oxygen (PO2) flowing through the oxygenator, whilst increasing that of argon and

maintaining carbon dioxideat a constantlevel.

The relationship between PO2 and SaQ? is expressed by the oxygen-haemoglobin

dissociation curve, as previously described in section 3.4. The curves for whole blood

and haemolysed blood,as derived from data acquired during the course of calibration
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experiments are shown in figure 7.1. It can be seen that the curve for haemolysed

blood is shifted to the left with respect to that of whole blood. This is primarily due to

a reduction in the concentration of 2,3 diphosphoglycerate (DPG) surrounding the

haemoglobin, following destruction of the red blood cells.
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Figure 7.1 Experimental oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curves for whole and haemolysed blood.

SaOz measured using a Radiometer OSM3 Hemoximeter, and PO 2, PCO2, and pH

measured using a Radiometer ABL330 blood gas analyzer.
Measurementtemperature ~ 37°C; pH ~7.4; PCO2 =40 mm Hg.

The blood was prepared and transferred to the extracorporeal blood circuit as

described in sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, and the peristaltic pump wasset to produce a

simulated pulse waveform at a rate of 90 bpm. For whole blood, the oxygenator was

initially perfused with a gas mixture comprising 10 % oxygen (O2), 5 % carbon

dioxide (CO?) and 85 % argon (Ar). Therefore, the partial pressure of oxygen was

approximately 80 mm Hg,yielding an SaO2 of 98 % from the oxygen-haemoglobin

dissociation curve in figure 7.1. For haemolysed blood the gases wereinitially set to 8

% O2, 5 % COz and 87 % Ar. This corresponds to an oxygen partial pressure of 60

mm Hg,also giving an SaO2 of 98 %. The gas flow rate was maintained throughoutat

approximately 3 | min”.
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The optical fibre pulse oximeter readings for calculating the parameter R were

monitored for several minutes until they became stabilized. When this occurred, the

values were recorded by the computerfor fifty pulse cycles, and the data was stored

to disk. Immediately following, a small quantity of blood was expelled from the

sample tap, after which a 1 ml sample was withdrawninto a labelled syringe. This

procedure prevented blood from a previous sample, trapped in the tap outlet, from

mixing with the new sample. Residual air bubbles were expelled from the syringe,

which was then sealed with a blanking cap, andstored onice.

The above procedure was repeated for each measurement, as the percentage oxygen

in the gas flow was gradually reduced. The percentage carbon dioxide was held

constant at 5 % throughout the experiment. From figure 7.1, it can be seen that the

oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve exhibits a steep slope below 80 % SaQ2,

particularly in the case of haemolysed blood. Hence below this level, it was necessary

to reduce the flow of oxygen in extremely smallsteps (< 0.5 %) to facilitate a gradual

desaturation. It was found that the lowest achievable SaO2, when the percentage

oxygen was reducedto zero, was approximately 3 % for both haemolysed and whole

blood. Thus to obtain a final reading at 0 % SaO2 the blood was chemically reduced

using a small amountof sodium dithionate (Na2S2O04). Approximately 0.5 g of the

powderwas addedto the blood circuit, dissolved in 5 ml of sodium lactate solution.

After three or four measurements had been made, the blood samples were transferred

to the Intensive Therapy Unit (ITU) of the Royal Liverpool Hospital (RLH) for

analysis. This ensured that all the samples were analyzed within one hourofbeing

taken. Each sample was removed from ice storage and gently mixed byrotating the

syringe for a few seconds. little blood was expelled into a swab before injecting

into the OSM3 and the ABL330instruments. The readings were recorded andthe

procedure was repeated for the remaining samples.
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7.2.2 Results

A computer program wasusedforinitial processing of the experimental files, each of

which contained the measured values of R from fifty pulse cycles. The program

calculated the average value of R for each set of fifty measurements and assigned to

this the corresponding value of SaO2, from the OSM3 blood sample measurements,

The experimental data was thus reducedto single file, and saved on disk for further

processing using a graphical analysis package.

The resultant calibration graph for haemolysed blood is shownin figure 7.2. This was

derived using the combined data from five separate experiments for which the levels

_. of MetHb < 3.0 %, and COHb < 1.5 %.

A quadratic regression curve wasfoundtofit the data with a correlation coefficient,

r = 0.99. It can be seen that as SaO> varies from 0 % - 100 %,the value ofR changes

from 4.07 to 0.41. The average sensitivity of the system overthe clinical range 50 %

-100 % SaQO>is given by the parameter AR/%ASaO2, and from the graph this has a

value of 32 x 10° saOna for haemolysed blood. Neglecting the small levels of COHb

and MetHbin the blood, the values of SaOz and HbO2 are equal. The parameter

AR/%ASaO2 can thus be compared directly with AR/%AHbOd2, which wasestimated

using the simple mathematical model in chapter 4. For 660 nm and 940 nm

monochromatic sources the value of AR/%AHbO) was found to be 30 x 10° HbO,?

(table 4.2), in good agreement with the measured value.

The experimental data for whole blood was processed as described for haemolysed

blood. The resultant calibration graph is shownin figure 7.2 and wasderived using

the combined data from seven experiments, for which the levels of MetHb < 1.5 %

and COHb< 1.5 %. A quadratic regression curve was foundto fit the data with ° =

0.99.
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Figure 7.2 Distimulus calibration curve for haemolysed blood. Combined data from five
experiments. y = 1.91x~ - 35.92x + 114.45, r=0.99
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Figure 7.3 Distimulus calibration curve for whole blood with haematocrit in the range 40 - 45 %.

Combined data from seven experiments. y = -2.90x? - 40.0x + 123.34, r = 0.99
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It can be seen that for whole blood, as SaO2 varies from 0 % - 100 %, the value of R

changes from 2.59 - 0.56, a difference of 2.03 compared with 3.66 for haemolysed

blood. This is reflected in the value of the sensitivity parameter AR/%ASaO2 whichis

lower for whole blood compared with that of haemolysed blood. From the graph the

value of AR/%ASaO? for whole blood over the range 50 % - 100 % SaO?2 is 22 x 10°

SaObie

Figure 7.4 showsthe calibration curves for both whole and haemolysed blood for

comparison. It can be seen that between 80 % and 100 % SaQd, there is only a small

difference betweenthe curves, therefore at high saturations the effects of scattering by

_ the red bloodcells are relatively small. However, as the saturation falls the slope of

the curve increases substantially for whole blood, indicating a greaterscattering effect

by the erythrocytes whenthereis a significant concentration of reduced haemoglobin

contained in the red blood cells.
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Figure 7.4 Comparisonofthe calibration curves for whole blood (haematocrit 40 - 45 %)
and haemolysed blood
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These results are in agreement with the experimental findings of other researchers

who have examinedthe effects of light scattering by the red blood cells at different

levels of SaO2 (de Kock pr Steinke yo ?85)_ The work of de Kock and

Tarassenko examined the effects on pulse oximeter accuracy of varying the

haematocrit, flow rate, blood content and pulsatility, all of which potentially affect the

scattering of light by the erythrocytes. It was concluded that above 50 % SaO2, pulse

oximeter readings are virtually independent of variations in any of the above

parameters, but below 50 % SaQp2there is an increasing dependence, and hence a

corresponding reduction in the accuracy of SpO2 readings. The work of Steinke and

Shepherd showed that the attenuation due to light scattering by red blood cell

_ suspensions at 660 nm is about 40 fold greater at O % saturation that at 100 %

saturation.
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7.3 Calibration of the Tristimulus Optical Fibre Pulse Oximeter

Calibration experimentsfor the tristimulus pulse oximeter were performed using both

whole and haemolysed blood, and except for the use of carbon monoxide gas,

followed a similar procedure to that described for the distimulus system. As before,

the OSM3 Hemoximeter was used as the standard instrument, and the ABL330 was

used to monitor the blood gases and pH.

Thetristimulus system determines the values of three normalised signals, namely x/X,

y/Y and z/Z, and any pair these can be used to define the distimulus ratios R7 and R2

which are related to the concentrations of HbO2 RHb and COHb(sections 5.4.1 and

__ 5.6). The experimental results presented in this section follow the convention defined

in section 5.4.1, whereby the signal z/Z is commonto both ratios. Hence R7 and Ro

are defined as follows:

_i¢X{X) _ WX
1 i(DIAKZ) IZ Sa

_i¢Y)ICY) _ yl¥ (7.3)
2I(DIKZ) UZ

where is(X), is(Y) and is(Z) are the pulsatile components of the photocurrents for

detectors X, Y and Z; I;(X), Is(Y) and J;(Z) are the steady state components of the

photocurrents for detectors X, Y and Z; x, y and z are the equivalentpulsatile voltage

signals; and X, Y and Z are the equivalent steady state voltagesignals.

7.3.1 Experimental Method

Initial experiments using the tristimulus system were performed to derive the

calibration response for whole blood and haemolysed blood with 0 % COHb.Sinceit

wasonly necessary to vary the levels of HbOz and RHb,the experimental procedure

in this case was identical to that described for the distimulus system. For experiments

with three haemoglobin derivatives it was desirable to vary the levels of HbO2 and
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RHbwhilst maintaining a constant level of COHb. This was achieved throughslight

modifications in the experimental procedure whichare detailed as follows.

It was found that levels of COHb up to approximately 30 % remained constant to

within 4 % during the course of a desaturation experiment. This meantthat it was

only necessary to perfuse the oxygenator with carbon monoxide (CO) gasat the

beginning of an experiment in order to convert the requisite concentration of

haemoglobin to COHb.Thereafter the blood could be desaturated in the usual way.

The CO gas was supplied from a small 30 | cylinder which was connected via a flow

__ meter to the oxygenator gas inlet. During the time the CO wasin use, the exhaust

gases were vented to a fume cupboard. The oxygenator was initially perfused with a

mixture of O2, CO? and Arat the usual concentrations and flow rate. Whenthe pulse

oximeter readings were seen to have stabilized, CO was introducedinto the gas flow

at a concentration of 5 %. After a significant change in the pulse oximeterreadings,

the flow of CO was arrested and the blood was allowed time to equilibrate. When the

oximeter readings again became stable, a sample was withdrawn from the blood

circuit and analysed using the OSM3.If the percentage COHb wasfoundto be too

low, the procedure was repeated. Thereafter the desaturation was performedasbefore.

A consequence of the elevated COHblevels wasthat it was necessary to substantially

reduce the percentage oxygen in the gas flow to convert the HbO2 into RHb.In the

first instance this was because the HbO? level was already lower by an amount

proportional to the level of COHb. Additionally however, COHbhas theeffect of

increasing the affinity of oxygen for haemoglobin, and therefore a lower PO? is

required to convert the HbO2 to RHb.This is equivalent to a shift left in the oxygen-

haemoglobin dissociation characteristic, as shownearlier in figure 3.3. In practice the

effects of COHb onthe dissociation curve madeit necessary to control the percentage

oxygenin the gas flow to within 0.2 %
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7.3.2 Haemolysed Blood Results

The data files from each experiment were processed as described in section 7.2.2, and

the values of R; and R2 were plotted against the percentage HbO2. Theresultant

calibration curves for haemolysed blood, with normal levels of COHb (=1.0 %), are

shownin figure 7.4 (a) and (b). These were derived using the combined data from two

experiments for which the levels of MetHb < 3 % and COHb < 1.5 %. Quadratic

regression curves were found to fit the data with r? = 0.99. From the curves, the

values of the sensitivity parameters AR7/%AHbO?2 and AR2/%AHbO? (50 % - 100 %

HbO}) are summarizedin table 7.1. For comparison,the sensitivities calculated using

the monochromatic model are reproduced from table 5.2

(%HbO>) (%HbO>)"

57x10" 35x 10°
Table 7.1 Comparisonofthe sensitivity to HbO2 (50% -100% HbO2)

for the experimental and monochromatic theoretical systems

   

    

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 showthe experimental curves for R7 and R2 at elevated levels of

COHb. The two component HbO2/RHb curves from figure 7.4 (COHb = 1.0 %) are

included for comparison. Quadratic regression curvesfit the data with 1” = 0.99 in

each case. It should be noted that in practice the maximum values of HbO2 are

defined by the condition cHbO2 + cRHb + cCOHb = 100 %, where c denotes

concentration.

The indicated COHblevels are average values since there was a tendency for the

percentage COHbto decreaseslightly during the course of an experiment. It was

found that the magnitude of the decrease was dependent upon the initial level of

COHb,and waslargestat higher concentrations. The maximum change observed was

4%.
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Figure 7.4 Haemolysedblood.calibration curves (HbO2/RHb mixture),
data combined from two experiments (COHb = 1.0%)
(a) Ry (y = 0.95x? - 24.27x + 143.01, r2 = 0.99)
(b) Ro (y = 5.73x? - 54.02x + 126.73, r2 = 0.99)
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For clarity the experimental curves for R; and R2 are presented on two graphs with

different scales. In graph (a) the curves of constant COHb are shownoverthe entire

HbO>range, and in graph (b) the curves are shown over the HbO2 range for which

the system is of practical use. This is governed by the point at which the curves

intersect, since at this pointthe level of COHbis indeterminate.

It can be seen that the points of intersection are at approximately 65 % and 30 %

HbO> for R; and R2 respectively. Therefore, in the case of haemolysed blood, 65 %

HbO3is the lowest oxygenation level at which the system can effectively be used.

This is significantly higher than the points of intersection for the theoretical

_ monochromatic curves (figure 5.5), which were approximately 15 % and 5 % HbO2

for R; and R2 respectively.

From the experimental curves the sensitivities of Ry and R2 to COHb can be

calculated. Howeversince the highest concentration of COHb was 25.4 %, the range

1.0 % - 25.4 % COHbatthe point of 74.6 % HbO2 was used. The experimental

values of the sensitivity parameters, and the monochromatic theoretical values (from

table 5.2) are shownin table 7.2.

%COHb) %COHb)

21x10"

Table 7.2 Comparisonofthe sensitivity to COHb betweenthe experimental system

with haemolysed blood (1.0% -25.4% COHb), andthe theoretical

monochromatic system (0% -50% COHb).
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Figure 7.5 Haemolysed blood calibration curves for Ry (HbO2/RHb/COHb mixture):

graph (a) showsthe entire range of HbO? readings; graph (b) showsthe

range of HbO

2

readings downto the point at which the curvesintersect.

1.0% COHb - (y = 0.95x2 - 24.27x + 143.01, 1 = 0.99)
11.7% COHb - (y = 0.81x2 - 20.99x + 131.08, 12 = 0.99)

19.1% COHb

-

(y= 0.55x2 - 16.65x + 118.84, r2 = 0.99)
25.4% COUb - (y = 0.42x2 - 13.38x + 107.91, r7 = 0.99)

(Note: Maximumvalue of HbO2 defined by cHbO, + CRHb + cCOHb = 100 %)
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Figure 7.6 Haemolysed blood calibration curves for R2 (HbO2/RHb/COHb mixture):
graph (a) showsthe entire range of HbO2 readings; graph (b) showsthe
range of HbO2 readings downtothe point at which the curves intersect.

1.0% COHb - (y = 5.73x2 - 54.02x + 126.73, 2 = 0.99)
11.7% COHb - (y = 4.52x2 - 45.43x + 113.33, r7 = 0.99)
19.1% COHb - (y = 3.50x2 - 37.19x + 98.54, r = 0.99)
25.4% COHb (y = 2.87x2 - 31.07x + 87.0, r° = 0.99)

(Note: Maximum value of HbO> defined by cHbO2 + cRHb + cCOHb = 100 %)
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7.3.3 Whole Blood Results

The whole blood data files were processed as describedin the preceding sections and

the values of R; and Rp were plotted against the percentage HbO3. The resultant

calibration curves, for normal levels of COHb (= 0.9 %), are presented in figure 7.7

(a) and (b). Data was combined from three experiments for which the levels of MetHb

<1.5 % and COHb<1.5 %.In the case of R7 a linear regression curve was foundtofit

the data with P= 0.99, and for R2 a quadratic regression curve was used, for which °

= 0.99. The valuesofthe sensitivity parameters for R; and R2, over the range 50 % -

100 % HbO> are summarizedin table 7.3. Also shownare the values for haemolysed

blood from table 7.1, and the monochromatic theoretical values from table 5.2.

System AR7/A%HbO2

|

AR2/A%HbO2

(%EbO2). (%HbO>).

Experimental (whole blood 17x10

Experimental (haemolysed blood
35x 10°

Table 7.3 Comparison ofthe sensitivity to HbO2 (50% -100% HbO2)
for the experimental and monochromatic theoretical systems

     

    

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the experimental curves for R7 and Rp plotted together with

the two component curves for HbO2/RHbfrom figure 7.7 (COHb = 0.9 %). Linear

and quadratic regression curves werefit to the data for R7 and R2 respectively (r° =

0.99). For each curve the maximum HbO3readingsare defined by the level of COHb

as discussed in the previous section. The level of COHb was found to decrease

slightly during the course of an experiment, as observed for haemolysed blood. The

maximum changerecorded for whole blood was 3 % COHb.

It can be seen that the points at which the curvesintersect, for whole blood, are at

approximately 65 % and 40 % HbO2 for R; and R2 respectively. Thus, as for

haemolysed blood, 65% HbOzis the lowest oxygenation level at which the system

can effectively be used.
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Figure 7.7 Whole blood. calibration curves (HbO2/RHb mixture, haematocrit 40 - 45%),
data combined from three experiments (COHb = 0.9%)

(a) Ry (y = -34.43x + 147.67, r2 = 0.99)
(b) Ro (y = 8.14x2 - 75.12x + 144.25, r2 = 0.99)
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Figure 7.8 Whole blood calibration curves for R 7 (HbO2/RHb/COHb mixture, haematocrit
40 - 45%): graph (a) showstheentire range of HbO2readings; graph (b) shows

the range of HbO2readings downtothe pointat whichthe curvesintersect.

0.9% COHb - (y = -34.43x + 147.67, r2 = 0.99)
10.7% COHb (y = - 26.77x + 129.27, r2 = 0.99)
25.0% COHb - (y = - 19.66x + 111.84, r2 = 0.99)
31.3% COHb - (y = - 16.58x + 103.62, 12 = 0.99)

(Note: Maximumvalue of HbO2 defined by cHbO2 + cRHb + cCOHb = 100 %)
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Figure 7.9 Whole blood calibration curves for R2 (HbO2/RHb/COHb mixture, haematocrit
40 - 45%): graph (a) showsthe entire range of HbO2 readings; graph (b) shows

the range of HbO2 readings downto the point at which the curvesintersect.

0.9% COHb - (y = 8.14x? - 75.12x + 144.25, 1 = 0.99)
10.7% COHb - (y = 6.29x2 - 63.06x + 128.27, r2 = 0.99)
25.0% COHb - (y = 2.29x? - 41.05x + 101.43, r2 = 0.99)
31.1% COHb - (y = 0.106x? - 28.38x + 86.76, r2 = 0.99)

(Note: Maximum value of HbO2 defined by cHbOz + cCRHb + cCOHb = 100 %)
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In calculating the sensitivities of R7 and R2 to COHb,the range 0.9 % - 25.0 % COHb

at the point of 75 % HbO2 was used. This is similar to the range used in the previous

section for haemolysed blood, and the resultant values of the sensitivity parameters

are shownin table 7.4. The values for haemolysed blood are taken from table 7.2, and

the monochromatic theoretical values are from table 5.2.

System AR2/A%COHDb

JoCOHb) | JoCOHb)"

Experimental (haemolysed blood

Theoretical (monochromatic 35x 10° 32x 10°

Table 7.4 Comparison ofthe sensitivity to COHb betweenthe experimental system with whole
blood (0.9% -25.0% COHb)and haemolysed blood (1.0% - 25.4% COHb), and the

theoretical monochromatic system (0% -50% COHb).

  
  

   
  
    

It can be seen from tables 7.3 and 7.4 that the sensitivity of the system to HbO) and

COHbissignificantly lower for whole blood compared with haemolysed blood. This

is particularly true in the case of R; for which the values of the sensitivity parameters

(AR7/A%HbO2 and AR7/A%COHb)are approximately one half those for haemolysed

blood. It can be deduced from the calibration curves that as the percentage COHb

increases, such that the maximum level of HbOzis close to the intersection of the

curves, the sensitivity to COHb decreases. This is mostcritical in the case of R7, since

the curves intersect at a relatively high level of HbO2. The value of AR;/A%COHb

overthe range 0.9 % - 31.3 % COHbis only 6 x 10°, but over the range 0.9 % - 10.7

% COUbit is 22 x 10°.
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7.4 The Calibration Response for a Commercial Pulse Oximeter

During the course ofcalibration experiments for the distimulus and tristimulus optical

fibre systems, readings were also taken using a Criticare 503 pulse oximeter. These

were recorded immediately following the optical fibre system readings. It was thus

possible to simultaneously investigate the response of a commercial pulse oximeter,

for both whole and haemolysed blood with normal concentrations of

dyshaemoglobins,and also in the presence ofelevated levels of COHb.

7.4.1 Haemolysed Blood Response

Data was combined from seven haemolysed blood experiments for which the levels

_ of MetHb <3 %, and COHb< 1.5 %. The pulse oximetersaturation readings (SpO2)

were plotted against the OSM3 readings, as shownin figure 7.10. Theline of identity

indicates the regions where the SpOz readings deviate from the true SaO2, as

determined by the OSM3.
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Figure 7.10 Responseofthe Criticare 503 pulse oximeter for haemolysed blood.

Combined data from seven experiments. Dashedline showsidentity.
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Although the calibration is for whole blood, it can be seen that at saturations >80 %

and <30 % SaQz2, the pulse oximeter readings are close to the true SaO2. The

maximum deviations occur between these limits, where the pulse oximeter shows a

tendencyto slightly underestimate the true SaO2 by a maximum of approximately 10

%.

7.4.2 Whole Blood Response

Whole blood data was combined from nine separate experiments for which the levels

of MetHb < 1.5 % and COHb < 1.5 %. The plot of SpO2 against SaO2 is shownin

figure 7.11. It can be seen from theline of identity that the pulse oximeter showsa

tendencyto slightly underestimate the true SaQ2 at high levels (>90 %), and to

increasingly overestimate the true SaO2 below approximately 60 %. The extentto

which the SpO2 readings are inaccurate at low saturation levels is such that at 0 %

SaO2 the pulse oximeterstill indicates a saturation of approximately 35 %.
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Figure 7.11 Responseofthe Criticare 503 pulse oximeter for whole blood.
Combineddata from nine experiments. Dashed line showsidentity.
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7.4.3 Response with Elevated Carboxyhaemoglobin Levels

The Criticare 503 pulse oximeter readings were also recorded during the course of

calibration experiments with elevated levels of COHb for both haemolysed and whole

blood.It was thus possible to examine the effects of COHb on the SpO? readings, and

thereby to assess the extent to which the pulse oximeter gives a false indicationof the

true oxygenation, as defined by the actual levels of HbO} in the blood. The nature of

the inaccuracies which occur in pulse oximeter readings, when elevated levels of

COHbarepresentin the blood, are discussed in chapter 8. However,a brief outline is

given as follows.

Whenthe only haemoglobin derivatives in the blood are HbO2 and RHb,the blood

oxygenation levelis given by the functional saturation, SaO2. This is defined by

cHbO,SaO, = ——CHOQe
2 CHbO> + cRHb (7.1)

where cHbO? and cRHbare the concentrations of HbO2 and RHb.

This is the parameter against which pulse oximeters are conventionally calibrated,

and therefore providing that the levels of COHb and MetHbare low (< 2 %), SpO2 =

SaOz. However, if they are not low, it is necessary to consider the fractional

saturation, FSaO2 in order to accurately evaluate the blood oxygenation. This is

defined as

cHbO>

cHbO, + cRHb + cCOHb + cMetHb (7.2)
FSaO2 =

Figure 7.12(a) shows the haemolysed blood pulse oximeter readings, SpO2, plotted

against FSaOz2,as determined using the OSM3. The data for COHb < 1.5 % is taken

from the graph in figure 7.10. Quadratic regression curves were fit to the data in order

to clearly show thetrend as the level of COHbincreases.
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It can be seen that above approximately 30 % FSaO2, where the curvesintersect, the

pulse oximeter readings overestimate the blood oxygenation by an amount which

increases with increase in the level of COHb. With 25.4 % COHb anda true

oxygenation level (FSaO2) of 70 %, the pulse oximeter indicates a value of over 90

%.

The Criticare pulse oximeter data was similarly plotted for whole blood, and the

resultant curves at various levels of constant COHb are shownin figure 7.12(b). It can be

seen that in this case the curves intersect at approximately 40 % FSaQ2, and above

this level the pulse oximeter readings again overestimate the true oxygenationlevel.

_ For blood with 25.0 % COHband an FSaO2 of 70 %, the pulse oximeter reading is 90

% SpO2.
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7.5 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter has described the experiments undertaken using the in vitro calibration

rig. These were performed for three pulse oximeters, namely the distimulus and

tristimulus optical fibre systems, and a Criticare 503 commercial pulse oximeter.

Each experimentwas performed using both whole and haemolysed blood. The use of

haemolysed blood enabled the effects of scattering by the red blood cells to be

qualitatively assessed, and also provided verification of the experimental data against

theoretical calculations.

Data was combined from several experiments to derive the haemolysed and whole

blood calibration curves for the distimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter. Quadratic

functions were foundtofit the data in each case, howeverthe x? term was positive for

haemolysed blood and negative for whole blood. Moreover, the range of R from 0 % -

100 % SaOz was only 2.03 for whole blood compared with 3.66 for haemolysed

blood. It was noted that there were only small disparities between the data for whole

and haemolysed blood at high saturations (>80 % SaOz2), but at lower levels the

scattering effects of the erythrocytes were increasingly significant, and caused the

calibration curves to diverge. Consequently, the value of the sensitivity parameter,

AR/%ASaO2, over the range 50 % - 100% SaO2 wasfound to be 22 x 10° SaO7" for

whole blood compared with 32 x 10° saoa for haemolysed blood. Thelatter was in

close agreement with the estimated value of AR/%ASaO2, using a monochromatic

mathematical model with 660 nm and 940 nm sources. The whole blood distimulus

calibration curve was used in the prototype pulse oximeter. The results of clinical

trials for this instrumentare presented in chapter 9.

Forthe tristimulus optical fibre system, the calibration curves were first derived for

two component HbO2/RHb mixtures, using the combined data from several

experiments. In the case of haemolysed blood, quadratic functions were foundto fit

the data for both R; and R>2, and for whole blood a linear curve fit was used for R7,
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and a quadratic curve fit for Ro. Over the range 50 % - 100 % HbOzthesensitivities

of R; and R2 to HbO?2 were found to be 56 x 10° HbO?! and 24x 10° HbO,* for

haemolysed blood, and 29 x 10° HbO,” and 17 x 10° HbOy?for whole blood.It

can thus be seenthat the effects of light scattering by erythrocytes are a reduction in

sensitivity which is larger for R7 than for R2. Nevertheless, for whole blood, the

sensitivity of R7 to HbOzis still higher than that of R2, and is also higher than the

sensitivity of R for the distimulus LED system.

It was found that for three component haemoglobin mixtures comprising HbO2, RHb

and COHb,the level of COHb remained relatively stable during the course of a

calibration experiment up to a maximum level of approximately 30 %. This feature

madeit possible to acquire calibration data for the tristimulus system at various near

constant levels of COHb. In the case of haemolysed blood it was found that the

curves of constant COHbintersected at approximately 65 % HbOp> for R7, and 30 %

HbO? for Rz. The points of intersection were at higher levels of HbO2 than

anticipated from simple theory using a monochromatic mathematical model. For

whole blood the curves intersected at approximately 65 % HbO2for R; and 40 %

HbO> for Ro.

Calculation of the COHbsensitivity parameters for Rz and R2 was less

straightforward than for HbO2. This was primarily due to a high degree of variability

in the calculated values for AR7/A%COHb, depending upon the range of COHb

considered. This in turn was a consequence of the high level of HbO?2 at which the

curves of constant COHbintersected. The sensitivities of R7 and R2 were calculated

for haemolysed blood overthe range 1.0 % - 25.4 % COHb,and were found to be 21

x 10° COHb” and 26 x 10° COHb” respectively. For whole blood thesensitivities

over a comparable range, 0.9 % - 25.0 % COHb,were 10 x 10° COHb"for R j and

15x 10° COHb”for R2. However, the value of R; overthe range 0.9 % - 25.0 %

was foundto be only 6 x 10° COHb™ whilstover the range 0.9 % - 10.7 % it was 22
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x 10° coup". It can be seen therefore that as the level of COHb tends towards 35

%, the sensitivity falls due to convergence of the curves at 65 % HbOp.

In view of the fact that commercial pulse oximeters are calibrated for use with whole

blood, the Criticare 503 instrument exhibited remarkably close agreement with the

OSM3 SaO2 measurements with haemolysed blood. On the contrary, when used with

whole blood, it was found that the system tendedto slightly underestimate the SaO2

at high levels (>90 %), and to severely underestimate the SaO2 at low levels (<60 %).

The inaccuracy at low saturation levels can be attributed to the lack of empirical

calibration data below approximately 70 % SaO2, which makes extrapolation

necessary. A typical calibration curve for a commercial pulse oximeter is shown in

figure 7.13, and this can be compared with the whole blood curve derived for the

distimulusoptical fibre system in figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.13 Calibration curve for a commercial pulse oximeter (Wukitsch MW1988)

It can be seen that at 100 % SaO>2the value of R for both systemsis similar. However,

at 0 % SaO2 the value of R for the commercial pulse oximeter is 3.40, compared with

2.59 for the distimulus system. At saturations between 50 % and 0 %, the commercial
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pulse oximetercalibration curve (figure 7.13) is closer to the distimulus curve for

haemolysed blood (figure 7.2), than to the curve for whole blood (figure 7.3). It is

hypothesized that this is the reason for better agreement between the Criticare SpO2

readings and the OSM3 CO-oximeter readings for haemolysed blood, compared with

those for whole blood, over the range 0 - 50 % SaOp2. In anycase,it is apparent that

the calibration curves for commercial pulse oximeters do not, in general, take account

of the increased effects of scattering by the erythrocytes at lower saturationlevels.

The work of a numberof researchers has shown that deoxygenated whole blood

scatters light to a greater degree than oxygenated blood,at the wavelengths oflight

__ commonlyused for pulse oximetry (de Kockpr Steinke JM”). It was shown by

de Kock and Tarassenko that haematocrit, flow rate, blood content and pulsatility

affect the accuracy of pulse oximeters at saturation levels below 50 %. Thein vitro

calibration experiments described in this chapter were conducted using typical

physiological values for each of the above parameters, with the possible exception of

flow rate, which can vary substantially throughout the body and has a minimal effect

on the scattering properties of the blood. The values adopted for each parameter were

40 - 45 % for haematocrit, 2 % for blood to tissue volume, and 1 - 2 % forpulsatility.

Theflow rate was 55 ml min.

The experiments of de Kock and Tarassenko simulated extreme variations in each of

the parameters affecting the scattering properties of the blood. In practice, the

variation in these parameters between individual subjects are likely to be much

smaller. Furthermore, the accuracy of pulse oximeters below 50 % SaQz2isoflittle

relevance in clinical practice. It is suggested that the use of an in vitro calibration

technique, such as describedin this thesis, could be used to significantly improve the

overall calibration accuracy of pulse oximeters, most notably over the range 50 - 75

% SaO2.
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Finally, the response of the Criticare 503 pulse oximeter wasinvestigated for elevated

concentrations of COHb. This involved plotting the SpO2 readings against the true

blood oxygenation level, as defined by the fractional saturation (FSaO2). It was found

that the curves of constant COHb were displaced at higher levels of FSaO2, and

caused the pulse oximeter to overestimate the true blood oxygenation by an amount

proportional to the level of COHb. As the blood oxygenation was decreased, the

curves of constant COHb converged and eventually intersected. For haemolysed

blood the point of intersection was approximately 30 % FSaO2, and for whole blood

it was 40 % FSaO>.
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Chapter 8

8.1 Introduction

The pulse oximeter theory discussed in previous chapters has assumed a

monochromatic system in which the light sources or photodetectors operate at a

single wavelength. This approximation was made in the developmentof a simple

mathematical model which was used to compare alternative optical designs for the

distimulus and tristimulus systems (sections 4.4.2 and 5.4.1). In practice however,

LED sources have bandwidths of the order of 50 nm - 100 nm andtherefore like

white light, are non monochromatic. It is thus necessary to employ a broadband

mathematical model in order to predict the modulation response with improved

accuracy.

In this chapter a broadband model is developed, based upon the Beer-Lambert law, to

examine the modulation responsesof the distimulus andtristimulus optical fibre pulse

oximeter systems. The model is used to determine the following for the distimulus

pulse oximeter configuration:

¢ The difference between the broadbandtheoretical calibration curve and the simple

monochromatic calibration curve for an LED system.

¢ Thedifferencein the calibration curve for an LED system compared with that for

a white light system.

e Theeffect of tissue absorbance and skin colour on the measurementaccuracy of

LED and white light based pulse oximeter systems.

¢ The effect of elevated levels of the dyshaemoglobins, carboxyhaemoglobin and

methaemoglobin, on the measurementaccuracy of an LED pulse oximeter.

For thetristimulus configuration, the model is used to estimate the calibration curves

for the ratios R; and R2 at levels of COHb between 0 % and 50 %.
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8.2 Broadband Mathematical Model

It has previously beenstated (section 4.4) that for the optical fibre pulse oximeter, the

light at a wavelength A transmitted from the receive fibre and incident upon the

photodetector has a spectral power given by

PAA) = P{A) . F(A) .M(A) .C(A) (8.1)

where P,(A) is the transmitted spectral power density, P;(A) is the incident spectral

powerdensity, F(A) is the spectral transmittance of the optical fibre, M(A) is the

spectral transmittance of the modulator and C(A) is the spectral transmittance of the

couplers.

The constant attenuation caused by the optical fibres and the couplers can be treated

as a part of the non pulsatile absorbance due to the modulator, therefore the following

simplification can be made

P{A) = Pf) . M(A) (8.2)

The transmittance of the modulator, M(A), consists of two components: a constant

transmittance determined by the tissue absorbance A,(A), and a time varying

transmittance determined by the pulsatile blood absorbance Ap(A). From the Beer-

Lambert law the blood absorbance can be expressed as follows,

Ap(A) = > E{A) . Gj. d(1) (8.3)

where &;(A)is the extinction coefficient of haemoglobin derivative i at wavelength A,

cj is the concentration of derivative i, and d(7Z) is a time varying thickness. The term

1) can be written as a constant thickness do, multiplied by a function of time/(t), in

whichcase equation 8.3 becomes

Ap(A) = e EA) .do. AD (8.4)
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This can be written in the simplified form

AA) = ApfA) . AD (8.5)

where Apo(A) represents a constant blood absorbance at a wavelength A. Substituting

the transmittance terms for the constant and pulsatile components of M(A) into

equation 8.2, the transmitted power density is given by

PKA) = PA) . exp(-Ai(A)) . exp(-ApolA)- AD) (8.6)

Since (Apo(A) . f(t)) << 1, equation 8.6 can be simplified thus

P{A) = PfA) . exp(-AdA)) - [1 - (Aso) AD) (8.7)

The total transmitted power for a broadband source is the integral of the power

density over the wavelength range of interest, therefore

| P{A) a-| ray _ exp(-A,(A)) da - | PA) . exp(-AAA)) . Auo(A) . ft) dA
(8.8)

Whenthe polychromatic power distribution is incident on a photodetector with

spectral responsivity R(A), the resulting photocurrent is given by

d2

I -| PA). R(A) da

A (8.9)

where the integration limits, A; and Az, define either the spectral bandwidth of an

LED for an LEDsystem or the bandwidth of a photodetector for a white light system.

Substituting equation 8.8 into equation 8.9 gives

A2 Az

I= | PA). R(A) . exp(-AfA)) da | PA) . R(A) . exp(-AfA)) . ApfA) . A) da

A A

(8.10)
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Figure 8.1 Schematic diagram showing the analoguesignal processing

for the distimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter

The analogue electronic circuitry converts each photocurrent into an equivalent

voltage signal which is then processedinto a pulsatile (a.c.) component and a steady

state (d.c.) component. For the distimulus system, the a.c. and d.c. voltage

components for the N channel are identified as n and N, and for the D channel as d

and D, as shown in the schematic diagram in figure 8.1. The separate a.c. and d.c.

componentsare thus specified by the following equations, whereby the limits Ato

Az, and A3 to Ag define the spectral bandwidths of the LED sources, and (Rfy . Avy)

and (Rfp . Avg) are the gain factorsfor the pulsatile signals, and (Rf. Avy) and (Rfp .

Avp) are the gain factors for the steadystate signals.
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A2

n= Rfy. Avy. | Pin(A) . Ry(A) . exp(-AgA)) . Apo(A) . KD) da

A (8.11)

ho

N= Rjy . Avy. | Pin{A) . RN(A) . exp(-AfA)) da

A (8.12)

M4

d= Rfp. Avg. | Pip(A) . Rp{A) . exp(-AgA)) . Apo(A) . f(d) da

As (8.13)

14

D= Rfp. Avp. | Pip(A) . Rp(A) . exp(-AgA)) da

As (8.14)

Considering equations 8.11 and 8.12 it can be seen that for polychromatic light,

division of the a.c. componentby the d.c. component(n/N), does not cancel the tissue

term containedin the pulsatile intensity. Strictly therefore, the ratios n/N and d/Dare

not independentof the tissue absorbance for polychromatic light. If, however, the

tissue absorbance A;(A) is assumedto be constant, although not necessarily the same

constant over the wavelength ranges A7 to Az and A3 to A4, equations 8.11 and 8.12

for the N channel become

do

n= Rfy. Avy. exp(-AfajA)) . fd . | Pin(A) . Rn(A) . Apo(A) da

a (8.15)

d2

N= Rjy. Avy . exp(-AfAyA)) . | Pin(A) . Rn{A) da

A (8.16)

and similarly equations 8.13 and8.14 for the D channel become

As

d= Rfp. Avg. exp(-Af{Ag>Ay)) . AD. | Pip(A) . Rp(A) . Apo(A) da
As (8.17)

vi

D= Rfp. Avp. exp(-AfA3Aa)). | Pip(A) . Rp(A) da

As (8.18)
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It can be seen that if each pulsatile componentis divided by the corresponding steady

state component, both the tissue terms A,(A) and the transimpedance gains Rfy and

Rfp cancel, hence

d2

Ko. | Pin(A) . RNA) . Apo(A) dA

A

N= By Ao

| Pin(A) . Ry(A) da

dy (8.19)

and
ae

Kd. | Pip(A) . Rp(A) . Apo(A) da

Ag

| Pip(A) . Rp(A) da
Aa (8.20)

where Ky and Kp are gain constants defined by the ratio of the a.c. voltage gain to the

d.c. voltage gain for the N channel (Av,/Avy) and D channel (Avg/Avp) respectively.

Thusthe ratio R for a polychromatic optical fibre pulse oximeter system is given by

Aa al

| P(A) . Rn(A) a|
A

 

do

| Pin(A) . RNA) . Apo(A) a :

A

 

— nIN _ Kn
diID Kp’ Ma A4 -1

| Pip(A) . Rp(A) . Apo(A) a] : { Pip(A) . Rp(A) a
13 da (8.21)

 

It can be seen that the term /(t) in the pulsatile expressions cancels. Furthermore,if

the a.c. and d.c. voltage gains are equal for the N and D channels,as is the case for

the distimulus andtristimulus optical fibre systems, Ky/Kp is unity and R simplifies

as shownin equation 8.22.

-1

 

A2

| Pin(A) . Rn(A) dA

A

 

d2

| Pin(A) . Rn(A) . Apo(A) o| :

A

 

_ (nIN) _
~ (dID)
 

1Ag

‘ | Pip(A) . RofA) a

A3

   

Aa

| Pip(A) . Rp(A) . Apo(A) da
As (8.22)
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Equation 8.22 showsthat the ratio R can be evaluated with knowledge of the incident

spectra P(A) and Pjp(A), the photodetector responsivities Ry(A) and Rp(A), and the

blood absorbance Apo(A). It can be seen from equations 8.4 and 8.5 that Apo(A) is

dependent upon the extinction coefficients £&,(A), and the relative concentrations of

the haemoglobin derivatives (c;), and also the reference thickness of the blood layer

do. Howeverdp is the same thicknessat all measurement wavelengths andsinceit is a

constant, cancels in the ratio R.

The broadband theoretical model can be used in the same mannerto evaluate R; and

R>2 for the tristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter, whereby R7 = (x/X)/(z/Z) and R2 =

(y/¥)/(a7Z), as defined in section 5.4. Since this system uses white light, the

integration limits are specified according to the spectral widths of the photodetectors.
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8.3 Distimulus System Modelling

The modelling procedure was performed using a spreadsheet with the spectral power

distributions of the light sources, the photodetector responsivities and the

haemoglobin extinction data tabulated at 10 nm intervals. The integrals were

evaluated numerically according to Simpson's rule

8.3.1 LED and White Light System Calibration Curves

The calibration curve for the distimulus prototype pulse oximeter, employing

FFT2000BHR and LT9583-81-940 LED sources, was determined from equation 8.22

and is shownin figure 8.2. This is compared with the calibration curve derived using

the monochromatic model (equation 4.10) with 660 nm and 940 nm sources.
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of the LED system theoretical calibration curves
for monochromatic and broadband models

From figure 8.2 it can be seen that the monochromatic model yields a good

approximation of the broadband calibration curve. This can be attributed to the fact

that in the regions of 660 nm and 940 nm the haemoglobin extinction curves are
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relatively flat over the bandwidth of the LEDs,and therefore the ratio of the pulsatile

intensities is approximately the sameas at the monochromatic wavelengths.

The theoretical calibration curve for a white light system employing Hamamatsu

G1735 and S2506-01 photodetectors is shown in figure 8.3. It can be seen that the

calibration curves for both systems are similar except that the white light curve is

© 660nm/940nm LEDs

© White light source

displaced relative to that of the LED system.
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Ratio R

Figure 8.3 Comparisonof the broadband theoretical calibration curves
for the LED system and a white light system

8.3.2 The Effects of Tissue Pigmentation on Calibration Accuracy

In section 8.2 it was shown that for a broadband pulse oximeter system,the tissue

absorbance A;(A) cannot be eliminated from the measurementin strict mathematical

terms. However,if the tissue absorbanceis considered to be constant within the limits

of the measurement wavelengths for each photodetector, the tissue terms can be

removed from the integrals and cancelled through division of the a.c. by the d.c.

componentof the photoplethysmographicsignal.
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Publications describing the effects of skin pigmentation on pulse oximetry accuracy

are relatively inconclusive, with some reporting erroneously high readings by 3 % - 5

% for black subjects, and others finding no significantbias attributable to skin colour.

The extent to which the skin pigmentation affects pulse oximetry can be investigated

theoretically by measuring the tissue absorbance (or transmission) for various skin

colours, and then calculating the calibration curve with the tissue term included in the

equation for R, thus

  

A2 -1

| PinA) . Rn(A) a|

A A

Aa

| Pin(A) . Ry(A) . exp(-AfA)) . Apo(A) da | :

 

  

As

| Pip(A) . RpfA) . exp(-Ai(A)) . Apo(A) a.

As -1

| Pip(A) . Rp(A) a

43 43

(8.23)

An Anritsu optical spectrum analyser (MVO2 series) was used to measure the

transmission spectra through the fingers of subjects with a range of skin

pigmentations. The spectral transmission curves are showninfigure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4 Transmission spectra through the fingers of subjects of differing ethnic origins
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For each curve it can be seen that less than 2 % of the incident light is transmitted

through the tissue at all wavelengths between 600 nm and 1100 nm. The steep

variation in the spectral transmissions between 600 nm and 700 nm can be attributed

to the absorbance of the non pulsatile blood. It can be seen also that there is a steep

variation in the spectral transmission curves between 900 nm and 1100 nm.

Unfortunately both these regions, where the tissue absorbance is not constant, are

commonly employed in pulse oximetry. It is also evident that there are distinct

differencesin the spectral transmission curvesfor tissue from different ethnic groups,

the mostnoticeable disparities being between Caucasian or Bengali, and Negroid skin

types.

Equation 8.23 was usedin conjunction with the transmission curves in figure 8.4 to

evaluate the effect of tissue absorbance on the accuracy of the LED system. The

calibration curves for Caucasian and Negroid skin types are shownin figure 8.5, and

these are compared with the curve obtained assuming the tissue absorbanceis

constant, as derived using equation 8.22.

 

   
   

 

g 100

sf 90 @ Constant tissue absorbance

Se an O Caucasian tissue
oo

4 Negroid tissue  
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Ratio R

Figure 8.5 LEDsystem theoretical calibration curves for: constant tissue absorbance (over LED
bandwidths), Caucasian tissue absorbance, and Negroid tissue absorbance.
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It can be seen from figure 8.5 that the tissue absorbance causesonly a slight change to

the pulse oximetercalibration curve below approximately 80 % SaO2 compared with

that obtained assuming the tissue absorbance to be constant over the LED

bandwidths. Howeverthe difference in the calibration curves for Caucasian and

Negroid skin types is extremely small. It can be concluded, therefore, that the

accuracy of an LED based pulse oximeteris unlikely to be unduly affected by the

tissue absorbance. Furthermore, if the empirical calibration is performed using

subjects from a representative cross section of the various ethnic groups,the resultant

curve will minimize the errors due to differing tissue absorbances. Pulse oximeter

manufacturers do not publish details of the ethnic mix of subjects used for calibration

purposes for reasons of commercial secrecy.
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Figure 8.6 Whitelight system theoretical calibration curves for: constanttissue absorbance (over
photodetector bandwidths), Caucasian tissue absorbance, and Negroid tissue absorbance.

The calculations were repeated for the white light distimulus system using

Hamamatsu G1735 and $2506-01 photodetectors. The resultant curves for Caucasian

and Negroid skin types, andfor constant tissue absorbance are showninfigure8.6.It

can be seen that for this system, the difference in the calibration curves, when the

tissue term is included and excluded,is significantly greater than for the LEDs. Also,
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below 65 % SaQz2, the broader bandwidth of the white light source compared with

LEDsresults in slightly increased separation of the curves for Caucasian and Negroid

skin types. However,at clinically significant SaO> levels, the difference between the

curvesis small, and hencein practice the effect on accuracyis likely to be negligible.

8.3.3 The Effect of Dyshaemoglobins on Pulse Oximeter Accuracy

The limitations of conventional pulse oximeters when dyshaemoglobins such as

carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) and methaemoglobin (MetHb)arepresentin the blood,

have previously been discussed in chapter 1. Current publications, based upon

experimental and clinical observations have found that during

carboxyhaemoglobinaemia, pulse oximeter readings (SpOz) can seriously

overestimate the fractional oxygen saturation (FSaO2) (Barker SJeee Vegfors Mvar

Mendelson y8?)., Similar observations are reported for methaemoglobinaemia, and

it has further been notedthatat high levels of MetHb (60 % - 70 %), pulse oximeter

readings remain virtually constant in the range 75 % - 85 % SpOno, regardless of

1989changes in the concentrations of HbOz and RHb (Barker SJ al Rieder HU

Ralston Act).

Dueto a lack of standardization of terms and definitions in pulse oximetry, thereis

evidence of confusionin publications when haemoglobin derivatives other than HbO>

and RHbare considered. In order to explain the nature of the degradation in pulse

oximeter accuracy, due to high levels of COHb and MetHb,it is useful to review the

relevant definitions from section 1.8.1. There are two definitions commonly used to

quantify the oxyhaemoglobinlevels in the blood, namely functional saturation (SaO)

and fractional saturation (FSaO2). Functional saturation is defined as:

cHbO,$002 =—ee?

=

CHO) + cCRHb (8.24)

or alternatively CHBjot - CHbays (8.25)
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where cHbO? and cRHbare the concentrations of HbO2 and RHb, cHbays is the

concentration of the dyshaemoglobins (COHb and MetHb), and cHbtotis the total

haemoglobin concentration.

It can be seen from equations 8.24 and 8.25 that SaO>2 refers to that part of the

haemoglobin concentration in the blood that can combinereversibly with oxygen, and

is thus functionalin the transport of oxygen. It excludes the dyshaemoglobins which

are either permanently or temporarily unable to bind oxygen.

Fractional saturation is defined as:

HbOFSa0, ==
‘ CHDtot (8.26)

FSaO> =EIT
or alternatively cHbO, + cRHb + cCOHb + cMetHb (8.27)

It can be seen that the fractional saturation is a measure of the concentration of HbO,,

as a part of the total haemoglobin concentration in the blood, including

dyshaemoglobins. The clinician requires the fractional saturation, since a high

functional saturation can be both misleading and can masklife threatening situations,

such as high concentrations of COHb or MetHbin the blood.

Distimulus pulse oximeters can distinguish only between two haemoglobin

derivatives (HbO2 and RHb), and are calibrated assuming that the concentrations of

COHband MetHbare negligible. Under these circumstances the values of SaO2 and

FSaO2 are the same, and therefore it is inconsequential which parameter is chosen

when calibrating the pulse oximeter. Generally, pulse oximeters are described as

measuring functional saturation (SaO2), although it can be deduced from equation

8.22 that this is only true so long as the dyshaemoglobin concentrations remain

negligible. It is thus apparentthat in order to be sure that the pulse oximeter readings
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(SpO2) are a good estimation of the true SaQz,it is necessary to first ascertain the

levels of COHb and MetHb. This can be achieved using a CO-oximeter such as the

Radiometer OSM3 Hemoximeter.

Using the broadband modelit was possible to investigate theoretically the extent to

which pulse oximeter readings are affected by elevated levels of COHb and MetHb

by comparing the calculated SpO2 against the percentage FSaO2. This necessitated

evaluating the ratio R for constant levels of COHb and MetHb from 0 % and 50 %,

and then substituting the value of R into the pulse oximeter calibration equation to

yield the SpO>. The theoretical calibration curve for the LED system (figure 8.1) is

described by the equation

SpO2 = 3.3054R° - 40.463R + 109.75 (8.28)

Figure 8.7 showsthe resultant SpO2 readings for increasing levels of COHbplotted

against the percentage FSaO2 (MetHb = 0 %). It can be seen that at O % COHb,the

SpO2 readings are identical to the Seiventaee FSaO2, which is in turn equal to the

percentage SaO2 since only HbO2 and RHbarepresent in the blood. However,as the

level of COHbis increased the pulse oximeter readings overestimate the percentage

FSaO2 giving a false indication of the HbO? levels. The extent of the overestimation

is such that at 50 % HbO>2 and 50 % COHb,the SpO>readingis still over 90 %.

It is interesting to note from figure 8.7, that as the FSaO2 falls the curves converge,

and therefore the absolute error in the SpO2 reading is reduced. This is dueto the fact

that RHbhasa significantly higher extinction coefficient at 660 nm than HbO) and

COHb.Asa result, the absorbance of RHb dominates over the absorbances ofboth

HbO?2 and COHbatlower saturations.

Figure 8.8 showsthe SpO2 readings for increasing levels of MetHbplotted againstthe

percentage FSaO2 (COHb = 0%). It can be seen that as for COHb,the pulse oximeter
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Figure 8.7 Theoretical pulse oximeter readings (SpO2) againstthe fractional oxygensaturationlevel
(FSaO2) for blood containing HbO2/RHb/COHb (MetHb = 0%).
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Figure 8.8 Theoretical pulse oximeter readings (SpO2) against the fractional oxygensaturation
level (FSaO2) for blood containing HbO2/RHb/Met (COHb = 0%).
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readings overestimate the percentage FSaOzas the concentration of MetHb is

increased. However, unlike COHb, the curves for MetHb are divergent with

decreasing FSaOp.

From the change in gradient of the curves, it is evident that the pulse oximeter

sensitivity to HbO2 and RHbis reduced in proportion to the level of MetHb. It can

also be seen that as the MetHb concentration increases towards 100 %,the indicated

pulse oximeter reading tends towards a constant value of about 75 % SpO>. The

system respondsin this manner because for MetHb, the mean values of the extinction

coefficients over the LED bandwidths at 660 nm and 940 nm are approximately

equal, and therefore if the concentration of MetHbis sufficiently high, the pulse

oximeter measures a red to infrared absorption ratio close to 1:1. For most pulse

oximeters this value of R corresponds to an SpO? in the range 75 % - 85 %.

It has thus been shownthat both COHb and MetHbadversely affect pulse oximeter

measurements by causing the instrumentto overestimate the true levels of HbO2in

the blood. The theoretical results presented in this section have substantiated the

reported behaviour of pulse oximeters from experimental and clinical observations, as

previously discussedin section 1.8.1.
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8.4 Tristimulus System Modelling

The monochromatic theoretical calibration curves for the tristimulus pulse oximeter

system were presented in section 5.4.1 However, it was shownin section 8.3.1 that

the difference between the theoretical curves obtained using the broadband modelis

greater for a white light system than for an LED system, and hence the broadband

model can be employed to predictthe tristimulus calibration with improved accuracy.

The ratios R; and R2for the tristimulus system are given by

Aa -1

| Pix(A) . Rx(A) a

 

A2

| Pix{A) . Rx(A) . Apo(A) a| ;

 

 

     

 

Ri = (x/X) _| War A

(d/Z) As As “1

| PAA). RAA) . ApolA) a} | PA). RAA) a|

As As (8.29)

and

de da “1

| PifA) . RXA) . Apo(A) dA |. | PA) . RXA) a|

Ree Q/Y) _| _\as As
(w/Z) Ae As “1

| PAA). RAA) . Apo(A) dA}. | Piz(A) . RA) a|

As As (8.30)

   

where the integration limits (A ;—Az2), (A3-A4) and (A5~A6) define the spectral

bandwidths of the photodetectors for channels X, Y and Z respectively.

The values of R7 and R2 were calculated for levels of COHb between 0 % and 50 %,

and the resultant curvesare plotted with percentage HbO2 against R; and R2 in figure

8.8. By comparison with the monochromatic theoretical curves in figure 5.5 it can be

seen that the sensitivity of the broadband system to both HbO2 and COHbis reduced.

The values of the sensitivity parameters for the monochromatic and broadband

systems are summarizedin table 8.1. Also shown are the experimental values of the
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Figure 8.8 Broadband theoretical calibration curves for (a) R7; (b) R2
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sensitivity parameters for haemolysed blood. It can be seen that these show good

agreement with the broadbandtheoretical model.

ee AR7/A%HbO2 AR1/A%COHb AR2/A%HbO2 AR2/A%COHb

(%EHbO2). COU)" (%EHbO>)" %COHby"

Monochromatic 33 x 10 35x10 32x10

   

   

   

   

3 3

3 3 -3 322 x10 22 x10
Experimentssxio’ aixio’ 24x10? a6x10°

Table 8.1 Comparisonofthe sensitivity parameters for the theoretical monochromatic and
broadbandtristimulus pulse oximeter systems (50 % -100 % HbO2 and 0 % - 50 %
COHb),and the experimental system (50% -100% HbO? and 1.0% -25.4% COHb )
with haemolysed blood.
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8.5 Conclusions

In a simple theoretical analysis of pulse oximetry the light sources are considered to

be monochromatic. It has been shown(section 4.4.2) that in making this assumptionit

is possible to derive a parameter R, the value of which is dependent only upon the

relative concentrations of the haemoglobin derivativesin the pulsatile arterial blood.

In a practical system however, the light sources, whether LEDsor white light, exhibit

broad band emissions. Hence, in order to predict the modulation response with

improved accuracy, and to evaluate whether the use of a broad bandsourceaffects the

measurement accuracy of a pulse oximeter, it is necessary to employ a broadband

mathematical model. In this chapter, a broadband model has been developed which

describes the theoretical basis of the distimulus andtristimulus optical fibre systems,

andis also applicable to conventional pulse oximeters. It was found for a broadband

system that the ratio R is dependent upon the absorbance of the pulsatile blood and

independentof the tissue absorbance, only if the tissue absorbance is assumed to be

constant over the bandwidths of the LEDs or photodetectors (according to the

configuration of the system).

The broadband model wasusedto calculate the calibration curves for the distimulus

LEDsystem andalso for a white light system using identical photodetectors. It was

found that the curve for the LED system is very similar to that calculated using the

simple monochromatic design model. This is considered to be due tothe relatively

constant values of the extinction coefficients for HbO2 and RHb overthe ‘spectral

bandwidths of the 660 nm and 940 nm LEDs.Thetheoretical calibration curve for the

white light system was foundto be of similar shape, but displaced relative to that of

‘

the LED system.

The potential effect of the tissue absorbance on the measurementaccuracy of pulse

oximeters was investigated for the LED and white light systems. Optical transmission
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spectra were obtained for the fingers of subjects with a diverse range of skin

pigmentations. It was found that the transmitted light powerin all cases was less than

2 % of the incident power. The shape of the spectral powerdistributions indicated that

the absorbance of the tissue bed is not particularly constant over the range of

wavelengths commonly used for pulse oximetry. Furthermore, there were noticeable

differences in the spectra for certain skin types, most notably between Caucasian or

Bengali compared with Negroid.

The broadband model was modified to include the tissue absorbance term, and the

LED and white light system calibration curves were recalculated for Caucasian and

Negroid skin types. It was found that for the LED system, there were only slight

differences between the calibration curves obtained for constant and variable tissue

absorbances, and the differences for Caucasian and Negroid skin types were

negligible. For the white light system, there wasa significant difference between the

calibration curves for constant and variable tissue absorbances, butthe differences for

Caucasian and Negroid skin types were again small, particularly for higher levels of

SaO2. It is probable that errors due to differences in tissue absorbance could be

minimized by selecting subjects from a comprehensive range of ethnic origins for the

purposeofcalibration.

The effect of abnormal levels of dyshaemoglobins in the blood on pulse oximeter

measurements was investigated for a distimulus LED system. The broadband model

was used to predict the pulse oximeter calibration readings for levels of COHb and

MetHbbetween 0 % and 50 %. These were plotted against the fractional saturation

values, thereby comparing the actual percentage HbO?with the level perceived by the

pulse oximeter. It was found that in the presence of elevated levels of both COHb or

MetHb,the pulse oximeter readings grossly overestimated the true level of HbO3.
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For elevated levels of COHb,the pulse oximeter readings converged towards the 0%

COHbcurveasthe fractional saturation was reduced. Conversely, for MetHb the

readings diverged. Furthermore, as the level of MetHb approached 100 %,the pulse

oximeter readings tended towards a constant value of 75 % SpOp. The theoretical

results are in broad agreement with reported clinical observations, and highlight the

need for cautiousinterpretation of the SaO2 estimations provided by distimulus pulse

oximeters.

The broadband model was also usedto calculate calibration curves for the tristimulus

pulse oximeter for levels of COHb between 0 % and 50 %. These were compared

with the curves obtained using the monochromatic model and also with the

experimental curves for haemolysed blood. It was found that the modulation ranges of

Rj} and R2 were reduced for the broadband theoretical system compared with the

monochromatic system. This resulted in a reduction in the sensitivity of R7 to HbO2

by 5 % and to COHbby 24 %,and a reduction in the sensitivity of Ro to HbO2 by 37

% and to COHb by 31 %. The calculated sensitivities of R7 and Ro to HbO2 and

COHbshowedclose agreementwith the experimental results.
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9.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of clinical trials for the prototype opticalfibre pulse

oximeter which were undertaken in the Magnetic Resonance Research Centre

(MRRC)at the University of Liverpool. The trials were performed over a period of

several months during which time the operational performance of the pulse oximeter

was reviewedat regular intervals. Where appropriate, minor modifications were made

to the system, howeverthe primary objective was to acquire detailed information with

a view to identifying areas where future improvements could be made.

Initial tests were performedpriorto the addition of a data logging facility, in order to

identify defects in the hardware and software. Data logging subsequently enabled the

system operation to be examinedin greaterdetail, for up to 50 minutes continuously.

Samples were stored at 5 secondintervals. The logged parameters were pulse rate,

sampletime(relative to the first sample), and the following:

n - the amplitude of the red LED pulsatile signal;

d - the amplitude of the infrared LED pulsatile signal;

N - the amplitude of the red LEDsteady state signal;

D - the amplitude ofthe infrared LED steadystate signal;

NID - the ratio of the red and infrared steadystate signals;

R - the ratio (n/N)/(d/D);

SpO2- the estimated oxygensaturation derived from the calibration curve relating R

and SpO2.

The results of the trials and modifications made to the system are detailed in three

sections. These are presented according to the period oftesting.
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9.2 Monitoring Arrangementfor the Prototype Pulse Oximeter

The prototype optical fibre pulse oximeter was installed at the University of

Liverpool MRRCas shown schematically in figure 9.1. The optoelectronics unit and

portable computer were situated in an equipment room adjacent to the MR control

console, and the optical fibres were routed throughthe shield into the scan room via a

radio frequency (RF) port. From the RF port the fibres were protected in plastic

conduit andlaid in underfloor ducting. The conduit emerged from the ducting close

to the front of the scanner whereit was fixed in position approximately 1 m above

floor level. This left approximately 3 m of fibres which were free to move in and out

of the bore of the magnet according to the position of the patient.

; Radio frequencyshield
Prototype pulse oximeter
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Figure 9.1 Schematic layoutof the prototype pulse oximeter system
at the University of Liverpool MRRC (plan view).
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9.3 Test Results - Phase 1

Initially, the prototype system did notfacilitate data logging, and therefore thefirst

phase of testing was solely aimed at identifying defects or problems with the

instrumentation and software. The duration of the test period was approximately one

month. A numberofirregularities were reported by the radiographers, and these were

rectified as detailed below.

Intermittent failure of the LED intensity adjustment.

This was found to be due to the incorrect use of a polarised capacitor for the

oscillator in the LED control circuit.

Occurrence of steady readings in the range 85 % - 95 % SpO2for healthy patients.

This problem was the result of ambient light entering the receive fibre at the

finger probe and being transmitted to the receiver. It was solved by the use of

Velcro padding inside the probe which eliminated stray light by cushioning the

finger, and also by selecting a finger which best fitted the probe, as opposed to

routinely employing the index finger.

Difficulty in obtaining an adequate pulse signal from patients with poor perfusion.

To overcome this restriction it was necessary to increase the signal levels by

raising the values of the photodiode amplifier feedback resistors. However, to

avoid the d.c. signals becoming saturated (>5 V), it was also necessary to reduce

the gains of the d.c. amplifiers by a proportionate amount. In practice, the

feedback resistors were approximately doubled in value to 1.8 MQ for the D

channel and 3.3 MQ for the N channel, and the gains of the d.c. amplifiers were

halved to 15.9 (section 4.5.4). This modification was equivalent to assuming a

changein thesignalpulsatility (ratio of a.c. and d.c. amplitudes) from 2 % to 1 %.

At the end ofthetrial period the optical fibres were recovered from the MRRC and

examined for damage. It was discovered that careless use had resulted in a cut in the

protective sheath approximately 0.5 m from the probe with subsequent damage to the
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enclosed fibre bundle. It was evident therefore, that in order to withstand routine

clinical use the fibres would require further protection from mechanical damage along

the section between the probe andtheplastic conduit.

In modifying the assembly it was importantto retain as far as possible the features of

flexibility and light weight. For two reasons, it was considered advantageous to make

the probe section detachable from the rest of the assembly. Firstly, this enabled the

rectification of future damage by the removal and repair (or replacement) of the probe

assembly alone. Secondly,it facilitated the connection ofalternative probe designs to

the system. The drawback was the additional optical attenuation losses incurred

(typically 3 dB per connector). To compensate for this, the photodiode amplifier

feedbackresistors were increased from 1.8 MQ to 10 MQ for the D channel, and 3.3

MQ to 22 MQ for the N channel.

The configuration of the detachable probe assembly is shownin figure 9.2. Light

weight flexible PVC tubing was used to protect the optical fibres, leaving

approximately 10 cm free to allow access to the probe. The SMA terminations

facilitated connection via couplers to the main assembly.

   PVC tubing   
Optical fibres

Rubbersleeving \

Finger probe NS

SMA connectorsTres

Figure 9.2 Detachable finger probe assembly
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9.4 Test Results - Phase 2

In the second phaseoftesting the modified prototype pulse oximeter was used to log

data during the course of routine MR scans, over a period of approximately two

months. The logged parameters were n, d, N, D, N/D, R, SpO2, pulse rate and time,

each of which wasstored every 5 secondsfor up to 50 minutes.

The recorded data were processed graphically by plotting one or more of the logged

parameters against time. Four graphs were produced for each set of data and these

provided detailed information by whichto assess the operational performanceof the

prototype system. The significance of each of the graphs is discussed below andin the

following section typical examples of the logged data are presented.

Graph(a) - This is a plot of the measured oxygen saturation (SpO2) againsttime.

The percentage SpO2 is the parameter displayed by the pulse oximeterto indicate

the level of blood oxygenation. Since the actual oxygen saturation (SaO2) cannot

exceed 100 %, most pulse oximeters (including the optical fibre system) display a

maximum SpO2 of 99 %,evenif the calculated value is higher. The logged SpO2

values however, were not limited in this way, and therefore excursions above 100

J are shownonthe graph.

Graph(b) - This graph showsthe recorded pulse rate in beats per minute (bpm)

against time. The logged values were identical to those displayed.

Graph(c) - In this graph two parameters, R and N/D,are plotted against time. R

is calculated from the ratio (m/N)/(d/D), and is related to SpO2 bythe calibration

equation. The trend in R should therefore follow that of SpO2, although the

parametersare inversely related suchthat a rise in R correspondsto a fall in SpO2,

and vice versa. The ratio of the d.c. signals N/D is significant because the N

channel LEDcontrol circuitry operates to maintain the condition N = D. Thusif

the circuit is operating correctly this ratio should be close to unity.
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Graph (d) - This graph shows the amplitude of the pulsatile signals n and d, and

also the d.c. signals N and D,plotted against time. The amplitudesare indicated in

digital units where 2048 = 5 V. From thedata it is possible to assess the quality of

the received plethysmographic signals, and whether the dynamic range of the

system is sufficient to optimize the signallevels.

Ideally, the peak amplitude of the infrared signal (d) should be in the range 3.0 V

- 4.0 V. This range ensures optimum signal to noise performance withoutrisk of

the waveform being clipped as a result of the diode limiter network (section

4.5.3). However, to allow for cyclic variations in the pulse amplitude, the D

channel LED circuit was designed to maintain the condition 1.2 V<d<3.9 V

(section 4.8.1). Typically, the amplitude of the negative (diastolic) portion of the

pulsatile waveform is half that of the positive (systolic) portion. If this is assumed

to be the case, then the range of digital values expected for d are 750 - 2400 (1.8

V - 5.9 V) The amplitude of the infrared signal (d) should remain larger than the

red signal (7), so long as N= D, and SpO2 > 80 % (section 7.2.2)

The amplitude of steady state infrared signal (D) is variable according to the

source intensity and also the optical density of the measurement site The source

intensity is controlled by the amplitude of the pulsatile signal (d), as described

above. The optical density of the measurement site depends upon the thickness,

and pigmentation of the finger inserted in the probe. Both source intensity and

finger thickness can cause a substantial variation in D, henceit is important to

ensure that the signal voltages do not become clipped by the diode limiter

network. The range of values expected for D, therefore, is approximately 400 -

1650 (1.0 V - 4.0 V). The values for N should be approximately equal to those for

D, providing the N channel LEDcircuitry is functioning correctly.
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9.4.1 Subject PC

The logging period for the data shownin this example wasrelatively short and

therefore the data points are clearly distinguishable. The plots are shownin figure 9.3

(a) - (d). Graph (a) shows that the calculated saturation remained stable at

approximately 100 % SpO2, although the displayed values were limited to 99 % as

previously discussed. It can be seen from graph (b) that the pulse rate varied between

70 - 90 bpm.

In graph (b), at approximately 51/2 minutes, there is a sudden fall in the pulse rate

from approximately 85 bpm to 65 bpm,and this coincides with a discontinuity in the

values for N/D, and alsoa decline in R. The most probable cause of these

perturbations is motion artefact. Nevertheless, it can be seen from graph (a) that the

error in the SpO2 readingsis relatively insignificant. Furthermore the SpO2 and pulse

readings soonstabilize at values equal to those priorto the disturbance.

From graph (d) it can be seen that the pulsatile amplitude of d is larger than thatof n,

as anticipated for an SpO2 > 80 %.It is interesting to note that although there are

substantial variations in d and nfrom pulse to pulse, the relative amplitudes remain

virtually constant, and this should be the case until there is a change in SaO2. During

the course of logging the pulsatile amplitudes exhibited a steady rise, indicating either

an increase in blood perfusion,orin the transmitted light intensity. The d.c. signals, N

and D, remained relatively steady and the LED control circuit successfully

maintained the condition N = D.
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Figure 9.3 Data logged for subject PC during a routine MR scan:
(a) Oxygensaturation; (b) Pulse rate
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9.4.2 Subject CD

Plots of the logged data for subject CD are showninfigure 9.4 (a) - (d). From graph

(a) it can be seen thatthe saturation exhibits a gradual decrease from approximately

99 % - 97 % SpO2z , whilst the pulse rate, shown in graph (b), remains almost constant

at 60 bpm.In graph (c) the change in the saturation is visible as a gradualrise in the

value of R. The ratio N/D remainsclose to unity throughout.

In graph (d) the amplitudesof the pulsatile and steady state components are plotted.

The rangeof values for n and d are similar to those shownin figure 9.3 (d) for subject

PC.It can be seen that the average value of N and D is approximately 500 (1.2 V),

however there are small deviations about the mean. The effectiveness of the N

channel LEDcircuit in tracking the changes in D can be examinedbyplotting N and

D on an expanded scale, as shownin figure 9.5 (a). In this graph the amplitude is

shownin volts. It can be seen that the value of D varies by approximately +0.15 V

about the mean (1.2V), but the changes take place over a period of minutes, hence

they are relatively slow compared with the frequency of the pulsatile signals. The

reason for these fluctuations in the d.c. signals is not known. Nevertheless, it can be

seen that D is tracked closely by N,indicating that the transient response of the N

channel LED control circuit is satisfactory.

The ratio N/D is shown on an expandedscale in figure 9.5 (b). The mean value is

approximately 1.01, an error of 1 % from the desired value of unity. The variation in

the values of N/D is approximately 5 %, whereasthe variation in the values of N and

D in figure 9.5 (a) is approximately 25 %. Thelargest deviations in N/D occur where

there is a sudden change in D,from

a

rising value to a falling value, or vice versa.
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9.4.3 Subject RM

The data for subject RM is plotted in figure 9.6 (a) - (d). For approximately 30

minutes the SpQ>2 and pulse rate exhibit similar characteristics to the previous

examples, although the amplitudes of the pulsatile signals in graph (d) are lower. The

peak to peak amplitudeofthe d signal varies from approximately 1000 - 750 (2.4 V -

1.8 V), at which level the d channel circuit would have operated to increase the

transmitted light intensity, if this were possible. The fact that there is no discernible

rise in the signal levels during this time indicates that the infrared LED had already

reached its maximum output. Thusalthough the system was functioningsatisfactorily,

the dynamic range of the source intensity adjustment was insufficient to obtain

optimum signallevels.

Immediately following the aboveperiod, there is a substantial discontinuity in all the

graphs, after which the saturation and pulse rate return to values similar to those

previously recorded. On the other hand it can be seen from graph (d) that the pulsatile

andsteady state signal components settle at new levels. In the case of the pulsatile

components nandd, these are approximately twice the previous values, and in the

case of the steady state components N andD, they are half the previous values. It can

thus be deducedthat the transition in the signals was probably due to movementof

the subject's finger, and this resulted in improved optical alignmentwith the arterial

blood supply in the finger

After a further 15 minutes there is a gradual fall in the amplitude of the pulsatile

signals. Nevertheless, the data does not exhibit significant discontinuities over this

period, and it is probable therefore that the decrease in amplitude was due to a

reduction in the arterial blood perfusion. As a result of the higher amplitudes ofthe

pulsatile signals following the discontinuity,it is noticeable that there is reduced

scatter in the values plotted for R and SpO2,and also forthe pulse rate.
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9.4.4 Subject AM

In figure 9.7 (a) - (d) the data is plotted for subject AM.It can be seen that the

saturation starts at a level of approximately 98 %, but decreases over the first 5

minutes to stabilize at around 95 %. This is evident as a changein the ratio R from

approximately 0.6 - 0.7. The pulserate is relatively stable, with slight variations over

the range 70 - 80 bpm.

The ratio N/D remains close to 1.0 throughout, and exhibits no evidence of

disturbances due to sudden changes in the received light intensity. There is,

nevertheless, a gradual variation in the parameter D, butthis is tracked successfully

by the N channel control circuit to maintain the condition N = D. Thepulsatile

components show a gradualfall in amplitude during the logging period, but both the

pulsatile and steady state signals remain within the expected range of values.
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Figure 9.7 Data logged for subject AM during a routine MR scan:
(a) Oxygensaturation; (b) Pulse rate
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Figure 9.7 Data logged for subject AM during a routine MR scan:
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9.5 Test Results - Phase 3

After continuous use over a period of two months, the performance of the prototype

pulse oximeter was found to deteriorate significantly, and it became necessary to

increase the gains of the photodiode amplifiers to obtain satisfactory pulsatile signals.

The D channel resistor was increased from 10 MQ to 68 MQ, andthat of the N

channel from 22 MQ to 100 MQ. Dueto the fact that the increase in the feedback

resistors was large, the gains of the d.c. signals, N and D, were halved as a temporary

precaution against clipping by the output voltage limiter.

The replacement feedbackresistors were several times higher than the original design

values (5 MQ for the D channel, and 22 MQ for the N channel), and as a result there

is a substantial reduction in the signal to noise ratios (SNRs) compared with the

calculated values (section 4.5.2.3). Furthermore, the combination of lower optical

signal levels and higher gains at the receiver makes the system more susceptible to

stray light, and this also reduces the SNR. The overall consequenceof these effects is

a reduction in the accuracy of the SpO2 and pulse rate readings.

The prototype system was foundto be functional following the above modifications,

but the readings were noticeably less consistent. The operational performance was

assessed using the system to monitor healthy subjects during the courseofa series of

MR imaging experiments. Examples of the data obtained are presented in the

following sections.
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9.5.1 Subject DJ030A

The data for subject DJO30Ais plotted in figure 9.8 (a) - (d). From graph (a) it can be

seen that the mean value of the SpO> readingsis relatively constant, however the

points are predominantly above 100 % SpO>2_ and there is increased scatter compared

with the data in section 9.4. It can be seen that some pointsare significantly displaced

from the average trend, and are therefore clearly in error. The mean pulse rate

readings, shown in graph (b), exhibit a gradual increase and decrease between

approximately 70 bpm and 120 bpm overthe duration of the logging period. The

points exhibit a substantial increase in scatter compared with the data in section 9.4.

The pattern of increased scatter is similarly visible for R and N/D in graph (c).

Nevertheless, between approximately 5 and 30 minutes, the mean value of N/D

remains close to unity indicating the electronic LED controlcircuitry was functioning

correctly. It is also noticeable from graph (d) that the values of and d are relatively

stable over this period, although they are low in amplitude. At other times there are

significant excursions in N/D from unity, and these are coincident with both increased

scatter in n and d, and also changesin the levels of N and D. The mean values of N

and D are approximately 250 (0.6 V). This is unacceptably lowand suggests that the

precaution of reducing the d.c. gains was unnecessary.
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Figure 9.8 Data logged for subject DJ030A during an experimental MR scan:
(a) Oxygensaturation; (b) Pulse rate
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Figure 9.8 Data logged for subject DJO30A during an experimental MR scan:
(c) Ratios R and N/D;(d) Pulsatile components » and d,
and steady state components Nand D
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9.5.2 Subject IG250B1

The data for subject IG250B1 is plotted in figure 9.9 (a) - (d). It can be seen from

graph (a) that the SpO2 readings remainrelatively stable, but inaccuracies are evident

since the points are permanently above 100 % SpO2. The pulse rate measurements are

shownin graph (b), and it can be seen that the mean values exhibit a gradual increase

from approximately 80 bpm to 130 bpm. The degree of scatter in the points for both

SpO2 and pulse rate is broadly similar to that observed in the respective graphs for

subject DJO30A.

In graph (c) the values for N/D are shown andit can be seen that these are mostly

scattered over the range 0.9 - 1.1, with a mean value close to unity. In graph (d) the

amplitudes of N and D are plotted, and as in the previous example (DJO30A) these are

too low, at approximately 250 (0.6 V). It can be seen that the amplitudes of the

pulsatile signals, n and d, are randomly scattered over a wide range of values. This

indicates that the system was behaving erratically as a result of inadequate optical

signal levels, and a significantsensitivity to stray light.
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Figure 9.9 Data logged for subject IG250B1 during an experimental MR scan:
(a) Oxygensaturation; (b) Pulse rate
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9.5.3 Optical Fibre Damage Assessment

Atthe endofthe test phase, the condition of the fibre bundle assemblies was assessed

by two methods. The first was to measure the optical power transmitted through the

bundle using a white light source, and the second was to assess, visually, the

percentage of fibres transmitting light using a ‘Priorspec’ optical fibre inspection

microscope. The results are presented in table 9.1. The labelling of the transmission

and receive fibres is arbitrary.

Fibres Functioning

- Receive fibre -3.5dBm 55 % - 65 %

Main - Transmission fibre 8.4 dBm 85 % - 95 %

70 % - 80 %

 

  
         

  
  

        - Receive fibre

Table 9.1 Results of damage assessmentforthe optical fibre bundle assemblies

When the probe assembly was examined, it was discovered that the fibres had

become damaged along the section between the protective PVC tubing and the probe.

Being unprotected,this part of the assembly was the most vulnerable to damage from

excessive bends or strains. When the assembly was repaired, the exposed fibre

bundles were strengthened through the use of spiral cable wrapping. This protected

the fibres against mechanical strains whilst retaining adequate flexibility to enable the

probe to be placed on a finger for measurement purposes.
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9.6 Discussion

Successful operation of the prototype pulse oximeteris illustrated by the graphs for

the second phase oftesting (section 9.4), during which the optical fibres were

undamaged and the received optical signal strengths were satisfactory. Ignoring

discontinuities due to physical movement, it can be seen that the oxygen saturation

readings were consistently within the range of expected values for healthy subjects

(95 % - 100 % SpOz). Hencethis data partially validates the calibration accuracy of

the system at high levels of SaO2. The calibration curve was derived from data

obtained by in vitro calibration experiments (section 7.2).

The dynamic range of the pulse oximeter was limited by the available range in the

LEDintensities, but for most subjects, proved sufficient to obtain adequate signal

levels. Nevertheless, there were occasions when the intensity adjustment was

insufficient to optimize the signal levels, although invariably the system continued to

function satisfactorily. Gradual changes in the LED intensities, such as those brought

about by the control circuitry did not adversely affect the SpO2 or pulse rate

measurements. The light source circuitry was thus found to be successful in

controlling the LEDintensities, both in setting the signal levels within the required

range, and in maintaining the condition N = D.

A comparison of the data recorded during the second and third phases oftesting

highlights a significant degradation in signal quality. A consequence of the reduction

in received optical signal strength was a degradation of signal to noise ratio,

particularly for n and d. In addition, the increase in amplification required to obtain

adequate electronic signal levels increased the susceptibility to stray light which

results in a further degradation of signal to noise ratio. These featuresareillustrated

by increased scatter in n and d values, and in N and D. Compare, for example figure

9.8 (d) with figure 9.4 (d). The increased scatter resulted in increased scatter in N/D
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and R, figure 9.8 (c) compared with 9.4 (c), and similarly in SpO2,figure 9.8 (a)

compared with 9.4 (a).

The fibre bundle transmission measurements revealed fibre breakages in the probe

assembly as the cause of low light levels. It was found that the fibres had become

damaged along the section between the protective PVC tubing and the probe. The

weakness was rectified through the use of spiral cable wrapping to protect against

mechanical stresses. Most of the problems experienced with the prototype oximeter

were caused bythe fragility of the optical fibre bundles, which remain a serious

weakness in the system. Attempts to overcome the problem have been partially

successful in that only the probe assembly needs to be removed for repair or

replacement.
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9.7 Conclusions

The prototype pulse oximeter has been shown to provide reliable, continuous

monitoring of SaO2 and pulse rate for patients in a magnetic resonance scanner. The

trials have been useful in providing detailed operational data for the system whichis

valuable in assessing the requirements for future development, and further

improvements.

The most serious problem with the present system is the relative fragility of the

optical fibres, in normal use. Methods have been devised to increase the robustness of

the fibre assemblies, and repair or replacementhas been simplified through the use of

a separate probesection. It may be viable, through a specialist manufacturer, to obtain

a purpose designed fibre assembly with the requisite strength and flexibility. This

would provide the most satisfactory permanent solution, however there are other

possibilities. The risk of substantial degradation of the fibres can be reduced by

replacing the probe assembly at regular intervals. Alternatively, the system could

incorporate self test facility to check that the optical transmission through the fibres

is within acceptable limits. Hence, whenthe light levels are deemedto be too low,the

assembly can be renewed.

There are several other modifications which could be implemented to improve the

operational performanceof the system. These are detailed below.

e The use of software interrupts enables background sampling ofthe pulsatile signals

to be performed. This would improvethe efficiency of the software by allowing the

program to concentrate solely on processing and display functions. Using interrupt

sampling, a complete pulse waveform is sampled and stored in memory, whilstat

the sametime the data processing is performed on samples from the previous pulse

cycle. Interrupt sampling can improve the accuracy of measurements by enabling

an increased numberof samples to be processed. This technique was implemented
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for the tristimulus system in order to process the samples from three pulsatile

waveforms(section 5.6.3).

e Through the application of digital I/O the LEDintensities could be varied under

software control. A disadvantage with the present system is that any adjustments to

the LED intensities have to be made slowly to avoid disrupting the signals, thereby

causing erroneous readings. The software is not aware of when the intensity

changes are being made. Using software control the display can be blanked whilst

the LEDsare adjusted, thereby decreasing setup times, and eliminating the risk of

displaying incorrectdata.

Digital I/O would also be the mostefficient method for controlling the LEDsif

they were pulsed. Pulsing the LEDs would enable the transmitted light intensities

to be increased, and this would produce a proportional increase in the optical signal

levels. Higher optical signal levels would enable the electronic gains to be reduced,

andthis in turn would lead to an improvementin the signalto noise ratios.

e The maximum LEDintensities sometimes proved insufficient to optimize the

signal levels. This was a consequence of inadequate dynamic range to cope with

the wide variation in tissue absorbencies and signal pulsatilities. The most

satisfactory method of improving the dynamic range of the system is to extend the

range of possible intensities from the optical source, since this does not

compromisesignal to noise performance. For LEDsthis can be achieved through

pulsed operation as previously described.

Even with increased dynamic range in the source,it is probable that this alone

would still be insufficient to optimize the signal levels for all subjects.

Furthermore, it is possible that in some instances, the increase in the optical

intensities required to obtain satisfactory pulsatile signals strengths would cause
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the steady state signals to becomesaturated. An additional refinement, which

would overcomethese problems,is the inclusion of digitally controlled automatic

gains (AGCs). An example of how these modifications could be incorporated into

the prototype pulse oximeter design is shownin figure 9.10.

In this arrangement the required LED intensities are determined by the computer

on the basis of the received signal strengths. The drive currents for the LEDs are

adjusted under software control, via the digital I/O and digital to analogue

converter (DAC). The DAC is multiplexed, alternately switching the red and

infrared sources on and off at a fixed frequency. Control signals at the same

frequency are used to synchronize the sample and hold (S/H) circuits with the

incoming red and infrared modulatedsignals.

The gains of the photodiode current to voltage (I V) converters are controlled via

the digital I/O. This arrangementfacilitates switching between alternative pairs of

feedbackresistors, so enabling selection of the lowest resistor values consistent

with optimization of the pulsatile (a.c.) signal levels. The gains of the d.c. signal

amplifiers are similarly controlled via the digital I/O to achieve the optimum steady

state signal levels. If the gains of the d.c. amplifiers are not equal, then this must be

taken into account whencalculating the ratio R.

Overall, these modifications increase the dynamic range of the system

substantially, and would enable satisfactory signal strengths to be obtained even for

subjects with poor perfusion, or when there has been somepredefined tolerable

degradation of the fibres. Through software control of both the optical source

intensities and amplifier gains, it is possible to optimize signal to noise

performance for each subject. Functionality of the system is also improved since

setup times are minimized,andthere is no risk of displaying erroneousinformation

during the course of adjustments to the source intensities or amplifier gains.
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Chapter 10

10.1 Discussion and Conclusions

The basis of the work presentedin this thesis has been the design and developmentof

two optical fibre based pulse oximeter systems, and an in vitro pulse oximeter

calibration system. The in vitro calibration system was developed primarily to

facilitate the acquisition of calibration data for the optical fibre pulse oximeter

systems, but in addition was used to investigate the response of a commercial pulse

oximeter over the full extent of its calibration range, and for elevated levels of

carboxyhaemoglobin. A broadband mathematical model was developed to verify the

experimental calibration responses of the optical fibre pulse oximeter systems. The

model wasalso used to assess the effects of source bandwidths, skin pigmentation

and dyshaemoglobins on the accuracy of pulse oximeters in general.

In recent years, pulse oximeters have revolutionised patient care through the

provision of continuous,reliable and non invasive monitoring of blood oxygenation

status. Their utility has become routine in intensive care and anaesthesia, and the

variety of applications and clinical settings for pulse oximetry are constantly

expanding. One suchareais that of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which has

becomeestablished as one of the most useful diagnostic tools available to the

clinician, since it is non invasive and can provide exceptionally high quality images

through anysection of the body.

Unfortunately, the strong magnetic fields used by MR scanners are incompatible with

mostvital signs monitors, including conventional pulse oximeters. Ferromagnetic

parts are strongly attracted towards the scanner, and switched gradient and RFfields

can cause erroneousreadings or even patient burns due to heating of the probe wires.

Conversely, RF interference produced by the monitoring devices can often degrade

the quality of the MR images. Consequently, the selection of suitable patients for

MRI generally excludes those who would benefit most from its non-invasive

qualities, such as the critically ill, comatose, and neonates. The clinical demandfor
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MR compatible physiological monitors has prompted some manufacturers to modify

their products to achieve partial compatibility, but in general these modifications only

lessen the problem rather than eliminate it. However, the application of opticalfibre

technology offers a potential solution, since optical fibres are unaffected by the

electromagnetic fields produced by the scanner and do not in themselves cause any

electromagnetic interference. This property was the incentive for the design of an

optical fibre based pulse oximeter for use in MRI environments.

The prototype pulse oximeter was designed to be portable and consisted of an

optoelectronics unit, a portable personal computer anda set of optical fibres with an

integral probe. Oxygensaturation,pulse rate, and pulsatile waveform are displayed on

the computer screen. The system also incorporates a user definable low saturation

alarm, and a data loggingfacility.

A simple mathematical design model, based on the Beer-Lambert law,indicated that

the optimum wavelengths for the discrimination of HbO2 and RHb are 620 nm and

980 nm.In practice, a system utilizing these wavelengths can only be approximated

using a broadband white light source and photodetectors with tailored spectral

responsivities. However, LED sources at 660 nm and 940 nm, similar to the

wavelengths used for commercial pulse oximeters, enabled a practical optical fibre

system to be designed with adequate sensitivity. Compared with a white light source,

the advantages of LED sources are compactsize, low cost, low power consumption,

and independentcontroloverthe output intensity at each measurement wavelength.

In order to enable the optoelectronics unit and portable computerto be situated in the

control room of an MRIinstallation, the source and receive optical fibre bundles were

each 15 m in length. Consequently, the optical fibre system was subject to

significantly higher optical attenuation losses compared with a conventional system.

It was necessary, therefore, to maximise the optical efficiency, and to design a high
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sensitivity, low noise optoelectronic receiver. The calculated SNR for the opticalfibre

system was 37 dB corresponding to a resolution of 1.4 %. This compares favourably

with the standard resolution for commercial pulse oximeters of 1 %.

The prototype pulse oximeter was calibrated for both whole blood and haemolysed

blood from experimental data obtained using the in vitro calibration rig. Over the

range 50 - 100 % SaOp>the sensitivity of the system was found to be 22 x 10° Sa0z'

for whole blood, and 32 x 10° sa0z* for haemolysed blood. Thelatter figure, for

haemolysed blood, is in close agreement with the calculated sensitivity of 30 x 10°

SaOa using the monochromatic and broadbandtheoretical models.

The operational performance of the prototype pulse oximeter was evaluated via

clinical trials at the University of Liverpool MRRC. Thetrials were undertaken over a

period of several months, during which time the system was used to monitor and log

pulse oximeter data for routine MRI patients. Subsequent analysis of the data

provided detailed information concerning the overall operation and status of the

system. It was shownthat for patients undergoing MRI examinations, the prototype

pulse oximeter provides continuous, reliable and safe monitoring of arterial oxygen

saturation and pulse rate, so long as the optical fibre bundles are in good working

order. Theclinicaltrials were also useful in highlighting areas in which the prototype

pulse oximeter could be improved. These are summarized in the suggestions for

further work (section 10.2).

The most fundamental deficiency of the dual wavelength technique employed by

conventional pulse oximeters, and also the prototype system, is the inability to

discriminate more than two haemoglobin derivatives. Pulse oximeters are designed

for the detection of HbOz and RHb haemoglobin derivatives, but they remain

sensitive to other chromophores such as dyshaemoglobins (COHb and MetHb). In

practice, pulse oximeters assume that the concentrations of COHb and MetHb are
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negligible (< 2 %). For healthy, non-smoking individuals this assumption is

reasonable, howeverit is less likely to be true for patients whoare criticallyill,

undergoing anaesthesia and surgery, or persons exposed to toxic fumes suchasfire

victims. Furthermore, tobacco smoking canresult in significantly elevated levels of

COHbin the blood, and this can lead to complications if a smoker's blood is

transfused to critically ill patient (Freeman RY Several of the donor units of

blood obtained bythe authorfor use in calibration experiments were found to contain

COHblevels up to 6 %.

It has been shown byclinical researchers (section 1.8.1), and also by experimental

and theoretical work presented in this thesis (sections 7.4.3 and 8.3.3) that elevated

levels of COHb and MetHbcause pulse oximeters to significantly overestimate the

true level of HbOz in the blood. Ideally, pulse oximeters would be capable of

continuously monitoring the levels of all the haemoglobin derivatives. The objective

of the tristimulus pulse oximeter system was to discriminate three derivatives, namely

HbO2, RHb and COHb.

Currently, determination of the concentrations of more than two haemoglobin species

requires analysis of an in vitro blood sample using a CO-oximeter. These instruments

haemolyze the blood sample and employ an optical pathlength of about 0.1 mm. This

arrangement enables the use of monochromatic light at wavelengths below 600 nm,

where the blood is strongly absorbing. However, in pulse oximetry, the range of

usable wavelengthsis restricted to approximately 600 nm - 1100 nm, and even over

this range, high optical powers are required to achieve adequate light transmission

throughthetissue.

The tristimulus pulse oximeter extended the design principles of the distimulus

system. The use ofoptical fibres, a multiplicity of photodetectors and one or more

sources provided maximumflexibility for the configuration of the optical design. The
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optimum monochromatic wavelengths for the tristimulus system were determined

using a simple mathematical model. In practice, it was necessary to use a white light

source and photodetectors with modified spectral responsivities to approximate the

theoretical design. Alternative sources were considered including LEDsand laser

diodes, but these were either commercially unavailable at the desired wavelengths, or

had insufficient optical power.

Initially, a cuvette version ofthe tristimulus system was developed. This showedthat

the optical design provided discrimination of HbO2, RHb and COHbderivatives in

two and three component haemolysed blood solutions. The signal processing

techniques used for the pulsatile version of the tristimulus system were,in general,

similar to those used for the distimulus system. Hence, for each photodetector channel

a normalised signal was calculated, given by the a.c. signal level divided by the d.c.

level. However, the optimum method for processing the normalised tristimulus

signals, to yield the percentage HbO2, RHb and COHDb,is notself evident. For the

purpose of the design process andcalibration experiments,the system was treated as a

dual distimulus arrangement. This enabled tworatios to be defined, R7 and R2, each

dependent uponthe relative concentrations of HbO2, RHb and COHb,and analogous

to the ratio R for the distimulus system. R7; was defined as (x/ X)/(z/Z)

(620nm/980nm), and R2 was defined as (y/Y)/(z/Z) (670nm/980nm).

In the experimental and theoretical sections of this thesis (chapters 7 and 8), graphs

were presented showing the percentage HbO?plotted against R; and Rp. It was shown

that COHbcausesthe curves for both R; and R2 to be displaced, relative to the those

for HbO2 and RHbalone. Unfortunately, the curves of constant COHb were found to

converge as the percentage HbO) decreases, and therefore the maximum usable range

of the system depends uponthe pointof intersection of the curves. For experimental

data, calculation of the sensitivities of R; and R2 to COHbwasless straightforward

than for theoretically derived data. This was dueto the variability in the sensitivity
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parameters, AR7/A%COHb and AR2/A%COHbwith respect to the range of COHb

considered, which in turn was due to the convergence of the curves. For theoretical

calculations the range used was 0 - 50 % COHbat the point of 50% HbOz2, and for

experimental results, the range chosen was 1 % - 25.4 % COHbfor haemolysed

blood, and 0.9 % - 25.0 % COHbfor whole blood.

The values of the sensitivity parameters for both HbO2 and COHbaresignificantly

lower for whole blood than for haemolysed blood. In the case of HbO2, the respective

sensitivities for whole and haemolysed blood are 29 x 10° HbO,? and 56 x 10°

HbO,? for Ry, and 17 x 10° HbO>" and 24 x 10° HbOy"for Rp.In the case of

COHb,the respective sensitivities for whole and haemolysed blood are 10 x 10°

COHb”?and 21 x 10° COHb”for Ry, and 15x 10° COHb™ and 26 x 10° COHb™?

for R. Comparing these figures with the whole blood sensitivity of 22 x 10° SaOi

for the distimulus pulse oximeter, it can be seen that the sensitivity of the tristimulus

system to COHb would needto be increased to enable the concentration of COHbto

be determined with comparable accuracy to that of HbO2.

The calculated values of the sensitivity parameters using the theoretical broadband

model show good agreement with the experimental results for haemolysed blood.

With the exception of AR;/A%HbOz2, however, the sensitivities are significantly

lower than those calculated using the monochromatic design model. This suggests

that the measurement sensitivity could be increased if it were possible to use

monochromatic sources such as laser diodes.

The ratios R; and R2 do not directly allow the relative concentrations of HbO2, RHb

and COHbto be deduced. Forthis, either further mathematical manipulation of R,

and Rp is required, or an alternative signal processing technique which uses the

normalised signals x/X, y/Y and z/Z directly is required. An example of such a

technique might be to use a neural network whereby x/X, y/Y and z/Z form the inputs
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and the percentage HbO2, RHb and COHbarethe outputs. Investigation of this

possibility is beyond the scope of this thesis, however an iterative method is

suggested below in which the ratios R; and R2 could be manipulated to yield the

relative concentrations of each haemoglobin derivative.

In orderto illustrate the iterative technique, the broadband tristimulus calibration

curves (figure 8.8) have been used, over the ranges 70 - 100 % HbO) and 0 - 30 %

COHb.From the curves for R, it is possible to create an array, such as that shown in

table 10.1, in which the percentage COHbis tabulated with respectto the values of R7

and percentage HbO3. Similarly, for Ro, the percentage HbO2 can be tabulated with

respect to the values of R2 and percentage COHb,as shownin table 10.2. For the

purposeofthis illustration, arbitrary resolutions have been chosen for the tabulated

values of HbO2 and COHb (1 %), and R; and R2 (0.05).

Four examples of the iteration process are shownin table 10.3. In example (a), the

values of the ratios R7 and R2 are 2.00 and 0.55 respectively. Using table 10.1, the

lowest value of COHb along the row Rj; = 2.00 is taken to be the starting point.

Therefore the percentage COHbis 0 %, for which it can be seen the corresponding

value for HbO2 is 79 %. This value of HbO?is now usedto revise the concentration

of COHbfrom table 10.2. Reading across the row R2 = 0.55, 79 % HbO, has a

corresponding value for COHb of 9 %. Thusat the endofthefirst iteration HbO2 =

79 % and COHb=9 %.

For the seconditeration, the new value of COHbis used to revise the concentration of

HbO?from table 10.1. Reading across the row Rj; = 2.00, it can be seen that 9 %

COHbcorresponds to 76 % HbO>. As before, the new value of HbO3isusedto revise

the percentage COHb, and so on as shownin table 10.3. Eventually, it can be seen

that the values of HbO2 and COHb for R; and R> concur, and therefore the iteration
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process in complete. Thus, for R7 = 2.00 and R2 = 0.55, the concentrations for each

haemoglobin derivative are HbO2 = 70 %, COHb = 20 % and RHb = 10 %. The

procedureis identical for examples (b), (c) and (d).

This processing technique could be implemented in software by storing the tabulated

values from tables 10.1 and 10.2 in arrays, and using a suitable algorithm to

iteratively derive the values of HbOz and COHbfor each combination of R; and Ro.
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Pulse oximeters require empirical calibration methods in order to take account of the

complex scattering of light by red blood cells. Conventionally, this involves the

desaturation of human volunteers, and hence ethical restrictions limit the acquisition

of data to above 70 % SaQp2. Belowthis level, the calibration curve is estimated by

extrapolation. A variety of clinical investigations and observations, however, have

shownthat extrapolation of the calibration data can result in significant errors in SpO2

readings, for saturations below 80 % SaO2 (section 1.9).

The limitations of conventional calibration methods, and the need to use blood with

elevated levels of COHb,necessitated an alternative technique for the prototype and

tristimulus pulse oximeters. An in vitro calibration system was developed, consisting

of an extracorporeal blood circuit and a simulated tissue model. This system emulates

the pulsatile flow of blood through a tissue bed, and enables changes in the

concentrations of HbO2, RHb and COHbto be achieved by varying the relative

partial pressures of gases flowing through an oxygenator. It is thus possible to

empirically derive the calibration by correlating pulse oximeter readings from the

tissue model with CO-oximeter readings on samples drawn from the extracorporeal

blood circuit.

In addition to avoiding the use of humansubjects in the calibration procedure, the in

vitro technique provides other advantages. Firstly, it is possible to obtain data over the

range O - 100 % HbOd2,thereby improving the accuracy of SpO2 readings between

50% and 80 % SaO>. Secondly, it is possible to introduce any level of COHb or

MetHbinto the blood, a feature that enabled the acquisition of calibration data for the

tristimulus pulse oximeter. Finally, the system can be used to obtain data for

haemolysed blood as well as whole blood, and this facilitated the validation of

theoretical calculations based upon the Beer-Lambert law, and also highlighted the

significance of scattering by the erythrocytes at various oxygen saturation levels.
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The in vitro calibration rig was also used to examine the response of a typical

commercial pulse oximeter (Criticare 503), over its full measurement range and for

both whole blood and haemolysed blood. For whole blood, it was found that below 60

% SaOz, the Criticare pulse oximeter substantially underestimates the oxygen

saturation, and for haemolysed blood, it remains relatively accurate over the full

measurement range. Furthermore,it was found that the calibration curves for whole

blood and haemolysed blood for the distimulus pulse oximeter exhibit only a small

discrepancy at high saturation levels (75 - 100 % SaOz2), but an increasingly larger

discrepancyat lowerlevels. Hence, the effects of light scattering by the erythrocytes

on the calibration curves of pulse oximeters appears to be greater as the concentration

of RHbincreases, and that of HbO> decreases.

Since pulse oximeter manufacturers are reliant upon data at high saturation levels for

the extrapolation of their calibration curves to lowerlevels, the increased effects of

scattering cannot be taken into account. Consequently, the accuracy of pulse

oximeters over the range of extrapolated values is less than would be expected if the

effects of scattering remained relatively constant with respect to oxygensaturation. In

conclusion, therefore, it is suggested that the in vitro calibration technique could be

used to significantly improve the calibration accuracy of pulse oximeters, particularly

overthe range 50 - 75 % SaO2, and with further validation could possibly be used in

place of conventional methods.

Published details on the theory of pulse oximetry generally assume that the light

sources are monochromatic. In practice however, this is not the case, even for LEDs

which have nominal bandwidths of around 50 nm.In orderto calculate the response

of pulse oximeter systems with improved accuracy, and to examine the influence of

various physiological factors, it is necessary to use a broadband model. Such a model,

based upon the Beer-Lambert law, was developed in the course of this work.
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The model was used to demonstrate that for a broadband pulse oximeter,the ratio R is

not independentof the tissue absorbance, unless the absorbance remains constant over

the spectral bandwidth of the system. Spectral transmission measurements through the

tissue of subjects of diverse racial origins indicated that the absorbanceis not constant

over the range of wavelengths used for pulse oximetry. Moreover, there are slight

differences between some of curves, for instance Caucasian and Negroid. The

broadband model enabled the significance of tissue absorbance on the accuracy of

LED and white light based pulse oximeter systems to be evaluated.

It was found that for an LED system, there are only small differences between the

calibration curves for constant and variable tissue absorbances,and the differences in

the calibration curves for Caucasian and Negroid skin types are insignificant. For a

white light system, the curve for constant tissue absorbanceis displaced relative to the

curves for variable tissue absorbances. However, there are only slight differences

between the curves for Negroid and Caucasian skin types, and the differences are

negligible above 65 % SaOp.

The effects of dyshaemoglobins on the accuracy of conventional pulse oximeters was

investigated using both the broadband mathematical model (COHb and MetHb),and

the in vitro calibration system (COHb). The broadband modelindicated that the effect

of both COHb and MetHbis to cause pulse oximeters to overestimate the true blood

oxygenationlevel, as given bythe fractional saturation (FSaO2). It was foundthat for

various concentrations of COHb, the SpO2 readings tended to converge towards the 0

% COHbvalues as the fractional saturation was reduced. This suggests that for

COHD,errors in the pulse oximeter readings are greatest at higher levels of FSaQ>.

Conversely, for various concentrations of MetHb, the SpO2 readings tended Es

diverge from the 0 % MetHbvaluesas the fractional saturation was reduced. Hence,

for MetHb,errors in the pulse oximeter readings are greatest at lower levels of
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FSaO>. Furthermore, as the concentration of MetHb was increased towards 100 %,

the pulse oximeter readings tended towardsa constant value of 75 % SpO>.

The theoretical findings for elevated levels of COHb were confirmed experimentally

using the Criticare 503 pulse oximeter in conjunction with the in vitro calibration

system. The theoretical and experimentalresults are in broad agreement with reported

clinical observations for the response of pulse oximeters when used onpatients

suffering from carboxyhaemoglobinaemia and methaemoglobinaemia.
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10.2 Suggestions for Further Work

The most important areas for further work are in the development of the prototype

and tristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter systems, and in providing additional

validation of the in vitro calibration system.

Possible improvements to the prototype pulse oximeter were previously discussed in

section 9.7, based on the results of clinical trials. The most serious problem

encountered was damageto the optical fibres, hence there is scope for improving the

mechanical properties of the fibre assemblies. Further work on optical fibre probes for

different parts of the body would be advantageous, and these could beeither

transmissiveorreflective in operation.

A variety of hardware and software based improvements were detailed in section 9.7.

These are aimed at improving the dynamic range, setup times and overall

functionality of the system, and are summarized below.

e Interrupt controlled sampling of the pulsatile signals. This would enable the

software to make moreefficient use of the processor time to increase the number

of samples processed, and to improve handling of the display. A larger numberof

samples would potentially increase the measurement accuracy andfacilitate the

rejection of motion artifact. Interrupt controlled sampling was implementedin the

tristimulus system.

¢ Implementation of digital I/O. This would facilitate software control of the LEDs

with two majorbenefits. First, pulsed operation would allow the output intensities

to be increased which would potentially improve the signal to noise ratios, and

also the dynamic range of the system. Second, software control of the LED

intensities would enable the signal levels to be optimized rapidly, and would

avoid the risk of displaying erroneous data whilstthe intensities were changing.
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¢ Implementation of digitally controlled automatic gains (AGCs). Automatic gains

at the receiver would help improve the dynamic range of the system and ensure

that optimum signal levels are achieved. The AGCs would be software controlled

via the digital I/O.

There are several possible areas for further work in connection with the tristimulus

pulse oximeter. The sensitivity of the system to carboxyhaemoglobin needs to be

increased, and this may be possible through the use of narrower band sources such as

laser diodes, assuming they can be custom manufactured at the required wavelengths.

A tristimulus system could also be designed to detect the levels of MetHb in the

blood. This may be more suited to a broadband design since MetHb absorbslight

strongly at all wavelengths between 600 nm and 1100 nm. One possible method for

processing the tristimulus signals was presented in this thesis. However, this is not

definitive, and alternative methods warrantfurther investigation.

The evidence presented in this thesis indicates that the in vitro calibration technique

can be used to calibrate pulse oximeters with improved accuracy compared with

conventional methods. Nevertheless, validation of the technique has been confined to

comparison of the calibration curves for haemolysed blood with theoretical curves,

and observation of the readings obtained during clinicaltrials. In order to provide

unequivocal evidence of the validity of the technique, further investigations are

required. Typically this would involve comparing clinical pulse oximeter readings,

over a range of oxygen saturation values, with CO-oximeter readings from arterial

blood samples.
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Program Prototype_Pulse_Oximeter,

{Prototype optical fibre pulse oximeter program written in Turbo Pascal version 4.0}

{$R-} {Range checking on}

{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}

{$S+} {Stack checking on}
{$I+} {I/O checking on}
{$N-} {Numeric coprocessor on}

USESCrt,Graph,Dos,Printer,PC30AT;

TYPEial=array[0..500] ofinteger;

ral=array[0..500] of real;

ra2=array[0..10] ofreal;

ia2=array[0..600] of integer;

ra3=array[0..600] of real;

VARch0,ch1,ch2,ch3,ch4,ch5,ch6,ch7,
d,n,sample,largeN,largeD,xpos,x,loop,ox ‘integer;

Tzero,Tnow,Told,Ttot,Tovr,time,ratio,damplitudenamplitude,

pulse,pulsetime1 ,pulsetime2,dbiggest,dsmallest,nbiggest,nsmallest,

meanratio,meanpulse,timezero,timenow,storedatatime ‘real;

VAR nsample,dsample,ycoord1 «ial;

sampletime ‘ral;

storedratio,storedpulse :ra2;

largeDdata,largeNdata,Satdata,pulserate _:ia2;

ddata,ndata,Noverd,avratio,timeinterval  :ra3;

asciifile stext;

VARexit,quit,firstpasslogging,JOstatus :boolean;

VAR oxy,pulseround,lowsat :byte;

VARfilename :string[15];

[ECEELALERERELERLERLEELERERANHALLEEEESEREELETREEERECSERELESEARAA SECEERI

{* GET TIME IN CENTISECONDS FROM REAL TIME CLOCK *}
eeCRRAREAESOSASACRESORESESSCATEEEAESSEESESEERESSELTEOeaeet

FUNCTIONctime:real;

{get time in centiseconds from real time clock}

TYPE Registers = record

AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,SI,DI,DS,ES,FLAGS: integer

END;

VAR Regs ‘Registers;
Min,Sec,Frac :integer;

fi
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BEGIN

WITH Regs DO

BEGIN

AX := $2C00;

MSDOS(Dos.Registers(Regs));

Min :=lo(CX);

Sec := hi(DX);

Frac :=lo(DX);

END;

ctime := (min* 6000.0) + (Sec * 100.0) + Frac;

END;

{PEELERETERELEEREEEREEERERERELAEEEAERERESEELERERLEREREREEREERESEEELEREEREEESEY

{* SET UP TIMER VARIABLES SF
LRENAREREERLESERAALEEERERELRETAEEENALESTELEREEELEANERTLEERREERLALERELAEEREEEY

PROCEDURE starttimer;

BEGIN

Tzero := ctime;

Told :=Tzero;

Ttot :=0;

Tovr :=0;

END;

{REETEERERSEERERSEREEREEERRAREEERESEEREREREERESEEEERERERRELERESEECESEREESEEESY

{* READ TIMER *}
{RELEEEAEREEAEELCREAEESEAEREALEREERELAELEEAELLALEERESHEEREREREREREREELELEREEREEY,

PROCEDURE readtimer(VARtotaltime:real);

BEGIN “¢

Tnow:=ctime;

IF Tnow< Told THEN Tovr:=Tovr + 3.6¢5;

totaltime:=Tnow - Tzero + Tovr;

totaltime:=totaltime/ 100;

Told:=Tnow;

END;

LERFEREAEEETERRGREENERLEREESADERLELARLEASREREERALLETEELELESEEREREELELERESY

{* PLOT POINT ON PULSE GRAPH *}
LEFEREEEELERELELEAREREREELRESEEOREKERETEEETERLEEAAERENESRERERERRTEREESALESEY

PROCEDURE plot;

VAR

Col,NewCol : Integer;

val : Integer;

BEGIN
SetViewport(25,351,615,455,Clipon);

This IF block providesa return to the beginning ofthe screen

}
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IF xpos<589
THEN xpos:=xpos+2;

IF xpos=589 THEN BEGIN
xpos:=1;

FirstPass:=FALSE;

END;

{
If this is not the first scroll across the screen, erase the points at

this horizontal position.

IF FirstPass=FALSE THEN BEGIN

Y 1:=YCoord1 [xpos];

Col:=GetPixel(xpos,Y1);

CASE Col OF

15: NewCol:=0;

END;

PutPixel(xpos,Y 1,NewCol);

END;

Scale the ADC outputs to the screen according to the offset and gain.

}
YCoord 1 [xpos]:=Trunc((50)-(d/40.96));

{
Assignarray values to normal integers for use in plot statements.

Y 1:=YCoord

1

[xpos];

{
Plot the ADC outputs.

}
Col:=GetPixel(xpos,Y1);

CASE Col OF

0: NewCol:=15;

END;

PutPixel(xpos,Y 1,NewCol);

END;

[FEREESECESSLELEELELESEREAEERALERETEFELEEEEAELLEERTLETLEATERTALELANEELATEYEY

{* PULSE SAMPLING *}
{ERAEHSTEERELEATSERELTERERERESLECEESERENEYEAVALELALEEREEELSTREERELEASEAAAESSSS

PROCEDURE samplepulse;

BEGIN
SoftScanAd(1);

d:=ConvData[0,1];IF d >=2048 THEN d:=d-4096;

n:=ConvData[1,1];IF n >=2048 THEN n:=n-4096;

END;

fRUETERTUATLESLESTEVERTRATERSTERSASSSSEESCERESCARECSEESSERENEACRESTEEEAPES)

{* SORT SAMPLES OF d & n INTO NUMERIC ORDER (USING d SAMPLES) a
LePRATAEPESSIAES SOSSEROETAEAEeeee”CeeseeeeeteeeeteeeeeESSLESEETeTSESRESee)

PROCEDURE Quicksort(VARa,b: ial; Lo,Hi: integer);

PROCEDURE Sort(L,r: integer);

iv



VAR ijj,X,y,z: integer;

BEGIN

i=l; j:=r; x:=a[(+r) DIV2];

REPEAT

WHILEafi]<x DO 1:=i+1;

WHILEx<af{j] DO j:=j-1;

IF i<=j THEN

BEGIN

y:=afi); afi):=afj); aljl:=y;
z:=bfi]; b[iJ:=b{j]; blj]:=z:

i:=i+1; j:=j-1;

END;

UNTIL i>j;

IF l<j THEN Sort(1,j);

IF i<r THEN Sort(i,r);

END;

BEGIN {Quicksort};

Sort(Lo,Hi);

END;

Appendix I

[EEERELEPELETERTSEEERSEEREESELENEEEAAEREELLERTELAEERAESLEEESEERELERRELERLEAD

{* RE-ORDER ARRAY THEN FIND AVERAGE *}
(EACLEERTLSESEEECETELEESSENVETEERAESRSREETERSAREERATSEAERERESEASAEEAOEOA,

PROCEDURE reorder_then_average(VAR average:ra2; VAR mean:real);

VARI :integer;

total :real;

BEGIN

total:=0;

average[1 ]:=average[2];

average[2]:=average[3];

average[3]:=average[4];

average[4]:=average[5];

average[5]:=average[6];

FOR |:=1 TO 5 DO

total:=total+average[]];

mean:=total/5;

END;

LEIATESLERELAELEELEAELAEESSALLETELERAELEREEEEALRRRERERERESAEELEESELSEEELSTY,

{* GET PULSE SAMPLES *y
{PERESELELEENEEEEELLEAEEEELAESESELLEEREEERAEEESBEREERENEESELESELELESESEEEELEY

PROCEDURE Getpulse;

VARplotcounter:integer;

BEGIN
{sample until pulse is in negative cycle}

REPEAT
delay(20);

Samplepulse;
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plot;

UNTIL d<-100;

dsample[1]:=d;

nsample[1]:=n;

{store negative samples in array}

REPEAT
delay(20);

sample:=sample+1;

Samplepulse;

plot;

nsample[sample]:=n;

dsample[sample]:=d;

UNTIL d>-100;

{sample until pulseis in positive cycle}
REPEAT
delay(20);

Samplepulse;

plot;

UNTIL d>300;

{store positive samples in array}
plotcounter:=0;

REPEAT
plotcounter:=plotcounter+1;

delay(5);

sample:=sample+ 1;

Samplepulse;

IF plotcounter=4 THEN

BEGIN
plot;

plotcounter:=1,

END;

nsample[sample]:=n;

dsample[sample]:=d;

UNTIL d<300;

pulsetime2:=pulsetime1,;

readtimer(pulsetime 1);

END;

{PERRAELEESSAERATTEERELERGALERERAEERTEERLERELEREEARESERLELELRATESAGERETRARY

{* AVERAGE SAMPLES *y
LESRESERAELERNALLSSERELECEEEAESTAREEAERRTRELETESTESSREEEASELESEEREERASAREEEY

PROCEDURE Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

VAR :integer;

BEGIN
dbiggest:=0;

nbiggest:=0;

FOR|:=sample DOWNTO(sample-4) DO

BEGIN
dbiggest:=dbiggest+dsample[]];
nbiggest:=nbiggest+nsample[l];

END;

vi
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dbiggest:=dbiggest/5;

nbiggest:=nbiggest/5;
dsmallest:=0;

nsmallest:=0;

FOR |:=1 TO 9 DO
BEGIN

dsmallest:=dsmallest+dsample[I];

nsmallest:=nsmallest+nsample[l];

END;

dsmallest:=dsmallest/10;

nsmallest:=nsmallest/ 10;

END;

ALEELESEECELEESEERERSEEREEEEAEESEEREERAREREALRELLCRESSPERTRTANATEATERREAESEEEY

{* INITIALIZE ARRAY *}
[FRREEEREERERERGREERELEEERGEREAEEREEEERAAERRERKELERLEREEEEEEEERHEEHEEREAMY

PROCEDURE take_first_samples_for_array;

VARinit :integer;

BEGIN

{sample until pulse is in positive cycle}

REPEAT
delay(1);

Samplepulse;

UNTIL d>30;

FORinit:= 1 TO 5DO
BEGIN
sample:=1;

Getpulse;

Quicksort(dsample,nsample,1,sample);

Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

REPEAT

SoftScanAd(1);

largeD:=ConvData[2,1];IF largeD >=2048 THEN largeD:=largeN-4096;
largeN:=ConvData[3,1];IF largeN >=2048 THEN largeN:=largeN-4096;
UNTIL (largeN>0) AND (largeD>0);

damplitude:=(dbiggest-dsmallest)/largeD;

namplitude:=(nbiggest-nsmallest)/largeN;
ratio:=namplitude/damplitude;

pulse:=(60/(pulsetime | -pulsetime2));

SOUND(1200);
DELAY(15);
NOSOUND;
storedratio[init]:=ratio;

storedpulse[init]:=pulse;

>

END;

LEEEEREEENEEAELERETERSECASETESSCANTESASORESLECERENREELREREALESCEESEEREESRERREY

{* DRAW DISPLAY *}
LESEESEREESEELEREEEREPEREREAAALEEEREEREAAESERELEREEREAEEALERLEEEELEED
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PROCEDURE DISP;

VAR
GraphDriver:integer;

GraphMode:integer;

ErrorCode:integer;

index:integer;

BEGIN
graphdriver:=detect;

initgraph(graphdriver,graphmode,'c:\tp4');

errorcode:=graphresult;

IF errorcode <> grok THEN

BEGIN
writeln(‘graphics error: ',grapherronmsg(errorcode));

writeln(‘program aborted...');

halt(1);
END;

SetViewport(160,20,480,120,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(0,0,320,100);

SetColor(15);

SetLineStyle(0,0,3);

Rectangle(0,0,320,100);

SetLineStyle(0,0,1);

Rectangle(5,5,315,95);

SetTextStyle(1,0,2);

SetTextJustify(1,1);

SetColor(15);

OutTextXY(160,30,'Liverpool University');

OutTextXY(160,60,'Optical Fibre Pulse Oximeter');

SetViewport(20,195,225,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(0,0,205,135);

SetColor(15);

SetLineStyle(0,0,3);

Rectangle(0,0,200,130);

SetLineStyle(0,0,1);

Rectangle(5,5, 195,125);

Rectangle(5,90,195,125);

SetTextStyle(2,0,7);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

SetColor(11);

OutTextXY(20,30,'SaO');

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);OutTextXY(55,35,'2');

SetTextStyle(2,0,7);

OutTextXY(20,60,'Pulse');

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

OutTextXY(35,105,'SaO');

SetTextStyle(2,0,4);OutTextXY(60,110,'2');

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

OutTextXY(75,105,'Alarm =');

SetTextStyle(1,0,3);

SetColor(14);

SetTextJustify(2,1);

OutTextXY(135,30,'--');
OutTextXY(135,60,'--');

viii
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SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

OutTextXY(150,105,'90');

SetTextStyle(1,0,2);

SetColor(15);

OutTextXY(155,30,'%');

OutTextXY(185,60,'bpm');

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

OutTextXY(160,105,'%');

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(0,0,375,130);

SetColor(15);

SetLineStyle(0,0,3);

Rectangle(0,0,375,130);

SetLineStyle(0,0,1);

Rectangle(5,5,370,125);

Rectangle(5,90,370, 125);

SetTextStyle(0,0,1);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

SetColor(11);

OutTextXY(20,107,'(A)larm Level (D)atalogging (Q)uit');

{
Set window within which graphics will be printed.

}
SetViewport(20,345,620,460,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(0,0,600,1 14);
SetColor(15);

SetLineStyle(0,0,3);

Rectangle(0,0,600,112);

SetLineStyle(0,0,1);

Rectangle(5,5,595,107);

END;

IceeeaeeneeeSEEEESCEAEREEESECEEETEESEES

{* UPDATE DISPLAY OF OXYGEN SATURATION, PULSE RATE AND LOW “}
{* SATURATION LEVEL. my
feeSERREERESSASEETESSEETETEECERTEEEEEERELYTICESEESCREARELESEETESTESE

PROCEDURE update(VAR Oxy,Pulseround,LowSat:byte);

VAR
ox:string[2];

pu:string[3];

Is:string[2];

BEGIN

Str(oxy,ox);

Str(Pulseround,pu);

Str(LowSat,|s);

SetViewport(20,195,225,325,Clipon);
SetFillStyle(1,0);

SetTextJustify(2,1);

SetTextStyle(1,0,3);

SetColor(14);

Bar(95,20,135,80);

Ix
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OutTextXY(135,30,0x);

OutTextXY(135,60,pu);

END;

LEEREEERTREEAEAERAEEEESEREREREEREEREERELLEEEELENLREREESELEERANALEREEEEEEEEY,

{* SOUND ALARM
LEASTSEELERSERESEEAREAEESERESERSEDESSSESESELESEEREELERSSESAREELEERELETAESESEES)

PROCEDURE alarm;

BEGIN
SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetColor(14);

SetTextStyle(3,0,3);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

OutTextXY(90,45,,LOW SATURATION’);
Sound(800);

samplepulse;

plot;

delay(50);
samplepulse;

plot;
SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);
Nosound;

END;

{ETEEESETEEEPSECEDEREREERELESLCEEALERAENRRELESEESASTEAREEREEAEEEEEREEEEESEY

{* SET A NEW LOWSATURATION ALARM LEVEL *}
{AESFESESEESENESLAECERSESSAEASSTREPESSSRERSLELELELS SESERAESRESESETESREPELELELERY

PROCEDURE Low_Sat(VAR Lowsat:byte);

VARkey:char;

NewLow,value:string[2];

BEGIN

Str(LowSat,Newlow);

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetColor(14);

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

OutTextXY(25,45,'Use cursor keys to change alarm level’);
SetTextStyle(0,0,1);
OutTextXY(58,50,#24);

OutTextXY(67,50,#25);

SetViewport(20,195,225,325,Clipon);

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

SetTextJustify(2,1);

OutTextXY(150,105,NewLow);

REPEAT

Key:=Readkey;

IF Key=#72 THEN
BEGIN



IF lowsat=99 THENlowsat:=98;

LowSat:=Lowsat+1;

Str(lowsat,NewLow);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(132,98, 147,112);

OutTextXY(150,105,NewLow);

END;

IF Key=#80 THEN

BEGIN

IF lowsat=0 THEN lowsat:=1;

LowSat:=Lowsat-1;

Str(lowsat,NewLow);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(132,98,147,112);

OutTextXY(150,105,NewLow);

END;

UNTIL Key=#13;

END;

Appendix I

eeaaceAeeeeeeteee

{* GET SUBJECT INFORMATION *}
[PEAELEEREERLEREERESLEELAEERERARERRELESRECARECREEEEEEESERERASEEEAEARMY

PROCEDURE subjectinfo;

VAR ch :string[2];

pos :byte;

len : word;

Exit_routine :boolean;

X ‘Integer;

BEGIN
ChDir(‘c:\ian\logging');
Exit_routine:=TRUE;

IF logging = FALSE THEN

BEGIN

REPEAT

Exit_Routine:=FALSE;

SetViewport(245, 195,620,325,Clipon);

SetColor(14);

REPEAT

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetTextJusufy(0,1);

OutTextXY(25,20,'Please type in filename (max 6 letters),');

OutTextXY(25,40,'then press "Enter"......');
pos:=160;
SetTextStyle(2,0,7);
filename:=";
REPEAT

REPEAT
UNTILkeypressed;

ch:=readkey;

IF ch=#8 THEN

BEGIN

IF pos>140 THENpos:=pos-10;

SetFillStyle(1,0);
Bar(pos,60,pos+ 10,80);

xi



len:=length(filename);

filename:=copy(filename,| ,len-1);

END

ELSE

IF (pos<220) AND (ch<>#13) THEN

BEGIN

OutTextXY(pos,65,ch);

pos:=pos+ 10;

filename:=concat(filename,ch);

END;

UNTIL ch=#13;

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

len:= length(filename);

IF (len < 1) THEN

BEGIN

write(4G);

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

OuttextXY(120,45,'Filename too SHORT !');

DELAY(2000);

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);
END;

UNTIL(len > 0);

{$I-}
Assign(asciifile,filename);

Reset(asciifile);

Close(asciifile);

{$I+}
IOstatus :=(1Oresult=$00);

IF IOstatus THEN

BEGIN

write(AG);

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillS tyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

GotoXY(20,1);

OuttextXY(25,20,'File ");

OutTextXY(65,20,filename);

OutTextXY(65+TextWidth(filename),20,"" exists, delete (y/n) ?"');

REPEAT

ch:=readkey;

UNTIL(ch="Y') OR (ch='y') OR (ch='N') OR (ch='n');

IF (ch='N') OR (ch='n') THEN

BEGIN
TOstatus:=TRUE;

x:=0;

REPEAT

x:=x+1;

Str(x,ch);

filename:=concat(filename,ch);

{$I-}
Assign(asciifilefilename);

Reset(asciifile);

Close(asciifile);

{$I+}

xii
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IOstatus :=(1Oresult=$00);

IF IOstatus = TRUE THEN

BEGIN

len:=length(filename);

IF x>=10 THENfilename:=copy(filename,l,len-2)

ELSEfilename:=copy(filename,| ,len-1);

END;

UNTILIOstatus=FALSE;

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

write(AG);

OutTextXY(25,20,'Save data as ");

OutTextXY(130,20,filename);

OutTextX(130+TextWidth(filename),20,"(y/n) ?');

REPEAT

ch:=readkey;

UNTIL(ch="Y') OR (ch='y') OR (ch='N') OR (ch='n');
IF (ch='N') OR (ch='n') THEN

BEGIN

Exit_routine:=TRUE;

filename:=";

logging:=FALSE;

END

ELSE

BEGIN

Exit_routine:=TRUE;

logging:=TRUE;

END;

END

ELSE

BEGIN

Exit_routine:=TRUE;

logging:=TRUE;
END;

END

ELSE

BEGIN

logging:=TRUE;
Exit_routine:=TRUE;

END;

UNTIL Exit_routine=TRUE;

END;

readtimer(timezero);

END;

{FEMAAREREEERERETLESELLEREERAEERREAEAEALEALEALERELESERRALERERATEEREEREREEL

{* SAVE DATA *}
(ERSEREARLEELAAEPEPREESEREALEAREERECEET REEREESEEEREEELBO

PROCEDURE save;

VARlen:word;

BEGIN

SetViewport(20,345,620,460,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);
Bar(6,6,593,106);

xili



SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

SetColor(14);

write(4G);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

OutTextXY(120,45,'Saving Daata......');

delay(200);

{$I-}

Rewrite(asciifile);

Write(asciifile,'Sat');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'Ratio');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,"N/D');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Wnite(asciifile,'d');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'n');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'D');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'N');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Wnite(asciifile,'Pulse');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,Time’);

Write(asciifile,#13);

FOR x:= 1 TO loop DO

BEGIN

Write(asciifile,Satdata[x]:4);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifileavratio[x]:5:3);

Wnrite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,NoverD[x]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,ddata[x]:5:1);

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,ndata[x]:5:1);

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,largeDdata[x]:5);

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,largeNdata[x]:5);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,pulserate[x]:4);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,timeinterval[x]:6:2);

Write(asciifile,#13);

END;

CLOSE(asciifile);

{I+}
IOstatus:=([Oresult=$F0);
len:=length(filename);

Xiv
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SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

OutTextXY(100,45,'Data saved as ");
OutTextXY(215,45,filename);

OutTextXY(215+(TextWidth(filename)),45,"");

delay(5000);

Bar(6,6,360,80);

>

oPaEERTEEEARAEEEESCLERCAEALEAEELSESESERRARARERERARERDLLAERAKESENS

{* EXIT FROM PROGRAM *y
{PEPRREEREESRETRERLELEERESEREEELERANRELAEEELEERELEEEERELEREERELSAREREREEERERY

PROCEDURE quit_program,

VAR chichar;

BEGIN
SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetColor(14);

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

OutTextXY(140,45,'Quit? (y/n)');

ch:=readkey;

IF (ch="Y') OR (ch="'y') THEN quit:=TRUE;

END;

LEEEKEEESTEEALESLEEEELEARSERSCREAAKERENRERETEAERLREELSSERERELELARERASERESRES)

{* TEST IF KEYPRESSEDIS A 'Q'OR AN 'L', TO QUIT PROGRAM OR SET A NEW ny

{* LOW SATURATION ALARMLEVEL. *}
Seeeneeeeeeeeeeeeaapeeeceeae

PROCEDURE keytest(VAR Lowsat:byte);

VAR chichar;

BEGIN
write(4G);

SetViewport(20,345,620,460,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,593,106);
WHILE keypressed=TRUE DO

BEGIN
ch:=readkey

END;
IF (ch='D') OR (ch="d') THEN subjectinfo;

IF (ch='Q') OR (ch='q') THEN quit_program;

IF (ch='A') OR (ch='a') THEN Low_Sat(Lowsat);

xpos:=-1;

firstpass:=TRUE;

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);
Bar(6,6,360,80);

END;
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aaieeeeee

{* MAIN PROGRAM a
{[¥REEAAAEREEEEESLERGERELERTLENSLERRREEEERASERASAEREEREETELTREATESE ERTLRE ENCEEY

BEGIN
InitAddr($0240);
Chans[0]:=0;Chans[1]:=1;Chans[2]:=2;Chans[3]:=3;

SetAdChans(3);

starttimer;

oxy:=0;pulse:=0;Lowsat:=90;

quit:=FALSE;
xpos:=-1;

firstpass:=TRUE;
logging:=FALSE,;

storedatatime:=5;
loop:=0;

Disp;

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetColor(14);

SetTextStyle(2,0,5);

SetTextJustify(0,1);

OutTextXY(130,45,'Calculating......');

take_first_samples_for_array;

SetViewport(245,195,620,325,Clipon);

SetFillStyle(1,0);

Bar(6,6,360,80);
WHILE ((quit=FALSE) AND (loop<=599)) DO

BEGIN
WHILE ((KeyPressed=FALSE) AND (loop<=599)) DO

BEGIN
sample:=1;
Getpulse;
Quicksort(dsample,nsample, 1 sample);

samplepulse;

plot;

Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

REPEAT

SoftScanAd(1);

largeD:=ConvData[2,1];IF largeD >=2048 THEN largeD:=largeD-4096;

largeN:=ConvData[3,1];IF largeN >=2048 THEN largeN:=largeN-4096;

UNTIL(largeN>0) AND (largeD>0);

damplitude:=(dbiggest-dsmallest)/largeD;

namplitude:=(nbiggest-nsmallest)/largeN;
ratio:=namplitude/damplitude;

pulse:=(60/(pulsetime1-pulsetime2));

storedratio[6]:=ratio;

storedpulse[6]:=pulse;
samplepulse;

plot;

reorder_then_average(storedratio,meanratio);

reorder_then_average(storedpulse,meanpulse);

samplepulse,
plot;

Oxy:=round(-(meanratio*meanratio*2.90)-(meanratio*40.00)+ 123.34);

OX:=OXYy;

IF oxy>99 THENoxy:=99;

Pulseround:=round(meanpulse);
Update(Oxy,Pulseround,Lowsat);
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samplepulse;
plot;

IF oxy>=lowsat THEN

BEGIN
SOUND(1500-ABS((100-oxy)*20));

DELAY(20);
NOSOUND;
END
ELSEalarm;

samplepulse;

plot;

IF logging=TRUE THEN

BEGIN
readtimer(timenow);

IF timenow-timezero>=storedatatime THEN

BEGIN
loop:=loop+ 1;

ddata[loop]:=dbiggest-dsmallest;
ndata[loop]:=nbiggest-nsmallest;

largeDdatafloop]:=largeD;

largeNdatafloop]:=largeN;

NoverD[loop]:=largeN/largeD;

avratio[loop]:=meanratio;
Satdata[loop]:=ox;

pulserate[loop]:=pulseround;
Timeinterval[loop]:=storedatatime;

storedatatime:=storedatatime+5;

END;

END;

END;

IF Keypressed THEN Keytest(Lowsat);

END;

IF logging=TRUE THENsave;

ChDir(‘c:\ian');

END.
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Program Tristimulus_Pulse _Oximeter,

{Tristimulus optical fibre pulse oximeter program written in TurboPascal vesion 4.0}

{$R+} {Range checking on}

{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}

{$S+} {Stack checking on}

{$I+} {I/O checking on}
{$N+} {Numeric coprocessor on}

USESCrt,Graph,Dos,Printer,ADC3ac,ADC3dc;

CONST OCW2= $20;
IMR = $21;
EOI = $21;
IRQ = $0F;

TYPEial=array[0..1000] of integer;

ral=array[0..1000] ofsingle;

ra2=array[0..20] of single;

VARch0,ch1 ,ch2,ch3,ch4,ch5,

X,y,z,sample,samp,largeX largeYlargeZ,],loop,oxy :integer;

Tzero.Tnow.Told,Ttot,Tovr,time,ratio,xamplitude,yamplitude,zamplitude,

pulse,pulsetime| ,pulsetime2,xbiggest,xsmallest,ybiggest,ysmallest,

zbiggest,zsmallest,time1 ,time2,timetaken,meanx,meany,meanz,meanp :real;

VAR xsample,ysample,zsample,xsamp,ysamp,zsamp nial;

arraytime,X_over_Z,Y_over_Z,meanpulse,meanxamplitude,

meanyamplitude,meanzamplitude,ratio 1 ,ratio2 ral;

storedxamplitude,storedyamplitude,storedzamplitude,storedpulse :ra2;

VAR pulseround ‘byte;

VARasciifile ‘text;

VAR exit,quit,firstpassJOstatusemergency,poscycle,negcycle,

pulsecomplete,start :boolean;

VAR filename:string[30];

VAR OldVector,Exitsave :pointer;

Byt,count sinteger;

{ARASESSARAAARSAAE ATTSETERESTEASELSSLAEETEESERSEAESTEESEEESERESEESESEELEEEAES}

{* INTERRUPT PROCEDURE a
{ERRREREREAERAERRELESEAEADEEREERETESEEEEEEE ELEAREALESELLETPESEESESEEREEEEE TY

PROCEDURE IntProc(Flags,CS,IP,AX,BX,CX,DX,SI,DI,DS,ES,BP :Word);

Interrupt;

BEGIN

Inline($FA); {disable interrupts }

Read3ac(ch0,chi,ch2); {read x & y & z channels}
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x:=ch0-2048; y:=ch1-2048; z:=ch2-2048;

xsamp[samp]:=x; {store x & y & z in array}

ysamp[samp]:=y;

zsamp[samp]:=z;

IF start THEN

BEGIN
IF (x>200) AND (x<2047) THENposcycle := TRUE; {test to seeif in positive half cycle}

IF (x<-200) AND (x>-2048) THEN negcycle := TRUE; {test to see if in negative half cycle}

IF (x>200) AND (x<2047) AND poscycle AND negcycle THEN

BEGIN {if in nextpositive cycle then pulse is complete}

xsample:=xsamp; {copy array}

ysample:=ysamp;

zsample:=zsamp;

Read3dc(ch3,ch4,ch5);

largeX:=ch3-2048;

largeY:=ch4-2048;

largeZ:=ch5-2048;

pulsecomplete:=TRUE;

sample:=samp; {store the number of samples taken for pulse}

samp:=0; {reset sample counter for next pulse}

poscycle:=FALSE;

negcycle:=FALSE;

END;

samp:=samp+ 1;

END;

Port{OCW2):=EOI; {EOI to 8259} {restore interrupts}

END;

{FESEPESRERNLEAESECRETEATLEAESERRERESELESELESEEBERTREGEDREDSESERESELLEEERESESE)

{* INTERRUPT INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE =)
[PPEEREEUESLESELESSESESTEELESEFELERGELESETSLABRERESEDSESSSATESESTLESESSELTEES)

PROCEDURE Initialise;

BEGIN

Byt:=Port[IMR];
Byt:=Port{IMR] AND $7F; {removeinterrupt mask on 8259 IRQ}

Port{IMR]:=Byt;

GetIntVec(IRQ,OldVector); {save old IRQ vector}

SetIntVec(IRQ,@IntProc); {set new vector}

END;

{FHAREREREESESATENTERESRADESTSESELESSELESLESSERLELSESEEERETERTAELE SESSESESSESS)

{* GET TIME IN CENTISECONDS FROM REAL TIME CLOCK =p
LURSEREAESERETAESECLEERTELERSETRRSSELEELASAERAERESESEREDOEEEEDFOESSEREEREETENY

FUNCTIONctime:real;

{get time in centiseconds from real time clock}

TYPE Registers = record

AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,SI,DI,DS,ES,FLAGS: integer

END;

VAR Regs :Registers;

Min,Sec,Frac ‘integer;
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BEGIN

WITH Regs DO

BEGIN

AX := $2C00;

MSDOS(Dos.Registers(Regs));

Min :=lo(CX);

Sec := hi(DX);

Frac :=lo(DX);

END;

ctime := (min* 6000.0) + (Sec * 100.0) + Frac;

END;

LFEEEEETERELRELRERERERSAAERELEEEEETESREEEESEEEEELERESESELECRELARELEREREREY

{* SET UP TIMER VARIABLES ey
LPREREREEREEAAESCLELESEECEEEEEREALTERSEAARERERELERTSATEREREEELEEERE,

PROCEDURE starttimer;

BEGIN

Tzero := ctime;

Told :=Tzero;

Ttot :=0;

Tovr :=0;

END;

SEEEECREAEELEEANSSAPLORETATELERATSERAELAEESERCAEEEENSEOeORETRONeee

{* READ TIMER
*y

[REAEALENETALARERRRETAEDACERNEMEASMEERREALEEEEEREESERRREETREMEDY

PROCEDURE readtimer(VAR totaltime:real);

BEGIN

Tnow:=ctime;

If Tnow < Told THEN Tovr:=Tovr + 3.6e5;

totaltime:=Tnow - Tzero + Tovr;

totaltime:=totaltime/ 100;

Told:=Tnow;

END;

LECLELELETELERERELEEEEEREEREREEELELEEREELELELLELSLEALGEEARRERTERESEEEEEETEY

{* SORT SAMPLES OFx, y & z INTO NUMERIC ORDER (USING x SAMPLES) =}
LEREERELLESESEEERERTLEEREETEARREETEAEARERTERREERERALEREREEEREEEERSEALEEEREES

PROCEDURE Quicksort(VARa,b,c: ial; Lo,Hi: integer);

PROCEDURE Sort(1,r: integer);

VARij.W,X,y,z: integer;

BEGIN

i:=l; j:=r; w:=a[(+r) DIV 2];

REPEAT

WHILEafi]<w DOi:=i+1;

WHILEw<al[j] DO j:=j-1;

IF i<=j THEN
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BEGIN

x:=afi]; afi]:=aj]; afj]:=x;

y:=b[i]; bfi]:=bfj]; bUj]:=y;
z=cfi]; c[i]:=cfj]; cfj]:=z;

i:=i+1; j:=j-1;

END;

UNTIL i>j;

IF l<j THEN Sort(1,j);

IF i<r THEN Sort(i,r);

END;

BEGIN {Quicksort};

Sort(Lo,Hi);
END;

tNaAeeaeeeeeeeeeey

{* RE-ORDER ARRAY THEN FIND AVERAGE *}
{FEREREAAEEREHRERREREREARERRREERAREREAENERERERLAREEAASEEREEEEEREEREEEEEEREENY

PROCEDURE reorder_then_average(VAR average:ra2; VAR mean:real);

VAR :integer;

total :real;

BEGIN

total:=0;

average[1]:=average[2];

average[2]:=average[3];

average[3]:=average[4];

average[4]:=average[5];

average[5]:=average[6];

average[6]:=average[7];

average[7]:=average[8];

average[8]:=average[9];

average[9]:=average[10];

average[10]:=average[1 1];

FOR 1:=1 TO 10 DO

total:=total+averagefl];

mean:=total/10;

END;

LERERERERAERAEEARSRERERLERERARERESAELELEEERTEELSLEERLLAALTERIALALARAEREREY

{* AVERAGE SAMPLES *%
LREVELEREETEREATSEERRELERECCSEEARERERERALEAAESELASARLEEEEEELELLARESEESHSEEEY

PROCEDURE Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

VAR| :integer;

BEGIN
xbiggest:=0;
ybiggest:=0;
zbiggest:=0,

FOR 1|:=sample DOWNTO(sample-2) DO
BEGIN
xbiggest:=xbiggest+xsample[]];
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ybiggest:=ybiggest+ysample[l];
zbiggest:=zbiggest+zsample[]];
END;

xbiggest:=xbiggesv3,

ybiggest:=ybiggesv3;,

zbiggest:=zbiggest/3;

xsmallest:=0;

ysmallest:=0;

zsmallest:=0;

FOR |:=1 TO 3 DO
BEGIN
xsmallest:=xsmallest+xsample[]];

ysmallest:=ysmallest+ysample[l];

zsmallest:=zsmallest+zsample[I];

END;
xsmallest:=xsmallest/3;

ysmallest:=ysmallest/3;

zsmallest:=zsmallest/3;

END;

LEEREREREELEEEELEREESLEREEEACTAEESEEEAERLEESAS EREEREEEEAREAREDERSEH)

{* INITIALIZE ARRAY *}
LESPEERAPATRENEERATEATERANALERRELALEASES EAAATESAARRAEECEERECTALESEREAEEAY

PROCEDURE take_first_samples_for_array;

VARinit :integer;

BEGIN

{read last sample until pulseis in negative cycle}
REPEAT
ClrScr;
UNTIL (x<-200) AND (x>-2048);

{sample until pulse is in positive cycle}

REPEAT
ClirScr;

UNTIL(x>200) AND (x<2047);

start:=TRUE;

FORinit:= 0 TO 10 DO

BEGIN

REPEAT

ClrScr;

UNTILpulsecomplete;

pulsecomplete:=FALSE;

pulsetime2:=pulsetime1;
readtimer(pulsetime1);

Quicksort(xsample,ysample,zsample,| ,sample);

Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

xamplitude:=(xbiggest-xsmallest)/largeX;

yamplitude:=(ybiggest-ysmallest)/largeY ;

zamplitude:=(zbiggest-zsmallest)/largeZ;

pulse:=(60/(pulsetime | -pulsetime2));

Sound(2000);

vi



Delay(20);

NoSound;

storedxamplitude[init]:=xamplitude;

storedyamplitude[init]:=yamplitude;
storedzamplitude[init]:=zamplitude;

storedpulse[init]:=pulse;

END;

END;
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LPTAEREEEAREREREELEREES REEALEREMEEEERENERELERASERREEREREREREEERLEEAEIRBEERACKY

{* EXIT FROM PROGRAM *}
LERECEREELCERERESEREAREAEASSCREEPEASESATESTSESAEAAEEREELELERALEEERTAEREERAEY

PROCEDURE quit_program;

VAR ch:char;

VAR len,status: word;

VAR exit_save:boolean;

PROCEDURE save;

BEGIN

Status:=$00;

{$I-};
Rewrite(asciifile);

Write(asciifile,'x');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'y');

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'z');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'x/z');

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'y/z');

Wiite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,"X/Z');

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,"Y/Z');

Wnite(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,'Pulse');

Wiite(asciifile,chr(9));

Wnite(asciifile,'Time’);

Write(asciifile,# 13);

FORI:= 1 TO loop DO

BEGIN

Write(asciifile,meanxamplitude[l]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,meanyamplitude[l]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Wnrite(asciifile,meanzamplitude[]]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,ratio1 [1]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,ratio2[l]:5:3);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));
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Write(asciifile,X_over_Z[l]:5:2);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,Y_over_Z[l]:5:2);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,meanpulse[]]:5: 1);

Write(asciifile,chr(9));

Write(asciifile,arraytime[l]:5:2);

Write(asciifile,#13);

END;

CLOSEaasciifile);

{I+};
IOstatus:=([Oresult=$F0);

ClrScr;

GotoXY(30,1);

Write('"filename,"", ' has been saved');

delay(2000);

ClrScr;

Exit_save:=TRUE;

END;

BEGIN

IF emergency=FALSE THEN

BEGIN

Exit_save:=FALSE;

ch:=readkey;

IF (ch='Q') OR (ch='q') THEN

BEGIN

write(4G);

WINDOW(1,25,80,25);

TextBackground(blue);

Textcolor(Lightred);Write(' (R)');Textcolor(white);Write(‘esume readings’);

Textcolor(Lightred);Write(’ (S)');Textcolor(white);Write(‘ave');

Textcolor(Lightred);Wnite(' ESC');Textcolor(white);Write(' (without save)');

ch:=Readkey;
IF ORD(ch) = 27 THEN

BEGIN

Exit_Save:=TRUE;

Quit:=TRUE;

END;

IF (ch ='S') OR (ch = 's') THEN

BEGIN

WHILEExit_save = FALSE DO

BEGIN

REPEAT

ClrScr;

GOTOXY(36,1);

write('Filename?');

ReadIn(filename);

ClrScr;

len:= length(filename);

IF (len > 12) THEN

BEGIN

GoToXY(30,1);

Write('Filename too LONG");

Delay(2000);

ClrScr;

END;

IF (len < 1) THEN

vill



BEGIN

GoToXY(30,1);

Write('Filename too SHORT!');

delay(2000);

ClrScr;

END; .

UNTIL (len > 0) AND (len <= 12);

Assign(asciifilefilename);

<1};
Reset(asciifile);

{I+};
IOstatus :=(Oresult=$00);

IF IOstatus THEN

BEGIN

status:=$00;

GotoXY(20,1);

Write(‘File "filename," exists, delete (y/n) ?');

ch:=readkey;

IF (ch="Y') OR (ch="y') THEN save

ELSE

BEGIN

ClrScr;

GotoXY(30,1);

write('"filename,'", ' NOT saved');

delay(2000);

ClrScr;

END;

ELSEExit_save:=TRUE;

ClrScr;

Write(’

Window(1,3,80,24);

TextBackground(black);

ClrScr;

END

ELSEsave;

END;

Press "Q"to quit');
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COASERAEeeeeeeaoeESSESeLaeeeeeeeee

{* SET_UP_TITLES *}
TREEEAESRAeeeeeeeeREeeeeeceeaeenecraare

PROCEDURE Set_Up_Titles;

BEGIN

Window(1,1,80,1);

TextBackGround(blue);

TextColor(white);

CirScr;

Write’ x y z x/z ylz X/Z YI/Z_ Pulse

Window(1,25,80,25);

ClrScr;

Write(' Press "Q" to quit’);

END;

ix

Loop’);
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eneeeeeerarreenee.

{* UNEXPECTED TERMINATION *}
{FEREELERRATERLALEEADAEETEREREEERLERAREPEERLEREREEELELRESEREREEELESEREEREAED

{$F+} PROCEDURE Terminate; {$F-}

BEGIN

Port[$020B]:=$30; {send control wordto set up counter 0};
SetIntVec(IRQ,OldVector);

ExitProc:=ExitSave;

END;

{#HERAEREREAAERAESEALENEALAARLAESAASAREAERA EREREREARSREREEERER EAEEEETREEEUERERE)

{* MAIN PROGRAM *y
ageeeaeeeARERRESTRELALEASETARTEARSEREEES

BEGIN

ExitSave:=ExitProc;

ExitProc:=@Terminate;

ClrScr;

Highvideo;

Window(1,1,80,25);

TextBackground(Black);

ClrScr;

set_up_titles;

Window(1,3,80,24);

TextBackground(black);

time1:=0.0;

time2:=0.0;

starttimer;

pulsetime2:=0.0;

pulse:=0;

loop:=0;

samp:=1;

quit:=FALSE;

firstpass:=TRUE;

emergency:=FALSE;

start:=FALSE;

poscycle:=FALSE;
negcycle:=FALSE;

pulsecomplete:=FALSE;

Inline($FA); {disable interrupts }
Initialise;

Portl(OCW2]:=EOI; {EOI to 8259}

Port[$020B]:=$36; {send control wordto set up counter 0};
Port[$0208]:=$E0;port[$0208]:=$2E; {2EEO = 3msinterruptinterval}

take_first_samples_for_array;

REPEAT
WHILE (KeyPressed=False) AND (loop<1000) DO

BEGIN
loop:=loop+1;

REPEAT
UNTILpulsecomplete;
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Quicksort(xsample,ysample,zsample, 1 sample);

Average_pos_and_neg_samples;

pulsecomplete:=FALSE;

pulsetime2:=pulsetime]; »

readtimer(pulsetime1);

xamplitude:=(xbiggest-xsmallest)/largeX ;

yamplitude:=(ybiggest-ysmallest)/largeY ;
zamplitude:=(zbiggest-zsmallest)/largeZ;

pulse:=(60/(pulsetime1-pulsetime2));

storedxamplitude[11]:=xamplitude;

storedyamplitude[11]:=yamplitude,

storedzamplitude[11]:=zamplitude;

storedpulse[1 1]:=pulse;

reorder_then_average(storedxamplitude,meanx);

reorder_then_average(storedyamplitude,meany);

reorder_then_average(storedzamplitude,meanz);

meanxamplitude[loop]:=meanx;

meanyamplitude[loop]:=meany;

meanzamplitude[loop]:=meanz;

reorder_then_average(storedpulse,meanp);

meanpulse[loop]:=meanp;

Sound(2000);

Delay(20);

NoSound;

IF loop = 1 THEN readtimer(time1);

readtimer(time2);

timetaken:=(time2-time 1);

X_over_Z[loop]:=largeY/largeX;

Y_over_Z[loop]:=largeY/largeZ;
ratiol Jloop]:=meanyamplitude[loop]/meanxamplitude[loop];

ratio2[loop]:=meanyamplitude[loop]/meanzamplitude[loop];

arraytime[loop]:=timetaken;

write(' ';meanxamplitude[loop]:5:3);

write(' 'smeanyamplitude[loop]:5:3);

write(' ';meanzamplitude[loop]:5:3);

write(' ',ratiol [loop]:5:3);

write(' ',ratio2[loop]:5:3);

write(' ',X_over_Z[loop]:5:2);

write(' ',Y_over_Z[loop]:5:2);

write(' ',meanpulse[loop]:5: 1);

wiite(' =‘Joop:4);

write(#10);write(#13);

END;

IF loop=1000 THEN

BEGIN

emergency:=TRUE;
filename:='temp.dat';

Assign(asciifile,filename);
WINDOW(1,25,80,25);

TextBackground(blue);

quit_program,

Quit:=TRUE;

WINDOW(1,25,80,25);

ClrScr;

Write(' Emergency File = filename);

Write(" Press any key to exit’);

REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;

END

xi
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ELSE Quit_program;

UNTIL Quit=TRUE;
Port[$020B]:=$30; {send control wordto set up counter 0};
SetIntVec(IRQ,OldVector);

END.

xii
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Acidosis - a condition in which the blood pHis below 7.35.

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) - the universal energy-carrying molecule

manufacturedinall living cells as a means of capturing and storing energy.

Alkalosis - a condition in which the blood pHis higher than 7.45.

Amino acid - an organic compound containing an amino group (-NH2) and a

carboxyl group (-COOH).

Anaemia - condition of the blood in which the numberof functional red blood cells

or their haemoglobin content is below normal.

Anaesthesia - a total or partial loss of feeling or sensation, usually defined with

respectto loss of pain sensation; may be general orlocal.

Anatomy- the structure or study of structure of the body andtherelation ofits parts

to each other.

Ante-cubital veins - the veins located on the inside of the elbow joint.

Apnoea- temporary cessation of breathing.

Aorta - the main systemictrunk of the arterial system of the body that emerges from

the left ventricle.

Atrium - either of the two upper chambersof the heart.

Buffer - a pair of chemicals, one a weak acid and onethe salt of a weak acid, which

functions as a weak base,that resists changes in pH.

Congenital- presentat the timeofbirth.

Coronal plane- a plane that runs vertical to the ground, and divides the body into

anterior and posteriorportions.

Cyanosis - reduced haemoglobin concentration of blood of more than 5 g di! that

results in a blue or dark purple discolouration that is most easily seen in the nail bed

and mucous membranes.

ii
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Denaturation - disruption of the tertiary structures of a protein by agents, such as

heat, changes in pH,or other physical or chemical methods, in which protein losesits

physical properties and biologicalactivity.

Diastole - in the cardiac cycle, the phase of relaxation or dilation of the heart muscle,

especially of the ventricles.

Dyshaemoglobin - a haemoglobin species whichis either temporarily or permanently

unable to bind with oxygen. The most common examples are carboxyhaemoglobin

and methaemoglobin.

Electrocardiogram (ECG)- a recording ofthe electrical changes that accompany the

cardiac cycle and can be recorded from the surface of the body.

Enzyme - a substance that speeds up the rate of chemical changes; an organic

catalyst, usuallya protein.

Erythrocyte - a red blood cell containing the pigment haemoglobin.

Extracellular fluid - fluid outside bodycells, such as interstitial fluid and plasma.

Extracorporeal circulation - an artificial means to circulate and oxygenate the blood

from outside the living body. Generally used during heart and lung surgery.

Foetus - the latter stages of the developing young in the uterus. In humansthis is

taken to be from the beginningof the third month after conception,up to birth.

Globin - a protein, found in the body, that can combine with iron containing groups

to form haemoglobin.

Glycolysis - one of the most important means by which energyis released from the

glucose molecule. Glycolysis consists of a series of chemical reactions in the cell in

which a molecule of glucoseis split into two molecules of pyruvic acid.

Haematocrit - the volume ofred blood cells in blood, expressed as a fraction ofthe

total volumeofthe blood.

iii
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Haemoglobin - a substance contained within the red blood cells and responsible for

their colour, composed of the pigment haem linked to the protein globin.

Haemoglobin has the unique property of combining reversibly with oxygen andis the

medium by which oxygenis transported within the body.

Haemolysis - the destruction of red blood cells (erythrocytes) with the liberation of

haemoglobin into the surrounding fluid.

Heparin - an anticoagulant produced in liver cells, some white blood cells, and

certain other sites which acts by inhibiting the enzyme thrombinin the final stage of

blood coagulation. A purified form of heparin is widely used for the prevention of

blood coagulation in blood collected for examination.

Heparinised - coated with or containing heparin.

Hypoxia- a deficiency of oxygenin thetissues.

Hypoxaemia- the presencein the blood of an abnormally low concentration of

oxygen.

Interstitial fluid - the portion of extracellularfluid that fills the microscopic spaces

between thecells of tissues.

Intracellular - situated or occurring insidea cell orcells.

Intravenous- into or within a vein.

In vitro - describing biological phenomenathat are made to occur outside the living

body.

In vivo - describing biological phenomenathat occur or are observed occurring

within the bodies of living organisms.

Isotonic - having equal tension or tone. Having equal osmotic pressure between two

different solutions or between two elementsin a solution.

Lysis - the destruction ofcells through damageorrupture of the plasma membrane,

allowing escape of the cell contents.

iv
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Metabolism - the sum ofall the biochemical reactions that occur within an organism.

Neonate - an infant at any time duringthefirst four weeksoflife.

Oblique plane- a plane that passes through the body at an angle between the

transverse plane andeitherthe sagittal or coronal plane.

Orthopaedics- the science or practice of correcting deformities caused by disease of

or damageto the bonesandjoints of the skeleton.

Osmosis - the passage of a solvent from a less concentrated to a more concentrated

solution through a semi-permeable membrane.

Pathological - pertaining to or caused by disease.

Peptide - a molecule consisting of two or more aminoacids linked by bonds between

the amino group (-NH) and the carboxyl group (-CO).

Photoplethysmography- the technique of performing plethysmographybyoptical

means. The changein volumeis related to an intensity change in the detectedlight.

Physiology - the science of the function of living organisms and of their compound

parts.

Plethysmography- process of recording the changesin the volumeofa limb caused

by alterations in blood pressure.

Polypeptide - a molecule consisting of three or more aminoacids linked together by

peptide bonds.

Protein - an organic compound consisting of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and

sometimes sulphur and phosphorous, and made up of amino acids linked by peptide

bonds.

Sagittal Plane - a vertical plane that divides the body or organsinto left and right

portions.

Systole - in the cardiac cycle, the phase of contraction of the heart muscle, especially

of the ventricles.
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Tidal volume - the volumeofair breathed in and out in any one breath; about 500 ml

in resting conditions.

Transcutaneous- throughthe skin.

Transverse plane - a plane that divides the body into superior (top) and inferior

(bottom) portions.

Tumour- a growth of excesstissue due to an unusually rapid division ofcells.

Vasoconstriction - a decrease in the size of the lumen of a blood vessel caused by

contraction of the smooth muscle in the wall of the vessel.

Vasodilatation - an increase in the size of the lumen of a blood vessel caused by

relaxation of the smooth musclein the wall of the vessel.

Ventricle - either of the two lower chambers of the heart, which have thick muscular

walls.

Ventricular Fibrillation - asynchronous ventricular contractions that result in

cardiovascularfailure.

Vital Signs - signs necessary to life that include temperature, pulse, respiratory rate

and blood pressure.
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In Vitro Calibration Technique for Pulse Oximeters

I P West, R G Griffiths, R Holmes, S L Snowdon and G R Jones

Introduction: As a result of their widespread use in anaesthesia and intensive care, pulse

oximeters are increasingly relied upon as providing an accurate indication of oxygen

saturation (SaO>) in patients suffering hypoxaemia. Calibration of these instruments is

conventionally achieved by inducing hypoxia in healthy volunteers, though for ethical

reasons data below approximately 75% SaOzis very limited. In vivo studies): have shown

that pulse oximetersare significantly less accurate below 80% SaO2. We have developed an

invitro modelandinvestigatedits use as an alternative calibration technique to conventional

methods. Experiments have been undertaken to determine the calibration curve for an

optical fibre pulse oximeter, whilst simultaneously investigating the response of a

commercial pulse oximeter.

Methods: The closed loop blood circuit comprised a simulated vascular tissue model, a

pulsable pumping system anda hollow fibre infant oxygenator. The tissue model was

moulded from a pigmented medical grade elastomer. A peristaltic pump provided the

pulsatile flow, whilst changes in SaO2 were performed by controlling the concentrations of

gases through the infant oxygenator. At each stable SaO>, readings were recorded for both

pulse oximeters and a blood sample was analysed by a co-oximeter.

Results: Data from seven experiments(carboxyhaemoglobin and methaemoglobin <2.5%)

were used to determinethecalibration curveforthe optical fibre pulse oximeter. A second

order polynomial, y =-2.90x?-40.00x + 123.34 was foundto fit the data with r2=0.99. The

data obtained for the commercial pulse oximeter showed a tendency toslightly

underestimate the true oxygen saturation at high levels andto significantly overestimate at

less than 50% SaOp.

Conclusions: Inaccuracies observed for the commercial pulse oximeterare typical for a

conventionally calibrated instrument. Since the optical fibre oximeter was calibrated over

thefull rangeit is expectedthatitwill be more accurate at lower readings ofSaO>. Validation

of the technique can be confirmed by comparing the physiological range of pulse oximeter

readings from human subjects against those analysed by a co-oximeter.
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P147
AN ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUE FOR CALIBRATING PULSE
OXIMETERS
IP West?,RG Griffiths, R Holmes?, SL Snowdon®, GR Joncs?.

Introduction: Pulse oximeters are relied upon in anaesthesia and intensive care to
provide an accurate indication of oxygen saturation (SaQz) in hypoxic patients.
These instruments are calibrated by inducing hypoxia in healthy volunteers,
although below 75% SaQ, extrapolation has to be used. In vivo studies
(Severinghaus JW et al, J. of Clin. Monit. 1989, 5: 72-81) have shown pulse
oximeters to be less accurate at low saturations. We have developed an in vitro
model as an alternative calibration technique to conventional methods and
simultancously investigated the response of a new optical fibre pulse oximeter and a
commercial pulse oximeter using both whole and haemolysed blood.
Methods: The invitro blood circuit comprised the following in a closed loop: a
simulated vascular tissue model; a pulsatile pumping system and a hollow fibre
infant oxygenator with integral reservoir. The tissue model was moulded from a
pigmented medical grade elastomer. A peristaltic pump provided the pulsatile flow,
whilst changes in SaQ> were performed by controlling the concentrations of gases
throug): the infant oxygenator. At each stable Sa}, readings were recorded for both
pulse oximeters and a blood sample was analysed by a co-oximeter.
Results; Data from scven whole blood experiments were used to determine the
calibration curve for the optical fibre pulse oximeter. A second order polynomial,
y=-2.90x2-40,00x+123.34 was foundtofit the data with r2=0.99. The data obtained
for the commercial pulse oximeter showed a tendency to slightly undcrestimate the
truc oxygen saturation at high levels and to significantly overestimate at Icss than
‘50% SaOQ. Data from the calibration curve for hacmolysed blood were fitted to a
second order polynomial. y=1 86x2-35.39x+113.67 with r2=0,99 and showed close
agreement with the theoretical curve (y=2.37x2-36.58x+113.90).
Conclusions: Inaccuracies observed for the commercial pulse oximeter are typical of
a conventionally calibrated instrument. The optical fibre pulse oximeter was
calibrated over the full range and should thercfore be more accurate a? lower
saturations. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical resus using

haeiolysed blood validate the in vitro technique. Further confirmation of the
calibration can be gained by comparing pulse oximeter readings over a physiological
range from humansubjects against those analysed by a co-oximcter.

Departinents of Electrical Engineering & Electronics, Medicine> and
Anacsthesia®, University of Liverpool. PO Box 147. Liverpool L69 3BX. U.K.
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